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C.3 – 2012-3 Business and Residents Survey results
Initial results from Business Survey – 43 respondents
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Collated results of Business and Residents Survey – 82 respondents
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C.4 – 2012-3 Business and Residents Survey comments received
Comments received in relation to priority choices question
Local Jobs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work is needed to keep young people in the area
To keep young people in the parish
Too few full-time jobs
with affordable housing the two big issues facing the young
If local means Bodmin, Wadebridge or if it means absolutely local
Not many will get worse
Important for the young
More apprenticeships needed
Jobs keep people livng in Port Isaac
More responsible approach from employers to offer full time

Affordable Housing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify parish needs = then build houses - not vice versa
needed to keep young people in the area
with a vernacular consideration
Self-build schemes not just social
Important but in the right way
Only if a need for people of this area of St Endellion
In the right place
Need more affordable housing
with local jobs the two big issues facing the young
But only near easy accessible facilities, school, shops, doctor, etc and in style appropriate to
locality.
Unaffordable
Housing should follow jobs
Important for the young
We need to retain our youngsters
For local people only
Affordable houses = new families=good schools= workers
Definitely needed to enable young people to stay in the village
Proper development not just add ons to get planning approval

Support for local facilities and services
•
•
•
•
•

Being constantly eroded
If you don't use it you lose it
Better bus service for elderly; Proper post office & more local shops
What does this mean? Support by community? Support for others for the community?
No help for the elderly
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•
•

Twinned to jobs
Important

Tourism
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very important but remember to accommodate those not in tourism
We all rely on Tourists for income
Countryside/views - preserving villages will attract tourists which is good for the economy
Needs some control
lifeline of the County
A key employer but can sort itself
not many now
Twinned to jobs
Mustn't take over
No tourist=no work, no work = no house = no residents in port Isaac
We must recognise where our wealth comes from

Health Care Facilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Needed for the many elderly that live in the parish
A lot of elderly people in parish with no transport
Already Doctors at Port Isaac
local doctors are fine
Critical
Very bad, they try only to save money
Not Doc Martin!
Paramount
Most important
Doctors - good, Main hospital 30 miles away
Health care very good in this area
We are lucky to have a good Doctor's surgery in Port Isaac
Already good

Education and Skills
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education can be sourced outside the parish
Important
local schools are good
Critical
low
For progress
Our primary school is a very good school
Already good
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Protecting the Environment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Before it's completely destroyed
Plant trees, protect verges
Vital
Reinstate trees & hedges on road sides
Area of Outstanding Natural beauty should be looked after
Planning protection
hand in hand with tourism - lifeline of County
The essence of why the parish is so special
too late
but with an open mind
How much of the environment do you spoil with wind and solar energy production,
personally I would rather have them than a nuclear power station in Cornwall.
Protect beauty and wildlife. No industrial development

Community & Open Spaces
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turbines should not be a feature for this parish
Local community is already strong, open spaces?? we live in the Country
We are in a rural area so less critical than an urban area
Open spaces taken away with building
safe areas for our young and walks
We struggle to maintain our community feel
Don't care if we have a sports field or not. The beach is big enough at low tide so
people/kids/ dogs can run around then
The Port Isaac Village hall and playing fields are the focal points for our community

Public Transport
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enables elderly to get about - better village atmosphere
Important for the elderly & non-drivers
The current bus service is poor
Terrible bus service in North Cornwall
With ageing population it is important, community could do more.
It costs too much, bad for shopping
Not everyone can afford a car
Essential for youngsters and elderly
Low priority nobody seems to use the buses anyway!
Poor

Design Quality e.g. Scale & Character
•
•

Should be preserved as it is
New homes kept small & in keeping with others in the area
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Common sense
Very important
Should blend with surroundings
All buildings should blend in - not like the last affordable homes
Any development should be in keeping with the area
Needs to be compatible with existing
Picturesque Harbours - all ok
Bring countryside back
Good Question?
We were promised affordable housing designs to fit in with other premises in the village. The
fronts are ok even though they don't really fit in, but the backs just look like 4 warehouses big let down - please note!
All must be in keeping with natural environment

Other
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wildlife - safeguard the habitat of wildlife before its completely destroyed
Broadband
Tree planting wherever possible and practical
self build instead of affordable homes
Support for local businesses to remain in parish
Do not get old here - leave!

What do you most like about St Endellion Parish?
•
•
•
•
•
•

It’s a beautiful place in which to live and work
Here to help local community
Port Isaac
Living in such a beautiful environment & village community
Trelights is quiet, near the sea and an attractive location, and Port Isaac is stunning
It’s a beautiful place to live and everyone is very friendly and welcoming

•

The peaceful (mostly) community.
We have to be vigilant and make sure that villages are not further destroyed by sacrificing
further to useless tourism, such as encouraged by the filming of 'soaps' e.g. "Doc Martin"
which encourage hoards of day trippers. Clogging the area and deterring discerning visitors
to our beautiful area.
Community and the environment
General position in relation to countryside and shopping facilities
Community Spirit
Lovely residents but no sense of community due to no pub or shop (Trelights).
Longcross great if you have lots of money
Lively local school; Beautiful surroundings; Friendly community
Not spoiled by big companies and/or corporations
Trevathern Farm Shop; Tranquil Trelights village

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The unspoilt character and scenes + the friendliness of most of those living in the parish
although this is being sorely tested at the moment with the threat of wind and solar power
Resident, still local people live in the area
Port Isaac is a great community to live in. The benefits far outweigh any problems
The natural unspoilt beauty. Born in Trelights but live in Cambridge now, return for several
weeks each year with children and grand children.
Coast & Countryside; Community spirit; Lifeboat
Its incredible diversity; Farming landscapes; Fishing Industries; Tourism; tree covered lanes
and footpaths; good healthcare; a good Co-op
The unspoilt countryside, particularly along the coast & AONB which should be protected
from development
The beauty of this area + coastline& AONB; A peaceful community
It is a lovely rural location with areas of outstanding natural beauty which attracts many
tourists, good for the economy of Cornwall. Trelights is a typical Cornish village with
character which should be protected from over development especially if not in keeping
with the surroundings. Visitors admire the peace & quiet of the area & community and it
will be a real pity if this was spilt and lost forever
Safe environment; ideal for children
Peaceful, beautiful area to live in
Fantastic Villages, Great Scenery
Beauty of environment so we should protect all existing farm land, AONB status and allow
NO wind turbines. Ground source heat and solar as more economic and with less detriment.
Community spirit in Trelights and around St Endellion Church
Not now Living here 35 years, its spoilt. Too many houses being built, its taken the
countryside away, why people are not keen to come here on holiday now, also it has
affected the health of people living here in Trelights. Lots of people will suffer more. More
people, more houses, motors + fumes it affects me and others, it will get worse.
Community Spirit
The geography and community
The scenery, proximity to sea/beaches
Peaceful & Quiet
Just a nice area to live, nice walks and friendly people
I like how you try to sort out the village BUT it needs to actually happen and not just talk
about doing stuff
Our beautiful countryside and coast; our good primary school; The sense of community - the
various local events e.g. raft race, carnival, The Big Swim, etc.
It is a lovely parish to live in
The beauty of countryside, heritage buildings and coastline
A safe and very pleasant environment set for the most part in or close to the North Cornwall
AONB and Heritage Coast.

What Improvements would you like to see in St Endellion Parish?
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Concessionary parking for locals and local businesses
More housing for Locals, Jobs for locals, keep village atmosphere
Car Parking, Beach cleaning
I would like to see more full time residency. Too many second homes will ultimately kill
village life
no local shops within Trelights
Dog poo is a big problem, particularly in busy tourist periods. More space allocated for
allotments would be good

•

Small bus connection between villages e.g. Trelights and Wadebridge, No point in running
large buses predominantly empty which cannot access smaller communities.

•

Affordable Housing; Allotment Space; Robust Policing of inappropriate planning proposals;
encouragement of younger generation to become politically aware/active, a youth
councillor perhaps?; Preservation of the village character; Film Screenings, School, work, etc
Local shop & better street lighting
Park & ride system; affordable housing

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Trelights tidied up. No atmosphere. The disgusting state of the Main Street is a deterrent to
anyone wanting to live her. The two empty houses need to be demolished and unused scrap
cars moved off the street, as there is not sufficient drive parking for houses on Main Street.
Better Children’s park/playground; More affordable housing; Maintain the existing toilets on
Roscarrock Hill; Faster broadband
Road improvements
Safer walking routes (pavements) from Trelights to bus services & farm shop. More frequent
& more direct buses to Wadebridge. No more "not in keeping" eyesores like the recent
affordable houses in Trelights which were built outside the development boundary in an
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Trelights village store or perhaps farm shop & local pub
that opened all year.
Less media interest becoming very intrusive
Provide more housing and work so that young people can live in the parish instead of just
old timers like myself

•

A beach clearing/cleaning programme in the season; Faster broadband; continue to
maintain the public toilets on Roscarrock Hill; Maintain a regular refuse collection at the
bottom of the village; Allow parking for the band to play on Thursday evenings; Access to
the back of the breakwater

•

Public transport to be returned to Trelights even if only once a day; No more new houses in
Trelights like the ones built at the beginning of the Endellion lane. They are and eyesore and
not in keeping with the rest of buildings in the surrounding area; Car service to doctor's free
or small charge; Post office facilities either by van or somewhere in Trelights
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•

•

Tidy up the top car park, take away unsightly temporary signs; dedicated park & ride to Platt
from top car par; More fines for dogs messing & being uncontrolled; Sympathetic lighting on
coastal path between Platt & The Edge: Investment in the school would attract more
children. Spread out affordable housing for families, not just one area in village. Encourage
new people (life& ideas) into the village, they will add to it. Open up footpaths to make dog
walking more interesting: Tidy up & improve appearance.
Tree regeneration on field/road hedges; farmers encouraged to refrain from
cutting/levelling all hedge tops which would enable birds to return to the countrysideproviding them with food and shelter

•

Land for self-build schemes made available to working local youngsters who have had to
move elsewhere due to high property prices. New build properties (affordable and social)
built in keeping with local properties, not like the ugly affordable homes in Trelights.

•

Small community shop; self-build projects so young families, working, can stay in the areaas opposed to social housing; Landscape should be protected & buildings low profile & in
keeping with the village setting; To maintain the tourism industry; Farm management of
hedgerows should be improved for wildlife.
Better transport for elderly & people who do not drive
Bus service through Trelights; mobile shop or deliveries to Trelights; play area/community
meeting place in Trelights

•
•

•

Less restrictions on planning & more development opportunities; more resident parking
areas; less yellow lines; more work for local families; more affordable housing

•

The Car Parking in Port Isaac; Fixing pot holes; One-way system in the summer in Port Isaac

•

Re-open beach car park - we now do not shop in Port Isaac.
Affordable Housing but in appropriate locations near doctor, school, shops, etc.
Superfast Broadband sooner.
Absolute clarity on development strategy:
- Where no building is allowed - all farm land
- Where infill is allowed + other developments e.g. Port Isaac to increase population to
protect services+ maybe get a P.O. again
- Style of buildings

•

Business does not work in Cornwall because of the high cost of travel. Wadebridge is spoilt
and very unhealthy, it is also sinking with the weight of building. Why is the Council bringing
more people here, who are not bright, do not earn a living and giving them houses. it was a
nice country place 35 years ago, with nice people, not now glad I'm old.
Encourage building new local occupied housing NOT affordable restricted housing but
houses that are for "Residential Dwelling houses only" (i.e. not allowed to be used for 2nd
Homes)

•
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•

Spring flowers to give inviting atmosphere and a welcome for residents and visitors alike

•

Car park is a mess ( the one at the top of the village); Better relationship between Parish
council and parishoners. My experience re: dog walking matters was very upsetting and
alienated me from the Council. I did not feel our request was unreasonable and found the
hostility utterly unacceptable from the Parish Council- whether they are obliged to provide
or not. The fact it was requested should have been received better and acted upon willingly
Tighter controls on empty properties
More homes for local people, especially newly married couples instead of giving them to
single parents

•
•

•

•
•

Get more/better car parking.; Sort out Christmas lights; Better bins at bottom of village; Ask
cottage owners to get gull guards (I have on my shop), will stop gulls going at the binbags
and make Port Isaac neater& tidier on a weekend; We need to have a plan for affordable
housing, more housing means more locals to work & fill the school; Also need businesses
other that tourist based like the proposal for units. This will help existing business carry on
in Port Isaac. I don’t think there is a need for any more "cafe"" Takeaways" we need more
things for people to look around and come to Port Isaac for.
heaper parking permits for locals to park on the beach at Port Isaac
Car parking facilities; more employment that is not just seasonal; more leisure facilities for
young people especially teenagers

•

A blanket rejection of wind turbine development. It is industrial, hopelessly inefficient,
places huge burden on fossil fuel use and only benefits individual profiteers. Let us keep this
precious corner of Cornwall worth visiting and living in.

•

The area and therefore local jobs depend on tourism. The first objective of the
Neighbourhood Plan should be to protect and enhance the local environment, the beauty of
which is the reason that people visit the area. It follows that developments which prejudice
the scenic attraction of the parish should be opposed. An example is the construction of
wind turbines. Applications for which have proved very divisive and time consuming. They
are completely inappropriate apart from dubious efficiency and little use in terms of
reducing carbon emissions.

Questions to local Businesses
What kind of development, if any would be most beneficial to your
business?
•
•
•

Good Parking, Park and ride
Park & ride system
A finished car park - perhaps a park and ride
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Park & ride for elderly, disabled & young families
Small workshops
rural workshop
For access & deliveries, either a one way system or reduced access to town
retaining character and local identity of village. Encouraging jobs & local community
Better parking with transport to old village.
Tourism

Any other comments/suggestions?
•
•

I think you are doing the right thing by finding out the views of people who live in the parish
Self-build schemes for young people that have had no choice but to leave the parish to find
homes.

•
•

Perhaps a transport from car parks to town, difficult access for disabled and elderly
Jobs - shops - Business are vital and to do this parking. Local housing there are enough 2nd
homes already.
To protect the ones we have and to promote new concepts
I wish there was a better relationship between the parish council & people
More parking spaces needed. Doesn't matter where in the old/new part of Village it’s just
essential ASAP.

•
•
•
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C.5 Parish Walks
TRIO September 2013
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Extracts from pages 20-27. Personal contact details redacted.
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APPENDIX F – Initial Survey Consultation
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F.3 - 2016 Initial Survey Consultation – Comments received and NDP responses
Q1 It is hard to find places to build in a landscape like ours, with so many hills and valleys. So we must look at taking every possible opportunity for
appropriate development.

Q1 Do you support new infill housing development that helps address local needs within the existing settlements of Port Isaac, Port
Gaverne and Trelights?
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response

Yes

Our answer 'yes' assumes that "Infill"means utilising
garden and previously used, brown-field sites so such
development would maximise use of unused / unwanted
land rather than encroaching into the countryside.

Noted: however infill development which seeks to subdivide an existing
residential plot would not be supported where the proposed density,
plot ratio and urban form is not in keeping with surrounding
development

Yes

Only if sympathetic to existing layout, style, architecture
and flow of settlements, and only if it is genuinely
needed and affordable for local people. Otherwise no.

Appropriate guidance to be included in the NDP

Yes

We are obliged to safeguard the AONB for future
generations, ad hoc development should be confined to
village boundaries.

the AONB designation does not preclude new building housing, it
requires development to conserve or enhance the designation. The
AONB MP supports local needs housing provision in principle.

very loaded question - what is infill? Question presupposes that there is local need.

Infill development may involve the use of a previous undeveloped plot of
land, the redevelopment and change of use of previously developed or
derelict land, or the subdivision of a larger plot of land, all within the
defined urban area.

Yes

As long as there a genuine Local Need, and only the
amount of new devlopement is to support that need. We
must not build to satisfy Cornwall Council due to the
pressure put on them by central Government.

the NDP has to conform with the Local Plan, so not all new dwellings can
be local needs, as this would conflict with policy 3 of the Local Plan

Yes

In principle yes but I'm not sure I know exactly how 'infill' is defined.

it is defined in paragraphs 1.65-1.68 of the Cornwall Local Plan
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Yes

Yes but only under strict local connection criteria as per
Under Town in Trelights where we live. Like many other
local people, affording a house on the open market
where I've grown up (Rock) just simply wasn't going to
happen. The grotesque and ever increasing ratios of
second homes to year around residency ones continue
to ghettoize the people that come from here. I
absolutely wish that we could welcome anyone with a
genuine intention to be a part of our unique
communities but the playing field is not at all level and
so local people MUST be prioritised.
A lot of local people in the area rely on the tourist trade
for their income. Tourists come here for the beauty and
character of the area which could easily be destroyed
with residential development.

the NDP has to conform with the Local Plan, so not all new dwellings can
be local needs, as this would conflict with policy 3 of the Local Plan

Yes

As long as it is either social or affordable.

the NDP has to conform with the Local Plan, so not all new dwellings can
be local needs, as this would conflict with policy 3 of the Local Plan

Yes

Any significant number of houses need to be built where
the local infrastructure is appropriate - schools,
transport, health centres etc
Q 1. ---

Point is noted, this is why the NDP is seeking to focus growth on the
main settlements.

No

Yes

The Cornwall Local Plan has permissive housing policies and the NDP is
required to generally conform with the Local Plan, so principle of new
housing is acceptable. There are other policies in the NDP and Local Plan
that safeguard heritage and landscape features. The NDP would not
conform with the Local Plan if it said no to all development.
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Yes

If the overriding requirement is for social and affordable
housing, including housing for single people in an
ageing population, then it goes without saying, that this
must be near the essential local facilities, such as the
School, shops and, importantly, the Doctor's Surgery.
Therefore, the majority of the development of the
development should be in Port Isaac with only infill
development in Port Gaverne and Trelights, with no
extension of the existing development boundaries. The
recent experience with Undertown in Trelights and many
other dispersed "affordable" development is that the
requirement of two cars and the overall cost preclude
the real members of the community who require
affordable housing.
Only support small infill developments. Do not
overload existing developments, ie Undertown in
Trelights, could cause 'Ghetto' areas to be formed.

The Local Plan allows development as infill under policy 3, but also
supports rural exception sites as extensions to settlements. The NDP is
required to conform with the Local Plan so it cannot prevent rural
exception sites in principle.

Yes

Provided any new buildings are sensitive to existing
properties and are in keeping with surrounding area

Point noted

Yes

I only support the development of new housing as long
as it is infill and will not have a adverse affect on the
landscape and the AOSB...... in must not be a blot on the
landscape that will lead to further infill that will make the
area over developed. Access is a concern, therefore
services to support a new development must also have
minimum effect.....

The Cornwall Local Plan has permissive housing policies and the NDP is
required to generally conform with the Local Plan, so principle of new
housing is acceptable. There are other policies in the NDP and Local Plan
that safeguard heritage and landscape features and refer to
infrastructure provision that is necessary to make the development
acceptable. The NDP would not conform with the Local Plan if it said no
to all development.

Yes

Paragraph 1.64 of the Local Plan does enable an NDP to define scale of
new development.

Yes
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No

I do not feel that Trelights, a village with no shop, no
school, no pub, no jobs and failing hospital infrastructure
is an ideal place to encourage new inhabitants. It is fine
for holiday stays - which is probably why so many
houses are holiday homes.

the Cornwall Local Plan stresses that development in one settlement can
help sustain and support services in another, this is a pattern of the way
Cornwall has organically developed, and the Local Plan acknowedges
this and supports housing down to smal lsettlements and hamlets.
Trelights whilst not having direct services is wel lbeyond the scale of a
hamlet and provided support for the services and facilities in port isaac.

Yes

Infill developments should be the first approach as long
as there remain green public spaces within the villages
that are available to the whole community. The
development should also take into account access and
parking which can be difficult at times. The development
should also consider the proximity of amenities - shop,
school, bus route as well

Noted the NDP text should reflect the NPPF which directs development
toward more sustainable locations.

Yes

Architecturally sensitive and where minimum traffic
disruption is caused.

noted, there will be wider polices regarding design and transport in the
NDP

Yes

If we have to build more homes in the Parish we must
insist that they really are for locals (meaning people
living in the Parish). They should not be used for
importing other areas problems! I hope that any new
builds will be truly sympathetic with ANOD. The latest
buildings in Trelights are frankly an eyesore, something
like overgrown beach huts. No more blatant
incompetence, Please! IF it is decided to go ahead with
the proposed site in Trelights (Steve Hewett,s field) I
suggest that the access to the site should be close to
those who are benefiting from the sale and not pushed
on to peaceful areas of non social housing. I do have a
social conscience but I do not want to be punished for it!

the NDP has to conform with the Local Plan, so not all new dwellings can
be local needs, as this would conflict with policy 3 of the Local Plan

Yes
No
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Yes

Agree, appropriate developement and addressing the
need for proper infrastructure(upgrading where
neccessary).

Noted

As long as it is VERY limited, sympathetic to
neighbouring properties and not using up large
greenfield plots. There are no amenities for the elderly
in Port Gaverne and Trelights.
As long as flooding issues and water flow are reflected in
the design

the NDP and the Local Plan have wider policies that adress the matters
raised.

whats the point they will be properly be sold as holiday
homes and half the houses in trelights are empty
already!!!

a principal residency policy is suggested as part of the NDP to address
this point.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

the NDP and the Local Plan have wider policies that adress the matters
raised.

Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Q2 Do you support new housing development on the edge of the existing settlements of Port Isaac, Port Gaverne and Trelights as long
as its affordable housing for local people?
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response

No

We understand the need for affordable housing for local
people, it is the same for local people all over the
country, indeed there are examples of this in every
community, not just Cornwall. But it must not be at the
expense of the areas of outstanding natural beauty or
prime agricultural land or beautiful countryside,
otherwise we will destroy the reason all of us want to live
here. Hamlets such as Trelights just do not have the
infrastructure to support any further expansion and so
should rely solely on very small scale infill development

The AONB designation has substantial weight in planning terms and
there is a duty to conserve or enhance the designation, this follows
through into the NDP. The scale of development in/ edge of settlements
can be specified in line with para 1.64 of the Local Plan.
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(1 or 2 units only). There are already 26 supported
housing units in this village alone, amounting to over
20% of the total.
Yes

No

No
Yes

No

Only if sympathetic to existing layout, style, architecture
and flow of settlements, and only if it is genuinely needed
and affordable for local people. Otherwise no.
Any development should be close to amenities, the
question groups the three areas together when they in
fact must be considered as separate entities, we consider
the question misleading.
where is he need for this?

Noted, yes exception sites are required to be affordable housing -led.
Design policies in line with townscape/ character assessments are also
likely to form part of the NDP.
The Local Plan allows for exception sites on the edge of twons,villages,
settlements and hamlets, the question is seeking views on these named
settlements.

Only if it is for Local Need and not to satisfy local need
that has been generated by non locals whom have
moved into the area as they are aware of new
development.
To a limited extent I might support this but I think the
development boundaries should be preserved as far as
possible to avoid all the settlements merging into one
and to preserve their individual characters.

the Local Plan requires exception sites to be affordable housing led.

to conform with the Local Plan and to respond to the housing needs
assessment evidence.

Point is noted, the scale of such development is required to be 'small
scale' to meet the definition of exception sites, as a result the risk of
settlement merger as a result is extremely limited.
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Yes

No

Yes

So-called 'affordable' housing has taken us many, many
years of looking for and saving to be able to achieve even
a percentage buy. We've just bought 70% of a property
which at full price is actually far from affordable on an
average local wage. We may well get stuck unable to
purchase any more of our house (as many do) and we
extensively researched our options alarmed at the
regularity of such housing schemes being reported on
the news but felt we had absolutely no choice but this
one given open market buying was not within our reach.
We have built solid work for ourselves in Cornwall and
want to live here, where I've spent my whole life. We
want to contribute to our local communities and raise a
family here too. Only time will tell whether our decision
to become a part of this scheme was sensible or not- but
for now- we get to live where we feel we should be able
to live and thus believe similar schemes should exist near
by for others to lay roots like we've just mananged to do.
We're now in our mid thirties, and it is not hard to
understand why all of my childhood friends have had to
settle outside of Cornwall. They just couldn't afford to
stay! Any new housing MUST only be for people with a
proven local connection. Not upmteen new swanky
properties with a few 'affordable' shoe box type houses
tacked on the side either!
No as feel not enough adequate services or transport
links in local area - already over stretched. Also, people
need services within walking distance and on good bus
routes. There are not these services in Trelights nor shops
and only the co-op in Port Isaac/Gaverne. Any
development would have to be low key.
No second homes. Affordable or social for locals.

we cannot insist all new development is for local needs as we have to
conform with the Cornwall Local Plan, which allows for a percentage of
market dwellings on exception sites and also allows market as infill/
rounding off. The NDP is also proposing a principal residency condition
on all new housing.

see comments above, the Local Plan supports growth in smaller
settlements/ hamlets to hel psustain services in larger villages nearby.
Resisting development outside of the main settlements would not
conform with the Local Plans approach to housing development.

noted
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No

No
No

Yes

Yes
Yes

As a general rule, no. But in exceptional circumstances,
we would support new housing development where the
local infrastructure of schools, shops and transport
already exist. Within the parish, this would therefore only
be around Port Isaac. This should not be on land in the
ANOB.
Q 2. New housing and new development should be
within the existing settlements.

The significant majority of the parish is AONB. Housing will however be
required to show that it conserves or enhances the designation. The
Local Plan seeks development in smaller settlements to help sustain
services and facilities in larger villages nearby.

The Cornwall Local Plan indicates the need for circa
47,000 houses (TBC). The dispersal of this is only
indicative and the potential over uptake in Bodmin and
Wadebridge means that the necessity to destroy any
further land designated as ANOB is not necessary. We
are custodians of our planet and once land is destroyed it
cannot be re-instated for future generations. St
Endellion has a policy of sustainable development which
would preclude any development in Port Gaverne,
Trelights and St Endellion and much of the land around
Port Isaac.
New developments should be small in size and numbers
of properties, no major estates. Cell 8c at St Endelion
appears to be the best prospect with the least impact on
existing areas and also close to good traffic access
Again, any new developments should be appropriate to
blend with existing buildings.
You must make sure that response is taken from the
whole section of the population. If you only base you
findings in response from one section of the community
ie: those that oppose or those that are in Local Need and
have lived in the area from birth, which is therefore Local
Need, you results will be bias........you need to make sure
the whole community is involved.....

the AONB designation has substantial weight in planning terms and
there is a duty to conserve or enhance the designation, this follows
through into the NDP. The scale of development in/ edge of settlements
can be specified in line with para 1.64 of the Local Plan

the Local Plan allows for rural exception site extensions to settlements,
therefore should an approach would not conform with the Local Plan.

paragraph 1.64 does enable the NDP to define scale

noted the NDP will have wider design policies
Agree, the NDP is approaching different methods of consultation to try
and make sure engagement captures all groups in the parish

Yes
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Yes

Port Isaac - yes because it has amenities. Port Gaverne
and Trelights - please see my answer to the question
above

the Local Plan seeks development in all scale of settlements to help
support services and facilities in larger villages, the NDP would not
conform if it resists growth in Trelights and Port Gaverne.

No

This would extend the boundary of the villages into the
AONB which should be avoided

the AONB designation has substantial weight in planning terms and
there is a duty to conserve or enhance the designation, this follows
through into the NDP. The scale of development in/ edge of settlements
can be specified in line with para 1.64 of the Local Plan

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

As for Q1 re infrastructure.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Same comments as above.

Yes
Yes

No

the issue here is what is defined as 'affordable'? it is
important that the definitions such as this are clearly
publicised so everyone knows what is meant by each
term.
It wont be affordable unless you get benifit helps and as
a local there are two many second homes in trelights port
isaac and port gavern alread

Affordable values are defined through the Cornwall Local Plan, the NDP
can not change these as it legally is required to conform with the Local
Plan

Only social housing or really affordable and only for
locals

we cannot insist all new development is for local needs as we have to
conform with the Cornwall Local Plan, which allows for a percentage of
market dwellings on exception sites and also allows market as infill/
rounding off. The NDP is also proposing a principal residency condition
on all new housing.

Affordable values are defined through the Cornwall Local Plan, the NDP
can not change these as it legally is required to conform with the Local
Plan. The NDP is also proposing a principal residency condition on all
new housing.

Yes
Yes

Yes
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Q3 We must look hard to find places to build that fit, like as mentioned above, finding small infill sites for groups of no more than 10 houses.
Other sites outside of development boundaries can be identified for housing, these are called “Rural Exception Sites.” On these sites we can say
the homes will only be for local people. Do you think the Neighbourhood Development Plan should define settlement boundaries like the old
North Cornwall Local Plan, so we can make it absolutely clear which sites are considered infill and which sites are considered on the edge? This
would help with the kind of housing policy for each site, as explained above they would be "Rural Exception Sites".
Q3 Do you think the Neighbourhood Development Plan should define settlement boundaries like the old North Cornwall Local Plan, so
we can make it absolutely clear which sites are considered infill and which sites are considered on the edge?
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response

Yes

We all need TOTAL CLARITY about what is being
suggested.

More detail will be provided on subsequent consultations

Yes

have answered yes but again the question presupposes
local need with words like "we must look hard to find
places to build". Surely the thing we must look towards is
preserving the AONB which is Cornwall's crown and only
tangible asset on which the future of this part of the
county depend. Again it is a question of defining infill.

points noted, the NDP will be read as a whole so AONB policies will
have weight and will refer to the duty to conserve or enhance the
natural beauty of the designation. Infill is defined in para 1.65 to 1.68 of
the Cornwall Local Plan.

Yes

We must be in control of all new development. We must
not be pressurised into a decision to quickly. We must
continue to have open meetings that are open to all and
are in a relaxed manor.

noted and agreed

Yes

As above. I'm keen to maintain existing separation
between settlements. Specifically, as a resident of
Trewetha I wouldn't want to see it become part of Port
Isaac and am concerned about any development
between the two settlements.

see previous response, the policy for settlement boundaries will not infill
large gaps between existing settlements.

Yes
No
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Yes

Information and communication are key to healthy local
relationships, so yes, let's be as transparent as possible
with the boundaries of land around us. Rural exception
sites (what is this? Green field sites rather than 'infill'?) If
so these should not be an option in our opinion because
of AONB & SSSI status. Again, the elephant in the
room...we have plenty of houses- they're just not lived in.
After some research I can't find out whether Under Town
was considered infill or not- but we assume it was given
its proximity to other properties and to be given the go
ahead.

the principle of infill and exception sites is acceptable in terms of
demonstrating conformity with the Local Plan. These permissive policies
are read alongside the duty to safeguard the natural beauty of the
AONB. Undertown was considered as a rural exception site and was
affordable housing led.

Yes

We need to see what is going on where.

noted

Yes

But as stated above, we believe that the only place for
appropriate sites are on the edge of Port Isaac, for
reasons of infrastructure etc. Local people should be
consulted for all proposed sites, both infill & additions to
existing villages - before the Local Plan is confirmed.

the Local Plan seeks development in all scale of settlements to help
support services and facilities in larger villages, the NDP would not
conform if it resists growth is smaller settlements. Residents will be
consulted throughout the NDP's evolution.

Yes

Q 3. ---

Yes

It is essential that settlement boundaries are defined so
that their is a clear context for any future development.
This will result in a much clearer, efficient and cheaper
planning system, as it defines where development is
allowed or not and, therefore, potentially eliminates
costly planning processes. Given that the inference of
this question is that we need to find small infill sites of
around 10 houses and these should be social or
affordable, it is likely that these should focus on Port
Isaac for the reasons outlined in Question 1. Small
developments as described would be insufficient to
generate essential services for the least affluent and the
ageing community in St Endellion, Port Gaverne and
Trelights.

Yes

Noted, the Local Plan seeks development in all scale of settlements to
help support services and facilities in larger villages, the NDP would not
conform if it resists growth is smaller settlements.
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Yes

Boundaries must be in place to protect our AONB

noted

Yes

Infill is most important. We must minimise the impact on
our area. We, as a community, that will be affected by any
new development must be those that have the final say.
We need to make sure that the land that is develop must
have the least impact on the village and the residence. I
must be in keeping with the lay of the land. We must
maintain a rural vista with the minimal impact....

noted, wider policies will be in the NDP regarding responding to
character

Yes

Also define small hamlets such as trewetha with
boundaries

Point noted, the NDP does intend to identify the settlements where
policies will apply.

Such action would make it clear to all whether proposed
houses are within a settlement and there can be no
confusion.

noted

Not in Trelights too small very poor access.

the Local Plan seeks development in all scale of settlements to help
support services and facilities in larger villages, the NDP would not
conform if it resists growth is smaller settlements.

Not sure I fully understand this situation.

noted, further consultation will seek to explain the position, and open
days will be available so specific points can be asked.

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

We Don't want this

Yes
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Q4 Some of the housing problems identified in our Housing Needs Assessment could perhaps be helped if there were flats available to rent for people
who do not qualify for social housing but want to live and work here.
Q4 Do you support the encouragement through the Neighbourhood Development Plan for residential only accommodation above new
commercial development?
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response

Yes

This sounds sensible, although we live in a free market
economy and people have the right as British citizens to
live and work wherever they want and wherever they can
afford. This applies to ALL people in the country and
moving home and area has to be everybody's right either
for work or for lifestyle improvement.

points noted, however this would be an encouraging policy that would
outline and in principle support for such a proposal

No

this is a nonsense

Difficult to respond without any substance to the comment

No

Please let us know what type of businesses we should
consider.

in principle any commercial use that would be compatible with a
residential use, ie light industrial.

We would not like to see new commercial development
slipped under the radar with housing above it as an
excuse for getting planning. If you're going to newbuild
premises, and there is such an accommodation needmake such stock entirely residential! Why 'waste' the
space. Having lived in Cornwall all my life I have always
had to travel to places of work. It is a small price we pay
to live in such staggeringly beautiful surroundings. Let's
strengthen and regenerate commercial development in
our existing towns with efficient design and innovative
upgrading not commercialise / industrialise our unspoilt
villages and hamlets.

points are noted, the intention is not for this to be a loophole for
getting residential planning, and the idea is that the commercial use
would prevail.

Yes
Yes

Yes
No
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No

What do you mean by commercial development? Do you
mean places of work or developers building houses for
sale. Also, any new housing whether social or rental
should be for local people only.

commercial development relates to employment uses. Points noted.

No

Some commercial development would provide
employment.
However, we believe that residential accommodation
above commercial premises, in an area which is already
commercially established in existing buildings, could be
considered.
Q 4. ---

Agree

Yes

This seems sensible but, for the reasons outlined above,
Commercial Development with 'residential only
accommodation above that development' should be in
existing areas of Commercial Development and there
should be a clear height limit.

agree, the policy would need to set parameters about location and will
be assessed against wider design policies

No

This area cannot support new commercial developments,
we must protect the existing outlets.

the area can support new commercial development, such proposals are
specifically encouraged through employment policies in the Cornwall
Local Plan

Yes

I am unsure where any 'new commercial development'
might be situated. Are commercial developments
governed by the same rules?

in principle on the edge and within the main settlements in line with
policy 5 of the Cornwall Local Plan

No

The purpose as I understand for the development in this
Parish is too serve a Local Need. ''Want to Live and work
here'' is not a Local Need. This will just lead in the future
of the need for more development.....

the policy can define scale and location, and will be assessed against
other policies such as safeguarding the AONB

What commercial development? - is building industrial
estates to generate employment also in the parish
council's plans?

it’s a local approach to policy 5 in the Cornwall Local Plan and seeking
to see if residential could work as part of a commercial proposal.

No

Yes

Noted

Yes
No
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Yes

There should be a mix of housing/flats available for
people who work locally, and if there is new commercial
development this would offer an opportunity for
additional housing which otherwise may not be available.

noted

As per the 'Devon Covenant' which applies in certain
areas over the Tamar (to the sale of existing properties
too)?

there is the potential that the policy could have restrictions on
occupancy, it is also proposed through the NDP that all new housing
will be subject to a primary residency condition

This would end up with people buying the houses or flats
and people renting them out as second homes

not if there is a primary residency condition imposed, which the NDP is
proposing

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Q5 One type of development is called Live/work, these are homes that people both live and work in. People planning to build this type of home must
demonstrate there is a clear commercial basis for the business they will run from the home. Live/work properties cannot be sold to anyone who does
not both live and work in the dwelling.
Q5 Would you support Live/work developments on sites outside the settlement boundaries but within walking distance of them?
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response
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No

We do not support extending the settlement boundaries.
Does live/work mean every household will become
surrounded by vehicles and flotsam of poorly run small
businesses? The prospect of someone covering their
garden with parts of tractors/cars/lorries etc is not an
attractive idea, However, if the business was run from
home with no visible impact on the neighbourhood, we
would encourage it.
Don't see need for them to be outside settlement
boundaries. This is the kind of initiative that should be
part of core planning/redeveloping/building.

The Local Plan allows for extensions to existing settlements such as
rural exception sites, this policy suggests that live/work proposals could
be considered under a similar approach. Any scheme will be assessed
against it detail, unsightly proposals or those generating lots of traffic
may fail wider policies, such as those seeking to safeguard the AONB.

No

I have answered no as again Trelights and Port Gaverne
cannot be considered in the same way as Port Issac, where
there is a thriving tourist industry, jobs, transport, doctors
and a school. Again this development should not be at the
expense of protecting the AONB.

the AONB is duty bound to be safeguarded, the policy is about
principle, the Local Plan does encourage development in smaller
settlements to help sustain services elsewhere. This policy is seeking to
build on that approach. A live/work scheme was recently supported on
the edge of Trelights.

No

all this does is enable development on a random basis by
allowing building on the pretence of an accompanying
work opportunity. In practice this is not going to
encourage anything other than "hobby" businesses rather
than truly sustainable employment in the area.

the policy will include a range of criteria to be passed before the
principle of such a scheme can be supported.

No

NO. This just way to develop by use of a loop hole.

No is not, any scheme will be heavily scrutinised and will be required to
meet a range of criteria to be justified, it will subsequently be tied by
conditions.

No

Possibly - it might depend upon what sort of business it is.
I'd like to understand more about this - if the business
were to serve or benefit the local community in some way
I might say yes in principle.

noted

there is extremely limited space inside settlements, the intention is that
the proposals would be considered in a similar vein to rural exception
sites which the Local Plan allows on the edge of existing settlements.
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No

This is an interesting idea but again takes up valuable
(needed) accommodation space. I have worked from
home for the past 15 years of my practical career. I often
need more space than I have but do not believe my
situation is particularly unique enough to warrant an
entire live/work scheme to be built for me! If I wanted to
hire work premises I would consider hiring a space a short
drive away in Wadebridge or Camelford. It would be
wonderful to have a studio and extremely convenient to
have a work space where I live but I also appreciate that if
everyone wanted / needed this- we'd end up building a
lot to meet these needs. Living rurally (the beauty of it) for
us means no town or city like conveniences. If people
need room to live- fine.. but let's make those spaces
homes. Live and work spaces in limited space is just a bit
too special treatment for a select few.
There are many local arts and crafts and small enterprise
people that find renting premises to work too expensive.

the policy will be as an exception to other housing policies in the plan
seeking to address specific needs.

No

No, unless the work is essential in that immediate area
and there is no alternative accommodation for that
particular job, eg a farmer who has cows to milk.

noted

No

Q 5. All new development should be within the existing
settlements.

such an approach would conflict in principle with the more permissive
policies in the Local Plan, and therefore the NDP would fail to
demonstrate conformity.

No

There is no reason why these cannot be accommodated in
infill sites. Equally, it must be shown clearly that it is
essential for the commercial activity to be located in the
Parish. There are very few, if any, employment needs,
other than livestock handlers, and these should be
accommodated immediately next to the livestock facilities.
This should not therefore build on ANOB land, other than
in very close proximity to the livestock facilities.

the policy seeks to be assessed similarly to rural exception sites, it is felt
that there are limited opportunities for infill, and the Local Plan allows
these developments without restriction, this policy seeks to respond to
a commercial need, whilst allowing on site accommodation. it would be
viewed as an exception to other policies in the plan.

Yes

noted, this policy could help with such individuals

Yes
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Yes

Yes

No

Strong controls would be required to prevent any
development outside existing boundries eroding our
AONB
Unsure how tenable this type of development might be.
Would there be sufficient demand for someone else to
take on this type of arrangement when people decide to
move on?
I must answer No too this question. This type of
development will be open to abuse and will have a
adverse affect on others. I would like a more tailored
question with direct examples of types of business. Once
you have been able to qualify this point I will then re
evaluate the question.

Agree, the AONB policies will remain in place on all development
proposals.

Outside or inside the 'settlement boundaries' the
inhabitants would still need amenities as per my answer to
question 1.
Live work development should be subject to the same
rules as any other development. By its definition it
incorporates a business. Extending the opportunity for
this type of building outside the settlement boundary
encroaches on the AONB with potentially a greater impact
that if there were just a residential dwelling.

point acknowledged

But if minimum impact is ensured I may support.

noted

Small type Commercial businesses fine!! Large haulage
Lorry type no! for obvious reasons(narrow roads etc!!)

agree, each scheme will be assessed against its impact, large scale
schemes are unlikely to be acceptable through this policy.

any development would be tied down by restrictions, the policy can
include reference to applications to lift restrictions, stating these will
not be removed.
not if the criteria is tight

Yes
No

No

AONB policy will not be watered down to support such development,
this approach would conflict with the Local Plan and the NPPF.

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
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Yes

There should be the same considerations as above, but it
could enhance the community as long as numbers are
restricted, properties sympathetically designed etc.

noted

one of the issues here is what happens when the initial
owner decides to leave and wants to sell. the restriction
on the type of buyer may mean that the property will be
difficult to sell.
If people would actually work yes

the policy should tie down what happens under such circumstances.

Yes

Yes

noted

No
No
Yes

Q6 Port Isaac Playing Field is protected from development, but some development might be to community advantage.
Q6 Would you support a positive policy for development proposals relating to St Endellion Playing Field where development focuses on
enhancing the playing field, i.e. provision of play, sports equipment or community facilities?
Response Any comments?
NDP Response
Cannot comment (where is St Endellion Playing Field? unless this means the one at Port Isaac?)

noted

Yes

Yes BUT: high bar for this. I question what development is
really needed for sports field, and I worry that it becomes
a way of weakening the protection of the field (both as
space and as facility for young and local people) and
eventually losing it.

the policy will set criteria on the nature of what proposals would be
supported

Yes

All would be beneficial to create a thriving community
with longevity.

noted

Yes

yes as long as this is not a ruse to build houses

noted, not it will not be housing

No

Not aware of Playing Fields in St Endellion... more
information required.

noted the text refers to the playing fields on the edge of port isaac
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Yes

In principle yes but it would depend upon the nature and
extent of the proposal.

the policy will set criteria on the nature of what proposals would be
supported

Yes

Natural play equipment would be fantastic, hard wearing
and in-keeping! Earthwrights are good. We don't have
children yet- but anything that can provide spaces for
neighbours and their kids to interact and get outside has
to be a good thing.

Noted - the policy will set criteria on the nature of what proposals
would be supported

Yes

Depending on what proposals are and what would be
given up in order to achieve this funding.

the policy will set criteria on the nature of what proposals would be
supported

Yes

Q 6. Some development of the playing fields should be
supported for community facilities.

Agree - the policy will set criteria on the nature of what proposals
would be supported

Yes

We need to attract young families to Port Isaac to protect
the School and therefore play, sport and community
facilities are important.

Agree - the policy will set criteria on the nature of what proposals
would be supported

Yes

Strange question ?
the Playing Field

Noted

Yes
Yes

Of course we should keep improving

Yes
Not living in Port Isaac it would be unfair for me to
response yes or no. You need a non effected response.
The whole purpose of the process is too make sure only
those that are effected by change and development have
a vested interested say.........

noted

Yes
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St Endellion Playing Field? - where is that? Isn't it the
responsibility of parish councils to supply sufficient
equipment/facilities for playing fields anyway?

On the edge of port isaac, the policy is about the principle of support
for such facilities, not about who will deliver them.

No

I have said no but its not clear what is meant by
'development' and if all the field remains as playing field
or if some is sold off for housing. If its development for
sports use only then the answer is yes. Too many green
spaces are disappearing, it is important to retain green
space for community use the playing fields should be
developed as playing fields with equipment that children
and youth groups could use. Encourage its use.

the policy will set criteria on the nature of what proposals would be
supported

Yes

As long as the there is actual development of the facilities,
if the area is to keep it's young families there needs to be
planning for the kids, and a safe area for them to play.

the policy will set criteria on the nature of what proposals would be
supported

As long as that is ALL that happens and it isn't a covert
way of developing further.

Noted, the policy will be tight to prevent abuse

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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No

Who would use it???? Look after it and theres only one
person who I know who is fully sport knowledge and has
sports coaching bages

Comments noted, the desire for the space has been promoted
through community consultation.

No
No
Yes

Q7 We live in an area where there are very few trees, we want to know if you think it is a good idea to protect the trees we have. Not all trees are
native, some are planted to act as wind breaks, and many have a value for this reason. Some developments might happen in areas where there are
trees and hedges that you might think are important.
Q7 Would you support a policy to keep hedgerows and both native and non-native species of trees where development takes place
within our Parish; unless it can shown that keeping them is no longer practical and where alternative planting will be provided?
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response

Yes

Yes absolutely - trees and hedgerows, including Cornish
hedges, are really important to be kept protected for birds
and wildlife as well as a flooding deterrent and other
environmental and historic factors.

Noted and agreed

No

Preserve the currant habitat and forna, its not
development at all cost.

Agree, the policies seeking to safeguard landscape and the wider
natural environment are very important components of the NDP

Yes

There should be a presumption in favour of retaining
hedgerows anyway, at least where they qualify as
Biodiversity Action Plan habitat (all hedges with a row of
woody shrubs do qualify, those that just stone-faced earth
banks without shrubs do not). Local authorities have a
duty to further the conservation of BAP habitats under the
NERC act and on this basis planning policy should follow a
'no net loss' principle.

Agree such a policy is likely to be included in the NDP

Yes
Yes
No
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Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
No

All trees are important and not at all quick to replace.
Same with hedgerows. Native flora and fauna of a hedge
has struggled, died, survived, thrived and flourished for
millenia and they are becoming increasingly rare. Let's
educate before we decimate! Rules to plant at least two
for every one taken........ to aim for increased species over
deserted, baron grass seed. Wildflowers, gorse... and more
beloved, gnarled sideways trees just strong enough to
take our salt gales! Although Under Town is odd
architecture and a bit of an eyesore the planting that
surrounds it is a credit to Ocean Housing. I am sure they
were under very strict instruction to 'bed the properties in'
with some good landscape gardening but - what a
difference it makes. The trees they have planted look like
they're thriving already. We deeply value hedgerows as
they provide a network of safe haven for our delicate
ecosystems and diverse species and trees of all kinds but
especially our older ones should be safeguarded. Did
you know the woodland trust often give away trees to
community groups? Let's get a load! They'll grow in no
time and help soak up any flooding into the bargain.
Trees and hedgerows form an important part of the local
character of the area which is one of the reasons the area
is an AONB.
Suggest that any new planting should be native trees and
shrubs.
We strongly believe that trees (native and non-native) and
hedges should be protected at all costs.

Noted and agreed

Q 7. Development within the settlements should take
preference to trees and hedgerows with this parish.

The policy will require development to safeguard existing hedgerows
and trees and will only support their loss if alternative better provision
is provided and justified.

Noted and agreed

The policy is likely to state exactly this
some non-native trees maybe out of character and harmful, but policy
will be carefully worded so non-natives of value are safeguarded.

Yes
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Yes

If Hedgerows and Trees have to be removed then
replacements should always be planned. We have AONB
status, once it is paved over its gone for good.

Agree

Yes

Essential to protect the environment, and wildlife habitat

Noted and agreed

No

We only live for a few number of years therefore must
maintain the Rural Landscape for those that follow. This
question is very misleading and a contradiction, the last
section 'unless' will confuse many and will give you a miss
represented answer......

the policy seek to ensure it is not misleading and is very clear about the
approach.

Retaining trees and hedgerows supports wildlife too as
well as adding to the overall ambience of a village.

Noted and agreed

Grow more trees encourage landowners to allow
hedgerows to prosper, especially on land the owners
propose to develop!
I am opposed to farmers being able to destroy hedgerows
and trees when it is for their commercial and non farming
benefit. I support farmers being given opportunity to build
for their own offspring on their land (subject to
sympathetic products) I am opposed to farmers being
able to sell agricultural land for building development or
access to such developments.

Noted and agreed

Yes

Would hedgerows be 'provided' where development takes
place?? Sounds good.

conserved and provided

Yes

Very important to reduce flooding and wind damage

Noted and agreed

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

this is a policy that seeks to encourage retention and enhancement
through development

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
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Yes
Yes
No

Only native trees.

noted, the policy is likely to refer specifically to native species provision.

Yes

Q8 Perhaps it would benefit our Parish to look at types of renewables like roof-top solar panels for all new housing or perhaps other types of
renewables.
Q8 Would you support a specific policy concerning renewable energy projects where they don’t harm the AONB?
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response

Yes

Yes, but not windmills, or unsightly solar farms, and only if
financially sound and not environmentally / visibly
intrusive. All new house builds should have the ability to
generate power through roof mounted solar panels and
also to conserve rainwater for garden irrigation/ toilet
flushing etc.

Wind turbines now require an allocation and will therefore not be
supported through this policy. Design policies will seek to encourage
renewables in principle subject to compatibility with design/ historic
environment and landscape policies

Yes

Our parish is not suitable for large scale renewables, wind
turbines/solar farms because of the detrimental impact on
the AONB.

Policy will seek to encourage renewables in principle subject to (and
not overriding) compatibility with design/ historic environment and
landscape policies

Yes

have answered yes with the proviso that if we make the
place look like an industrial site it won't be an AONB!

Policy will seek to encourage renewables in principle subject to (and
not overriding) compatibility with design/ historic environment and
landscape policies

No

NO NO NO NO. This will be the thin end of the wedge.
Just look around the county. Cornwall Council has sold the
county to big business with no benefit to the local
community. Green energy is only a short lived stop gap to
please the green lobby.

Noted - Policy will seek to encourage renewables in principle subject to
(and not overriding) compatibility with design/ historic environment
and landscape policies

Yes

Particularly if they can be of benefit to the community.

noted

Yes
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Yes

ON HOUSES not in fields! We were very surprised Under
Town does not have solar panels. We have big glass
windows of course that may put our roofs at a
disadvantageous angle for them... but imagine- Trelights
could trail blaze tiny new tech renewable energy attached
to each building. We could save money off our own bills
and as a village collectively protect ourselves from being
ripped off by expensive energy!

point is noted, design policies will seek to encourage provision on new
development subject to compatibility with other policies in the plan

Yes

Depending on what proposals are and that the proposals
do not detract from the beauty and the character of the
landscape.

noted and agree

Yes

Yes but only where it is absolutely clear that they don't
harm or detract from the ANOB. And that they have
majority agreement in the Parish.

Policy will seek to encourage renewables in principle subject to (and
not overriding) compatibility with design/ historic environment and
landscape policies

Yes

Q 8. Incorporating "renewables" into the parish
development should be supported providing it does not
harm the ANOB.

noted and agree

Yes

1. If they don't harm the AONB 2. On properties that
reflect the original architecture of the area, such as ribtiled roofs and listed buildings. 3. Solar farms should
only be allowed on non-productive land and, as such,
should not be considered in our parish. 4. Wind
turbines are not allowed in AONB areas or in close
proximity. These rules should be hardened, unless the
project is a Community led project with the majority of the
Community agreeing and receiving all of the benefit.

Policy will seek to encourage renewables in principle subject to (and
not overriding) compatibility with design/ historic environment and
landscape policies. Land use classification is covered through existing
Local Plan policies. Turbines now required to be allocated, and the
policy does not propose to do that.

Yes
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No

There is never a local benefit for these renewable energy
projects, except roof top solar panels. The only person
to benefit is the landowner. No more Wind Turbines and
Solar Farms

point noted

Yes

Dependent on measures being in place to prevent great
swathes of solar panels being placed in highly visible fields
- nothing attractive about that!

Policy will seek to encourage renewables in principle subject to (and
not overriding) compatibility with design/ historic environment and
landscape policies

No

I will have to see more on a policy before I agree to the
above question. You are to open with Question. More
consultation open is required. ANOB only serves a
purpose when it suits the council.

Policy will seek to encourage renewables in principle subject to (and
not overriding) compatibility with design/ historic environment and
landscape policies

Yes

Not PV panels on rooves though - they are really unsightly
in my opinion.

care will need to be taken, but as a principle it is suggested renewables
should be encouraged subject to (and not overriding) compatibility
with design/ historic environment and landscape policies

Yes

Houses have to have roofs so why not add solar panels?
Also think of ground source heat pumps. Wind turbines
could detract from the AONB especially the large ones
that we see being built around Cornwall, so I think
renewable projects need to be carefully considered.

see comments above - design policy will seek to encourage in principle
subject to (and not overriding) compatibility with design/ historic
environment and landscape policies

Yes

I have being looking into how to build a earth ship and
there are lot's of ways of making homes more efficient.

noted

No TURBINES!

noted

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Yes

It should probably be considered. As should underground
water storage from rooftops. (Cheaper with new builds)

noted

No

They Look awful and two without a battery you can’t store
the solar\wind energy

noted

Yes

But no roof top or field solar panels. Useless rust buckets
for the next generation to sort out! Wind and water.

Comments noted, however it is felt such domestic renewable energy
sources are the most discreet and appropriate in the heavily designated
landscape, but on properties that have capacity to accommodate such
items. Ie listed buildings and conservation area are likely to be
unsuitable.

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Q9 Part of our plan should be to consider development which encourages new employment in our Parish, we need to think about how that can
be achieved.
Q9 Would you support a policy that encourages new employment development within or on the edge of our settlements, or on sites
outside settlements where the development would fulfil local employment needs?
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response

This would depend on the type of development and how
it would fit into the wider landscape. It appears that
farming, fishing, the building trade and tourism are the
main occupations in the rural and coastal areas, and it
makes sense that other types of employment and
entrepreneur activity is possible in more developed areas,
or home working. We have good broadband and this can
provide self-starters with the tools needed to develop new
and self-employed opportunities.

Comments and support for policy are noted.

Yes
Yes
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No

Impossible to say yes or no to this question which is
drawn so vaguely. Obviously local employment
opportunities are important but scale and impact are also
very important - since this question makes no reference to
either it is impossible to answer.

The question relates to the general principle of an approach to what
locations may be suitable. Accept scale is an issue also.

Any form of industrial development is not right for this
Parish. This again will be the thin end of the wedge. A self
fulfilling proficy, more jobs in the area will lead to
requirement for more social low cost housing.

This is not actually the case, the housing targets are driven strategically
through the Local Plan, as the parish is predominately AONB it does
not have a minimum housing target and the housing target will not
change through the encouragement of local jobs.

Maybe. Depends on what it is and would have to be
judged on a case by case basis.

Each case will be judged on such a basis, but the policy is seeking to
provide direction in terms of principle as to where such uses will be
located.
Comments are noted, the policy is seeking to provide employment
opportunities on a range of sites across the parish. There is not the
intention to damage or commercialise the landscape. The parish is
predominately AONB and this designation is of national importance
and is upheld through the NDP.

No

Let's improve transport links to local towns not dilute the
working population out to an even further geographic
spread. Industrialising / commercialising our rural
landscapes under the guise of employment opportunities
will not make 'year around' provision. It has been tried and
tested for years and doesn't come to sustained fruition.
Exceptions obviously existing (often seasonal) catering
trade etc. and local shops and restaurants and farms.

Yes

Yes but for local people on appropriate sites once again
protecting our beautiful landscape.

It will not be possible to restrict use to local people only, however the
policy can seek to define elements of the scale, also note that the ndp
is read as a whole so AONB policies will apply.

Yes

Yes but only if the local infrastructure can support any
new employment development, ideally on existing brown
field sites eg the old garage at the top of Port Isaac.

Comments noted

Yes

Q 9. All new development must be within the "clearly
defined settlement boundaries".

This approach would conflict with the local plan which allows
development outside of settlements in certain circumstances. We are
legally required to comply with the local plan.

Yes
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No

Employment opportunities are better and more efficient in
clusters. These need not necessarily be in the parish.
Specific sites should be identified which are brown field
only and in-fill such as adjacent to St.Endellion church, the
old garage at the top of Port Isaac. There should be no
infringement of the ANOB and existing development
boundaries

points raised and suggestion noted.

No

Our area is a major tourist attraction and an AONB. DO
NOT DESTROY IT New local employment developments
should be where the existing infrastructure supports it, ie
for this area, Wadebridge / Bodmin

the policy will be permissive in principle subject to (and not overriding)
compatibility with design/ historic environment and landscape policies

This is a Rural area and as mentioned many times
ANOB......... The local need, as mentioned many times, is at
it at the moment, local need. If you develop a area that
encourages employment you will then create more need.
The need to control the area and the development of that
local need. Don't make a problem for the
future....................................

the policy will be permissive in principle subject to (and not overriding)
compatibility with design/ historic environment and landscape policies

I would not like to see an industrial estate anywhere near
Trelights.

its not specifically about an industrial estate, ore about encouraging in
principle, the policy can see to define scale of development

Yes
No

Yes
No
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No

There are really 3 questions here - I would support
development within the boundary but not outside of it
unless there is a clear employment benefit for a number of
people not just one or two - you are back then to the
live/work developments. Attracting employers to Cornwall
is not easy because of the transport links - an hour + to
get to Exeter and 2 hours + to Bristol means that
employers have to have a local market otherwise cost of
getting goods to market could be prohibitive.
Commercial development needs to have good public
transport links for people to get to and from work as well
otherwise everyone has to drive, public transport to
villages is not frequent. The plan needs to be clear about
what type of employment it is trying to attract, and are
there employers out there who want to locate in the
Parish?

Points noted, the policy will seek to refer to scale and location of new
development,

Architecturally sensitive proposals to be considered.

the policy will be permissive in principle subject to (and not overriding)
compatibility with design/ historic environment and landscape policies

Yes
Yes
Yes
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Yes

Within very strict limitations. Such development should be
truly productive for the local community, not for the
benefit of visitors or second home dwellers. I believe that
encouragement of visitors to the area has been allowed to
go far too far. What was a lovely place and community in
which to live is now akin to living as a resident in a zoo. I
object to thousands of rather sad lemming types
wandering around looking for some ridiculous film set or
so called celebrity. We all suffer because we are forced to
pay far too much, whether it be for a pint of beer or
everyday groceries. Tourists,like Game should have a
season, preferably a short one.

Agree - the policy will be permissive in principle subject to (and not
overriding) compatibility with design/ historic environment and
landscape policies

A guarded 'yes' because it depends what it is and where.

the policy will be permissive in principle subject to (and not overriding)
compatibility with design/ historic environment and landscape policies

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Q10 In the last few years we have lost a lot of shops and hotels in our Parish as the properties have been converted into private homes, often holiday
homes.
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Q10 Do you think that we need a policy that safeguards commercial usage in our Parish, so that any change of use proposals would
have to show the business is no longer viable, or come up with an alternative where the business could be run?
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response

Yes

This would seem sensible. For example (although not in
this Parish) the loss of the Atlantic House Hotel from New
Polzeath and other pubs and meeting facilities are a real
loss to the local communities .

point noted

Again don't see need for them to be outside settlement
boundaries. Again this is the kind of initiative that should
be part of core planning/redeveloping/building.

response does not appear to be reflective of the question

You cant make people spend money locally if they dont
want to.

the policy would be about retention unless evidence suggests the
premises are not viable.

No

It is clear that we have a lot of empty shop premises and
unfortunately people will always be keen to travel if goods
and services are cheaper elsewhere. A policy along the
lines above would only lead to yet more empty
shops/premises.

it would release shops if it is demonstrated there is alternative
provision and use is not viable

Yes

Q 10. --------

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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No

In the end businesses have to be financially viable, which
requires a sufficient demand. Artificially interfering in
markets is costly and doesn't work. Focussing on
development near existing facilities is the best way of
ensuring their continuation and improvement as we have
seen with the co-op. We should reconsider the parking
ban on the beach for locals as this means many from
outside the village no longer shop there.

Agree

No

A policy will not save a failing business.

Agree, the policy will release uses that are evidenced as unviable

We need to enter locally into a open meeting to discuss
the above. A business is only viable if there is a need. We
need examples were the need was lost and a business had
to close. Use it or Loose it

Agree, the policy will release uses that are evidenced as unviable

Maintaining a business keeps employment in the area
which is so badly needed. However also bear in mind that
tourism is a key source of income for the area and there
needs to be a balance with attracting tourists who inject a
lot of money into the area, and restricting access to
properties that are available for holidays.

noted

But not development that is a smokescreen for property
ambitions.

not quite sure of the point here in reference to the question

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
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Yes
No

Lets not put to many constraints on would be
home/property owners. Many of the shops/businesses in
the past for whatever reason went out of business and lay
dormant for years before being taken over by new owners
and made into nice residential homes; thus a credit to the
community.

Agree, the policy will release uses that are evidenced as unviable

Shops are v important and if for example the Long Cross
were to attract a buyer, its use should be limited to
hotel/pub similar commercial purpose. It could be a local
asset.

noted

Who would run them ??? Trelights Had two shops which
shut because people wasnt using them we had a post
office in port isaac and that closed because people wasnt
using it ??? you lot are fucking useless

noted but the policy will release uses that are evidenced as unviable

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Q11 We have some areas in our Parish that already have some protection like The Main in Port Gaverne and Port Isaac Playing Field, but there
might be other areas we should consider protecting because they have value for our community.
Q11 Are there areas in the Parish you think are special for the community and hold particular local significance – for example because of
their beauty, historic significance, recreational value, tranquillity or richness of the wildlife? If so where is the area?
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Response

Any comments?

NDP Response

Yes

The whole area! This is a particularly beautiful area with
ancient fields and hedgerows, beautiful coastlines and
inland views, badgers and other wildlife, quietly providing
rest and relaxation in an otherwise hectic world. It must
be preserved and not allowed to be eroded. This surely is
an area worth fighting for against the growth of concrete.
Agree Main and playing field. Port Isaac and Port Gaverne
old centres. Lobber. If it's green it stays green, should be
the presumption unless there's no alternative to
development for local use.

Noted and do not disagree, and hence why the area is heavily
designated. However, the question was seeking specific locations to be
considered as a local green space designation

The whole Parish is special, lets save it for local children.
When you introduce to many non locals you dilute the
social structure.
All of the undeveloped coastal strip (for flora and fauna).
Hedgerows (for flora and fauna).

Noted. However0, the question was seeking specific locations to be
considered as a local green space designation

Yes

Suggested areas noted

Yes
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

The field in font of our house. We love it SO much! Village
green bit in Trelights where the nativity goes. I played
there as a kid and now sit there and audio record the
birds.
Yes, Trelights, because of its wonderful rural setting and
tranquillity and the existing new build has not totally
destroyed its character. However, further development
would just ruin the village and the existing road system
would not be able to cope with more vehicular traffic and
the noise and pollution that it would cause.

Yes

Port Quin St Endellion Church & buildings All of the
local ANOB

No

Q 11. ------

Noted and do not disagree, and hence why the area is heavily
designated. However, the question was seeking specific locations to be
considered as a local green space designation
Suggested areas noted

noted, however the question was seeking specific locations, rather than
an area of the scale of Trelights to be considered as a local green space
designation

Noted and these suggestions are covered by a number of existing
designations. However, the question was seeking specific locations to
be considered as a local green space designation
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Yes

St.Endellion church Port Quin All of the AONB

Suggestions noted,

Yes

We are lucky enough to live in an Area Of Outstanding
Beauty, this whole area should protected.

It already is, as an AONB!

Yes

The view over to Lobber is very special and beautiful and
is a particular favourite, but I'm assuming this is already a
protected area.
The Parish as a whole. The area is very special. Lets not
just ear mark one or two places. We need to concentrate
on the whole Parish.

Suggestion noted

Yes

The children's playground in Trelights

Suggestion noted

No

nothing additional to what has already been said about
sports fields
The fish cellars, I know it's council owned but still think it
need protecting, can you imaging someone buying it to
turn it into a holiday let!

point noted

All Trelights internal land proposed for
development....tranquillity and impact thereafter. Field
above Undertown often frequented by barn owls,
migrating birds like sedge warbler, grasshopper warbler
etc. and lane a thoroughfare for bats.
I hope that all our coastline is under protection of one sort
or another! The whole of the parish must be kept out of
the hands of all potential developers, home grown or
imported.

Noted, however the question was seeking specific locations to be
considered as a local green space designation not on areas as broad as
Trelights

The fields immediately surrounding St Endellion church

suggestion noted

Yes

Noted and do not disagree, and hence why the area is heavily
designated. However, the question was seeking specific locations to be
considered as a local green space designation

No

Yes

Suggestion noted

No
Yes

Yes

Noted and do not disagree, and hence why the area is heavily
designated. However, the question was seeking specific locations to be
considered as a local green space designation

No
No
Yes
Yes
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Yes

I am not sufficiently conversant with the area to be able to
be specific but I would of thought that there may well be
areas such as those posed in the introduction to this
question.
everywhere

noted

the coast Lobber the old village of Port Isaac the fish
cellars of Port Gaverne

suggestions noted

noted

Yes
Yes

Q12 Port Isaac is protected by a Conservation Area and lots of the buildings in that area are listed buildings. This means they are protected by
planning rules. But some of the buildings we may value don’t have this protection, for instance the Church Rooms & The Old Dairy in Port Isaac or
Post Box Cottage in Trelights were all building the NDP group thought you might value. A Neighbourhood Plan allows us to identify buildings the
community values, and in some cases we can recommend they too are specially protected.
Q12 Are there any areas or buildings in our Parish that you think are special and need protection?
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response

Yes

The area of Trelights is also in the AONB area of
development restraint and needs protection from
expansion of ANY inappropriate development, as it totally
lacks infrastructure.

The question was seeking specific buildings for suggestion, potentially
as a local listing, rather than more broader areas. However, comments
are noted.

Yes

Yes the new affordable houses in Trelights should be
listed as an example of how to build houses which are
totally out of keeping with their surroundings and have
the maximum detrimental impact on the AONB.

Point is noted!

Yes

Dont sacrifice local buildinds to satisfy Big Business.

noted

Yes

Yes
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Yes

But having lived in Rock most of my life I won't know the
names like all the local locals do. Some extra special
buildings though!

noted

Yes

In Trelights, Post Box cottage, The Old Post Office, Cats
Cottage and the Holy Well by Stream Cottage and any
other period cottages that add to the character of the
village.

suggestions noted.

No
No

Q 12. --------

Yes

Our AONB is special and needs protecting, tourists come
to this area for its beauty as a whole.

The question was with reference to suggested building, however
comments noted.

Yes

Definitely the Church Rooms and Old Dairy. I assume The
Chapel is already protected?i

suggestions noted

Yes

Just look around..... Don't take it all for granted......This our
Home....We need to protect it......

noted

No

Listings system covers this

not non-listed buildings, hence the question for suggestion for local
listings

Yes

Why isn't Post Box Cottage and Trelights a listed building?

suggestion will be reviewed

Don't know the name but the little cottage by the
entrance to the coastal path, next door too Dennis Knight

suggestion noted

No
Yes

No
Yes
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Yes

But not the Church Rooms as is! A rather ugly edifice
which could be sympathetically converted to a good
licensed social club for people who do not wish to be
ripped off by some of the local hostelries.

point noted

No

I notice Postbox Cottage Trelights is mentioned, as this is
a relatively new premises compared to some others, I dont
see the need for it to be afforded protection. I believe the
NDP group meant to point out the Old Post Office which
is opposite the Carpenters Shop at the bottom of the hill
in Trelights (Still has the sign hanging up)???

suggestion noted

Yes

Post Box Cottage

suggestion noted

Yes

Church Rooms, Roscarrock Hill, the Port Isaac stream
valley

suggestions noted

No

Yes

suggestion noted

Yes

the church

suggestion noted

Yes

All of the above. The Golden Lion,

suggestion noted

Yes

Q13 Lots of you told us that you didn’t like the development at Undertown in Trelights because you didn’t think it fitted in
Q13 Do you think that the Neighbourhood Development Plan should have a policy about the design of new homes and other
developments? What do you think is good or bad about recent developments in the Parish?
Response Any comments?
NDP Response
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Yes

We need to define what is locally distinctive in the Design
Guide and cross reference to the Cornwall Design Guide.
Under Town in Trelights is totally inappropriate, out of
character with the rest of the village and is dominant from
various view points, and suffocating to its nearest
neighbours. This must NEVER be allowed to happen
again, it should be pulled down as it is damaging the
whole character of the village. They belong on Brighton
seafront or as beach huts at Jaywick sands!

The NDP will be accompanied vie character statements for the
settlements which outline what is local character and what is locally
distinctive. The NDP will require planning proposals to demonstrate
how they have responded to this document in developing their
proposals.

It's not just the design of Undertown that is inappropriate,
households in Trelights need two cars to function as there
is no public transport, shops or infrastructure. This
precludes those families who desperately need affordable
housing.
As per the previous answer - there are already perfectly
good guidelines in place which are continually ignored by
planning - what difference would a new policy make?
We must take an active role in any new developments.
Trelight new homes is a good example of a Bad
Development. Glass houses in an area for Bungalows.

Comments noted, parking is a topic covered elsewhere in the
questionnaire and has raised a number of comments.

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Should be covered by existing planning guidance? I don't
think everything needs to be traditional and twee modern designs and materials are okay it used well. Very
subjective and potentially problematic.

It will be embedded in the NDP which will represent the local
development plan for the area and which is a legal requirement to
assess proposals against.
The NDP will be accompanied vie character statements for the
settlements which outline what is local character and what is locally
distinctive. The NDP will require planning proposals to demonstrate
how they have responded to this document in developing their
proposals.
The NDP does not preclude modern development, but will require it to
show how it has responded appropriately to its context and taking into
account the character statements for the area.
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Ha! Oh dear! We suspected as much and were quite
surprised they got planning. Obviously we are superbly
grateful to have a roof over our heads but totally baffled
at just how these got the go ahead. I can see one roof that
the architects may have drawn inspiration from in the
village but the houses' big white backsides and toy town
look certainly aren't particularly in keeping. We have
almost the whole size of the house again above us (loft)
that we can't convert too so perhaps here was some
height mistake?!
Definitely, I can only assume that bribery and corruption
were involved with regards to the Undertown
development as it is so outrageously out of character with
the rest of the village.
Too many bungalows. Surely in exchange for
surrendering land we have a right to expect something
worthwhile, something good that is mindful of our
surroundings.
Any new developments should certainly be sympathetic to
existing Cornish traditions within our parish. The
Undertown development in Trelights is ugly, modern and
does not fit in in any way in its setting. It is also not
affordable for local people.

Q 13. The national and Cornwall County Council planning
rules and regulations in conjunction with National Trust,
English Heritage etc. provide sufficient protection for the
Parish.

Comments noted.
The NDP will be accompanied vie character statements for the
settlements which outline what is local character and what is locally
distinctive. The NDP will require planning proposals to demonstrate
how they have responded to this document in developing their
proposals.
New more modern development is not precluded, however it will need
to appropriately respond to context, and demonstrate how it has done
so.
Comments noted, the decision was made at a time where there was no
character statements for the area, and was ultimately a subjective
judgement by the planning officer.
Comments noted.

The NDP will be accompanied via character statements for the
settlements which outline what is local character and what is locally
distinctive. The NDP will require planning proposals to demonstrate
how they have responded to this document in developing their
proposals.
New more modern development is not precluded, however it will need
to appropriately respond to context, and demonstrate how it has done
so.
Over 50% OF the development however is tied as local needs in
accordance with the exception sites policy.
We feel that character statements for the settlements which outline
what is local character and what is locally distinctive will be beneficial in
the decision making process as the NDP will require planning proposals
to demonstrate how they have responded to this document in
developing their proposals.
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Yes

Yes

Undertown was supposed to be designed to be similar to
the gatehouse to Park Villa. It isn't. New developments
including 'in-fill' should be sympathetic to the existing
building stock- faced in local stone, low level etc.
Undertown in Trelights is a perfect example of how NOT
to fit a new development into an existing village.
Nothing existing prevented this development so yes we
do need another Policy to ensure the existing Policy is
controlled. A Policy alone will not prevent another
Undertown.

Yes

I feel that there should definitely be policies in place about
the designs/style of any new buildings, and indeed
renovations to existing buildings. My particular pet hate is
the trend for steel and glass being used on buildings
where the surrounding steuctures are of a more traditional
nature.

Yes

Yes....yes....yes.... I am happy to stand up and help and
shape any new development. Again this is our village and
our community, we must have our say. Not just the
unaffected that lay down planes behind closed doors
should shape the Village.

Comments noted.

Agree, the NDP will be accompanied via character statements for the
settlements which outline what is local character and what is locally
distinctive. The NDP will require planning proposals to demonstrate
how they have responded to this document in developing their
proposals.
New more modern development is not precluded, however it will need
to appropriately respond to context, and demonstrate how it has done
so.
The NDP will be accompanied via character statements for the
settlements which outline what is local character and what is locally
distinctive. The NDP will require planning proposals to demonstrate
how they have responded to this document in developing their
proposals.
New more modern development is not precluded, however it will need
to appropriately respond to context, and demonstrate how it has done
so.
noted

Yes
Yes

I agree Undertown in Trelights is a carbuncle. How did
such a break from the existing architecture and character
get approval?

Yes

The undertown development has no character. Other new
houses have a style that looks more like a Cornish house
or cottage - part stone faces on walls and windows in roof.
Affordable housing does not have to look like an industrial

The planning policy position at the time whilst having policies referring
to local distinctiveness did not have any localise character statements,
the judgement rested with the planning officer as to whether it was
appropriate or not.
The NDP will be accompanied via character statements for the
settlements which outline what is local character and what is locally
distinctive. The NDP will require planning proposals to demonstrate
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unit. New development should incorporate local materials
and if there is one a local style.

how they have responded to this document in developing their
proposals.
New more modern development is not precluded, however it will need
to appropriately respond to context, and demonstrate how it has done
so.

Bad: TOTAL DISREGARD of public opinion in respect of
proposed development like UNDERTOWN. Whole process
was a disgrace. Lives have been affected immeasurably.
No time limit for private development. A number of
houses remain unfinished although building started years
ago.
As previously stated!

Comments noted

All future developements should be in keeping with the
existing mix of properties. Undertown would have been
better sited at a seaside resort somwhere!!!

The NDP will be accompanied via character statements for the
settlements which outline what is local character and what is locally
distinctive. The NDP will require planning proposals to demonstrate
how they have responded to this document in developing their
proposals.

As per my earlier comments. Undertown doesn't fit in, but
it could be 'softened', by use of planting mentioned in
some of the questions. Re-painting in more subtle colours
would also help!

Suggestions noted, the character statements will include descriptions
of landscaping for each area, and whether these should be
accommodated in new development to enable visual/ character
integration.

one should be careful not to be too prescriptive as the
look and design of buildings as this may make it difficult
to get anyone to become involved in development.
However it is important to avoid buildings being put up
with are entirely out of character with the surrounding
development.

the intention is not to be too prescriptive, but to identify local character
and placing the emphasis on new development to demonstrate how it
has responding appropriately to the character of developments in the
area.

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes

noted

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
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Yes
Yes

Definitely under own housing is too high.

comments noted

No

Q14 We need to make sure there is the right sort of housing mix to create new opportunities for people to live and work here to strengthen our
community. You told us that you did not want any more houses to be second homes. We cannot do anything about the properties that are already
second homes or holiday lets. St Ives has a policy in their plan which restricts all new homes to full time residency. If we can successfully show the
same sort of supporting evidence that St Ives used achieve their policy, we might be able to do the same if you think it is right. We need to find out if
you support the provision of new principle full time residence housing which has no price control over it and is not affordable, for the purposes of this
policy “full time” shall be regarded as at least 270 days a year.
Q14 Do you think that it’s right to restrict all new homes in our Parish to a full time (at least 270 days a year occupancy) residency
planning condition? Tell us what you think, and why you think as you do.
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response

Yes

Housing development should not be totally restricted to
affordable housing but also allow for larger and more
expensive properties (for aspiration and improvement etc).
However it would seem appropriate for new housing to be
restricted to full time occupancy - although of course
second home owners would still be able to buy on the
second hand market, assuming the original intended
occupants want to cash in within a free market economy,
which is what has happened in the past.
If this has been shown successfully to support sustainable
local residency (and presumably to pull prices down a bit
by making things less desirable for 2nd-homers).
I don't think we can micro manage the housing stock in
Cornwall, or control the amount of time a person can live
at their own home. How would it be policed, what would
the punishment be if a person was only there for 269
days? The policy seems completely unworkable.
the income provided by second home owners is vital to
this area

Comments noted, such a condition would run with the property and
not the owner, so second hand abuse would not be possible.

Yes

No

No

noted

The policy is reflective of the approach in St. Ives which has been
subject to a full range of legal checks, the Council have advised that
they consider the condition to be in principle enforceable.

The policy would only apply to new build, it does not remove existing
holiday use cottages or the provision of new build tourism
development.
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Yes

No new devlopment should have less than 360 days
occupancy. I thought local housing need was a
requirment.

The policy is about primary residency rather than local need which is
dealt with through separate policies. 360 day occupancy is considered
excessive, the standard has been set through the St Ives policy.

Yes

Maybe but I'd like to understand the details of this better.
Would this effectively prevent the creation of any new
holiday lets? Would it include, for instance conversion of a
barn or out house or the creation of an annex to provide
holiday accommodation as a business for the homeowner?
YES YES YES YES YES! Because we should have done this
many, many years ago. If we had, perhaps I'd be able to
live in Rock where I rightfully belong. Next best for me is
ensuring a strengthening and building of community here
in Trelights my new second favourite place to live.
Yes, so as we are not creating a ghost town where the
majority of houses are vacant most of the year and that
the new homes would be occupied by people who would
in time be local , if not local already.
Too many holiday homes means difficulty in sustaining
our communities. We need families living here
permanently so that our school remains open and other
activities flourish.
No - this is far too restrictive. Tourism is Cornwall's largest
source of income by a considerable distance & second
home owners more often than not almost invariably
provide high quality rental accommodation to tourists
who provide both income and employment for the
county.
Q 14. There should be some restriction and protection for
existing residence, but not a total restriction for to full
time occupancy.

No, it would not remove new build tourism accommodation in line with
tourism policies in the Local Plan, it would however restrict new build
housing from being used as holiday accommodation.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

comments noted.

comments noted

noted

the policy only relates to new build housing, it does not prevent new
build tourism accommodation in line with tourism policies in the Local
Plan.

the policy will only cover new build housing, as can only relate to future
development, not existing accommodation.
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No

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

The cost of building new properties in Cornwall is
expensive because of the cost of land and raw materials.
This precludes much 'affordable' development or makes
them 'unaffordable'. One solution is to allow open market
building with a requirement for a certain percentage of
affordable properties which are de facto. subsidised by the
open market houses. Second homes, through the rental
market provide about 40% od Cornwall's total tourist
income and therefore a lot of jobs. Great caution is
needed before we try and 'control' markets, which is
notoriously hard and complex and often doesn't work
Very simply, we do not need any more empty properties

points are noted, this debate follows a lot of the discussion around the
St Ives policy approach. With the next consultation on the NDP further
detail on the reasons why the policy is being applied should be
outlined to enable further comment on the benefits/ disadvantages.

I am responding as a second home owner, so in some
ways feel a little hypocritical, however I do think there is a
need to restrict all new homes to be full time residency. I
have been visiting Pt Isaac for over 30 years, staying in
holiday lets prior to purchasing property in 2009, and have
seen many changes take place in the village over this time.
Whilst the village is still as beautiful as ever, I think it is
vital to protect the'soul' of the village by preventing any
new property built being snapped up by people wishing
to buy as an'investment' rather than with any 'heart' or
need. I can see how this happens, as the area I live in is in
the midst that situation at the moment, with 'investors'
snapping up property, and pushing up property prices to
the detriment of local people trying to get a foot on the
property ladder.
Holiday Home our not a Local Need, However they are a
financial need. Once again Local Need is the header for
this development plan. All new home must only be for
LOCAL NEED. This should be 365 occupancy.
This is an issue with the st Minver plan but would support
whatever st Minver can get in their NDP

noted

noted

the approach to local needs is dealt with under a separate policy. The
Cornwall Local Plan does not allow for a only local need housing policy
and therefore the NDP cannot apply such as a policy as it would
conflict with the Local Plan and fail at examination.
noted
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No

No

Yes

As I have said above, Trelights is an ideal place for holiday
homes as it has no amenities and part-time occupants can
work around this when they are here. The wording 'live
and work here to strengthen our community' is interesting
(in the context of Trelights) as there doesn't seem to be
any work (as such) in the immediate vicinity. If people are
working in Port Isaac, Rock or Wadebridge then surely
their housing needs should be dealt with by those areas?
Policing the occupancy rule of 270 days would be very
difficult.
It really depends, some jobs can take people away from
home but the home is still here in Cornwall, those people
add to the local economy but they may not meet the 270
day test and they don't have a second home anywhere.
why discriminate against them? Cornwall cannot at
present cater for all career paths. The channel islands
have a policy of local market housing can you adopt a
similar approach with some housing making it available
only to local people within set criteria? again tourism is a
huge part of the Cornish economy and you need to find a
way of tapping into that.
With in reason I agree with this but most of the house (if
not all) will be out of most peoples reach.

the policy has been used elsewhere (St Ives) and it is judged that the
approach is enforceable through planning conditions.

My views, I believe are quite transparent. I think Cornwall
altogether should begin to encourage, much more,full
time residents, instead of the insistence of encouraging
tourists and second home owners.
The answer is to build enough affordable homes. I see no
reason why any residential restrictions should be imposed
on people who want to make Cornwall their home and
where their work may oblige them to be away from their
residence for long periods.

comments noted

the condition will require the accommodation to be a primary
residence, if they do not have a separate home, then the
accommodation would be the primary residency.

comments noted.

No
Yes
Yes

No

noted
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Yes
The last part of the 1st paragraph outlines the problem.
I'm not in Trelights 365 days a year, but I recognise the
problem of new housing. You cannot control prices (any
more than you can with existing houses, but with them
you could have a 'local covenant'. That would mean only
people who have lived in the area for say 3 yrs min could
buy). If new homes are not affordable, current problems
are not solved are they? I also have to confess: How
many truly local people are in need of housing? I don't
know the numbers.

points noted, the subsequent consultation on the NDP will outline the
evidence behind such a policy approach if this is pursued.

I would have thought that a restriction of this sort would
make it very difficult to persuade any developer to get
involved as they need to have flexibility to build what will
sell and for which there is a ready market. More
important than this is that the need for genuinely
'affordable' housing must be prioritised.
If people DID want to buy houses in the area they should
live there not come and go whenever they please

points noted about impact on development delivery. There are
separate policies in the NDP regarding local need.

I think its far more important to develop affordable
housing and to restrict the building of homes that are
obviously not affordable to the wage package of the
majority of people in Cornwall.

the NDP also includes a policy on local need, this policy does not
preclude local need, and is applied alongside such policies

Yes
No

No
No

noted

Yes
No

Q15 We may have missed something out that perhaps you have not told us about up until now.
Q15 Are there any other areas that you think we should be considering for planning policies in the Neighbourhood Development Plan?
Response

Any comments?

NDP Response
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Yes

Traffic constraints and infrastructure: More affordable
housing should be developed where facilities and
amenities exist rather than around hamlets with no local
facilities. Development for young working families, the
elderly and other vulnerable groups needs to be where
there are schools, shops, nurseries, doctors, dentists, play
areas, and above all, transport links....every household that
does not have these facilities close-by will need
independent transport of up to 2 cars for work and
school-runs etc, which is not good for the environment
nor the family's budget. What is missing from this
questionnaire is any reference to Andrew Golay's St
Endellion Parish Housing Land Assessment document that
was presented a few weeks ago, and thus the opportunity
to make comment and representation to that document
has been denied to the very people who are going to have
to live with any decisions made. This appears to be a
random tick-box document designed to confirm planning
and infrastructural decisions that are probably already
made and will be used to justify actions with dubious
statistics in coming months and years.

comments noted, the NDP will be consulted upon again when draft
policies, included those influenced by the Andy Golay report will be
available for comment from the public.

Yes

We feel that the three areas need to be considered as
separate entities. It is also apparent that there are vested
interests at work who wish to profit from any new
development as opposed to considering what is best for
the community as a whole.

the NDP will examined independently to ensure that the plan is sound
in planning terms

You must concentrate on who has responded and what
age they are....... we have different need depending on our
age and the likely hood to respond to this survey. It must
be based on the whole community responding and not
bias in one direction....

agree - the consultation statement and the approach to engaging all
groups will evidence how we have engaged (or tried to engage) the
whole community.

No
Yes
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Yes

Perhaps there should be a policy regarding the ecological
impacts of development - the need to assess potential
impacts at an early stage and to plan development so as
to avoid, mitigate and/ or compensate for them as far as
possible.

agree, it is likely such a policy will be in the NDP

Yes

Yes, low impact, low cost housing perhaps self build or kit
form for local people especially the younger generation.
These could be live/work units as well as just homes.

noted, there are likely to be policies along such lines in the NDP

Yes

The Local Plan should not be seen in isolation to the plans
for adjoining parishes and, in particular, those with larger
populations and more employment opportunities.
Some of the roads are obviously very narrow and it would
not be appropriate to create any significant numbers of
new houses which would either spoil the character of the
small villages, or exacerbate existing problems with the
local lanes and roads. We believe that affordable
housing for local working people should be encouraged
but it needs to be a) built in a style that is sympathetic
with the existing villages and it should not interfere with
the ANOB in any way, and b) primarily be on infill sites
within the existing villages.
The St Endellion Neighbourhood Development Plan must
not refer to people as "local", it should use the word
"resident" and non-resident. The reference "local" is
ambiguous, devisive and will cause controversy.

point noted

Yes

care will be taken to how things are referenced in the NDP, local need
however is defined in the Local Plan
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Yes

Yes

It is essential we maintain a school so we can attract
younger people. This means development should be
focussed on the school's catchment area and as near to
the school as possible. We must also recognise that we
live in a wider community and we must not become
isolationist. Jobs can be outside our community and
people who work in our area can live outside. We must
put the plan in a wider Cornwall context, so developments
in St.Minver, Wadebridge and Bodmin are very relevant to
our plan.
Use small, selective new developments. Do not add onto
existing recent developments and risk forming ;Ghetto'
type areas Major developments should be kept to areas
that can support them, like the proposed new
developments of 1000 properties in Wadebridge Once
our AONB is covered in developments/wind turbines/solar
farms the tourists will disappear, then where will we be
?????

agree the plan is not in isolation, it is being developed in accordance
with the strategic policies in the Cornwall Local Plan so it is wider than
just the parish

We need more open meeting where ever one feels relaxed
and happy to have there say. We need more consultation,
points typed in a box can go un noted We need more
warning of meetings. We need more questions that are
no loaded and may confuse people. We need more
question that don't miss lead, you may agree with one
part of the question but the final part will miss lead you.
We need a 'Not Effected' response.
We need to take
control.......................... Lets join together and get it
right.............
On site Car parking for all developments. Holiday,
commercial or residential.

agree, the plan is being evolved openly, with continual engagement,
this will continue until the plan is submitted for examination

points noted, please refer to various comments on the scale of new
development and policies seeking to safeguard the AONB.

No
Yes

these are points that specific questions have been asked upon in the
survey

No
No
No
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No
Yes

Yes

Do not develop the land above Undertown. Site access
inappropriate and too much pressure and disruption
caused to central Trelights both during construction and
thereafter. Land closer to St. Endellion is more suitable
for development since access to and from sites is easier.
Sorry if I have missed the relevant section, but several
single local Cornish people, living alone in social housing,
have told me that they feel that they should not be
occupying a multi bedroom property, but are unable to
move to a small property in the village. They feel that
they need to keep their heads down as they fear they may
be moved to other areas. Perhaps as you previously
mentioned, small flats or bungalows may be provided for
these truly local people, thus allowing families to move
into the under occupied properties and allowing the
singles to remain in their home village in which they truly
belong and love. I do not claim to understand the
complications of social housing but feel that with goodwill
and commonsense these lovely people can be properly
accommodated and given peace of mind.

comments noted, the more detailed elements of the NDP will be
subject to further consultation, it is not anticipated the NDP will
allocate specific sites.

Waste of fucking time no one will be able to afford these
houses and two people will come down and buy them and
rent them out as holiday homes

Comments noted

noted, policies in the plan are likely to require development to show
how it is responding to needs in the area in terms of its size and scale

No
No
No
Yes

No
No
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G.4 – Spring 2016 Survey Consultation - Responses to comments

St Endellion Neighbourhood Development Plan Questionnaire Spring 2016

Q1 Do you support new infill housing development that helps address local needs within the existing
settlements?:
Respondents Comment
1a As I see it their decisions are based on the views
of 1 person. I know that you will tell me that the
decision is made by full Planning Committee of
Cornwall Council but as I see it the views of one
planning officer sway the meeting. More site
meetings are needed. The views of our local
member should be sacrosanct.
2a There is undoubtedly a shortage of homes for
young people.
3a I think the developments should be smaller than
the maximum of 10 houses and all should be
constructed in styles that are sympathetic to the
local rural environment.

4a We are currently renting and would welcome this
and as a chance for us and our children to have a
permanent home.

Response
This is a process and protocol matter between the Parish
Council and Cornwall Council. The NDP will provide the
development plan document by which proposals will be
assessed by the planning officer and the committee.

Noted
Within Hamlets and smaller villages the scale of infill is likely to
be only 1 or two dwellings at most. However, in the large
villages and small towns with facilities then fixing a maximum
number may not be appropriate. Developments do need to be
in keeping with their local context and there might be an
occasion where a significant urban site becomes available that
justifies a higher number of units than 10 to ensure the
buildings are in keeping with scale and massing of their
neighbours. A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to
support the Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft
policies that provide guidance on the nature and design quality
appropriate to the different areas of the Parish.
Noted
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5a If there is a infill policy I do not think it right to
restrict it to local needs only - but neither do I
support a free for all approach maybe the
restriction should be on size and type rather than
"local needs only?".

6a I am supportive if there is an ACTUAL need or
local housing. I would have thought social
housing should e located near the workplace
(hard to prove in the country!)

7a Property must be in keeping with the local area in
size and style.

8a Infill is excellent along with appropriate redevelopment of existing buildings ie barns.

The affordable housing delivery requirements for infill and
rounding off is dictated through the CLP and cannot be
amended through the NDP otherwise there is a a likely conflict.
See Policy 3 of the CLP and affordable housing triggers in
Policy 8 – i.e. for infill/ rounding off, there is no affordable
housing trigger on 5 or less. between 6- 10 the requirement is
for a financial contribution, on site deliver is 11 or more. There
are different requirements for rural exception sites which are
well related to the settlement and are required to be affordable
housing led. However, it should be noted that a primary
residence policy seeking that all new housing is occupied as
such is proposed through the NDP.
Please refer to comments above on delivery of affordable
housing with regard to infill/ rounding off sites. Otherwise
delivery is through rural exception sites. Policy 3 of the CLP
explains that housing in rural areas it be located within or well
related to settlements, small settlements and hamlets.
Paragraph 1.68 excludes housing from areas where there is
straggle of dwelling. The policy direction is to seek to sustain
and enhance the vitality of rural communities acknowledging
that housing helps to support services in the overall network of
settlements in the area. Ie housing in one village can help
maintain employment/ shops/ services in the neighbouring
village.
A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.
Noted, policy direction in the CLP is to support infill/ rounding
off developments within the settlements and hamlets which
have defined boundaries. It allows for NDP's to specify the
locations of this approach through settlement boundaries.
Outside of these settlement rural exception sites well-related
are supporting. Housing in the open countryside, as outlined in
policy 7 of the CLP is supported in a number of exceptional
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circumstances, which includes the re-use of redundant
buildings.

9a Altering the landscape is not compatible with
preserving the AONB.

10a Develop needs to cater for single people and
families.
11a Providing the development design is in keeping
with and harmonious with existing traditional
housing.

The existing policy emphasis in the CLP and the NPPF affords
the AONB the highest level of protection in terms of landscape
character and scenic beauty. The NDP is proposing to include
policies that refer directly to the use of the AONB Management
Plan and the Local Landscape Character Assessments
covering the area to ensure that landscape is appropriately and
robustly considered through development proposals.
A policy is proposed that requires development to demonstrate
how they respond to the local needs in the area.
A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.

12a Unless design is unobtrusive, fits in with local
character and landscape and would not set a
precedent for further development.

A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.

12b Unless design is unobtrusive, fits in with local
character and landscape and would not set a
precedent for further development and peaceful
aspect an important consideration for existing
inhabitants and therefore should not be ignored.

A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.
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13a Account has to be taken in respect of transport
facilities for employment, essential shopping,
hospital visits, etc. This clearly is an impossible
situation for public transport, which for economic
reasons prevails now.

14a There are no suitable areas in Trelights for
infilling without severely affecting AONB and
accessibility to new and existing properties.
15a Yes, I would like to build four infill houses on land
at Trewetha Farm.
16b If it does not spoil the AONB.
17a We support this but they must be for local people
belonging to this parish.
18a Yes, I think we need lots of house build because
the community it getting smaller every year.
19a Affordable housing is a misnomer, affordable to
whom? Social housing to replace the ones sold or
occupied by lone tenants and first choice to
residents of said Parish.
20a Yes a great need for this.
21a I'm against anymore infill, Port Isaac has enough
issues with space as it is, let alone any further
undeveloped/parking areas being taken away,
adding more pressure to an already over stressed
problem.

The CLP assessed the sustainability of settlements across
Cornwall and categorised them against a sustainability matrix.
The purpose being to identify role of the settlement in the
locality and it suitability for accommodating future growth. This
took account of the services and facilities that it provides and
ultimately its role. Bothe CLP and the NPPF acknowledge the
dispersed rural nature of Cornwall and that growth needs to be
considered in this context. Therefore, housing growth in the
area is considered against the sustainability of settlements,
their local role and rural context.
A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.
Noted - appropriate settlements for infill/ rounding off
development will be assessed against the CLP direction for
identifying settlements and the definitions of infill/ rounding off see supporting text to Policy 3 1.52- 1.72.
Noted
A primary residence policy seeking that all new housing is
occupied as such is proposed through the NDP.
Noted - the NDP has permissive emphasis in principle subject
to the overall balancing against the designations covering the
area.
Acknowledge the point - however to ensure conformity the NDP
cannot vary from the affordable housing price thresholds
contained in the CLP Policies 8 and 9.
Noted
To ensure conformity the NDP has to in principle support infill/
rounding off development within its settlements. The detail of
proposals will be required to address matters such as density,
design, loss of parking etc to ensure they are acceptable in the
overall planning balance against the policies in the NDP. A
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policy is proposed with regard to parking spaces, provision with
new development and loss off.
21b I'm against anymore infill, Port Isaac has enough
issues with space as it is, let alone any further
undeveloped/parking areas being taken away,
adding more pressure to an already over stressed
problem.
22a I appreciate all your hard work and consideration.
I love living here, but we must be careful NOT to
spoilt the areas of AONB. However
flats/bungalow could work for local need.

The NDP is required to conform with the Local Plan which
supports infill in principle.

23a Who subsidises "Affordable". Am fed up 'paying'
for others. People must stand on their own two
feel - or move.

Affordable housing is subsidised by the development and the
developer, there is no direct contribution to affordable housing
provision from residents. Th manner in which the development
is funded is not directly relevant to planning policy.

23b Who subsidises "Affordable". Am fed up 'paying'
for others. People must stand on their own two
feel - or move.

Affordable housing is subsidised by the development and the
developer, there is no direct contribution to affordable housing
provision from residents. Th manner in which the development
is funded is not directly relevant to planning policy.

24a There is no work for additional residents: any new
property would sooner or later become another
second home.

The NDP proposes a primary residence policy for all new build
dwellings. Policies in the CLP seek to encourage new dwellings
to help support the vitality of existing rural settlements which
work as a network together to sustain and enhance services/
employment.
A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.

25a Providing it is in keeping with local buildings and
not obstructing views etc.

25b Providing it is in keeping with local buildings and
not obstructing views etc.

A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.

A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.
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26a Local needs only!

27a Only small scale ie less than 5.

28a Only if there is no visual impact on existing
residences and further development is limited to
infill of individual, single properties only.

29a It is sensible and it doesn't interfere with anyone
else's privacy. Fine.

Please refer to earlier comments above on delivery of
affordable housing with regard to infill/ rounding off sites.
Otherwise delivery is through rural exception sites. Policy 3 of
the CLP explains that housing in rural areas it be located within
or well related
Fixing a maximum number is not considered appropriate.
Developments do need to be in keeping with their local context
and there might be an occasion where a significant urban site
becomes available that warrant a higher number of units to
ensure the buildings are in keeping with scale and massing of
their neighbours.
Fixing a maximum number is not considered appropriate.
Developments do need to be in keeping with their local context
and there might be an occasion where a significant urban site
becomes available that warrant a higher number of units to
ensure the buildings are in keeping with scale and massing of
their neighbours. A Townscape Assessment is being
undertaken to support the Neighbourhood Development Plan
and draft policies that provide guidance on the nature and
design quality appropriate to the different areas of the Parish.
A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.

30a As long as its not overdeveloped.

A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.

31a As long as it is in keeping.

A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.

32a You want people to live HERE for money it is
better as it is, for holiday people to come.

The housing delivery for the parish is in line with the policy
direction of the CLP which supports infill/ rounding off/ rural
exception sites with/ well related to our settlements.
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33a As long as it does not risk any flooding in the
valleys - more housing risks flooding if no proper
drainage.
34a Providing it is infill and not added on ie one or
two. No big development.
35a There is a need for affordable housing for people
working in the area.

Housing policies will be assessed as a whole in the context of
other policies such as those relating to flood risk and drainage.
The main focus of housing is infill/ rounding off within the
settlements and 'small scale' rural exception sites in line with
the CLP and NPPF direction.
The NDP supports affordable housing provision on sites wellrelated to settlements. It also supports in principle live/work
proposals in criteria based locations.
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36a Providing the use of smaller size props for the
young and older generations and not 3/4 bed
second homes.

A housing needs survey has been undertaken and there is a
proposal seeking to require development proposals to show
how they respond to needs in terms of the space/ size of
accommodation that is provided. Policy 6 of the CLP makes
specific requirements for development of 10 dwellings or more
to include a range of house types including housing for the
older generation.
There may be a potential to argue a reduction on the ‘10 or
more’ threshold linking to the ‘rural area’ definition as applied
for affordable housing – i.e. 6 or more.
The Policy reads in full as follows:
Policy 6: Housing mix New housing developments of 10
dwellings or more should include an appropriate mix of house
size, type, price and tenure to address identified needs and
market demand and to support mixed communities. Proposals
should seek to:
• Address need and demand for affordable, market housing and
starter homes including self-build and custom-build housing;
and
• Use local evidence of the need and demand for specific types,
tenures and sizes of housing to contribute to the diversity of
housing in the local area and help to redress any housing
imbalance that exists; and
• Respond to the requirements of a changing population and of
particular groups in the community, by increasing the supply of
accessible and specialist housing (including ground floor flats,
flats with lifts and bungalow accommodation) which is able to
meet people’s needs throughout their lifetimes based on locally
derived evidence of need and demand.
2. On sites of 200 dwellings or more, additional specialised
housing (including extra care housing) should be considered
where demand exists, to meet defined specialist needs.

37a Especially small scale for elderly.
38a Very important.

please see above
Noted
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39a No more car parks - Doc Martin has ruined the
village.
40a To keep the young people in the parish.

There have been a number of other comments that further car
parks are required to respond to both housing and tourism
need. If a new car park is proposed, the need will be required to
be substantiated.
Policies in the NDP in line with the CLP and the NPPF seek to
support the provision of new building affordable housing with a
local connection on rural exception sites and all new dwellings
to be required to have a primary residency condition

40b To keep the young people in the parish.

Policies in the NDP in line with the CLP and the NPPF seek to
support the provision of new building affordable housing with a
local connection on rural exception sites and all new dwellings
to be required to have a primary residency condition to provide
housing opportunities for young people to remain in the parish.

41a Greenfield sites should be avoided. Possibly site
on edge of Trelights (dump/store of materials)
suitable?

There is presumption in favour of developing brownfield sites
contained within the CLP - see policy 21. However, it is
acknowledged that the delivery of rural exception sites - ie
those that are affordable housing led will likely to be on
greenfield sites.
All new housing will be subject to a primary residency condition.
Transport policies in the NPPF acknowledge the nature of the
rural road network, see Para 34. Development should not be
resisted on highways grounds unless the residual cumulative
impacts of development are 'severe' (para 32 of the NPPF).

42a Because it will not be local people. The roads are
not made for more houses in Trelights.

43a Purely for local people.

43b For local people only.

To ensure compliance with the CLP infill/ rounding off
development within settlements is market -led, however other
policies in the NDP in line with the CLP and the NPPF seek to
support the provision of new building affordable housing with a
local connection on rural exception sites well related to
settlements and all new dwellings to be required to have a
primary residency condition
Policies in the NDP in line with the CLP and the NPPF seek to
support the provision of new building affordable housing with a
local connection on rural exception sites and all new dwellings
to be required to have a primary residency condition
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44a Only for LOCAL PEOPLE young and old - NO
OUTSIDERS.

45a As long as they are in keeping with the village.

46a Houses should be affordable and for local people
only - not second homes or buy-to-let holiday
homes.

47a Not enough local affordable housing for young
people wanting to live in the area they grew up in.

47b In-fill is making good use of land without
extending the villages.

To ensure compliance with the CLP infill/ rounding off
development within settlements is market -led, however other
policies in the NDP in line with the CLP and the NPPF seek to
support the provision of new building affordable housing with a
local connection on rural exception sites well related to
settlements and all new dwellings to be required to have a
primary residency condition
A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.
To ensure compliance with the CLP infill/ rounding off
development within settlements is market -led, however other
policies in the NDP in line with the CLP and the NPPF seek to
support the provision of new building affordable housing with a
local connection on rural exception sites well related to
settlements and all new dwellings to be required to have a
primary residency condition
The NDP is permissive of affordable housing-led development
wherever possible in terms of principle, however to ensure
compliance with the CLP infill/ rounding off development within
settlements is market -led, There are other policies in the NDP
in line with the CLP and the NPPF seek to support the provision
of new building affordable housing with a local connection on
rural exc eption sites well related to settlements and all new
dwellings to be required to have a primary residency condition
The NDP is permissive of affordable housing-led development
wherever possible in terms of principle, however to ensure
compliance with the CLP infill/ rounding off development within
settlements is market -led, There are other policies in the NDP
in line with the CLP and the NPPF seek to support the provision
of new building affordable housing with a local connection on
rural exception sites well related to settlements and all new
dwellings to be required to have a primary residency condition
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48b The community will stagnate if there is no
opportunity for young people to stay in the area to
live and work
49a I would prefer to see infill development within
current village areas, i.e. building in large gardens
rather than building on current farm land.
However any such development should be where
the infrastructure supports it: for example, there is
no infrastructure in Trelights (shops, doctors,
schools, play areas, buses, pavements,
pathways) so it should not be expected to support
any further development.
49b This question is specifically about "local needs",
and where I would make the point is that local
needs are more about shops, schools, play areas,
doctors, dentists and public transport. While we
are discussing housing development, it is far
more important that the local needs for the
existing residents are considered before making
any plans to put more people into a small
dormitory village such as Trelights.
50a I think we need more housing wherever is
possible, including 1,2 and 3 bedroom properties.

51a Subject to strict conditions e.g. selling on in the
case of affordable housing.
Priority should be given to affordable, self-build
schemes and social housing.

Housing policies are permissive in principle for local needs
dwellings and live-work development proposals. Policies will
also require all new build dwellings to be primary residency
accommodation
The CLP and its supporting evidence base seeks to support
housing in rural locations within a range of settlement/ hamlets
on the basis that villages/ hamlets do not operate in isolation,
but form part of an overall network of settlements that help to
support service provision for each other. The fact that a
settlement itself may not have services does not automatically
render it inappropriate for growth, as it growth within it can help
sustain service provision in settlements nearby. See:
https://www.Cornwall.gov.uk/media/3638173/Cornwall-smallersettlements-final-report-101209-pdf-version.pdf
The provision of new housing is to respond to local housing
needs and to help sustain existing services and facilities.

Housing policies in the NDP are permissive in principle and
policy wording will be seeking that they respond wherever
possible to local housing needs in accordance with the housing
needs survey undertaken as part of the evidence base to the
NDP.
All development subject to local needs and primary residency
occupation restrictions will be subject to robust conditions/
obligations seeking to enforce occupation remains in perpetuity.
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51b Ideally housing development should help fill local
need. Need to have strict restrictions limiting resale to people with local links.
Priority should be given to affordable, self-build
schemes and social housing.
52a From what I can see there is not much of an
attempt to identify areas of new infill housing
within the obvious choice of location, that being
Port Isaac.

The NDP is permissive of affordable housing-led development
wherever possible in terms of principle, however to ensure
compliance with the CLP infill/ rounding off development within
settlements is market -led, There are other policies in the NDP
in line with the CLP and the NPPF seek to support the provision
of new building affordable housing with a local connection on
rural exception sites well related to settlements and all new
dwellings to be required to have a primary residency condition
Port Isaac will be subject to a settlement boundary to identify
the locations suitable in principle for infill/ rounding. Port Isaac
is also in principle suitable for rural exception sites as will be
outlined within housing policies in the NDP.

53a Any infill should use local materials and be in
harmony with surrounding houses.

A Townscape Assessment is being undertaken to support the
Neighbourhood Development Plan and draft policies that
provide guidance on the nature and design quality appropriate
to the different areas of the Parish.

54a We own The Foredeck in Trelights and we have
not been notified about this process. Please
rectify immediately.

All residents are notified through the consultation on the NDP please refer the consultation processes in the Consultation
Strategy

St Endellion Neighbourhood Development Plan Questionnaire Spring 2016
Q2 Do you think the Neighbourhood Development Plan should define settlement boundaries like the old North
Cornwall Local Plan, so we can make it absolutely clear which sites are considered infill and which sites are
considered on the edge?:
Respondents Person 1

Response
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1a Recently several infill sites have (quite correctly)
been passed, but clear development sites need to
be named. I think that the obvious need a
compulsory purchase order put on them.

The settlement boundaries will be a clear marker as to where
infill/rounding off policies in the CLP apply. The settlement
boundaries will follow the definition of infill and rounding off
providing in the supporting text to the CLP - please see
paragraphs 1.65 to 1.68 of the CLP. infill/ rounding off relate to
sites that do not 'visually extend the settlement into the open
countryside'. Sites outside of the settlement boundary will be
either treated as rural exception sites which are required to be
physically well related to a settlement in accordance with the
CLP or if not meeting this criteria will be assessed as housing
in the open countryside against policy 7 of the CLP. On the
second point not entirely sure of the objective of the CPO,
however this in itself is not a matter that a planning policy
document will seek to enforce.

2a Much better to evaluate specific sites on
application.

Paragraph 1.68 of the CLP in reference to the definition of infill/
rounding off states 'Neighbourhood Plans can provide detailed
definition on which settlements are appropriate for infill and
boundaries to which the policy will operate.' Without a
settlement boundary the CLP definitions will apply and be
interpreted on a case by case basis. The settlement boundary
does not change the general principle of housing other than
defining the limits of where infill/ rounding off policies apply.
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3a The boundaries should follow the existing
settlement boundaries very closely. If it is not
absolutely clear, the settlement extent will
increase.

The settlement boundaries will be a clear marker as to where
infill/rounding off policies in the CLP apply. The settlement
boundaries will follow the definition of infill and rounding off
providing in the supporting text to the CLP - please see
paragraphs 1.65 to 1.68 of the CLP. infill/ rounding off relate to
sites that do not 'visually extend the settlement into the open
countryside'. Sites outside of the settlement boundary will be
either treated as rural exception sites which are required to be
physically well related to a settlement in accordance with the
CLP or if not meeting this criteria, will be assessed as housing
in the open countryside against policy 7 of the CLP.

4a The area should not be "nibbled away" by
development for any reason.
5a So long as the 'need' is proved.

The settlement boundary is not directly about the principle of
development, it is providing the detail of how the infill/ rounding
off policies in the CLP are provided.
There is not a requirement to demonstrate need for infill
housing development, this is supported in principle through the
NDP, the settlement boundary details the locations in which the
infill and rounding of definitions apply.

6a Rural exception sites should be built with sufficient
access and support improvements to the local
infrastructure to accommodation additional traffic.

All rural exception sites will be required to accord with the
definition in the CLP and thus be physically well related to
settlements

7a This will avoid issues of uncertainty when people
invest in a home.
8a I think this is absolutely vital to the NDP it could or
could not be the same as the old "building lines".

Noted
Noted
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9a Need to define what is an acceptable place for
development. It is important that island
development in the middle of nowhere is not
allowed.

The settlement boundaries will be a clear marker as to where
infill/rounding off policies in the CLP apply. The settlement
boundaries will follow the definition of infill and rounding off
providing in the supporting text to the CLP - please see
paragraphs 1.65 to 1.68 of the CLP. infill/ rounding off relate to
sites that do not 'visually extend the settlement into the open
countryside'. Sites outside of the settlement boundary will be
either treated as rural exception sites which are required to be
physically well related to a settlement in accordance with the
CLP or if not meeting this criteria, will be assessed as housing
in the open countryside against policy 7 of the CLP.

10a There are no suitable areas in Trelights for infilling
without severely affecting AONB and accessibility
to new and existing properties.

The settlement boundaries are the detail of the definition in the
CLP for infill / rounding off housing development. Without a
settlement boundary proposals are acceptable, the settlement
boundary simply provides to detail to this. It will not mean that
a development that conflicts with AONB policies, and any
others in the NDP will be overridden, all policies in the NDP
apply in the overall consideration of development proposals.

11a New housing and development must be within
existing settlements.

Noted, as the CLP supports for infill/ rounding off and to which
the settlement boundary provides the detail. However rural
exception sites are supported through the CLP where they are
physicaly well related to settlements.

12a This will provide unquestionable clarity.
13a Again define "affordable housing".

Noted
Affordable housing is as defined through policies 8 and 9 in the
CLP.
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14a Because Port Isaac can only expand one way ie
towards Trewartha with good access.

Point is noted, however the settlement boundary is not dealing
with an expansion of a settlement into the open countryside,
the boundary provides the detail of the definition of infill/
rounding off which precludes visual expansion into the open
countryside. Rural exception sites will be allowed in principle
where they are physically well related to the settlement.

15b Because Port Isaac can only expand one way ie
towards Trewartha with good access.
15a Yes I agree, but would like more info regarding
infill sites and which are on the edge - where are
we considering?

comments noted

16a Transparency and provision of accurate and
factual information is essential on such an
important issue.

The settlement boundaries provide the detailed interpretation
of the definitions in the CLP relating to infill and rounding off,
they will be consulted upon.

17a Maybe sites you haven't considered could be
possible, without detracting from environment.
18a Within reason I think there could be protected
areas, but I don't think it should be completely
strict and set in stone - perhaps recommended
guidelines.
19a Trouble with any largest development it makes
over crowding for the schools, surgeries, get fuller
and hospitals full. It should all be "weighed up" if
no extra schools etc, etc should be not built.

noted

20a To protect the AONB.
21a No.
21b No.

noted
noted
noted

The settlement boundaries provide the detailed interpretation
of the definitions in the CLP relating to infill and rounding off,
they will be consulted upon.

noted

noted
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22a LCOAL people? Yes, define sites clearly but also
people. Born and bred in the parish/

The settlement boundaries will define the areas for which infill/
rounding off housing developments supported through policy 3
of the CLP apply. Such development are market -led in line
with the CLP, requiring an affordable component under the
requirements of policy 8 of the CLP would not conform with the
strategic policy in the CLP and thus such a policy would fail the
basic conditions for a NDP. A Policy in the NDP is however
proposed that requires all new build dwellings to have a
primary residency condition.

23a Not clear to many now where boundaries of the
parish and its village are.

The settlement boundaries will define the areas for which infill/
rounding off housing developments supported through policy 3
of the CLP apply. They follow the definition on the CLP which
exclude sites that visually extend a settlement into the open
countryside.

24a We do not want random infilling between
settlements so that eventually there are no
boundaries between them.

The settlement boundaries will define the areas for which infill/
rounding off housing developments supported through policy 3
of the CLP apply. They follow the definition on the CLP which
exclude sites that visually extend a settlement into the open
countryside.

25b Housing is needed and all areas should be
considered.

The NDP is legally required to conform with the housing
policies in the CLP. This allows for housing within settlements,
on the edge and in the open countryside subject to differing
criteria. The NDP provides the local interpretation of this policy
direction. The main focus for housing is within or the edge of
settlements, housing in the open countryside, in line with policy
7 of the CLP is only supported in specified circumstances.

26b A failure to do so will mean that it is impossible to
determine the development status of sites near
the edge, leading to conflict and uncertainty
throughout the plan period

Noted
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27a The risk of ribbon development must be avoided.

The settlement boundaries will define the areas for which infill/
rounding off housing developments supported through policy 3
of the CLP apply. They follow the definition on the CLP which
exclude sites that visually extend a settlement into the open
countryside.

28a Yes, in this Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, it
is very important for there to be total clarity about
what is being considered. Infrastructure (see
above) must be considered.

Noted

28b Surely the settlement boundaries directly reflect
the facilities that exist there and as such, it makes
sense to address the lack of facilities before the
consideration of further development of dwellings.

The settlement boundaries will define the areas for which infill/
rounding off housing developments supported through policy 3
of the CLP apply. They follow the definition on the CLP which
exclude sites that visually extend a settlement into the open
countryside.

I am not familiar with the old North Cornwall Local
Plan and can only speculate that the current plan
is more intense and as such is more inappropriate.
29a So long as they are only for local people.
The settlement boundaries will define the areas for which infill/
rounding off housing developments supported through policy 3
of the CLP apply. Such developments are market -led in line
with the CLP, requiring an affordable component under the
requirements of policy 8 of the CLP would not conform with the
strategic policy in the CLP and thus such a policy would fail the
basic conditions for a NDP. A Policy in the NDP is however
proposed that requires all new build dwellings to have a
primary residency condition.
30a Absolutely. Why wouldn't it be made clear!

Noted

St Endellion Neighbourhood Development Plan Questionnaire Spring 2016

Q3 Do you support the encouragement through the Neighbourhood Development Plan for ‘residential only’
accommodation above new commercial development?:
Respondents Person 1

Response
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1a This needs no comment. It is pure common
sense.
2a One of the great features of this area is that the
buildings tend to be low bungalows/chalet
bungalows. I wouldn't want residential units above
commercial units to be a reason for 3 storey
buildings. If the residential units above the
commercial premises are single storey, it would be
OK.
3a This could be interpreted as restricting commercial
property availability.
4a Very little 'work' in the country to justify this surely.
5a Rental accommodation needs to be available as
well as property for purchase.
6a So long as 'commercial development' was
sensitive.
7a There are no suitable areas in Trelights for infilling
without severely affecting AONB and accessibility
to new and existing properties.
8a Provided they are compatible.

8b Provided they are compatible.

Noted
Noted, the policy proposed is dealing with the principle only,
visual impact will be considered through wider policies such as
design/ landscape/ heritage impact within the NDP. However,
such a policy should make clear it is about principle and direct
to the design/ visual integration criteria.
Noted, policy needs to be clear about what it is targeting and
to make sure it does not preclude commercial development
without such space.
Noted, but it circumstances where this does come forward
then a policy to address he point is of benefit in dealing with
the planning approach to that particular circumstance.
note to not exclude rental
The policy concerns the principle of such developments. The
detail of visual integration and other planning matters will be
considered through other policies in the NDP, the CLP and the
NPPF.
This question relates to space above commercial and is not
regarding infill development - please see responses to infill/
housing development questions
All policies in the NDP will apply in the consideration of
development proposals which will ensure they are compatible however specific reference can be incorporated into a policy
regarding compatibility and to not prejudice the functioning of
the commercial space
All policies in the NDP will apply in the consideration of
development proposals which will ensure they are compatible however specific reference can be incorporated into a policy
regarding compatibility and to not prejudice the functioning of
the commercial space
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9a I can see this working in a 'high street' location but
not on a small industrial set up where office space
is often required above workshops etc.
10a We need people to live here long term.

11a I believe the market will denote the sustainability of
the residential/holiday home market.

12a Commercial development needs defining first - too
vague a term to have meaning at present.
13a Whilst any development should be full-time
residential, the answer is not flats which have a
greater negative impact on the local community
and skyline as already demonstrated at Undertown
in Trelights.
14a Small scale workshops at the Cleave's are
prospering so is a good idea.
15a Providing priority given youngsters and seniors.

16a A very good idea, there is no-where for staff at
restaurants to rent.
17a None.
17b None.

The policy is not there to prejudice office space if required, the
intention is that it will remain flexible to allow for residential use
but would also support office use if required.
The policy will support housing space that contributed to the
stock of accommodation in the parish. There will be no specific
time restriction on occupancy, and ultimately could be an
option to utilise space for residential purposes that could
provide for a specific identified need
The Policy provides for a market opportunity that at present is
not available in the area, the policy will be open to allow for
flexibility, ie there i not an essential requirement to provide
residential and other commercial uses such as office space will
be supported.
Agree - the policy should make clear what constitutes
commercial development
Flats can provide for an element of housing stock that provides
an important link onto the housing ladder. The policy is only
dealing with the principle, and visual impact, and landscape
impact are other policies that will be applied significant weight
in the determination of planning proposals in the NDP area
due to the AONB designation. Supporting in principle needs to
be considered against visual impact.
Noted
Noted - the policy is intended to provide for an element of
housing stock that could cate for specific needs, but it is not
intended that it directly is restricted to a certain type of
occupant, however there is the potential that there is a local
needs restriction
Noted
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18a Where are the jobs? Where is the money for
doctors, police and the HOSPITAL.
19a Flats are a good idea. Not everyone wants or
needs houses.
20b Good homes for local single people and people
with partners and no children.
21a Strongly support this, but is it enforceable under
current planning powers?
22a This seems a sensible idea.
22b Not a relevant question if you have no commercial
properties, but it would make sense to utilise any
opportunities like that.
23a There should be No commercial development
unless it is internet based activity.
24a Yes I think this will help young people to be able to
live and work in the village before starting families
and needing bigger houses.
25a Flats possibly, but something that fits in to the
existing style of housing unlike some of the
previous developments.
26a This is a very good way of maximising available
accommodation.

Job creation is provided by market conditions, the NDP policy
seeks to provide the planning framework that supports job
creation if the market conditions enable a scheme to come
forward.
Noted and agreed
Noted
Noted - the policy will support in principle but cannot insist however the intention is to be permissive and to enable
developer to consider this option at the outset
Noted and agreed
Noted, the policy is there to support circumstances if they
come forward
This is not possible to enforce and would contrary to the
permissive employment/ commercial policies contained in the
Cornwall Local Plan
Noted and agreed
noted and agreed
noted and agreed
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Q4 Would you support Live/work developments on sites outside the settlement boundaries but within walking
distance of them?:
Respondents Person 1

Response
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1a I would be concerned about the sites being
outside the settlement boundaries - as this would
increase the size of the settlements. If it was a
development in the style of farm buildings, it might
be OK. But what happens if the original
owners/tenants cannot be replaced with others
who want a Live/work property. Does this mean
that they become empty?
2a We currently own our own window cleaning
business and I run admin from home so this would
suit us.

Noted - the policy is about principle and design matters will be
covered through wider policies in the NDP. Agree that specific
policy wording needs to ensure that the use of the
accommodation is not compromised in the future for
unrestricted residential use.

3a What is walking distance?

noted- policy may need to define this point more clearly

4a Suggests "mission creep"!

Policy is about principle - other policies seeking to safeguard
the AONB/ open countryside etc will still apply and are not over
written by this policy.
Inevitably some green field sites will be built on to cater for
future needs, the suite of policies in the NDP seek to direct any
growth to sustainable and visually appropriate locations and
seek to safeguard the AONB

5a Building on green field sites should be avoided.

6a Once consent has been obtained for the kind of
use it becomes easier to get consent for other
developments.
7a An excellent concept.
8a As long as the properties fall into the context of
the are and are not a shed with a live in over the
top.
9a Again, would resist arbitrary development to justify
live/work imperatives. Especially if this occurred in
sensitive areas.

Noted

The policy is specific about live/work - the policy will be worded
to prevent abuse.
Noted and agreed
Noted and agreed
The policy is about principle - it will not over ride policies
seeking to safeguard the open countryside and the AONB
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10a A good idea, but not in Trelights. A business
would attract increased traffic, the roads are too
small and there are no footpaths to protect
pedestrians.

The policy is about principle - it will not over ride policies
seeking to safeguard the open countryside, the AONB and
matters such as transport/ accessibility, the policy will not
exclude a specific location, but will provide a criteria base for
acceptability.

11a These could be very unsightly and liable to
spread.

The policy is about principle - it will not over ride policies
seeking to safeguard the open countryside and the AONB

11b These could easily become private or holiday
homes.
12a Developments should be within walking distance
of shop, bus etc. Not where taxis have to ferry
children to school.

the policy will be worded to prevent such abuse

13a I would like to understand the % occupancy in
existing live/work properties to ensure they remain
fully occupied i.e. is there a real need? Do these
types of properties sometimes remain empty
through lack of suitable purchasers.

Care will be required to ensure that the policy is tight to
address need to ensure genuine live-work to prevent abuse

14a People will always find way to flout regs.

The policy will make specific reference to ongoing control to
prevent abuse
The development will only be supported as an exception to
normal policies and it is therefore essential that a restriction
applies and is maintained, otherwise the proposals will be
subject to future abuse.

15a I am fully in support of houses for people to live
and work in if that is their choice, but as for as
putting a tie on it like that will only make it more
difficult to sell when the time arises. My
experience with everyone I know that had/has a
house with a 106 on it has been negative and
have ALL struggled to see or even get a mortgage
on them. It might seem like a good idea but
peoples lives/situations change very quickly. So if
a building is suitable I strongly believe there is no
need for any restrictions to that property.

Noted - hence why the policy refers to such developments
being within walking distance to services
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16a I support these kind of developments but they
should be built inside settlement boundaries.

The purpose of this policy is to facilitate such development as
an exception ot normal infill housing policies which support
development within settlement boundaries. This type of
development is no precluded from within the settlement but
acts as an exception to normal housing policies to enable such
proposals to come forward.

17a Depending on type of work development.

Agree that only certain types of employment uses will be
suitable, and the policy needs to reflect this to ensure that no
conflict with residential amenity.

18B Depends on type of work.

Agree that only certain types of employment uses will be
suitable, and the policy needs to reflect this to ensure that no
conflict with residential amenity.

19a A clear commercial basis is not guarantee of
success, what then??
20a Again, small scale only as traffic problems are
already increasing with larger vehicles.

noted - the policy will be strictly worded to prevent abuse

21a This type of development may encourage/require
a more commercial design aesthetically and in
size but hopefully planning restrictions would
ensure that the influence would be minimal in
terms of environment and visual impact ie single
storey and outside of the AONB.

Noted - the policy is about principle and landscape and design
matters will be covered through wider policies in the NDP.

22a Flexible housing is a good idea as along as you
can't get planning change back to residential.
23a Great idea to help with employment.
24a Can't see it working in small coastal villages.

noted - the policy will be strictly worded to prevent abuse

25a Live/work has a positive contribution to make to
bed young families on the land and keep
communities vital.

Noted - the policy is about principle, other policies seeking to
ensure the development is sustainable and acceptable in
transport terms.

Noted and agreed
The policy is about principle and will not have a number of
criteria to ensure it is sustainable and safeguards the wider
landscape and environment.
Noted and agreed
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26a In very restricted number and suitable sites (must
blend in).
27a Yes but it will not work as there is no work within
walking distance.
28a How do you ensure "work" element remains?
What happens if work ceases? Pull houses down
or force an owner to sell - this is a means of
circumventing existing rules.

Agree - the policy will have a strict criteria base and wider
policies in the NDP will still apply
The policy is there to provide work space within walking
distance of settlements
Noted, the policy will be strictly worded to prevent abuse - for
example any lack of occupancy will not open up to unrestricted
residential use, the predominance of the space is work, rather
than residential - the criteria in the policy will account for lack of
occupancy to prevent abuse.

29b Keeps local people in the villages they were born
in and provide work.
30b This would appear to open up the possibility of
creeping development in areas not recognised in
the plan as being suitable for development.

Noted and agreed

31a This seems to contradict Question 2 above and
would risk being a carte blanche for ribbon
development.

Noted - the policy is about principle, other policies seeking to
safeguard the AONB, for example will still apply.

32a This would very much depend on the type of work
being undertaken. It must reflect the type of
settlement and not create an eyesore or any other
inconvenience for neighbours.

Agreed - the policy is about the principle of development, it will
be applied alongside other policies such as those safeguarding
the AONB. The policy will be tightly worded to avoid abuse.

32b Work from home, self-employment is a great
alternative to industrial employment especially
where farming, tourism and construction are the
only local options and I would applaud anybody
being a self-starter. However, there are some
home-based occupations such as motor repairs
etc that are totally inappropriate for home working
and can be very stressful to other residents.

Noted the policy will not over ride policies seeking to ensure
residential amenities are of an adequate standard and are
safeguard, un neighbourly uses such as this will be likely to be
unsuitable for this policy.

Noted the policy will not over ride policies seeking to ensure
residential amenities are of an adequate standard and are
safeguard, un neighbourly uses such as this will be likely to be
unsuitable for this policy.
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33a Only if due regard is given to any impact on the
AONB and strict conditions are applied if the
property is sold on e.g. no subsequent change of
use, full time occupancy.

Agreed - the policy is about the principle of development, it will
be applied alongside other policies such as those safeguarding
the AONB. The policy will be tightly worded to avoid abuse.

33b As Person 1 above
34a It is important to create/maintain opportunities for
local people to continue to live and work in the
area.

noted
Noted and agreed
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Q5 Would you support a positive policy for development proposals relating to St Endellion Playing Field where
development focuses on enhancing the playing field, i.e. provision of play, sports equipment or community
facilities?
Respondents Person 1
1a I fully support the principle of enhancing Port
Isaac Playing Field. I do think that were the hard
standing area is could accommodate 3-4
coaches. An argument again this is children and
coaches. Do not mix. Children should be
SUITABLY SUPERVISED.

Response
Noted - this is a matter of detail designed whereby interaction
with parking and playing fields will be incorporated to ensure
on conflict in uses.

2a Provided no properties, were built on the playing
fields and they were retained for leisure/sporting
use and available to the whole community.
3a I interpret this to mean ONLY development
relating to the playing field and not
housing/commercial development which includes
some improvement in playing field facilities.

Noted and agreed

4a If it relates to the support of clubs for the children
and the community.

Noted and agreed

Noted and agreed
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5a Generally supportive but what is proposed?

The policy is a general permissive one related to recreational
use and development - is it not specific on the detail, this will
be subject to future planning applications if and when they
come forward. This policy supports them in principle.

6a Improvements to local facilities would be welcome
but NOT any further residential development.
7a I am uncertain about what community facilities
means? Does this include buildings?

Noted and agreed

8a Once consent has been obtained for the kind of
use it becomes easier to get consent for other
developments.

No - the use of any building will be about community/
recreational use - it will not open the door to other development

9a The Port Isaac Playing Field has nothing to do
with St Endellion. The latter is the parish not the
land owner.

Noted

It could include buildings, but the principle of the policy is about
recreational/ community use and nothing else. Wider policies
regarding design and safeguarding the AONB will still apply.

10a Depends on location. This could lead to further to
development creep and would also be a magnet
for dog walkers and concomitant mess!

The policy would not lead to development creep - it is about
supporting recreational and community facilities and uses - the
location will be key to ensure use is well connected to
communities. Dog mess and such like is an environmental
health matter and is not directly covered through the planning
acts.

11a But would have to be limited and strictly
controlled.

the use of any building will be about community/ recreational
use - it will not open the door to other development

11b But would have to be limited and strictly
controlled.

the use of any building will be about community/ recreational
use - it will not open the door to other development

12a There is already a playing field committee set up
to improve facilities and having this 'controlled'

Noted and agreed
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under the development plan seems to make
sense.
13a Yes build on the playing field because there’s no
kids that play there anyway.
14a Some of the proposals in the past have been
ridiculous.
15a This seems to have been mooted for years now
with little or no action.
16a No support at all, for any development on the
children's site. Very opposed.
17a For a long time there has been no money spent
up there, please open the car park and put a
charge on it and it'll be self-sustaining.
18a Very much. Needs more facilities and
improvements inc a toilet (if non in top car park).
19a There is no call for sport areas. Most housing is
used as second homes and only in use a few
times a year.

Any development will be supporting community and
recreational uses, this has the potential to broaden opportunity
for the use of the facilities.
Noted - the development will be subject to wider policies on
design/ landscape impact.
Noted
Any development will be supporting community and
recreational uses only, not wider development.
Noted - however this is not a direct land use planning matter.
Noted and agreed
The space is there to cater for existing and future needs, the
NDP proposes a primary residency policy and homes are
currently being built with local needs restrictions. Space is
required in the future.

20a Not aware of a playing field other than at Port
Isaac which is already protected. However,
additional equipment of existing site to enhance
the education and facility for the children is
something I would support.

Noted and agreed

21a It would be lovely for the children to have more
facilities and toilets would be handy!! This will
encourage more sports clubs to the area.
Brilliant.

Noted and agreed
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22a With the proviso that those should be adequate
consultation and proof facilities will be used and a
comprehensive study of how facilities will be
funded, rates, etc.

Agree - the policy will make direct reference to these points.

23a Community facilities ie toilets and play for under
12 years, not sports facilities for over 12.
Wadebridge covers senior sports. For rain and
wind and sun protection.

Noted - as per above the type of development it is suggested
will be subject to early engagement with the community.

24a If it is advantage to the locals who live in the area.
24b If it is advantage to the locals who live in the area.
25a Instead of the above proposal I think that the
money should be spent on a pedestrian pathway
from the playing field to Trewetha. Pedestrians
are at present forced to walk on the road which is
most dangerous. This was promised some time
ago but never happened.

Noted and agreed
noted and agreed
This policy does not prejudice the Trewetha link. A separate
policy could be supported relating to this matter.

26a Where is the St Endellion Playing Field!
27a Not sure what type of development you mean.
28a I am wary of the "communities facilities" - this
could be open to abuse unless very carefully
defined.
29b Toilets, community facilities, changing room
would be ok. As development for sport and the
people.
30b I would support facilities for the provision of play
and sports equipment, but presumably
'community facilities' includes changing rooms/
meeting rooms/ community cafe - and that is far
too wide a category for development on this
sensitive site

In Port isaac
Recreational and community only
the policy will be tightly worded to prevent abuse
noted and agreed
noted, the proposals for this site will be subject to community
engagement
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31a The caveat here would be against the erection of
buildings such as a pavilion or changing rooms.

These are potentially building that would relate to sport uses,
and it seems unreasonably to restrict them without any specific
justification as a matter of principle. Planning matters regarding
design, neighbour impact, landscape effects will form part of
any consideration of the development.

32a This seems sensible so long as any development
does not affect the surrounding environment

Noted - the policy will apply in accordance with wider policies in
the NDP such as design, AONB impact etc.

32b Are you suggesting building houses on a playing
field?..if so I am against it. If this means putting
equipment for exercise on an existing park,
including seniors' exercise and circuit equipment,
then I would support it.

No - the policy is about recreation and community uses

33a Once a playing field is lost it is never replaced
and what about the obesity crisis amongst
children.
34a As long as the proposals were to benefit the local
children, teenagers and young adults of the parish
then yes I think they should be passed and
encouraged.

Noted and agreed

35a Depends on the development proposals.

Comments noted, each proposal will be assessed on a case
by case basis against the ndp policies as a whole
The policy is about the principle of the development and land
use- the ongoing viability of the premise themselves extends
beyond the criteria of the planning act. However, policy will
seek to prevent any abuse of the land use of the site.

35b Provision of play and sports equipment probably
does not require Planning approval.
Community facilities can already be provided by
the village hall, church rooms and liberal club. If
the intention is to provide changing rooms and
showers would need continuing funding for
business rates, water, electricity and
maintenance. If this cannot be shown to be
guaranteed for at least 10 years the building could
fall into disuse and be used as a precedent for
further infill buildings.

Noted and agreed
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36a Yes as long as the facilities are used to the
maximum and do not become a 'white elephant'.

agree - the policy is about land use- the ongoing viability of the
premise themselves extends beyond the criteria of the planning
act. However, policy will seek to prevent any abuse of the land
use of the site.
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Q6 Would you support a policy to keep hedgerows and both native and non-native species of trees where
development takes place within our Parish; unless it can shown that keeping them is no longer practical and
where alternative planting will be provided?
Respondents Person 1
1a Yes. But try growing TREES IN PORT ISAAC.

Response
The policy seeks to safeguard features of both landscape and
biodiversity value. The majority of features in the Parish are
native and are therefore well adapted to the climate, non-native
species have also succeeded in the climate. These native and
non-native trees that are appropriate to the area in both terms
of success and visual/ landscape integration are proposed to
be safeguarded and encouraged with new development.

2a There must be a very good reason to remove the
hedgerows and trees and in this case, they
should be replaced with native species only.

Noted - in some circumstances non-native options may be
appropriate but agree wherever possible native species should
be the starting point.

3a Needed for wildlife.
4a Suspicious - but I love (?) - hate leylandii!

Noted and agreed
It is unlikely leylandii will be encouraged through this policy however the intention is to seek to safeguard the native and
non-native features that contribute positively to landscape
character and biodiversity.
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5a All existing trees and hedges should be protected.

The policy seeks to safeguard such features wherever possible
so that they are incorporated into new development at the
starting point. At present there is limited protection on new
development sites.

6a Too many trees such as sycamore planted in
stupid locations and given protected status. Love
trees should not stop reasonable development.
7a As a naturalist and environmentalist I am appalled
at the lack of consideration given to the value of
trees and hedges in the parish, from the
authorities encouragement to farmers to slash
hedges down to remnants preventing any tree
regeneration to the apathy shown by the local
population on the value of trees toward life
enhancement in terms of air quality and visual
impact.
8a Hedgerows and trees enhance living spaces,
encourage a variety of wildlife which adds to
quality of environment. I support the maintaining
of the natural environment without presentation
order any trees hedgerows scarified in the name
of development should without question be
replaced?

Non-native species that are out of place and do not contribute
to biodiversity should be allowed to be removed and the policy
will address this point.
There will not be a specific preservation as this will not be
possible - however the policy will encourage the retention of
features and biodiversity corridors is at the starting point of
considering development proposals and is not an after-thought.
Development that does not take this into account could
therefore be resisted.

9a If it can shown that trees and hedges can be kept
under adequate control.
9b If it can shown that trees and hedges can be kept
under adequate control.
10a So few trees here about because so few have
been planted - every available corner/park should
be planted up - no harm in being windswept better than being bleak!

There will not be a specific preservation as this will not be
possible - however the policy will encourage the retention of
features and biodiversity corridors is at the starting point of
considering development proposals and is not an after-thought.
Development that does not take this into account could
therefore be resisted.
If they are considered at the outset this is a lot easier to do
If they are considered at the outset this is a lot easier to do
Care needs to be taken that non-native species are not planted
that are out of place with the character of the landscape, the
designation of the AONB is partly to do with its windswept
character, sometimes out of place planting can be harmful to
this character.
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10b So few trees here about because so few have
been planted - every available corner/park should
be planted up - no harm in being windswept better than being bleak!

Care needs to be taken that non-native species are not planted
that are out of place with the character of the landscape, the
designation of the AONB is partly to do with its windswept
character, sometimes out of place planting can be harmful to
this character.

11b It is important to keep native trees in the area.
12a No Cornish hedges should be removed - they
should be protected as they are a haven for
wildlife and a feature of the AONB.

Noted and agreed
Noted - the policy cannot require absolute protection, but seeks
to require future development to show how it is has considered
retention and enhancement at a starting point in their
development proposals, and lack of doing so would justify
resisting a scheme

12b They also act as a corridor for wildlife.
13a We have too few trees in the area and following
each winter storm we see one or two blown down.
Having a positive response to retention is a good
policy.

Noted and agreed
Noted and agreed

14a Keep them if you can but housing is more
important, and the developer can plant more trees
anyway.

Retention is the best option, but replacement can be justified if
retention is not possible, however this will need to be
evidenced in any planning submission to ensure compliance
with the policy.

15a Apart from Leylandi (few trees could be down to
climate ie wind! do you think).

Certain species have accommodated in the environment and
contribute to the landscape character that forms an integral
part of the AONB designation

16a I am a great believer in planting more
trees/forests but I do not feel that development
should be stopped because of a tree by all means
people should be made to re-plant what the take
away.

Retention is the best option, but replacement can be justified if
retention is not possible, however this will need to be
evidenced in any planning submission to ensure compliance
with the policy.
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17a All trees hedges etc should be kept.

Noted - the policy cannot require absolute protection, but seeks
to require future development to show how it is has considered
retention and enhancement at a starting point in their
development proposals, and lack of doing so would justify
resisting a scheme

18a Most properties (old and new) require some wind
protection and fill in with trees and hedges would
require this.

Policy encourages planting of native and non-native species
wherever possible subject to landscape integration

19a We live here to be rural. Keep it so.
19b We live here to be rural. Keep it so.
20a 'No longer practical' - for whom - contractors?
Safety should be overriding factor if scare
trees/hedges must be removed.

Noted and agreed
noted
The policy seeks to make new development to respond
appropriately to context and safeguards biodiversity and
landscape character - the wording practical in not correct for
the policy, a rewording is proposed that relates more to
evidencing why retention is not possible.

21a Keeping existing trees, hedges and natural
habitats is essential to retaining our special and
unique environment as it has evolved. Removing
an existing, living, tree/hedgerow and planting a
new one half a mile away wrecks the existing
wildlife and that cannot be simply replaced by
planting new saplings; it takes years to develop
these habitats. "No longer practical" translating to
"in the way of building" is not an acceptable
reason for removal.
22a I think people should be able to decide what trees
they have on their own land.
23a I'm sure people would be considerate to areas
where there are lots of trees (and replant). But
new hedgerows/trees could be planted if needed.

Agree wording needs to be amended to be more justified for
removal

The policy is more about retention, and mitigating loss rather
than controlling new trees planted.
Noted and agreed
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24a There should be a TPO on the trees in Port
Gaverne and also Port Gaverne and Port Isaac
Valleys.

This has been requested but the tree officer disagreed

25a Trees and bushes to be look after in decent
condition such as trimmed etc.
Trees and bushes to be look after in decent
condition such as trimmed etc.
26a Green spaces and supporting wildlife within a
village is very important.
27a Too many hedgerows have been grubbed up
already e.g. at Edstenton Corner.
28b Alternative planting is a good idea.
29a Yes, absolutely - trees are important for protection
of wildlife and as a defence against flooding.
29b 100% - the more trees the better.

not always, part of the character of the area is the windswept
unkept nature
not always, part of the character of the area is the windswept
unkept nature
Noted and agreed

30a Yes for native trees no to outside species.
31a If trees are cut down because of building work
then I agree it would be beneficial to replant them
elsewhere.

Certainly, for native, some non-native are appropriate in
context, but others are not
The principle is retention wherever possible, planting
elsewhere would not mitigate the impact on site, mitigation
needs to be appropriate to the development itself.

32a 'Not practical' and 'alternative planting' is often
developer-speak for providing immature and
inferior trees and hedging. Mature trees should be
protected wherever possible.

As above suggest the wording I changed so as to require
retention, and removal only justified where it is evidenced that
retention is not possible/ prejudices the development and
replacement mitigation of equal/ higher standard is provided

32b Agree with person 1 above
33a Yes, as long as it doesn't show that keeping them
is no longer practical and where alternative
planting will be provided. That's a blanket
statement to enable no guarantee to any existing
planting.

noted
As above suggest the wording I changed so as to require
retention, and removal only justified where it is evidenced that
retention is not possible/ prejudices the development and
replacement mitigation of equal/ higher standard is provided

They still form important and historic filed boundaries and are
of biodiversity value
But only when justified
Noted and agreed
Noted - but only if there are appropriate in the landscape
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Q7 Would you support a specific policy concerning renewable energy projects where they don’t harm the
AONB, historic buildings or create a negative visual impact?
Respondents Person 1
1a We should think about future generations.
Renewable energy is a must, sometimes to the
detriment of AONB. The public must realise that
some of us like windmills, I for one. Beauty is in
the eye as is willingness.

Response
Noted - the issue here is about balance, the AONB is nationally
designated, and Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas have
significant weight behind their designation. Whereas renewable
energy benefits are often of only local benefit. The weighting to
the designations outweighs the benefits from development if
there is a certain level of harm. Renewable energy
developments should be responsive to this designated context
and appropriate to the environment.

2a I would positively encourage renewable energy
projects where they can be implemented in a way
that enhances the environment. (e.g. no fields full
of solar panels or view obscuring wind turbines).

Noted and agreed

3a Because I can't believe any could meet the 3
criteria above (where they don’t harm the AONB,
historic buildings or create a negative visual
impact). I do support renewables project but let's
not pretend they can be without consequence for
the visual environment.

Noted - some renewable development can work in the heavily
designated landscape of the parish, but it is likely to be very
small scale

4a Depends on the proposals - wind farm would spoil
the environment. I support renewable energy but
it needs to harmonise with the environment.
5a Very much scheme dependent.
6a But absolutely no more wind turbines.

Noted and agreed
Noted and agreed
Recent Government guidance now will only support wind
turbines if allocated in a planning policy document, if not
allocated through the NDP (as they’re in allocations in the
Local Plan) wind farms will not be supported
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7a Need to be low input and as discreet as possible.
Far too many wind turbines, solar where possible
is much better alternative.

Noted and agreed

8a Could be the thin end of the wedge, a precedent.

There is some argument to this point, at present the AONB is
dominant characteristic, however this can quickly change
through in appropriate development. The right renewable
energy development will safeguard AONB and historic
designations and thus would be positive precedent rather than
negative. How to do it right.
All of these matters are subject to existing policy tests in the
Cornwall Local Plan.

9a Unless consideration is also given to impact upon
neighbours (ie solar glare), noise of turbines and
impact of low pulse energy waves from turbines.
Good fertile land should be preserved for
agricultural potential not tied up to 25+yr
agreements. Don't mind solar panels on existing
roofs.
10a If shown to be practical and not intrusive.
11a Not wind turbines.

Noted and agreed
Recent Government guidance now will only support wind
turbines if allocated in a planning policy document, if not
allocated through the NDP (as they’re in allocations in the
Local Plan) wind farms will not be supported

12a Can't see how this could be achieved!

Noted - some renewable development can work in the heavily
designated landscape of the parish, but it is likely to be very
small scale

12b Can't see how this could be achieved!

Noted - some renewable development can work in the heavily
designated landscape of the parish, but it is likely to be very
small scale

13a I support small scale solar and wind sourced
energy projects carried out by individuals on their
houses/property, I don't support the erection of
large individual turbines and believe that large
turbines (wind) should be confined to specific
wind farms.

Noted - agree some renewable development can work in the
heavily designated landscape of the parish, but it is likely to be
very small scale
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14a Renewable very important for the future
generation.
15a I think renewable energy projects are VERY
important.
16a I have always wished for solar panels but can't
afford them. I notice that up at Hillson Close all
houses have the obvious ways of saving energy perhaps off land and on land wind farms.

Agree but balance needs to be taken against the high-level
designations covering the area - such as the AONB
Agree but balance needs to be taken against the high-level
designations covering the area - such as the AONB
Noted but balance is required in terms of impact on the AONB
and heritage assets which afforded significant planning weight
for safeguarding

17a They are too many wind farms and solar farms
already.
18a But this is subject to different opinions of what is
harmed, particularly visually!

Noted

19a As a Country we need to look at using free,
sustainable, natural power to support our
increasing dependency on a power operated
world. Today's technology should allow us to do
this whilst keeping the impact on our unique
environment to a minimum.

Noted, as outlined above it is always a balance against
providing such development that does not prejudice the status
of high level designations in the area

20a No solar on land or turbines.

Noted - some renewable development can work in the heavily
designated landscape of the parish, but it is likely to be very
small scale

21a Any to keep payments in affordable order.

This is not specifically a planning matter and relates to private
financial matter
This is not specifically a planning matter and relates to private
financial matter
Agree but balance needs to be taken against the high-level
designations covering the area - such as the AONB
Agree but balance needs to be taken against the high-level
designations covering the area - such as the AONB
Noted - some renewable development can work in the heavily
designated landscape of the parish, but it is likely to be very
small scale

21b Any to keep payments in affordable order.
22a Renewable projects should be encouraged.
23a We desperately need to support renewable
energy - fossil fuels won't last forever.
24b Renewable power is needed and can be
disguised.

The NDP proposes a number of references to landscape and
settlement assessments which will better hep inform a criteria
base for understanding impact of development
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25b This is a very sensitive landscape area. Fields of
solar panels already impact on the AONB and
create a negative visual impact and I'm not sure
what a specific policy would cover

Noted - some renewable development can work in the heavily
designated landscape of the parish, but it is likely to be very
small scale

26a I think AONB and Conservation Area
considerations make this an unrealistic
proposition.
27a Yes in principle providing these provisions are
upheld and such projects are actually
economically positive.
27b I have reservations about the impact of wind
farms and solar fields etc. and think it totally
inappropriate in an AONB, especially as the
technology does not seem to deliver much of a
contribution to the local area that has had to
reduce its attraction to accommodate it.

Noted - some renewable development can work in the heavily
designated landscape of the parish, but it is likely to be very
small scale
Noted, the policy is about land-use and matter of financial/
economic impact are not directly covered through the planning
act.
Noted - some renewable development can work in the heavily
designated landscape of the parish, but it is likely to be very
small scale

28a Any local renewable energy projects would be
good, there could possibly be very small water
wheel type generators on local streams. In past
centuries there were many water wheels for
grinding corn etc.

Noted, the policy would in principle support such a proposal.

29b Schemes that could directly supply the village
with low cost power would be even more
attractive.

Noted, the policy is about land-use and matter of financial/
economic impact are not directly covered through the planning
act.

30a I would but I can't commit to something that isn't
specific.

This is a policy document and this policy would be about the
principle rather than a specific allocation, there is no detail,
more a criteria base.
This is a policy document and this policy would be about the
principle rather than a specific allocation, there is no detail,
more a criteria base.

30b Details required!
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Q8 Would you support a policy that encourages new employment development within or on the edge of our
settlements where the development would fulfil local employment needs?
Respondents
1a

Person 1
But not in this case. To the detriment of AONB.

Response
Noted - the AONB is afforded significant safeguarding weight,
but some development can take place which does not
prejudice its landscape character and scenic beauty. All
proposals will be accessed in this context.

2a

I would not want development for employment to
occur outside the settlement as this would
encroach on un-developed land and increase the
settlement size. Development inside the
settlement boundary would be best.

Agree to some extent, but to accommodate the growth directed
through strategic policy and to respond to local needs some
greenfield development will be required outside of existing
settlements. The policy supports well related proposals but is
assessed against other policies in the NDP such as those that
safeguard the landscape character and scenic beauty of the
AONB.

3a

We think opening up new job's for locals is
important, but we wouldn't want a huge industrial
site as this would detract from the beauty.
I do not believe our area is suitable for these sort
of developments - and Wadebridge and Bodmin
are easy commutes for people looking for work.

Agree the policy support proposals in principle but is also read
in line with other policies in the NDP, such as those relating to
safeguarding the AONB.
Strategic scale growth will take place in the large settlements,
but the Local Plan supports from organic local employment
growth in smaller settlements. This NDP policy seeks to
provide more detail to that approach.

Encourages developers to built with no assurance
the employment would be local.

There will not be an essential need that the employment would
be locally as this is not directed from more strategic policies.
However, the policy is there to support localised growth that
responds to local needs.

4a

5a
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5b

Depends on the nature/type of commercial
activity.

the policy is about principle, the nature/type will be subject to
each proposal and will be assessed on their merits.

6a
7a

Sounds sensible.
Any industrial development should be in existing
building ie farm sheds, or on brown field sites
within settlements.

noted
Such an approach is encouraged, however greenfield
development is not automatically excluded, this can be
acceptable in principle also subject to a range of criteria.

8a

How to attract new business into the parish would
exercise the sharpest minds I think.

The policy is permissive for such development in principle - it
will be subject to market conditions to deliver the development

9a

Employment in Cornwall is at the top of the
agenda. Sensible development which leas to
employment is very necessary.

Noted and agreed

10a

Not at the expense of the environment eg smoke
air quality, noise pollution, visual impact - high
factory roof, design inconsiderations.
Depends upon proposed development and
locality. Industrial scale development
inappropriate for instance.

The policy will be read alongside wider policies in the NDP and
the Local Plan and will not be read in isolation.

12a

A good idea, but not in Trelights. A business
would attract increased traffic, the roads are too
small and there are no footpaths to protect
pedestrians.

The policy is about principle and will not automatically exclude
any location in the parish, it will however be subject to a
number of criteria and will be read against other policies in the
NDP and the Cornwall Local Plan such as accessibility.

13a

Within: not extend.

13b

Within: not extend.

Greenfield development outside of settlements is not
automatically excluded, this can be acceptable in principle also
subject to a range of criteria.
Greenfield development outside of settlements is not
automatically excluded, this can be acceptable in principle also
subject to a range of criteria.

11a

Strategic scale growth will take place in the large settlements,
but the Local Plan supports from organic local employment
growth in smaller settlements. This NDP policy seeks to
provide more detail to that approach.
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14a

Proving, that the development is not for
encouraging in, any way, further visitor
enhancement.

The policy is about employment

15a

As long as all brown field sites where reviewed for
suitability first.

Greenfield development outside of settlements is not
automatically excluded, and some brownfield sites are
unviable, a greenfield development can be acceptable in
principle also subject to a range of criteria. However more
strategic policies do not require an assessment that all other
brownfield sites have been assessed, therefore such an
approach would not conform with strategic policy and would fail
the basic conditions of an NDP.

16a

Is there no control over the amount of holiday
homes?

17a
18a

I would support small business development.
Many of the young are leaving the village to find
work elsewhere. Taking into account Port Isaac
is very much a tourist area and second homes.
Suggest apprenticeship training and into better
employment.

This is not relevant to this policy. However, there is a
suggested policy regarding a primary residency condition for
newbuild homes.
noted
noted

19a

There seems to be plentiful commercial
development areas available already
(warehouse/works units - not on the edge of
villages).

This is not the evidence that we have - and ultimately this
policy is about encouraging new development that responds to
local need and providing up to date modern space.

20a

Scale is important for its visual and safety (ie
traffic) impact.

Noted and agreed
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21a

Not in the St Endellion area. The development
required would have too detrimental an effect on
the environment surrounding these settlements
and on those that already choose to live in the
villages without these additional services. In
addition, it would be too easy for any
development to be created on the basis of serving
the community only for history to repeat itself and
the development to be sold for another type of
business venture, ie holiday home./let. If
someone wishes to open a shop within the
villages, there are existing properties that could
be purchased and converted for this purpose.
We have had "filming" for years and basically it
ahs ruin our village not our village now!!!

the policy will relate to employment and will not be a
automatically be allowed to other uses, which will have a
separate policy context to accord with.

23a

St Endellion, the former Glebe Farm site would
make a very positive contribution.

Noted this site has been suggested as an option and we are
looking at this in more depth through the NDP

24a

Must be for people of Cornwall not in far distant
lands.

Such a restriction is not possible however the policy criteria
requires the proposal to show how it is responding to local
employment need

24b

Must be for people of Cornwall not in far distant
lands.

Such a restriction is not possible however the policy criteria
requires the proposal to show how it is responding to local
employment need

25a

In limited numbers, APPROPRIATE employment
and good design.

26a

It would depend upon the type of development.

Scale will be small scale organic and responding to local need.
The NDP will have wider policies in design and landscape
integration.
Noted - the policy will provide a criteria base for assessment

26b

It would depend upon the type of development.

Noted - the policy will provide a criteria base for assessment

22a

Noted, but this policy is about encouraging employment
development and has little to do with filming in the village.
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27a

The problem however is employment and
attracting local business.

Noted - the policy can only relate to land use principles, but is
there to facilitate such growth, however this is ultimately in
response to market demands. The policy will require proposals
to show how they are responding to local need.

28a

Within settlements already existing.

Greenfield development outside of settlements is not
automatically excluded, and some brownfield sites are
unviable, a greenfield development can be acceptable in
principle also subject to a range of criteria. However more
strategic policies do not require an assessment that all other
brownfield sites have been assessed, therefore such an
approach would not conform with strategic policy and would fail
the basic conditions of an NDP.

29b

Employment is needed for locals and will stop the
young people from migrating and will make a
better community for all.

Noted

30b

What amounts to 'on the edge of our
settlements'? This policy would suggest that any
extension of the edges of the settlements are
perfectly acceptable could be said to fulfil
employment needs. That's much too wide.

the policy is about principle, the nature/type will be subject to
each proposal and will be assessed on their merits. a proposal
may be acceptable in principle but is refused due to landscape
impact/ design/ out of character reasons.

31a

As expressed this question is a "get out of jail
free" card for any development that could be
linked to employment and seems to risk trumping
the AONB and Conservation Area protections. It
would also risk unlimited expansion of the
settlements.
This would very much depend upon the type of
employment being considered and its impact on
the area / environment

The policy is not applied in isolation, it is still assessed against
other policies such as those relating to the AONB

32a

the policy is about principle, the nature/type will be subject to
each proposal and will be assessed on their merits. a proposal
may be acceptable in principle but is refused due to landscape
impact/ design/ out of character reasons.
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32b

33a

Appropriate employment opportunities have to be
welcomed and as long as the siting and access is
acceptable to the local residents, I would support
it.
So long as it is very small scale.

34a

Provided it has no impact on the AONB.
Unfortunately I am not sure current planning
regulations can provide the necessary protection.

34b

Would encourage this only if the development
would not detract from the AONB and
conservation area.

35a

Any development given permission should have
strict associated conditions (e.g. limiting number
of vehicle movements, use of heavy lorries,
storage and disposal of waste, employment of
local staff)
Same again, you can't ask someone to commit to
an unknown policy. Whilst my yes or no will not
determine any final outcome, it could be used to
give an unfair answer.

35b

Details again!

36a

Very unclear question what does this mean?

36b

As above

Noted

Scale will be small scale organic and responding to local need.
The NDP will have wider policies in design and landscape
integration.
Yes they can para 115 of the NPPF and policy 23 of the Local
Plan afford the AONB the highest level of protection with
regard to landscape character and scenic beauty.
the policy is about principle, the nature/type will be subject to
each proposal and will be assessed on their merits. a proposal
may be acceptable in principle but is refused due to landscape
impact/ design/ out of character reasons.

Noted, a more detailed policy will be subject to further
consultation

Noted, a more detailed policy will be subject to further
consultation
Noted, a more detailed policy will be subject to further
consultation
Noted, a more detailed policy will be subject to further
consultation
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Q9 Do you think that we need a policy that safeguards commercial usage in our Parish, so that any change of
use proposals would have to show the business is no longer viable, or come up with an alternative where the
business could be run?:
Respondents Person 1
1a Sometimes some of these decisions are made by
people who have no commercial attitude.

Response
The policy would require evidence that the premises has been
marketed in a robust manner

2a The alternative should be in existing buildings in
the settlement.

yes this could be an option but the policy would not be that
prescriptive, sometime new build maybe a better solution for
the viability of a use, or alternatively combining uses together.

3a Far too interventionist for my taste. Could lead to
empty, derelict properties and lack of new people
into the area.

the policy would not result in empty commercial properties for
medium to long term, it seeks to ensure that such space is not
lost to redevelopment when there is an identified demand to
seek to retain vitality in settlements., If commercial uses are
lost, then pressure will increase to build new ones elsewhere.

4a Challenge new purchaser on change of use.

that is what the policy would require

5a Unless creating a nuisance (smell noise etc).

this is separate legislation (environmental health) and is not a
good reason in planning terms to support closure of a
business.
not suggested here as a policy to do that

6a I would not support combined policy where barns
become holiday cottage ie second homes!
7a If commercial properties have been converted to
residential, only public subsidy will allow the
former to survive.

disagree, this is not always the case
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8a Impracticable.

It is not impractical and has been a common practice approach
in planning policies in the past, the policy simply requires the
applicant to demonstrate the premises has been appropriately
marketed (at a competitive price and well publicised) without
any interest.

9a But it is impossible to implement as any business
can be shown to fail if the owner so wishes for
this own benefit.

It is not impractical and has been a common practice approach
in planning policies in the past, the policy simply requires the
applicant to demonstrate the premises has been appropriately
marketed (at a competitive price and well publicised) without
any interest.

10a The way we purchase certain goods and services
has changed dramatically since the age of the
internet. I think the check on if the business is
viable is the only restriction you could place on an
individual wanting to give up.

point is noted

11a Yes, we mustn't loose small business.
12a Many shops/houses/businesses/have to be
changed to second home accommodations not
good. We must preserve what we have and NOT
allow more changes.

Noted
noted

13a The area needs first class hotels, such as the
Headlands Hotel MIGHT have been.
14a Best leave policy to the PC and keep CC out. No
interference from CC.

this has planning permission, not sure of relevance of this
comment to the question.
noted
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15a As per Q8, Q9 indicates the expectation of the
use of "loopholes" to gain development
agreement for a business which in time could be
closed and application made for a change of use
to a private home, holiday home/let. A policy is
entirely necessary to safeguard a commercial
development within the settlement boundary and
ensure that it would have to remain as such for
say 30 years.
16a I agree that a business should stay as a business
and not necessarily change to a business.
17a eg Preserve Long Cross as hotel/pub restaurant.
18a Hotels have been lost to houses - loose jobs and
income earned from tourism.
19a We need new "community shops" such as grocer,
butchers, not more shops selling holiday
souvenirs, plus a POST OFFICE.

noted

20b Too many shops being closed to make way for
second homes which hardly get used.
21b I think such a policy is OK in principle - but I don't
see that it is practicable.
22a I am concerned about the practicality of this. An
unintended consequence could be the blighting of
sites.

noted

23a I am not sure this is viable in a free market
economy. However I agree with the importance
of the local community supporting local
businesses - use or lose!

noted

23b Safeguards to support local commercial
enterprises have to be in place, and that assumes
planning decisions that undermine existing
businesses (e.g. a Tescos v local shop) have to
reflect on that, but there is no safety net in

noted

noted
such a policy could potentially do that
noted
agree

it is quite a long-established policy in planning terms so can be
effective
no, the policy would only retain viable businesses, if a land
owner can demonstrate unviable / or alterative provision the
use can be changed
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commerce and we can only support businesses if
they are competitive.

24a Definitely, we see hotels converted into
apartments all the time with consequent loss of
jobs.
25a I very much agree with this. There should
definitely be a policy which says commercial use
buildings cannot be changed to residential
properties.
26a Not sure how this would fit with current
regulations on change of use.

noted

26b While I support this, consideration should also be
given to the spread of commercial activities into
areas zoned as being residential. This should be
restricted.

fair point, policies do safeguard amenities through new
development, this policy is not directed at that specifically.

noted

the policy cannot remove the prior approval process, but not all
commercial uses can effective use that method, hence there is
value in the policy.
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Q10 Are there areas in the Parish you think are special for the community and hold particular local significance
– for example because of their beauty, historic significance, recreational value, tranquillity or richness of the
wildlife? If so where is the area?:
Respondents Person 1
1a You have missed the area below the car park, at
the moment used as a dogs lavatory. This should
be a picnic area, suitably landscaped, for both
locals!! and visitors.

Response
Noted
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2a When you look back at Port Isaac from the cliff
path towards Lobber Point, the green spaces
between the village and the houses at Silvershell
Drive is lovely and part of the special character of
the village. I think it should be kept undeveloped.

Point is noted that the contribution this section of land to the
character of the conservation and the AONB is likely to result in
the potential for further reference and policy protection through
the NDP

3a All of Port Quin.

Point is noted. The purpose of the question was to seek
suggestions for local green space designations in accordance
with paragraph 76 of the NPPF. However, such designations
cannot cover large sections of land. Port Quinn has a number
of designations safeguarding its landscape and historic
character and therefore a local green space designation may
not add benefit, as referred to above, is unsuitable for such a
large area.

4a Many areas, Lobber Point.

Noted, listed a few times here so will be reviewed against the
local green space designation

5a Coastal walks.

Point is noted, the question was seeking specific locations for
consideration as a local green space designation.

5b Coastal walks.

Point is noted, the question was seeking specific locations for
consideration as a local green space designation.

6a I think the conservation area covers most of
everything that needs preserving.

Noted
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7a Protection is a nonsense, clearly individuated by
question 5. Chapel Green at Trelights had
mature trees thereon with a TPO on them.
Neighbours had the trees hacked down without a
hint of protest from the authorities - in fact they
made excuses to favour the residents' action.
Replacement trees purchased and planted by
outraged villagers were threatened with
subsequent damaged by the same criminals.
This was an area of beauty, historic significance
(cleared of rubbish and tree planted for the
coronation) recreation value - people had sat
there in the afternoon sun, tranquil and rich in
wildlife. Now cars are parked there because a
new local development has inadequate parking
facilities.

A local green space designation would afford areas the same
level of protection as the green belt. Whilst change will happen,
and planning cannot stop everything from happening, the
purpose of the question is to identify areas that could be
safeguarding through a designation going forward in line with
the direction on the NPPF.

8a Lobber/Port Quinn.
9a Lobber Field.
10a St Endellion Lane - route for bats in the summer,
hedgerow home to grasshopper, warblers and
sedgewarbler - once heard a nightjar in the field
and hunting ground for barn owls in field above
Undertown.

Noted
Noted
Noted - location will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF

11a All areas surrounding Trelights.

Noted, the question was after specific, more focused locations
for consideration against paragraphs 76 and 77 of the nppf.

12a No further development between Port Isaac Main
Car Park and Trewetha apart from permission
already granted. This area should be protected.

Noted - location will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF

13a The valleys running inland from the sea: eg Port
Gaverne toward Pendoggett - where development
is encroaching.

Noted - location will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF
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14a Everywhere - that is why it is an AONB.

Noted, the question was after specific, more focused locations.

15a All the main wooded Valley's.

Noted - location will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF

16a Not really bother anymore just need people to live
here.
17a The Main - Port Gaverne - The Valley Port
Gaverne. Lobber. Port Isaac - Port Isaac Playing
Fields. All coastal paths and Valleys. Port Guin Natural Trust.

Noted.

18a All three beaches in Parish: Port Isaac, Port
Gaverne, Port Quinn.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF

19a Yes but as Q9 (Best leave policy to the PC and
keep CC out. No interference from CC.) leave it
to the local PC.
20a Frankly, all of it!

Noted!

20b Frankly, all of it!

Noted, the question was seeking specific locations for
consideration against paragraphs 76 and 77 of the NPPF.

21a The small playground and park in Trelights - long
been neglected.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF

22a Port Isaac and Port Gaverne Valleys.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF

Noted, the question was seeking specific locations for
consideration against paragraphs 76 and 77 of the NPPF.
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23a All areas within the St Endellion Parish designed
AONB or SSSI have been designated as such for
a reason and this classification should be
respected and the restrictions applying to the
classification be adhered to and not dismissed
because to retain their status is now inconvenient
to building and progress. All buildings with
historic interest should be protected and retained.
Once these buildings so relevant to the history of
the area are gone, they can never be replaced.
These old buildings come from a time that will
never see so much change again and their impact
on the development of the community is
unsurpassed.
24a I would like to see more care and attention to the
beach in Port Isaac, and be able to walk behind
the breakwater like I did when I was a child. The
Harbour Commissioners have stopped access to
one of the most beautiful parts of Port Isaac.

Noted, the question was seeking specific locations for
consideration against paragraphs 76 and 77 of the NPPF.
Large sections of land would not meet the criteria under
paragraph 77.

25a Port Isaac Valley, Port Gaverne Valley, The Main,
Lobber.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
These locations have been mentioned previously.

26a Lobber Point, obviously both beaches/harbours.
The characteristics of the village itself. Within
reason allow where necessary but important to
keep the same.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
These locations have been mentioned previously.

27a Lobber Point and Port Gaverne main.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
These locations have been mentioned previously.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
These locations have been mentioned previously.
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28a Behind what was the Methodist Chapel. No
buildings anywhere should be allowed. The
whole area. Also what was gardens in front of
Kandella which is private property.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.

29a Trelights Village Green, Post Box Cottage area.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
These locations have been mentioned previously.

30a Possibly a site should be identified in Trelights.

noted- however the question was seeking named locations.

31a Port Isaac.
32a The field to the rear of Hartland Road for its
beauty and tranquillity, etc.

Noted, but the question was seeking more focused specific
locations.
Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.

32b The field to the rear of Hartland Road for its
beauty and tranquillity, etc.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.

33a Near St Endellion Church, Trelights old post office
and chapel and Chapel Cottage, Trewithick
House, The Lodge, etc.
34a The Platt in Port Isaac is for the people not just
the fishermen.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.

35a The Main in Port Gaverne, Lobber in Port Isaac,
the view from Homer Park.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.

36a Coast path, Lobber Point, village hall, church hall.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.

36b Port Gaverne Valley.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
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37a ALL THE LAND IN CORNWALL.
38a Lobber Point - and the Sleepers Under The Hill old legend, and the Port Isaac Valley.

Noted, the question was seeking specific locations.
Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
Locations have mentioned by others.

39a Water pump in Trelights, large trees at Longcross
Hotel.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.

39b War memorial Port Isaac, large trees at St
Endellion Church.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.

40a The Port Isaac Conservation Area is already
protected, but the Victorian development round
Hartland Road and Tintagel Terrace does not
seem to be. The view of this from the north (from
the other side of Gaverne) is a visual asset that
needs protection.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.

41a The whole area of outstanding natural beauty in
the Parish needs to be protected at all cost. The
coastline of course attracts people and, happily,
much is protected by organisations such as the
National Trust. However, the villages are also
very special and must not be allowed to spread.
We, the lucky people who actually live here, must
fight to conserve it and not allow the area to be
diminished in any way (don't throw the baby out
with the bath water!)

point is noted, question was seeking specific locations for
consideration as a local green space designation. Paragraph
77 excludes large sections of land and therefore said areas are
unlikely to meet the criteria for this specific designation.

41b Protection of communities and the balance of
needs of those ARE the beauty of the area. It
isn't just a visual beauty but the whole concept of
village life, historic ways of life, including the
different natures of each community.

point is noted, question was seeking specific locations for
consideration as a local green space designation.
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42a Buildings within the Conservation area.

These buildings are safeguarded in terms of the conservation
and historic importance, the criteria for a local green space
designation, for which this question was seeking suggestions
for, is unlikely to justify conservation area buildings as being
designated as a local green space designation.

43a The main at Port Isaac. The playing field at Port
Issac. the whole of Port Quin.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
Locations have mentioned by others.

44a Lobber & The Platt

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
Locations have mentioned by others.

45b All of Port Isaac valley that is currently not built
upon, the fields above Church Hill and harbour
areas. Lobber.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
Locations have mentioned by others.

46a Any AONB, it's been designated for a reason.

noted, the policy does need to name specific locations

47a The harbour, the Platt, the Main, Lobber.

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
Locations have mentioned by others.

48a The old village area, the Platt, Lobber

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
Locations have mentioned by others.

49a The Main and beach Port Gaverne

Noted - locations will be reviewed for a local green space
designation against the criteria in paragraph 77 of the NPPF.
Locations have mentioned by others.
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Q11 Are there any areas or buildings in our Parish that you think are special and need protection?:
Respondents Person 1
1a This seaward side of the main road needs
protecting. This used to be policy, but the car
park was essential. The planning for a garage
was granted being a local need. But please stop
there.

Response
Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

2a In addition to those listed above (Church Rooms
& The Old Dairy in Port Isaac or Post Box Cottage
in Trelights), there is a little row of beautiful villas
in The Terrace in Port Isaac, numbers 5 and 6. In
general, I think all buildings that are single storey
villas or bungalows should stay as single storey
and not be allowed to increase the height of their
roof to double storey (as has happened in New
Road down the hill from the Co-op).

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

3a All of Port Quin.

Point is noted, the question was seeking more focused
suggestions. Port Quinn as a broader area is covered by a
number of safeguarding designations in terms of listed and
historic value.

4a Church Reading Rooms, Trelawney Garage.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

5a Not a great fan of protection for "some of the bull"
buildings - they would have to be 'special'!

noted
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6a Fish cellars on Port Isaac and Port Gaverne.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

7a The Church Rooms and The Old Dairy in Port
Isaac or Post Box Cottage in Trelights.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

8a The Church Rooms need IMMEDIATE action.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

9a The Carpenters Shop in Trelights and also St
Endellion Lane. (of the 3 examples you mention
(Church Rooms & The Old Dairy in Port Isaac or
Post Box Cottage in Trelights), I think you mean
the old Post Office in Trelights and not the Post
Box Cottage which is a modern development).

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

190a Methodist Chapel in Trelights, The Lodge in
Trelights.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.
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11a Conservation areas are divisive: all parts of the
village should be treated and cherished in equal
measure: is the New Street approach to Port
Isaac as it should be?

Point is noted, New Street will form part of the townscape/
character assessments.

12a Most of the old parts of both villages were built in
the traditional slate and stone. These should be
protected.
12b Any new builds need to blend in with the
surrounding area and we must not allow a
repetition of the random new affordable housing
development.

Point is noted.

13a Church Rooms, Old Dairy.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

14a No, if I aid can I not already apply for a listed
status on any building at the minute anyway.
15a The Church Rooms Vital - The Village Hall - Port
Isaac St Peters Church. The Old Dairy (private
owners). All properties near harbour in Port
Isaac. Without change we have lost enough.

note, the question was seeking suggestions that could inform
potential local listings.
Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

16a "Birdcage" at bottom of Margaret's Lane.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

Point is noted, the NDP is seeking to establish design criteria
for new development so that it appropriately responds to
context and does not repeat some of the more recent design
approaches.
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17a As above (Church Rooms & The Old Dairy in Port
Isaac or Post Box Cottage in Trelights). Church
Rooms and Post Box Cottage in particular.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

18a No but again leave to PC to say yes or no to
building church hall but make church community
responsible for upkeep as they own the building.

Noted

19a All well maintained pre-war buildings.
20a Not that I know of, perhaps the Chapel
in/Trelights?

noted
Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

21a Community buildings ie churches (the Methodist
in Trelights), village halls, public houses, fishing
related buildings, old workshops that served the
community ie forges, bakers, all AONB and SSIs.

noted

22a I have a listed building the extra costs can be
punitive.
23a The Main, Port Gaverne and Environs, Port Isaac
Valley.

noted
Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.
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24a The Church, Temple Bar.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

25a "The Bird Cage" (belongs to National Trust!),
Halwyn House which is overlooking Port Isaac
Beach.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

26a The Old Dairy, the Church Rooms, Post Box
Cottage, Atlantic Cottage (original intermate
range).

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

27a The Church Rooms, Pawyn Stores, War
Memorial, Town Platt.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

27b The Church Rooms, Pawyn Stores, War
Memorial, Town Platt.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.
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28a As above (Church Rooms & The Old Dairy in Port
Isaac or Post Box Cottage in Trelights).

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

29a Old Post Office, Trelights.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

30a None.
31a As above (Church Rooms & The Old Dairy in Port
Isaac or Post Box Cottage in Trelights) plus all
older fishermen's cottages and the old Methodist
Chapel.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

32a ALL THE FARM LAND.

The question was seeking buildings/ areas for potential local
listings, farm land itself will not meet the criteria for this sort of
designation, however landscape assessments are also part of
the consideration in wider planning policies, linking to the
AONB designation.

33a All of the above (Church Rooms & The Old Dairy
in Port Isaac or Post Box Cottage in Trelights)
plus most buildings in and around the Harbour no more unsuitable changes such as floors to
ceiling windows not in keeping with surrounding
buildings.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.
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34b I agree that the Church Rooms and Old Dairy in
Port Isaac should be specially protected.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

35a As for 10 above, the Port Isaac Conservation
Area is already protected, but the Victorian
development round Hartland Road and Tintagel
Terrace does not seem to be. The view of this
from the north (from the other side of Gaverne) is
a visual asset that needs protection.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

36a I would agree with protecting any building so
identified. I also think we need to prevent any
expansion of Trelights as a whole due to the lack
of infrastructure.

point is noted, and the question of growth of settlements will be
considered under a number of the policies within the NDP

36b The balance of traditionally built and sympathetic
architecture is absolutely key to an evolution of a
village rather than a revolution...as happened in
the ghastly under town development in Trelights

point is noted, the NDP will include design policies seeking to
ensure that suggested past bad examples are not repeated.

37a the Church Rooms & The Old Dairy in Port Isaac
or Post Box Cottage in Trelights

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

38a Need to raise awareness of listed buildings in
general.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

Conservation area needs extending to include
areas of Victorian/Edwardian housing and
interwar development so these can be protected.
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Need to look at Port Gaverne (Conservation
area?)

39a Listing buildings can be used to protect the
NIMBY brigade. Careful/third party consideration
needs to be undertaken.

It will, any additions designations will be subject to
consultation.

40a I think it is important to maintain the character of
the bottom of the village - Dolphin Street, Middle
Street etc. Historic buildings such as the fish
cellars should be protected.

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

41a St Peter's CHurch

Buildings suggested are noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
undertaking a Townscape/ character assessment studies of the
main settlements in the Parish and non-listed buildings will be
reviewed for suggestions for a local listings designation as part
of the NDP.

The Village Hall
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Q12 Do you think that the Neighbourhood Development Plan should have a policy about the design of new
homes and other developments?:
Respondents

Person 1

Response
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1a As above (Undertown), adding extra storeys to
properties shouldn't be allowed as it spoils the
ambience and character of the village of Port
Isaac. Development into loft spaces (chalet style)
can be done sympathetically and provide
additional space, while remaining in keeping with
surrounding properties.

Point is noted. The NDP is suggesting a design policy that
outlines what local character is to the specific areas of
settlements and then for proposals to demonstrate how they
have evolved their design through responding to local context.

2a I didn't like TOO much control makes for BORING
community!

Its not control that will be the approach, more informing the
developer/ architects as to the local context in terms of
materials, form, appearance, style, so as to encourage locally
distinctive development, whilst not necessarily stifling modern
approaches to achieve this.

3a As to height and bulk - maybe - but otherwise
all/even on merit.

the policy approach will not be too rigid or specific, its about
direction to what is locally distinctive and seeking developers to
show how they have responded to the local context.

4a The affordable houses in Trelights are v. badly
designed.
5a More guidelines than a policy.

noted

6a You have to move with the times and embrace
modern building techniques. if they didn't in the
past we would still be living in caves.
7a The Parish Councillors are no house design's or
builders.
8a Perhaps in keeping and not drastically different.
But should not be enforced as there could be leway for progression!?
9a Only LOCAL PEOPLE, only SML
DEVELOPMENT this is wanted.

noted

noted, a policy is required to afford as much weight as is
possible, however it will also refer to guidance where required.

noted, the policy will place emphasis on the architect/designer
to respond to local character
noted
a planning policy cannot control who the developer is.
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10b New design is good and states and shows
different trend in different decades.

but not always, we feel some direction is needed.

11a The parish is special for many reasons, and one
is the design it has inherited from previous
generations. New development needs to be
sympathetic to this. A case in point is the
Headlands Hotel site, where a new development
ought to pick up some of the design features of
the old hotel building, but proposals to date seem
to have been as wilfully unsympathetic as
possible.
12a It should cross reference to the Cornwall Design
Guide. It should define what is locally distinctive
in its own Design Guide.
12b If you want an example of diabolical and
inappropriate design check out Under Town in
Trelights.

noted

Please never make that mistake again
13a They should fit in with local building by using local
stone slate etc. Also they should never be too tall
a la Polzeath.

noted and cross references is likely to be in the final policy
noted

noted

14a I think this would be a nice idea, if practical and
cost effective.

the policy will not be too prescriptive, it will require the
developer/ applicant to consider local distinctiveness in th
evolution of their designs, and to show in their supporting
planning statements how they have arrived at their final
proposals.

15a Many recent new buildings/ renovations have
been out of character with the village ( e.g. Large
expanses of glass, balconies etc) If this is not
controlled it is likely to lead to an explosion of very
large houses on small sites (as in Rock and
Polzeath).

noted
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15b Apart from providing design guidelines we should
discourage the division of plots (to allow a second
property to be built in a house's garden)

point is acknowledged, and policies seek to safeguard
amenities if sites are overdeveloped already, however
sometimes a sub-division of a plot is acceptable in planning
terms, and fall within the definition of infill in the Cornwall Local
Plan. Also infill development does limit arguments for
enlargements to settlements to accommodate housing need.

16a Absolutely. Whilst the properties at Undertown
might be lovely houses to live in they would be
more suited to the beach at Polzeath. Totally out
of keeping with the village. It begs the question as
to how this design was deemed acceptable!!!

Undertown has been mentioned a number of times.

It goes without saying that any further
developments should be more sympathetic. A
policy is fine but only if it's been determined by
qualified specialists.
17a Necessary to provide some guidelines to preserve
harmony of development but I don't think
modernistic buildings should be prevented in the
'right' setting.

point is noted and agree

St Endellion Neighbourhood Development Plan Questionnaire Spring 2016

Q13 What do you think about recent developments in the Parish? – please give us your views on what has been
good and/or bad and why:
Respondents Person 1
1a Hillsons Close was high criticized when built.
People should look at this development with
hindsight and think where would we be now
without it. I say build for full-time occupation and
tell the moaners to go!!

Response
Comments and site suggested are noted
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2a Recent housing development in Trelights is
unsightly and not in keeping with the area.
2b Recent housing development in Trelights is
unsightly and not in keeping with the area.
3a Keep buildings low - use slate facing, not
weatherboard. It should also not be possible to
demolish an existing house and replace it with
more than 1 house on the site - adding extra
storeys to property shouldn't be allowed, but
development into loft spaces can be done
sympathetically. Low developments are best as
they are in keeping with surrounding properties.
Those that are kept in traditional Cornish style are
best.
4a Whose taste should they match? We need
creative architects not planners in control of these
designs.

Noted

5a New builds should ideally match adjacent homes.

The likely approach will be to outline local distinctiveness but
not to prescribe detail, the policy will place the emphasis on the
architect to demonstrate how they have considered the local
context in the evolution of their design approach, and how the
design is respectful of context.

6a Co-op meets needs of the community - new main
car park in Port Isaac.
7a No view.
8a The recent development in Trelights (affordable
homes was an excellent idea). However they
were higher than planned this should no have
been allowed!

noted

noted
The likely approach will be to outline local distinctiveness but
not to prescribe detail, the policy will place the emphasis on the
architect to demonstrate how they have considered the local
context in the evolution of their design approach, and how the
design is respectful of context.

The planning policy will outline local distinctiveness but will not
prescribe to the architect/designer what they should draw, it will
place the emphasis on the architect to demonstrate how they
have considered the local context in the evolution of their
design approach, and how their design is respectful of this
context.

Noted
noted
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9a There should be similar restrictions to those in
national parks.
10a The development at Trelights (Bunts Garage)
should never had been allowed. The houses are
not either family or second homes. Far too
cramped together and they have destroyed the
character of the village. One house still standing
is not fit for purpose and needs pulling down and
redeveloped.
11a Bad - definitely Undertown - hideous,
conspicuous for miles, glass warehouses; the
obtrusively brick Barton in Trelights - totally alien
materially, and Bunts Mews an obviously
suburban development in a country village, wrong
in density and design. Good - Glebe House Barn,
St Endellion.
12a The modern designs do not fit in with the
buildings of the old village. A cottage style built in
stone.

noted
noted

noted

The likely approach will be to outline local distinctiveness but
not to prescribe detail, the policy will place the emphasis on the
architect/designer to demonstrate how they have considered
the local context in the evolution of their design approach, and
how the design is respectful of context.
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13a Bad - Undertown - reason - agenda led FORCED
through by local council for unknown/uncertain
reasons - loal opposition entirely ignored. Design
appauling because totally out of keeping with
surrounding building - the wrong statement in the
wrong area ie architectually insensitive and
inappropriate for character of village. Too bulky,
ugly, too high, cutting off sea views for existing
residnts of Brentons Park. Totally overlooks
lower neighbour cuts out light to herb garden detrimental to her and others living environment.
Bad - Bunts Mews - missed opportunity to put
character back into heart of village - Developer
sought profitable development of 4 detached
houses rather than more semi-detached or
terraced cottages. Again design questionable and
out of character with some adjacent buildings.
14a Sensible provison should be made to avoid
unconstructive development such as art galleries
or estate agents.
14b Sensible provison should be made to avoid
unconstructive development such as art galleries
or estate agents. The present proportion of
second homes and holiday lets to occupied locals
is totally disproporationate.
15a The Headlands Hotel approval in my opinion is
not in keeping with the surroundings.
16a Too much plate/glass and chrome.

noted

17a Undertown developers - did they stick to their
original design? It is a disgrace.

noted

the question was seeking commentary on poor quality visual
impact, however point noted.
noted

noted
The likely approach will be to outline local distinctiveness but
not to prescribe detail, the policy will place the emphasis on the
architect to demonstrate how they have considered the local
context in the evolution of their design approach, and how the
design is respectful of context.
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18b Sea-side development in Trelights, housing looks
as though it should be in Brighton!!
19a It’s about time. It’s long overdue almost too late.
We might have a community again. Build the
house in Port Isaac not Trelight there is lot of
room behind Hillsons and beside and behind that
again.
20a It’s about time something is done about the
Headlands Hotel. It’s becoming a BLOT on the
landscape.
21a Recent council homes built in Trelights at St
Endellion Lane are an eyesore and not in keeping
with the rest of the village.
22a Social housing (affordable housing if you must)
does not need to be ugly and architecturally lazy
ie Hillson Close. Housing within village setting
should be innovative and as passive
environmentally as possible, we have the
technology!
23a Good. At last planning applications seem to be
being approved because for a long time
everything was just a point bland NO!!
23b Good. I think that the top of the villages rebuilds
show a better first impression, rather than
derelict/run down, shabby buildings that were
there before, it shows there is life still in the
village.
24a Many properties have been rebuilt, changed,
extended upwards and outwards which are mostly
second home owners and locals who wish to
update. I don't think this is beneficial to the area.
25a Modern houses built in Trelights spoil the area.

noted
Comments and suggestions noted

The site does have planning permission but at present this has
not been commenced, it represents a brownfield site, albeit in a
sensitive location, proposals for the site will need to be
considered carefully but are not ruled out in principle.
noted
noted

point is noted, but not actually sure this is what the question
was seeking a response on.
noted

noted

noted
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26a Developments on as a whole have been good for
Parish.

Agree, but it also needs to be respectfully designed to
safeguard characteristics that make the are distinctive and
special.

27a Don't like the Castle Rock development where the
hotel used to be - it now looks like an eastern
european prison.
28a The latest affordable housing in Trelights was
promised to compliment local housing - but the
backs look like small warehouse units and the
heights where conveniently increased on the last
minute - very disappointing; - but the new
residents welcome.
28b The latest affordable housing in Trelights was
promised to compliment local housing - but the
backs look like small warehouse units and the
heights where conveniently increased on the last
minute - very disappointing; - but the new
residents welcome.
29a Visually intrusive and 'regimented' with straight
lines more suited to an urban settlement. Lack of
trees.

noted
noted

noted

point is noted.
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30a Development of existing empty properties, appear
to be carried out with visual aesthetic
consideration and avoid the negative impact of
filling an empty but overlooked wildlife friendly
space. The new builds at Port Gaverne and
Bunts Mew in Trelights seem to quietly fit into
their surroundings and individually built new
houses help to prevent the impact of square
boxes. The multiple new, affordable development
being Undertown in Trelights is a modern blot on
the landscape, far too bright, much too high (note
previous comment on the building of flats), not
representative of any other building in the village,
location was detrimental to many existing
residents and probably for many of these
reasons, the properties were had to sell thus
providing an argument against people wanting
'affordable' housing in the village.
31a Far too many homes are being demolished, and
being replaced with expensive houses, which is
altering the whole character of the village.

developments and associated points are noted.

32a No more glass ballonies, building that is not in
keeping, new build that looks like new build is
ugly.

whilst point is noted, in some circumstances a contemporary
approach is perfectly acceptable, what the design policies will
seek is that design responses appropriately to local context.

33a Beach car park closing - was a good idea!
34a Most developments are too big replacing smaller
original buildings making them not in keeping with
neighbouring properties. Then often the owners
sell up and move away!

noted
Noted - any development including replacements dwellings will
be subject to consideration against design policies.

35a Chruch Hill what we knew as the Slaughter House
has been converted thats ok. Windows not in
keeping at all.

Noted

Noted - any development including replacements dwellings will
be subject to consideration against design policies.
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36a Undertown so called starter homes should be for
local young families. Therefore requiring
amenities and transport links to hand for local
workforce.
37a Scale of mass at Undertown is an example of how
NOT to build in a village? We need to look at
replacement dwelling sizes where they impact
conservation areas and listed buildings.

noted

38a Refuse collection and looking after the coastal
paths and roads i.e. weeds - rubbish improved.
Need to look at footpaths.

agree, design is as much about the longevity of the site, how
best to manage maintenance, accommodating necessities
such as refuse collection.

39a Nothing good at all. Too commercial - spoilt.
40a Not to develop like Hillsons Close rabbit hutches.

noted
it is anticipated that the policy will refer to lifetime home
standards to ensure the accommodation is suitable for a range
of end users
it is anticipated that the policy will refer to lifetime home
standards to ensure the accommodation is suitable for a range
of end users

40b Not to develop like Hillsons Close rabbit hutches.

noted

41a Undertown - wrong colour poor design. Should
be more traditional, subtle paint colours, roofing
and some stone facades.

noted

42a Only just moved here.
43a Unfinished developments with planning approval.

noted
Agree, unfortunately planning policy can only deal with the
planning consent process, there is at present no planning
control over completion.
not sure what scheme this is referencing

44a NOT GOOD - it has not been in keeping plus it
has not been for LOCALS.
45a There should be some thought given to style undertown in Trelights is appalling.
46a By fitting in with our surroundings does this mean
bungalows or Cornish granite cottages? New
builds are always going to be contraversial, it is
subjective.

noted.
noted, the policy will not be that perscriptive
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47a New build that respects the vernacular has been
particularly successful and attractive in some sites
- e.g. First and Last on Trewetha Lane. This is a
standard to aspire to.

example is noted

48a The development at Under Town is out of keeping
with the rest of the village of Trelights. It is
overbearing on its neighbouring properties - and
from around the village.
48b Under Town is appalling and has no connection
with the village
49a The new Social housing in undertown Trrelights is
too high and out of keeping with local housing.
50a Bus shelter into Post office - unfinished but I think
this is such a good development idea.
51a Many recent new buildings/ renovations have
been out of character with the village ( e.g. Large
expanses of glass, balconies etc) If this is not
controlled it is likely to lead to an explosion of very
large houses on small sites (as in Rock and
Polzeath).
52a I/we haven't lived here for long so it would be
unfair to comment about anything that happened
previously. That said, if Undertown in Trelights is
the way forward then it doesn't bode well.

noted

53a It would be ideal if they were council properties for
families who want to live in the Parish.

this is a question about design, but encouraging local need
developments is part of wider policies in the plan

53b More council properties.
53c Somewhere for me to live instead of having to live
outside the parish even though I have lived here
all my life.
53d Just want somewhere to live which doesn't cost
me a fortune.
54a Car Park - good

noted
point is noted, question is about design

noted
noted
noted
noted

noted

noted, this is a question on design
noted
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54b Headlands Hotel - bad
55a The fact that housing development is being
considered in an AONB is appalling.

noted
the AONB designation and the AONB management plan do not
say no to development, they require development to conserve
or enhance landscape character and scenic beauty.
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Q14 Do you think that it’s right and to restrict all new homes in our Parish to principle full time residency
planning restriction?:
Respondents Person 1
1a A small % of second homes is needed. They
generate income for local people and Cornwall
Council, having said that affordable housing is
absolutely necessary.

Response
The policy is not retrospective so will only apply to new build
developments, it will apply to both local needs and market
dwellings. Existing holiday accommodation/ unrestricted
dwellings will not be subject to the restriction.

2a We need outside money coming in to provide jobs
for existing tradesmen. It will not come in if you
restrict development.

The policy is not retrospective so will only apply to new build
developments, it will apply to both local needs and market
dwellings. Existing holiday accommodation/ unrestricted
dwellings will not be subject to the restriction.

3a I think this is important. But how do you stop
people selling them on to second home owners?
4a I live and run a business in Port Isaac. Having
had a new build holiday home here for years
before making the move. With this policy I would
not be here - neither would the business.

Via a planning condition as per St. Ives example

5a Any new builds should be for local needs, not
second homes, as long as there is demand.

Noted

The policy is not retrospective so will only apply to new build
developments, it will apply to both local needs and market
dwellings. Existing holiday accommodation/ unrestricted
dwellings will not be subject to the restriction.
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6a I didn't like interference with open market forces.
It always has "unintended consequences". But
tipping far more social housing to be built where a
genuine need exists.
7a If this policy is adopted house prices could
stabilise or even reduce tis could be useful for first
time buyers.
8a St Ives economy depends on tourism/holiday
makers. They are risking their own livelihoods.

Noted

9a Originally from St Ives myself, I fully support their
action, and would do so here.
10a The majority should be fore full-time residency.
However if the location is right high end properties
for holiday or second homes does keep the
building industry alive.
11a Unworkable. The resident dies after twelve
months, who is the new owner?

Noted

12a As long as all properties are cared for there is no
problem. All contribute fully, financially, to the
benefit of Cornwall Council.
13a We do not want an empty village out of season.

noted

14a Such restrictions can only be applied if these
homes are affordable.

15b Residents should participate in local projects etc
and houses should be used.
16a Any new homes should be for local people.

Noted
The policy is not retrospective so will only apply to new build
developments, it will apply to both local needs and market
dwellings. Existing holiday accommodation/ unrestricted
dwellings will not be subject to the restriction.

The NDP policy will apply to housing schemes, there may
however be a separate tourism/ new build holiday let policy
that has separate policy criteria.
Somebody who fulfils the local connection criteria, the principle
of such a condition has been tested with the St Ives example.

one of the positive aspects to the policy is that it will require
occupancy to be as the primary residence.
the restriction as per St Ives will apply to both market and local
needs housing. The purpose not specifically to make
development affordable, but to retain occupancy all year round.
noted
this is not a 'local connection' policy but one requiring
occupancy as a primary residence.
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16b Any new homes should be for local people

the policy relates to primary residency, there will not be a local
link connection as per local needs policies

17a Our Parish has the highest second home % in
Cornwall. Public toilets are now being funded by
full-time residents/local businesses for the benefit
of visitors/staying in second homeowners/second
homes and contributing zero.
18a Its tricky, without second homes the village
wouldn't exist.

noted

19a Because the population is ageing and once they
are gone so is there knowledge and history of
place, if it is not live and felt by the next
generation but making it so no price control and is
not affordable is stupid who would afford it be
able to afford it locally with jobs and wages as
they are here. The more second homes the less
of a community it becomes the reason people
love it becomes less it becomes more of a toy
town.
20a If no control; very simply, in years to come it will
eradicate the local community.
21a I am fully in support of houses for people to live
and work in if that is their choice, but as for as
putting a tie on it like that will only make it more
difficult to sell when the time arises. My
experience with everyone I know that had/has a
house with a 106 on it has been negative and
have ALL struggled to see or even get a
mortgage on them. It might seem like a good idea
but peoples lives/situations change very quickly.

noted

The policy is not retrospective so will only apply to new build
developments, it will apply to both local needs and market
dwellings. Existing holiday accommodation/ unrestricted
dwellings will not be subject to the restriction.

noted
points are noted
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So if a building is suitable I strongly believe there
is no need for any restrictions to that property.

22a 100% I think this is a very important issue. A
house should only be built if it is lived in all the
time. I fully support the policy in St Ives.
23a I agree with St Ives improvements - but if this
goes through the end of the road is we need new
houses/flats/bungalows that are affordable and
suitable for old residents and low earning locals.
24a We have enough holiday let or second home
owners. What the Parish needs is people
residing full-time in the Parish, bringing life to the
area.
25a The community in Port Isaac in particular the old
part of the village is becoming non-existent.

noted

26a Part-time residency is open to abuse.

True, but there are enforcement powers that can be taken
against breaches of planning conditions where required.

27a Do not. Even part time homes provide some
benefit to locals commercially (ie work to be done
on maintenance etc). We would use this if they
could not live (part time) in our area.
28a Providing it does not dominate - the landscape
(size and style) or impede the absorption of
precipitation.

noted

noted

noted

The building shall not be occupied except during the period
from Friday before Good Friday or 1st April (whichever is the
earlier) to 31st October in each year and from 10 days before
to 10 days after Christmas Day in each year

policy is about the principle and not the specifics of the design,
but points are noted.
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29a Developing any new area within a village will have
a negative visual impact on others and also affect
the value of neighbouring properties. Surely
allowing properties to be sold as second homes
or holiday lets defeats the argument of
strengthening communities with people who live
and work in the area. To have these properties
occupied for only a few days of the year and
suffer the signs of unkempt unoccupation or have
the noise of a range of excited visitors late into
the evening inflicted too is compounding the effect
of the unrestricted development. Visitors now
seem to favour getting their shopping delivered
rather than visiting local businesses so reducing
their support in this way for local businesses.
Unoccupied properties can also provide a security
risk including that of unwelcome tenants. It would
also be hoped that the occupation restrictions
would cover in excess of the five years applied to
the affordable housing ie the Undertown beach
huts.
30a The village desperately needs housing for young
working families and elderly who wish to stay
independent.
31a We need homes for people working in the village
not some sort of Disneyland.
32a There should be NO new build unless it is for full
time occupation.
33a There is enough second homes in the village. All
new builds should be lived in.
34a Because second homes and holiday lets do not
contribute to SOCIAL involvement in the
community.
35a Basically second homes put a lot of money into
local companies regards to repairs etc, a s rule
they have the money to spend.

points are noted, as outlined above, the policy is about the
principle of occupation, visual impact and other wider planning
matters are considered under separate policies in the NDP and
other strategic planning policies/ guidance.

noted
The comments seem to relate to design as much as the
principle of this policy, but points are noted.
noted
noted
noted
the policy will only relate to new build accommodation, it will
not remove existing holiday lets, or prevent new build holiday
accommodation.
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36a There are a lot of holiday homes, no where for
people to live who work in Port Isaac, even
cleaners/caretakers for the holiday homes come
from other villages and then there is a parking
issue.
37a Priority given to smaller size housing for younger
and older generations freeing up larger props.
Check local tradesmen re. amount of work etc
brought in by second homes. Same with local
retailers - suppliers.
38a Without doubt!
39a Community.
40a Because it encourages young people to leave the
village.
40b Because it encourages young people to leave the
village.
41a Fine idea, but you can't stop them being sold on.
Unless they are for rent only, and from Council.
42a Too many holiday houses.
43a It should be only rented and kept local and not
SOLD ON.
44a Where are people going to work? Need
employment as well as houses.
45a This needs to be linked to affordability as
otherwise it will attract more people of retirement
age - we do need to encourage young people and
young families to Port Isaac and the parish in
general.
46b Keeps houses live in, keep for locals. Keep
second home owners out.

noted

noted, see other policy stands for wider points made here

noted
point noted
point noted
point noted
the condition will run with the property not ownership
the policy is not retrospective and can only deal with future
development
the condition will run with the property not ownership
the policy does not preclude employment / holiday
accommodation, only restricts new dwellings from not being
used as holiday let.
affordability is dealt with under a separate policy, the policy will
be linked to all new dwellings.

points noted
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47b There is only limited opportunity for new homes to
be built in the parish; there are already plenty of
second homes and holiday accommodation - so I
think such a policy is very attractive in principle.
However, I suspect it would put additional
pressure on the sale of existing full time
residences to create a secondary market for
holiday accommodation and second homes, and
it would be good to know more about any
unintended consequences of St Ives' policy
48a There needs to be a balance here between
housing and employment. If no new holiday
accommodation can be built. then the parish
loses a vital economic asset.
49a I understand the principle but wonder whether this
is practical in terms of a free market economy
(e.g., as soon as a property is sold on). Second
homeowners pay their dues in Council tax.

points noted, at present the St Ives policy has only existed for
over 12 months and as yet the medium/ long term
consequences on the housing market are unknown.

49b Sometimes you have to rely on distasteful
sources of income and the parish has benefited
from inward investment from second home
ownership and holiday home ownership in the
past. you cannot just rely on local finance to
achieve the lifestyle we all want to enjoy, so there
has to be a balance.
50a We have enough second homes and many now
being bought as second homes are not let and
are used very infrequently - if at all- indeed they
appear to be merely for investment. Builders are
sometimes used who are
51a No more houses to be second homes.

Points noted.

the policy does not preclude employment / holiday
accommodation, only restricts new dwellings from not being
used as holiday let.
The policy is not retrospective so will only apply to new build
developments, it will apply to both local needs and market
dwellings. Existing holiday accommodation/ unrestricted
dwellings will not be subject to the restriction. The policy has
been applied in St. Ives and has been subject to an
unsuccessful legal challenge

noted

noted
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52a Because the whole area is getting more and more
second homes. In Relights there is about 30 per
cent and growing.
53a 100 % agree & support this idea
54a The limited amount of land available should be
used for social housing, affordable homes and
self build for local use.
This type policy might also help to restrict overlarge, inappropriate development.
54b This type of policy might stop Port Isaac
becoming depopulated out of holiday periods
protecting its community.
55a This is really a historic question and and can be
attributable to the greed that existed many years
ago when everyone was happy to sell property to
the highest bidder. It's a nationwide problem.
Councils should have seen this coming years
ago, not just now. Of course this has taken
property away from locals and in some cases
those properties are only used a few weeks of the
year. There are new legislations about second
homes but it's a bit late now. In principle yes, but
only if the restriction is permanent. Many
affordable/local only developments only have a 5
year ceiling on ownership and that leads to the
same situation we are in now.
56a We live in Callington but also have a house in
Trelights. We use the house regularly for
weekends as we are unable to live in Trelights full
time. We pay 2 lots of council tax and we also
contribute substantially to the local economy.

noted
noted
noted

points noted, the policy is not retrospective and can only deal
with new build development.
noted

The policy is not retrospective so will only apply to new build
developments, it will apply to both local needs and market
dwellings. Existing holiday accommodation/ unrestricted
dwellings will not be subject to the restriction.
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Q15 Are there any other issues that you think we should be considering for planning policies in the
Neighbourhood Development Plan?
Respondents Person 1
1a Keep new builds to smaller numbers, not a large
number of new homes in one place please.
2a Car parking for the future and different car parking
needs for residents.
3a More catering for "cyclists" and "walkers".
3b Cut hedgerows.
4a The neighbourhood is about LAND and housing the land side is neglected in this consultation –
i.e. environmental enhancement schemes - tree
planting, wetlands areas; ponds etc.

Response
point noted, policy can specify a scale - ie upto/ of approximate
as per paragraph 1.64 of the Local Plan
a policy is likely on car parking standards
a policy on recreation and promoting connectivity for all forms
of transports is expected to be part of the NDP
point noted but planning policy can only deal with development
and cannot resolve existing maintenance problems.
please refer to the design policies that will be in the NDP

5a The issue of cycle paths may arise; I would resist
the idea. I think provision should be made for
coach parking in the top car park, as well as WCs
there: needed urgently.

any proposals would be assessed against the NDP, policies
seek to safeguard landscape and character, so any proposal
would be required to demonstrate how it accords with such
policies.

6a Vernacular considerations, density, design,
materials, tree retention/replacement,
enhancement.

a design policy and character statements will be embedded in
the NDP

7a I feel that before any more houses are built there
should be doctors, dentists, schools, parking and
a big hospital, as Treliske can no longer cope with
the excessive increase of people living here. It is
no good putting the cart before the horse.

essential infrastructure is sought through existing strategic
policies in the Local Plan, development itself of the scale in the
area cannot be prevented due to lack of services, but
development can help support the creation/ retention of such
facilities.
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8a Please consider carefully before allowing new
developments in any areas within the parish.
Specifically, Trelights is unsuitable for expansion
as the infrastructure is unique to a hamlet ie small
roads, no footpaths, no services, shops, doctors’
surgery, public transport. Currently children in the
village are collected by taxi to go to school - will
only add to the financial burden if more children
move in and parents do not have their own
transport. Elderly people - same as above Trelights is unsuitable for anyone who is not
independent/mobile.
9a The policies must be clear, simple, unambiguous
and restrict all new development with the
boundaries of existing settlements.
10a We could do with a post office.

note comments above

10b We could do with a post office.

Agree- policies will seek to encourage such provision.

11a Would like to see a community general store in
Trelights.
11b Would like to see the establishment of a
community run pub which would basically cater
for residents of the Parish and regular visitors
who wish to mingle with locals and not get ripped
off by breweries and get rich quick entrepreneurs.

Agree- policies will seek to encourage such provision.

12a Rights for eskimo's. Hire the best architect you
can.
13a I think that all applications no matter where they
are should be looked at with an open mind not
just for the fact that it doesn't fall within a certain
boundary
13b I think any new development that come in should
have enough parking for at least 2 vehicles per
property.

Point is noted!

Noted, however the Local Plan allows development outside of
settlements and the NDP is required to conform with the Local
Plan
Agree- policies will seek to encourage such provision.

Agree- policies will seek to encourage such provision.

Agree, all applications should be read as per NDP policies and
the more strategic policies in the Local Plan, it is legal
obligation to do this.
such a policy is likely to be in the NDP
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14a I am very worried about the local infrastructure
schools, doctors, hospitals, roads. All roads are
too crowded and too dangerous. We cannot take
anymore people into the Neighbourhood. Just
housing for those who already live here.

essential infrastructure is sought through existing strategic
policies in the Local Plan, development itself of the scale in the
area cannot be prevented due to lack of services, but
development can help support the creation/ retention of such
facilities.

15a 1) My main concern is there are very few two
bedroom bungalows for old, disabled and need a
relative to live with them ie Council properties. 2)
Properties must be available for first time buyers low cost.

agree with points, see comments on housing policies.

16a A new playground area for all the local children.
17a Stop interferring in closure of huts of Headlands
Hotel in Gaverne, too may do gooders interferring
it been empty for years and we need a good Hotel
at Gaverne its now becoming an ? ? give the local
developer a chance.

Noted, a project list is expected as part of the plan
the NDP is a permissive document, as it is legal required to be

18a Get a Post Office. Have library access. Have
banking access. A more frequent bus service.
19a A SAFE walking path from Port Isaac to
Trewetha.
20a Who decides whether local drains (sewers) etc
are sufficient to take new developments, we have
had a lot of extra housing built over the years and
far as I know the capacity has not been
increased.
21a Traffic speed restrictions and control of traffic in
narrow streets.

Agree- policies will seek to encourage such provision.
Agree- policies will seek to encourage such provision.
South West Water are a statutory consultee on the NDP and
planning applications

point is to picked up on in townscape/ character assessments,
but maybe outside of planning control, i.e. a wider matter
outside of the NDP
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22a Is there a genuine, evidenced need for building in
the area or is it a Government tick box. Will the
services in the local community be able to support
the increase in residents ie doctors, schools. Any
new home will probably come with a minimum
additional two cars, would each individual
development be able to accommodate on a
driveway these vehicles or will people start
parking on the through roads or on pavements,
causing obstructions and hazards (Delabole). Is
the village road system suitable for an increase in
the daily traffic/parking. Would people have to
have a car to travel to schools, doctors, shops,
work, etc. Is there easy access to public services
for those with no independent means or
disabilities. Consideration should be given to
surrounding properities and the impact that any
building will have on those residents; people have
worked hard themselves to be in the houses they
call home. Build on the edges of villages, beyond
existing properties where possible. Any property
breaching the skyline should be single storey.

Important points and are all relevant to the NDP and will be the
justification/ intention of each of our policies.

23a Parking on the corner at the bottom of the village
opposite the fish cellar makes life impossible.
Better signage to say no parking and better
enforcement to keep it clear.

this is a traffic regulation matter cannot be directly dealt with
through the NDP, however some suggestions for transport
regulation orders make come through in the townscape
assessments.

24a No more second homes, reclaim local housing for
local people.
25a Car fumes are getting worse. it is unhealthy to
spend time in our gardens because money is
more important to you than peoples health.

see primary residency policy.
point is noted, the area however is not designated as an air
quality management zone
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26a More 1 or 2 bed prop. for young and old freeing
up larger houses and not 3 and 4 bed designed
for second homes and outsiders.

noted and agreed

27a Waste collection and re-cycling. We could have a
large compsoting site and wormery. We should
also have a policy re. packaging for takeaway
food. No plastic ie polysthrene.

approach will be encouraged through design policies

28a No additonal car parks and no coach park. NO
CARAVANS.
29a To sensible in planning not these fancy planners.

points noted, the NDP has to be permissive, so such an
approach would not be compliant with law.
noted!

29b To sensible in planning not these fancy planners.

noted!

30a No amenities - affects young and old in villages.
"Local people" - WHO exactly and where do they
currently live?
31a This form is confusing and not easy to complete resulting in confused answer or NON completion.
32a No.
33a All developments should be completed within 3
years not just started and then left.
34a We do not want any more houses. There are
plenty empty houses DO NOT SPOIL
CORNWALL. You will lose the tourist industry
with all the new housing - any new housing that is
built shoudl only be for local people no more
outsiders and where is the funding for the local
hospitals etc.
35a Atrracting business to the area to give members
of the parish opportunities to work close to family
ties.

see home choice register
noted
noted!
this is not possible through planning law
the NDP will be a balancing document set to deal with housing
need and safeguard the environment, the latter the
presumption is in favour of.

there will be permissive employment policy
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36a Specific statements about ribbon development
are needed. If you have not looked at it before,
the CPRE study of Polzeath in the 1920s - and
the threats it faced - is very illuminating.

this level of detail will be covered through the townscape/
character assessments

37b consider facilities BEFORE building new homes

essential infrastructure is sought through existing strategic
policies in the Local Plan, development itself of the scale in the
area cannot be prevented due to lack of services, but
development can help support the creation/ retention of such
facilities.

38a Make sure the new Headlands Hotel fits in with
the environment and protect the trees in the ballet
at Port Gaverne.

design policies will seek to do just that with new development,
the current headlands scheme already has planning consent.

39a Only identifying land that is actually available! I
don't believe there is a need for 80 -90 dwellings.

80-90 homes are not being proposed through this NDP it is
unlikely there will be a target number at all.

40a Ensure that ALL parish homeowners and notified
and consulted.
40b It does seem that there is no land available in Port
Isaac! When you consider that all the amenities
are there I find it very odd that you feel that it's not
a suitable place!!!

Agree
the policies are to be permissive for housing, whilst balancing
housing need against landscape / heritage protection.
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Appendix H – Policy List
H.1 – initial policy list drawn from collating consultation responses
Potential Draft Policy List
Comments on Suitability of Policy for NDP
September 2017
Colour code:

Code:

Black DS/JE
Blue – featured in initial Draft policy List
Pink – theme in 2014 survey
Purple – Spring 2016 questionnaire or response
Yellow – Feb 2016 questionnaire
Green – Coast Communities Action Plan
Red – comment/ thought on subject area

REP: Repeat of existing policy without saying anything extra –
recommend it is removed
CONF: Conflict with strategic policies or Government Guidance –
recommend it is removed
KEEP: Policy recommending for the NDP
REM: Remove, not recommended
AMEND: Potential Policy area but amendments required
NOT PL: a suggested policy that is not applicable to planning policies –
ie it goes beyond the role of the planning system to manage
development on land

Sustainable development
•

overarching policy/comment outlining presumption in favour REP – this policy emphasis already exists in the NPPF and the CLP and
has been subject to recent case law over its interpretation see Suffolk
not relevant in AONB/ Cons Area/ Heritage Coast
Coastal DC v Hopkins Homes Ltd and SSCLG, Richborough Estates
Partnership LLP and SSCLG v Cheshire East BC [2017] UKSC 37, whilst
there was some wobbly ground historically and how it was applied in
Cornwall, the adoption of the CLP and the case law have clarified the
position.
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•

New development should be sustainable – draft policy 9 –
Given NPPF is this necessary?

REP – Development has to be sustainable development to be
supported. Perhaps the emphasis here is on sustainable/ eco build
standards which are matters outside of the planning system. Note
Para 65 of the NPPF which refers to developments with high levels of
sustainability as a positive, but does not insist that such levels of
sustainability should be pursued through the planning system.

1. Housing
•

Affordable Housing – Local Plan puts St Endellion into Value
Zone 3 only requiring 35% of homes to be affordable on
schemes of 6 or more units. Between 6-10 units this can be a
financial contribution.

REP/ CONF – The CLP is clear on this and any policy that repeats this is
unnecessary. Additional any policy that implies a different direction
will be in direct conflict with the CLP/

•

Housing on infill sites Q1 Housing on infill sites 50/50 split –
draft policy 1 - Scale of infill 1 or 2 dwellings in small villages
hamlets suggested in draft CC note and link to para 1.68 of
CLP. Possible conflict with CC policy on affordable thresholds

CONF – There is a direct conflict with this approach and the now
adopted policies in the CLP. The trigger for affordable housing
delivery/ contribution is as above, on schemes of 6 or more as per
policy 8 of the CLP. The 2 dwelling trigger was a draft policy that was
amended following new policy direction from Central Government. It
therefore cannot be imposed through the NDP as would be in conflict
with the CLP and National Guidance.

•

Settlement boundaries Q2 Spring 2016 Questionnaire Settlement Boundaries need definition – draft policy list –
settlement boundaries to allow some flex for growth, e.g
rounding off?

KEEP – Paragraph 1.68 of the CLP specifically supports the inclusion of
settlement boundaries in NDP’s that define where the definition of
‘infill’, ‘rounding off’ and ‘previously developed land’ housing policies
apply as defined from paragraph 1.65 – 1.68.
To ensure compliance the settlement boundaries will be required to
accord with these definitions.
Care needs to be taken with regard to the application of ‘rounding off’
as the settlement boundary if drawn too broadly could include sites
that are ‘rural exception sites’ again defined through paragraph 1.68
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which should site outside of the boundary and are affordable housing
led.
•

Housing on conservation areas as long as doesn’t use a
protected/allocated site and is affordable and to lifetime
homes – draft policy 2

CON – This is an unreasonable request. Policies in the CLP and the
NPPF have specific assessments for development in conservation
areas irrespective of the end user/ affordability and these are required
to be applied across the board.
Additionally, planning is required to plan for all groups, rather than
excluding a number of groups for the benefit of defined group. Hence
such a specific policy that would bend the rules in a conservation area
to accommodate a specific end user would conflict with the CLP and
the NPPF.
Paragraph 50 of the NPPF stating that ‘planning authorities should: ●
plan for a mix of housing based on current and future demographic
trends, market trends and the needs of different groups in the
community (such as, but not limited to, families with children, older
people, people with disabilities, service families and people wishing to
build their own homes)’.
It should however be noted that Paragraph 134 of the NPPF does
allow doe as follows ‘Where a development proposal will lead to less
than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage
asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the
proposal, including securing its optimum viable use.’

•

New dev in conservations areas to be in keeping with scale,
density, character of surroundings – draft policy 3 – potential
conflict with draft policy 2 – lifetime homes bigger than past
standards

REP – wording is generally a repeat of the policy direction in
conservation areas from the CLP Policy 24 and Section 12 of the NPPF.
It is suggested that detail to the direction in this comment can be
provided through the Townscape work, the identification of Character
Areas and associated policies.
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•

Backland sites – control through character areas or
density/plot ratio policy?

AMEND? - Paragraph 53 of the NPPF states ‘Local Planning authorities
should consider the case for setting out policies to resist inappropriate
development of residential gardens, for example where development
would cause harm to the local area.’
No such policy exists in the NPD.
It is possible through the Townscape/ Character Area work and
associated policies that matters of concern about character impact
will be addressed through this approach.
However, being specific about density/ plot ratio would not appear
reasonable, the key driver has to be led through responding to context
and character – again this is a matter that the Townscape/ Character
Area work will provide detail upon.
In conclusion it is suggested that a specific backland policy is not
necessary as the matter of concern would be addressed through
townscape and character policies.

•

Residential housing over commercial development Q3 if in
full time occupation – draft policy 4 policy may need to
manage scale of new build and expectations on parking,
servicing and domestic amenity space – Address point data
should be able to identify how many households already
exist over the existing shops and businesses.

NOT PL Paragraph 23 of the NPPF states that Local Planning
authorities should ‘recognise that residential development can play an
important role in ensuring the vitality of centres and set out policies to
encourage residential development on appropriate sites’.
However, Class G of Part 3 of Schedule 2 of the Town and Country
Planning General Permitted Development Order additionally allows
the change of use of above ground floor retail premises to residential
without the need for planning permission.
Therefore, the use of above retail ground floor does not need planning
permission and policies supporting such a proposal are therefore
unnecessary.
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KEEP However, a policy that seeks provision through new build
commercial development, or at least encourages it could be
acceptable subject to a criteria base making sure there is an
acceptable integration, and relationship to settlements. Employment
poli8cies are generally more permissive than housing, need to ensure
that encouragement is not treated as a way around this.
REM - As we know from the St. Ives NDP a full time occupation policy
can be applied to new residential units that require planning
permission through a planning condition. The issue we have here is
that a permitted change of use without planning is not subject to a
planning application and a result a condition cannot be imposed
beyond those contained within the
Town and Country Planning General Permitted Development Order
which are national conditions and do not relate to localised issues
such as primary residence. The only way this could be achieved is by
implemented an Article 4 direction (not straightforward) to remove
the permitted development right which would result in all changes of
use above ground floor retail requiring planning permission and
thereby a condition then could be imposed. Such an approach will
take a lot of time, potentially will not be successful and also would
conflicting with the objective of trying to encourage vitality above
ground floor retail and objectives above.
•

Market housing to be made available to local people only for
first 6 months - draft policy 5

AMEND – subject to an justified evidence base, any new residential
units that require planning permission can be subject to a principal
residence policy and condition as per St. Ives NDP.
The suggested policy here is a slight variation on this, which would be
more complicated to deliver through a planning decision (likely would
need to be via a planning obligation rather than condition) and
ultimately evidence/ enforce. It seems the principal residency policy/
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condition would be more effective in achieving the aims of this
comment.
•

Housing on the edge of settlements Q2 Feb 2016
questionnaire

KEEP- can be supported in principle either as ‘rounding off’ or ‘rural
exception sites’ see dialogue on settlement boundaries.

•

Live/work units within walking distance of settlements Q4 –
assume this is along existing footpaths acceptable distance
about 1km unless 5-8 yrs old and walking to school then 2
miles or 3 miles if older

KEEP – There is no direct conflict with such a policy aslong as it is
distinguished from straight residential/ affordable housing exception
site developments. Ie the emphasis being on the ‘work’ component
rather than the ‘live’. A proposal that is predominately residential
should be assessed against normal housing policies (otherwise it
would conflict with the CLP direction for housing) where as a proposal
that is predominately employment/ rural business driven could
potentially be supported. Attention is drawn to Paragraph 28 of the
NPPF which states ‘Planning policies should support economic growth
in rural areas in order to create jobs and prosperity by taking a positive
approach to sustainable new development. To promote a strong rural
economy, local and neighbourhood plans should: ● support the
sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business and
enterprise in rural areas, both through conversion of existing buildings
and well designed new buildings; ● promote the development and
diversification of agricultural and other land-based rural businesses’.
Ultimately care needs to be taken with such a policy to prevent abuse,
and to prevent residential development obtaining planning in
locations it should not. A policy will need to be strict in its criteria to
prevent abuse. There are examples of such policies in other NDP’s and
these should be reviewed for how they have dealt with this issue.
NOT PL - The age of occupants, or those of children cannot be
controlled through planning policies.
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•

Live/work outside settlement boundaries restricted to single
units and only where commercial viability of business can be
demonstrated - draft Policy 6

AMEND - See notes above, agree with note above commercial
viability, as the robustness of the case for each proposal needs to be
strong to avoid abuse. Specifically restricting to a single unit would not
appear to be justified on the face of it, albeit, due to other policy
criteria it is unlikely a scheme for more than one unit will come
forward.

•

Development outside settlement boundaries - wholly
affordable- draft policy 7 – potential conflict with CLP and
NPPF

CONF – whilst the CLP policy on affordable housing ‘exception sites’
being those outside but well related to settlements seeks 100%
provision, the policy allows, subject to viability assessment/ evidence,
a minimum provision of 50% affordable housing to facilitate delivery.
Therefore, a policy seeking a straight 100% only conflicts with Policy 9
of the CLP and Paragraph 54 of the NPPF which states ‘In rural areas,
exercising the duty to cooperate with neighbouring authorities,
Local Planning authorities should be responsive to local circumstances
and plan housing development to reflect local needs, particularly for
affordable housing, including through rural exception sites where
appropriate. Local Planning authorities should in particular consider
whether allowing some market housing would facilitate the provision
of significant additional affordable housing to meet local needs.’

•

rural exception sites – policy approach for sites well related
to the settlement

REP – the policy approach already exists through Policies 3 and 9 of
the CLP and paragraph 54 of the NPPF.

•

housing in the open countryside – farm building conversion/
Homes for Agricultural workers 2014 survey theme - as per
para 55 of the NPPF –

REP – unless the intention is to go beyond policy 7 of the CLP and
Paragraph 55 of the NPPF special circumstances (in full below) such a
proposal would be a simple repeat:
Policy 7: Housing in the countryside
The development of new homes in the open countryside will only be
permitted where there are special circumstances. New dwellings will
be restricted to:
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1. Replacement dwellings broadly comparable to the size, scale and
bulk of the dwelling being replaced and of an appropriate scale and
character to their location; or
2. the subdivision of existing residential dwellings; or
3. Reuse of suitably constructed redundant, disused or historic
buildings that are considered appropriate to retain and would lead to
an enhancement to the immediate setting. The building to be
converted should have an existing lawful residential or nonresidential
use and be ten years old or greater; or
4 Temporary accommodation for workers (including seasonal migrant
workers), to support established and viable rural businesses where
there is an essential need for a presence on the holding, but no other
suitable accommodation is available and it would be of a construction
suitable for its purpose and duration; or
5 Full time agricultural and forestry and other rural occupation
workers where there is up to date evidence of an essential need of the
business for the occupier to live in that specific location.

Paragraph 55 Special Circumstances

Local Planning authorities should avoid new isolated homes in the
countryside unless there are special circumstances such as:
● the essential need for a rural worker to live permanently at or near
their place of work in the countryside; or
● where such development would represent the optimal viable use of a
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heritage asset or would be appropriate enabling development to
secure
the future of heritage assets; or
● where the development would re-use redundant or disused buildings
and lead to an enhancement to the immediate setting; or
● the exceptional quality or innovative nature of the design of the
dwelling.
Such a design should:
– be truly outstanding or innovative, helping to raise standards of
design
more generally in rural areas;
– reflect the highest standards in architecture;
– significantly enhance its immediate setting; and
– be sensitive to the defining characteristics of the local area.

•

replacement dwellings – mentioned in draft policy list

REP – covered through policy 7 of the CLP which deals with
replacement dwellings in the countryside and supports ‘Replacement
dwellings broadly comparable to the size, scale and bulk of the
dwelling being replaced and of an appropriate scale and character to
their location.’
Inside settlements issues about scale and scale will be dealt with
through Townscape/ Character Policies.

•

caravans

REP/ AMEND? - Policy of the CLP – referred to above under housing in
the countryside does not exclude caravans as a form of residential
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accommodation/ or for permanent caravans those that represent a
‘dwelling’ in planning law) to be replaced by a permanent dwelling
(note paragraph 2.34 ‘The replacement of existing lawful dwellings will
be supported, but these should be broadly comparable to the size,
scale and bulk of the dwelling being replaced, and not impact
negatively on the character of the surrounding area’). and doing so
specifically would conflict with this, in addition a caravan is often a
temporary measure that is effective in establishing the case for a
permanent dwelling for agricultural worker for example.
However, a policy could be worded that provides a criteria for
managing the visual impact of caravans when justified or making
specific reference to the replacement of a lawful ‘dwelling’ caravan
with a dwelling and potentially excluding a lawful ‘use of land’ caravan
from a replacement.
•

holiday lets

•

•

full time residency restriction Q14 – mentioned in draft
policy list

KEEP – subject to evidence to justify it, a primary residency condition
as per St Ives can be imposed on new residential development via a
condition.

•

New build affordable homes – restricting to local people first
– mentioned in draft policy list – what will be the
parameters?

REP/ CONF – The CLP and affordable housing SPD provide a
cascade/distribution criteria for local needs dwellings, any variation
from which would be a conflict. The s106 cascade directs to local
connections at a first instance, then cascading out the adjoining
parishes when they are not occupied.

•

Housing for older generation/aging population – response to
Q15

Policy 6 of the CLP makes specific requirements for development of 10
dwellings or more to include a range of house types including housing
for the older generation.
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There maybe a potential to argue a reduction on the 10 or more
threshold linking to the ‘rural area’ definition as applied for affordable
housing – ie 6 or more.
The Policy reads in full as follows:
Policy 6: Housing mix New housing developments of 10
dwellings or more should include an appropriate mix of house
size, type, price and tenure to address identified needs and
market demand and to support mixed communities. Proposals
should seek to:
• Address need and demand for affordable, market housing
and starter homes including self-build and custom-build
housing; and
• Use local evidence of the need and demand for specific
types, tenures and sizes of housing to contribute to the
diversity of housing in the local area and help to redress any
housing imbalance that exists; and
• Respond to the requirements of a changing population and
of particular groups in the community, by increasing the
supply of accessible and specialist housing (including ground
floor flats, flats with lifts and bungalow accommodation)
which is able to meet people’s needs throughout their lifetimes
based on locally derived evidence of need and demand.
2. On sites of 200 dwellings or more, additional specialised
housing (including extra care housing) should be considered
where demand exists, to meet defined specialist needs.
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2. Employment
•

New employment development within or on the edge of
existing settlements that supports local needs Q8 and CCT
Action Plan

REP/ AMEND Both the CLP and the NPPF are very permissive/ positive
about any type of employment development in Cornwall- allowing for
such on the edge – there is no requirement to specifically support a
local need.

Therefore, a positive policy can be provided but it can specifically
require that it addresses/ supports a local need. Reference to the CCT
Action Plan could be included in the policy but need to establish in
what manner this will be proposed.

Note:

Appeal decision (APP/D0840/W/17/3166667 14 July 2017) for
employment development in a Cornish rural location (Lanner) with
paragraphs 9 and 10 of the Inspectors report being particularly
pertinent on this matter:
9. The Council’s approach to the location of new business and
tourism development is set out in Policy 5 and includes
developments in appropriate countryside settings and smaller
rural villages provided they are of a scale that is appropriate to
their location. This Policy builds upon the Council’s spatial
strategy as defined by Policy 2 which seeks to generate and
sustain economic activity through, amongst other things,
supporting employment schemes in both towns and rural
areas. This approach is consistent with section 3 of the
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National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) and
which is particularly relevant to Cornwall where breaking
seasonal labour cycles is a vital component of the Council’s
economic development aspirations. Moreover, it is clear that
the Council generally adopts a flexible approach to ensure that
sufficient sites and a range of premises come forward in the
right place and at the right time to meet the business needs of
the economy.
10. Section 3 of the Framework does not require the need for
economic development proposals to demonstrate a prior need
for the development. I agree with the appellant that the
Council has misinterpreted this policy by suggesting that there
should also be an overriding need for the development. A prior
marketing exercise is therefore an unnecessary burden in the
context of this appeal.
Through Paragraph 19 the NPPF explains that ‘The Government is
committed to ensuring that the planning system does everything it can
to support sustainable economic growth. Planning should operate to
encourage and not act as an impediment to sustainable growth.
Therefore significant weight should be placed on the need to support
economic growth through the planning system.’
Paragraph 21 continues ‘Investment in business should not be overburdened by the combined requirements of planning policy
expectations.’
Paragraph 28 of the NPPF refers to ‘supporting a prosperous rural
economy’ and outlines that:
‘Planning policies should support economic growth in rural
areas in order to create jobs and prosperity by taking a
positive approach to sustainable new development. To
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promote a strong rural economy, local and neighbourhood
plans should:
● support the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of
business and enterprise in rural areas, both through
conversion of existing buildings and well designed new
buildings.’
Policy 5 of the CLP supporting text advises ‘In order to make the
economy competitive it is important to remove unnecessary barriers.
The Plan seeks to provide a positive policy framework, which supports
jobs, business and investment with a focus on sustaining a range of
local businesses. It sets a framework to encourage both large and
small scale opportunities throughout Cornwall in appropriate
locations.’ (para 2.1)
The permissive emphasis continues ‘we need a flexible approach that
ensures sufficient sites and a range of premises of the right type are
available in the right places at the right time to meet business needs of
the economy. The economy is growing and business needs are
changing rapidly. To enable the approach of smart specialisation
promoted in Cornwall’s respective strategies, this Plan is not
prescriptive of the location or nature of most employment space that
will be developed, providing the flexibility required to adapt to
changing markets.’ (para 2.3)
Policy 5 itself reads:
1. To ensure a continued supply of appropriate business space,
proposals for new employment land and uses should be:
a) well integrated with our city, towns and villages; or
b) within areas that are well served by public transport and
communications infrastructure; or
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c) in the countryside and smaller rural settlements be of a
scale appropriate to its location or demonstrate an overriding
locational and business need to be in that location such as
farm diversification; or
d) an extension to an existing business where re-location
would be impractical or not viable.

•

Economic development permitted in allocated areas where
its supports employment of local people – draft policy 12 Business site identification - do we want to allocate sites
(prompts SEA) or write criteria based policies?

See above response – an emphasis on supporting local
employment can be included but a policy cannot seek that
only this need is acceptable.
Business site identification is possible (see comments in red
below) or a criteria based policy for site identification is a
possible alternative –
Specifically allocating a site (due to the constraints) is likely to
trigger a need for supporting environmental assessments
(SEA), the alternative is to write criteria based policies which
do not specifically refer to a site but provide a list of what is
required (this is therefore not site specific and is less likely to
trigger the need for associated environmental reports.

•

Safeguarding existing sites

KEEP/REP:
Are there sites we want to safeguard?
Policy 5.4 of the CLP refers to ‘Locally Significant Employment
Sites are sites which make a significant contribution in terms of
space or job provision within a Neighbourhood Plan area.’
The Policy states:
Site Allocations Development Plan Documents and
Neighbourhood Plans should identify new land, and safeguard
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appropriate existing land, necessary for the delivery of the
economic strategies for Cornwall. These allocations should be
based on an assessment that considers the ability of the
quantity, nature and quality of existing space and any
commitments to meet the space requirements set out in Policy
2a and the needs of particular sectors.
Furthermore, Policy 5.2 of the CLP provides a criteria for
assessing the redevelopment of employment sites reads as
follows, anything beyond the level for protection would
conflict with paragraph 22 of the NPPF which reads ‘Planning
policies should avoid the long term protection of sites
allocated for employment use where there is no reasonable
prospect of a site being used for that purpose‘:
Proposals that would result in the loss of business space must:
i. demonstrate there is no market demand through active and
continued marketing for at least a period of 9 months; or
ii. result in the provision of better quality employment space
allowing for mixed use; or
iii. be necessary to meet a clear need for community facilities;
or iv. be unsuitable to continue as business use due to
environmental considerations.

•

Employment hub for smes/start ups? DS/JE

•

Regeneration/Brownfield

KEEP? – this is possible, the question is how it is done, and links back
to the points made about allocations above.

•
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•

Loss of commercial properties – justification for change of
use Q9

Policy 4 of the CLP reads as follows:

Policy 4: Shopping, services and community facilities The Council will
seek to maintain the retail hierarchy by supporting centres to provide
for the needs of their community. Allocations Development Plan
Documents and Neighbourhood Plans should ensure that the retail
floorspace capacity targets can be delivered by taking account of the
market delivery and land available for this. In considering the need for
further retail provision Plans should review the level, nature and
quality of existing commitments’ ability to meet the space
requirements set out in Table 2.
1. Development will be permitted where it supports the vitality and
viability of town centres investment within them, and maintains and
enhances a good and appropriate range of shops, services and
community facilities. Retail and other main town centre uses outside
defined town centres (with the exception of small scale rural
development) must demonstrate the application of a sequential
approach to site selection, where the proposals exceed the applicable
threshold, show there is no significant adverse impact on the viability
and vitality of, and investment within, the existing centres.
2. Proposals for shops, financial and professional services, and food
and drink establishments (Use Class A) will be permitted within the
defined town centre primary shopping areas, where: i) They do not
individually or together with other proposals undermine the vitality or
viability of the town centre; and ii) The proposal is consistent with the
scale and function of the town centre; and iii) Consideration is given to
ensuring that proposals do not eliminate separate access
arrangements to the upper floors, which could be used for residential
or alternative uses.
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3. Within the primary retail frontages identified on the proposals map,
the change of use of ground floor Class A1 shop premises to Class A2,
A3, A4 and A5 will only be permitted where the proposed use would
not undermine the retail function of the town centre and maintain
and enhance its vitality and viability. The determination of each
application will have regard to the following factors: i) The location
and prominence of the premises; ii) The size and width of the
premises; iii) The number and distribution of other existing and
committed non-A1 uses within the defined primary retail frontage
(including any premises subject to current Permitted Development
changes of use); iv) Where applicable, the length of vacancy of the
premises and evidence of marketing for the current permitted use; v)
The nature and character of the proposed use; and vi) The design of
the shop-front. The above considerations will normally be sufficient to
assess applications for a change of use. Premises do not have to be
vacant or marketed for a change of use to be acceptable.
Nevertheless, the length of any vacancy of the premises and evidence
of unsuccessful marketing for the current permitted use may be
evidence of a lack of demand and changing retail patterns. 4.
Community facilities and village shops should, wherever possible, be
retained and new ones supported. Loss of provision will only be
acceptable where the proposal shows
a. no need for the facility or service;
b. it is not viable; or
c. adequate facilities or services exist or the service can be reprovided
in locations that are similarly accessible by walking, cycling or public
transport.
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•

Managing Commercial Waste

•

Farm diversification -Rural Craft/ workshops - farm building
conversionRE

AMEND – policy cannot retrofit an existing problem directly onto
an existing use, however a policy could be used that supports a
new proposal that would help to address the current issue.
REP? - Need to identify if there is a local strand that goes beyond the
permissive emphasis in the CLP and NPPF.

CLP Policy 5. 1 c) supports 'in the countryside and smaller rural
settlements be of a scale appropriate to its location or demonstrate an
overriding locational and business need to be in that location such as
farm diversification.'

REP farm building conversion - again such developments are
supported through the NPPF and the CLP.

Policy 7 of the CLP relates to ‘housing in the countryside’ and provides
support for the development of unrestricted residential homes in rural
locations where they ‘reuse of suitably constructed redundant, disused
or historic buildings that are considered appropriate to retain and
would lead to an enhancement to the immediate setting. The building
to be converted should have an existing lawful residential or nonresidential use and be ten years old or greater.’

Policy 21 of the CLP refers to the ‘best use of land and existing
buildings.’ It encourages the ‘the use of previously developed land and
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buildings’ and an ‘increase building density where appropriate’ to
ensure the best use of land.

Paragraph 2.128 provides the supporting text to this policy and
explains that ‘land is a valuable resource. In providing for our needs we
need to make best use of land, this must be achieved as efficiently as
possible.’

NPPF, paragraph 17 encourages ‘the reuse of existing resources,
including conversion of existing buildings.’

Furthermore paragraph 55 lists a number of ‘special circumstances’
where it supports ‘homes in the countryside’ which includes ‘where
the development would re-use redundant or disused buildings and lead
to an enhancement to the immediate setting’.

•

New farm buildings – design policy to ensure sympathetic
materials e.g. not bright colours on roofs

AMEND – there is general design guidance and policies in the CLP,
NPPF and design guides aswell as the AONB Management Plan.

Specific reference to this exact issue could be provided in guidance
accompanying the NDP rather than a specific policy, as development is
required to respond to its context, policies are not allowed to be too
prescriptive.
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Note Paragraph 60 of the NPPF ‘Planning policies and decisions should
not attempt to impose architectural styles or particular tastes and they
should not stifle innovation, originality or initiative through
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain development
forms or styles. It is, however, proper to seek to promote or reinforce
local distinctiveness.’
•

Fishing/Safeguarding harbour uses and their access to the
water

Policy 5.4 of the CLP refers to ‘Locally Significant Employment Sites are
sites which make a significant contribution in terms of space or job
provision within a Neighbourhood Plan area.’

•

Storage/depot facility for fishermen at top of Port Isaac?

KEEP? This could be a site allocation but would potentially require
SEA. Alternatively a criteria for the provision of such space could be
identified. The general principal of the proposal would accord with
business policies in the CLP as long as it meets the following criteria:
To ensure a continued supply of appropriate business space, proposals
for new employment land and uses should be:
a) well integrated with our city, towns and villages; or
b) within areas that are well served by public transport and
communications infrastructure; or
c) in the countryside and smaller rural settlements be of a scale
appropriate to its location or demonstrate an overriding locational and
business need to be in that location such as farm diversification; or
d) an extension to an existing business where re-location would be
impractical or not viable.

•

Working from home

•

Endelienta project – cultural/creative campus to include St
Endellion Church Hall
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•

Scope for mixed use redevelopment project at junction of
New Road - church hall, garage sites, etc to create new focus
point in Port Isaac to link carparks and old town, Improve
footpath links to promote footfall between areas

KEEP – a policy that identifies an area without allocation and is
encouraging of the creation of a focal point and connectivity to the
area would fit with CLP and NPPF aslong as it retains flexibility, and
does not restrict development that are supported through the CLP.

3. Retail
•

Shopping area – old town

KEEP? - The town is not designated as a primary shopping area
through the CLP and thus there in specific safeguarding of the
retention of A uses in the centre as is safeguarded through policy 4 of
the CLP.

•

Market space for local producers

AMEND – not quite sure what the suggested policy is here? If it a
general policy that supports the provision of market space for traders
in principle this could work subject to a list of criteria. Allocation land
could trigger SEA.

•

Community Shop in Trelights – Post Office Community pub
in Trelights responses to Q15

KEEP – policy cannot direct that it is a must but can refer to a
permissive encouragement for such proposals to take place.
Policy 4.4 of the CLP states ‘Community facilities and village shops
should, wherever possible, be retained and new ones supported.‘

4. Tourism
•

Events space???

AMEND – similar response to the market space suggestion above – is
this a new space, or a temporary space, does it need planning if just a
use of land for short term etc.

•

TIC

KEEP – a permissive policy as per market space etc could work – ie a
TIC will be supported in principle subject to set criteria.
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Policy 5.3 of the CLP reads:
‘The development of new or upgrading of existing tourism facilities
through the enhancement of existing or provision of new, high quality
sustainable tourism facilities, attractions and accommodation will be
supported where they would be of an appropriate scale to their
location and to their accessibility by a range of transport modes.
Proposals should provide a well balanced mix of economic, social and
environmental benefits.’
•

4/5* Hotel development – to fit in with environment –
response to Q15

KEEP – a policy could be worded that speicfically refer to support for
tourism uses that respond to an identified need, such as a high quality
hotel will be supported in principle:
Again, the principle need to accord with Policy 5.3 of the CLP reads:
‘The development of new or upgrading of existing tourism facilities
through the enhancement of existing or provision of new, high quality
sustainable tourism facilities, attractions and accommodation will be
supported where they would be of an appropriate scale to their
location and to their accessibility by a range of transport modes.
Proposals should provide a well balanced mix of economic, social and
environmental benefits.’
the NDP will specify compliance with all policies including
environmental – however specific reference to the environment can
be referred to in the policy. Examiner may request removal on
repetition grounds.
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5. Natural Environment
•

Maintain Character of Area

•

Development in the AONB

Due to the AONB designation covering the predominance of
the Parish, the landscape character and scenic beauty is
afforded the highest level of protection, paragraph 115 of the
NPPF and policy 23 of the CLP.
Elsewhere, landscape character harm could be acceptable in
the planning context as part of the overall planning balance. In
the AONB and its setting the balance is titled towards
safeguarding the AONB.
KEEP: The AONB is safeguarded in the national interest and is
therefore afforded significant weight through the CLP policy 23 and
para 115 of the NPPF.

A policy could be drafted that makes specific reference to the AONB
Management Plan, its local sections and the local Landscape Character
Assessments requiring proposals to show how their schemes have
been developed in response to these document.

•

o

AONB Management Plan

REP: as above – general policy which uplifts the management plan the
policy level.

o

AONB planning guidance

The Council are developing an SPD

o

Definition of Major Developments in the AONB to
outline when para 116 of the NPPF applies

KEEP: Not formally defined in the CLP or the NPPF.

Development proposals to retain and enhance hedgerows
and native trees – draft policy 10 – need to be clear that

The AONB Management Plan provides some guidance on what is and
what is not major and perhaps these could be brought forward into
the NDP and in association with the AONB policy.
Amend – Policy cannot insist that hedgerows and trees are retained,
however a policy could be worded that requires proposed
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•

retained features should not be part of a domestic property
boundary else will suffer from poor/bad maintenance

development to be encouraged to retain hedgerows and trees and
their removal is required to be justified through a robust explanation.

Environmental enhancement as part of development –
response to Q15

AMEND - 'enhancement' is not an absolute in policy terms. A Policy
can seek/ encourage but cannot insist.
For example: Biodiversity: Policy 23 of the CLP – ‘Development should
conserve, protect and where possible enhance biodiversity’
AONB – ‘conserve and enhance’ Paragraph 115 of the NPPF.

6. Built Environment
•

Maintain character of area

•

General design policy – scope for overarching generic
policy supplemented by character area specific direction?

•

Designated assets policy

KEEP: There are various policies that relate specifically to designated
heritage assets – see section 12 of the NPPF and policy 24 of the CLP.
These are pretty robust, particularly with Listed Buildings, on
Conservation Areas see response to following bullet point.

I wonder if this text is referring to a policy regarding non-designated
heritage assets and perhaps referring to the so called ‘local listings’
whereby non-designated assets are recognised through a local listing
designation which is referenced through an NDP local listings policy.

Historic England provide specific commentary on the topic of local
listings as follows:
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Around half of all Local Planning authorities have produced lists of
locally important buildings and sites (1), although not all of these have
adopted the list as part of their development plan. In consequence
the significance of any building or site on the list (in its own right and
as a contributor to the Local Planning authority’s wider strategic
planning objectives), can be better taken into account in planning
applications affecting the building or site or its setting.
Whilst local listing provides no additional planning controls, the fact
that a building or site is on a local list means that its conservation as a
heritage asset is an objective of the NPPF(2) and a material
consideration when determining the outcome of a planning
application.
In deciding any relevant planning permission that affects a locally
listed heritage asset or its setting, the NPPF requires amongst other
things that Local Planning authorities should take into account the
desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of such
heritage assets and of putting them to viable uses consistent with their
conservation. They are also obliged to consider the positive
contribution that conserving such heritage assets can make to
sustainable communities including their economic vitality (3).
The NPPF contains policies that apply to heritage assets regardless of
whether or not they are locally listed. However, local listing provides a
sound, consistent and accountable means of identifying local heritage
assets to the benefit of good strategic planning for the area and to the
benefit of owners and developers wishing to fully understand local
development opportunities and constraints.
Local listing does not affect the requirements for planning permission.
Some buildings can be demolished without planning permission and
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local listing does not affect that, although an article 4 direction issued
by the Local Planning authority can reinstate the requirement for
planning permission for demolition of a locally listed building.
Historic England has produced detailed guidance on the best practice
in producing local lists of heritage assets (4).
References
(1) Local Authority Conservation Provision, Institute of Historic Building
Conservation, English Heritage, Oxford Brookes University, 2003
(2) Paragraph 17, National Planning Policy Framework, Department
for Communities and Local Government, March 2012
(3) Paragraphs 126 and 131, National Planning Policy Framework,
Department for Communities and Local Government, March 2012
(4) Heritage Listing Advice, Note 7

•

Conservation area appraisal (CAA) and management plan
(CAMP)– incorporate into a policy – suggested in draft
policy list

KEEP: The supporting text (2.187) to policy 24 of the CLP refers to
supporting information in CAAs and associated MPs.

•

Non-designated assets – local listings? Q11

KEEP - See commentary on designated assets above.

•

Townscape – (Character Areas)

KEEP – A policy linking directly to a townscape study would accord
with the CLP and NPPF regarding heritage and design policies
providing a more focused analysis through evidence base of the
characteristics of the settlements to direct future development to

It is suggested that (as per the AONB MP) – a policy directly refers to
these documents and requires development proposals in the
Conservation Area to identify through its Design and Access
Statement/ Heritage Statement how it has responded to the CAA and
CAMP.
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respond (whether contemporary/ traditional/ other) appropriately to
context.
o

Character Area policies

KEEP – the townscape work will define character areas and thus will
provide different guidance/ direction for each area – this is similar to
the character area policies in the St. Ives NDP – see pages 54-65 of the
NDP)

o

New homes Q12

All new development will be directed policies on built development.
Paragraph 64 of the NPPF explains that ‘Permission should be refused
for development of poor design that fails to take the opportunities
available for improving the character and quality of an area and the
way it functions.’

o

Local Significance/ Tranquility Q11

KEEP – both are elements that contribute to character and are factors
that will be picked up in the townscape study in relation to built form.

Tranquilly and local significance are also components of landscape
character and are detailed in the existing landscape character
assessments covering the area – again direct reference to these
components of character as referenced in a policy and referring to the
townscape/ landscape character work directs a decision maker/
applicant/ appraiser to a robust evidence.
•

Use of Solar panels/ renewable energy in new development AMEND – a policy insisting upon this is not reasonable, but promoting
provision in principle is acceptable, however some caution needs to be
– possibly in Section 13 below
taken to ensure there is not conflict with townscape and landscape
policies.

Note paragraph 65 of the NPPF:
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‘Local Planning authorities should not refuse planning permission for
buildings or infrastructure which promote high levels of sustainability
because of concerns about incompatibility with an existing townscape,
if those concerns have been mitigated by good design (unless the
concern relates to a designated heritage asset and the impact would
cause material harm to the asset or its setting which is not outweighed
by the proposal’s economic, social and environmental benefits).’

Paragraph 95 of the NPPF states
‘To support the move to a low carbon future, Local Planning
authorities should: ● plan for new development in locations and ways
which reduce greenhouse gas emissions; ● actively support energy
efficiency improvements to existing buildings; and ● when setting any
local requirement for a building’s sustainability, do so in a way
consistent with the Government’s zero carbon buildings policy and
adopt nationally described standards.’

However Paragraph 96 of the NPPF makes clear

‘comply with adopted Local Plan policies on local requirements for
decentralised energy supply unless it can be demonstrated by the
applicant, having regard to the type of development involved and its
design, that this is not feasible or viable;’

The NPPG dated June 2015 explains further the position stating:
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‘What are government’s national standards for a building’s
sustainability and for zero carbon buildings?
The National Planning Policy Framework expects Local Planning
authorities when setting any local requirement for a building’s
sustainability to do so in a way consistent with the government’s zero
carbon buildings policy and adopt nationally described standards.
Local requirements should form part of a Local Plan following
engagement with appropriate partners, and will need to be based on
robust and credible evidence and pay careful attention to viability. In
this respect, planning authorities will need to take account of
government decisions on the Housing Standards Review when
considering a local requirement relating to new homes.
If considering policies on local requirements for the sustainability of
other buildings, Local Planning authorities will wish to consider if there
are nationally described standards and the impact on viability of
development. Further guidance can be found under Viability.
Paragraph: 009 Reference ID: 6-009-20150327’

•

Retention of trees/ new tree planting?

KEEP – it is again a policy that encourages wherever possible the
retention of trees/ hedgerows and other biodiversity/ landscape
features.

Policies in the CLP and the NPPF safeguard assets of high biodiversity/
ancient/ landscape value but do not prevent loss when replaced with
mitigation. The starting point is always safeguarding, but replacement
is not discounted.
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Paragraph 109 of the NPPF would be the key policy to build upon:

‘The planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural
and local environment by: ● protecting and enhancing valued
landscapes, geological conservation interests and soils; ● recognising
the wider benefits of ecosystem services; ● minimising impacts on
biodiversity and providing net gains in biodiversity where possible,
contributing to the Government’s commitment to halt the overall
decline in biodiversity, including by establishing coherent ecological
networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures.’

Paragraph 118 of the NPPF explains:
‘When determining planning applications, Local Planning authorities
should aim to conserve and enhance biodiversity by applying the
following principles: ● if significant harm resulting from a development
cannot be avoided (through locating on an alternative site with less
harmful impacts), adequately mitigated, or, as a last resort,
compensated for, then planning permission should be refused; ●
proposed development on land within or outside a Site of Special
Scientific Interest likely to have an adverse effect on a Site of Special
Scientific Interest (either individually or in combination with other
developments) should not normally be permitted. Where an adverse
effect on the site’s notified special interest features is likely, an
exception should only be made where the benefits of the development,
at this site, clearly outweigh both the impacts that it is likely to have
on the features of the site that make it of special scientific interest and
any broader impacts on the national network of Sites of Special
Scientific Interest; ● development proposals where the primary
objective is to conserve or enhance biodiversity should be permitted; ●
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opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around developments
should be encouraged; ● planning permission should be refused for
development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable
habitats, including ancient woodland and the loss of aged or veteran
trees found outside ancient woodland, unless the need for, and
benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss;
and ● the following wildlife sites should be given the same protection
as European sites: – potential Special Protection Areas and possible
Special Areas of Conservation; – listed or proposed Ramsar sites;26
and – sites identified, or required, as compensatory measures for
adverse effects on European sites, potential Special Protection Areas,
possible Special Areas of Conservation, and listed or proposed Ramsar
sites.’
•

Retaining hedgerows within new development Q6

See response above

7. Infrastructure
•

Improvements in Phone Masts/ Broadband

AMEND – whilst acknowledged, policies can only seek to support such
provision in principle – subject to ensuring appropriate regard to
historic/ landscape/ other features.
Policy 28 of the CLP requires ‘essential’ infrastructure triggered by the
level of proposed development to be provided – in the Parish new
development will not trigger improved broadband provision as an
‘essential’ requirement, it is simply desirable. Therefore policy cannot
insist upon it, as it will not be compliant with the CLP and the NPPF in
terms of placing unreasonable requirement on new development –
such provision should only be sought where they are necessary and
reasonable (amongst other criteria) to make the development
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acceptable in planning terms, not desirable (note paragraphs 203-206
of the NPPF)..

8. Transport
•

Traffic and Parking

NOTE- it is important to acknowledge that it is not the role of new
development to resolve existing problems elsewhere, but for new
development to provide to associated transport requirements that
respond to context and are necessary components of a scheme to
make the development acceptable in planning terms.
Paragraph 32 of the NPPF requires:

‘Plans and decisions should take account of whether: 1 ● the
opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken up
depending on the nature and location of the site, to reduce the need
for major transport infrastructure; ● safe and suitable access to the
site can be achieved for all people; and ● improvements can be
undertaken within the transport network that cost effectively limit the
significant impacts of the development. Development should only be
prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual
cumulative impacts of development are severe.’

It is also worth noting Paragraph 34 ‘Plans and decisions should ensure
developments that generate significant movement are located where
the need to travel will be minimised and the use of sustainable
transport modes can be maximised. However this needs to take
account of policies set out elsewhere in this Framework, particularly in
rural areas.’
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•

Setting minimum parking standards

KEEP: such a policy has been used on a number of other NDP’s in
Cornwall responding to the rural nature of Cornwall and in response
to existing on-street congestion issues thereby justifying new
development to not exacerbate these problems by providing adequate
on site provision in response to the size of the property – usually
based upon the number of bedrooms triggering a set on street parking
requirement. Care does need to be taken however to ensure onsite
provision does not compromise character, particularly in built up areas
and/ or on site amenity provision.

Paragraph 39 of the NPPF outlines:

‘39. If setting local parking standards for residential and nonresidential
development, Local Planning authorities should take into account:
● the accessibility of the development;
● the type, mix and use of development;
● the availability of and opportunities for public transport;
● local car ownership levels; and
● an overall need to reduce the use of high-emission vehicles.’
•

Safeguarding parking provision – loss only supported by
equivalent replacement

KEEP? – if relating to public car parks, it would seem reasonable that
these should be safeguarded due to existing parking problems in the
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village unless alternative provision is provided. Some evidence about
popularity will support this policy.

If relating to the loss of private spaces, ie for example if a scheme
comes forward on an existing bungalow to replace a garage/ parking
space with another structure that would reduce on site provision
some thought needs to be given as to the reasonableness of such a
policy. I would clearly make sense that new spaces with new
development should not be lost, the question is whether such a policy
could be carried forward to relate to all existing private spaces. Some
garages are conditioned to remain in garage use, but others will not –
would there be a reasoned argument to resist the latter?
•

Safeguarding boat/ trailer parking and access points to the
sea

KEEP – a specific policy along such grounds would accord with
paragraph 35 of the NPPF:
‘Plans should protect and exploit opportunities for the use of
sustainable
transport modes for the movement of goods or people. Therefore,
developments should be located and designed where practical to
● accommodate the efficient delivery of goods and supplies.’

•

New/Seasonal car parks

KEEP – subject to supporting evidence base about popularity/ parking
problems particularly in peak season a policy that support temporary
site/ or permanent could be supported in principle, noting wider
issues about landscape/ historic environment/ connectivity etc.
Such a policy should have a clear criteria.
See Policy 40 of the NPPF:
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Local authorities should seek to improve the quality of parking in town
centres so that it is convenient, safe and secure, including appropriate
provision for motorcycles. They should set appropriate parking charges
that do not undermine the vitality of town centres. Parking
enforcement should be proportionate.

Also note paragraph 35 final bullet point:
‘● consider the needs of people with disabilities by all modes of
transport’
•

Specific car park policies if required

See other comments in this section regarding new sites and
safeguarding existing.

•

Coach Parking also response to Q15

KEEP: Identifying a specific site, or criteria for identifying a site would
accord with paragraph 41 of the NPPF:
‘Local Planning authorities should identify and protect, where there is
robust evidence, sites and routes which could be critical in developing
infrastructure to widen transport choice’

•

Footpath network – inc. path to Trewetha

KEEP – identifying key point for connection and supporting in principle
a connection between such sites is supported by para 35 of the NPPF:
‘● give priority to pedestrian and cycle movements, and have access to
high quality public transport facilities’
Also Paragraph 75 of the NPPF states:
‘Planning policies should protect and enhance public rights of way and
access. Local authorities should seek opportunities to provide better
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facilities for users, for example by adding links to existing rights of way
networks including National Trails.’

9. Leisure/ recreation
•

Green space designations (para 76 of NPPF)

KEEP – identify site in line with paragraph 76 of the NPPF aslong as
they meet the criteria under Paragraph 77:
‘The Local Green Space designation will not be appropriate for most
green areas or open space. The designation should only be used:
● where the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the
community it serves;
● where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community
and
holds a particular local significance, for example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational value (including as a playing field),
tranquillity or richness of its wildlife; and
● where the green area concerned is local in character and is not an
extensive tract of land.’

Any policy wording should make clear in its text and direct the
decision maker to paragraph 78 of the NPPF as to the weighting and
decision making process for the designation:
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‘Local policy for managing development within a Local Green Space
should be consistent with policy for Green Belts.’

•

Local open spaces - suggested by Q10

REP? Any new provision can be encouraged in principle. Note there is
no open space criteria in Cornwall outside of the main towns see
https://www.Cornwall.gov.uk/environment-and-planning/parks-andopen-spaces/open-space-strategy-standards/
Note paragraph 73 of the NPPF:
‘Access to high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and
recreation can make an important contribution to the health and wellbeing of communities. Planning policies should be based on robust and
up-to-date assessments of the needs for open space, sports and
recreation facilities and opportunities for new provision. The
assessments should identify specific needs and quantitative or
qualitative deficits or surpluses of open space, sports and recreational
facilities in the local area. Information gained from the assessments
should be used to determine what open space, sports and recreational
provision is required.’
If safeguarding existing space note text above and also paragraph 74
of the NPPF:
‘Existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land,
including playing fields, should not be built on unless: ● an assessment
has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space,
buildings or land to be surplus to requirements; or ● the loss resulting
from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or
better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location;
or ● the development is for alternative sports and recreational
provision, the needs for which clearly outweigh the loss.’
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•

Support for development that enhances St Endellion Playing
Field Q5 - also draft policy 8– what does this mean – devt of
new rec facilities , part devt on site to enable new facilities
or support devt that provides off site contributions towards
for new facilities?

AMEND See comments on the above. It seems reasonable that a
specific policy can supporting in principle improvements to the park,
but not insist upon it. Perhaps this is more of an action that links to
future CIL monies – see comments later.

10. Community Assets
•

Development impacting upon community assets

REP: there are generic policies in both the NPPF and CLP that refer to
community assets. Other NDPs have developed policies that
specifically identify certain community assets which could be an
option, but care needs to be made that certain ones are not forgotten
– a policy should always make sure that it is flexible enough to capture
assets that are named also.

11. Flooding
•

Coastal Change Management SMP2 – In the long term some
30 listed buildings in and around Fore Street including the
harbour and slipways at Port Isaac are at risk from sea level
increases attributed to climate change. The SMP2
recommendation is to hold the line. This will require some
level of active intervention to ensure properties are not
affected. Will need to establish nature of intervention
required and what its impact on Conservation Area might be.
Also need to understand implications for Portquin and Port
Gaverne, including coast roads at both. Link with
Heritage/townscape policies

KEEP – this is possible, but the work needs to be done. Understand
Newquay NDP are doing one with Dave Watkins from the Council.

Note paragraphs 106-108 of the NPPF:

106. Local Planning authorities should reduce risk from coastal change
by avoiding inappropriate development in vulnerable areas or adding
to the impacts of physical changes to the coast. They should identify as
a Coastal Change Management Area any area likely to be affected by
physical changes to the coast, and:
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● be clear as to what development will be appropriate in such areas
and in what circumstances; and
● make provision for development and infrastructure that needs to be
relocated away from Coastal Change Management Areas.

107. When assessing applications, authorities should consider
development in a Coastal Change Management Area appropriate
where it is demonstrated that:
● it will be safe over its planned lifetime and will not have an
unacceptable impact on coastal change;
● the character of the coast including designations is not
compromised;
● the development provides wider sustainability benefits; and
● the development does not hinder the creation and maintenance of a
continuous signed and managed route around the coast.

108. Local Planning authorities should also ensure appropriate
development in a Coastal Change Management Area is not impacted
by coastal change by limiting the planned life-time of the proposed
development through temporary permission and restoration
conditions where necessary to reduce the risk to people and the
development.

12. Renewables
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•

Support for renewable energy proposals that don’t harm
AONB, Historic buildings or create a negative visual impact
Q7 – also draft policy 11

AMEND/ REP - See note on wind turbines below. Otherwise there is a
clear policy of encouragement within the NPPF – note Paragraph 95.
Can a NDP policy add any more to this – also be aware of para 96 of
the NPPF regarding viability:

’95. To support the move to a low carbon future, Local Planning
authorities should: ● plan for new development in locations and ways
which reduce greenhouse gas emissions; ● actively support energy
efficiency improvements to existing buildings; and ● when setting any
local requirement for a building’s sustainability, do so in a way
consistent with the Government’s zero carbon buildings policy and
adopt nationally described standards.’

‘96. In determining planning applications, Local Planning authorities
should expect new development to: ● comply with adopted Local Plan
policies on local requirements for decentralised energy supply unless it
can be demonstrated by the applicant, having regard to the type of
development involved and its design, that this is not feasible or viable’
•

Community renewables?

KEEP – A criteria based policy (non wind turbines) that obviously
acknowledged the designations covering the parish is supported
through the NPPF – see paragraph 97:
97. To help increase the use and supply of renewable and low carbon
energy, Local Planning authorities should recognise the responsibility
on all communities to contribute to energy generation from renewable
or low carbon sources. They should: ● have a positive strategy to
promote energy from renewable and low carbon sources; ● design
their policies to maximise renewable and low carbon energy
development while ensuring that adverse impacts are addressed
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satisfactorily, including cumulative landscape and visual impacts; ●
consider identifying suitable areas for renewable and low carbon
energy sources, and supporting infrastructure, where this would help
secure the development of such sources; ● support community-led
initiatives for renewable and low carbon energy, including
developments outside such areas being taken forward through
neighbourhood planning; and ● identify opportunities where
development can draw its energy supply from decentralised,
renewable or low carbon energy supply systems and for co-locating
potential heat customers and suppliers. ’
•

Wind turbine policy (as per June 2015 changes – which
require turbine proposals to be allocated within Local or
Neighbourhood Development Plans)

REP – I believe the intention was to resist wind turbines, as position
stands (June 2015 statement from government https://www.gov.uk/government/news/giving-local-people-the-finalsay-over-onshore-wind-farms)
Such proposals are only supported if included in a NDP or a Local Plan.
As the CLP makes no allocations in wind turbines they are therefore
not supported unless an NDP wishes to allocate. Therefore advice is to
not include a policy.

13. CIL/Project list policy – identifying a project list to direct CIL
monies too

KEEP – such a policy has been used by others NDPs – refers to a rolling
project list kept by the Parish to direct CIL funding too – noting 25 %
provision to the parish due to the NDP status..
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APPENDIX J – Pre-Submission Draft St Endellion
Neighbourhood Development Plan
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J.1– SEA Screening Opinion
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Mrs Gillian Thompson
Parish Clerk St Endellion
stendellionpc@gmail.com
by email

Dear Mrs Thompson
7 March 2019

St Endellion Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan – SEA and HRA
Screening

As requested I have screened the St Endellion Parish Neighbourhood Development
Plan (NDP) to see whether the plan requires Strategic Environmental Assessment
(SEA) or Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA.)

As required by the SEA regulations I produced a screening opinion report for the
NDP and consulted the statutory bodies: Natural England, Historic England and the
Environment Agency. I also asked Natural England to confirm whether or not HRA
was required under the HRA directive. Natural England raised some queries about
areas of land within the development boundaries at Port Gaverne and Port Isaac but
following minor amendments to those development boundaries are now satisfied.

Based on the scale and location of development proposed in the draft plan,
Cornwall Council is of the opinion that the St Endellion Parish NDP, is unlikely to
have significant effects on the environment and that SEA and HRA are therefore not
required.

If significant changes or additions are made to your plan I would advise you to have
it rescreened.
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Yours sincerely,

Sarah Furley
Group Leader
Neighbourhood Plans
Tel: 01872 224294
Email: sarah.furley@cornwall.gov.uk
Cc: James Evans <james@evansplanning.co.uk>
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J.2 – Community and Engagement Strategy for pre-submission draft
1. Objectives
a) The overall objective of the Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) is to allow
people in the communities of Port Issac, Trelights, Port Gaverne and the wider
Parish to give direction to future development.
b) The NDP should be a popular and inclusive process so that people do not fall
through the net in a democratic process that will shape the future of decision
making on developments within the Parish.
c) To build on earlier surveys and consultation on the community’s priorities and
issues with the aim of achieving full community consultation and engagement on
the NDP.
e) Build a groundswell of support for the NDP as it progresses to the community
referendum and subsequent adoption.

2. Principles
•
•
•
•
•
•

We need to go out to people, not expect them to come to central meetings;
Where practical present the NDP in bite-size chunks;
Use local people to help spread the message as face to face conversation is
the most effective method of communication;
Use on-line methods where possible to capture and accurately record
opinions, comments and save on resources;
Use social media but use sensitively when reaching out to young people;
As members of NDP working group, our own individual actions in informing
people about the NDP can be a useful check on the overall inclusivity of the
NDP.

3. Message
LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE!
Help Shape St Endellion’s Future With a Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP)
What is a Neighbourhood Plan (NDP)?
It sets out the vision for the area and sets planning policies for the use and
development of land. This allows us to shape our area, deciding where we want to
see development happen and what it might look like. It is not just about housing
and business, we can shape land use for other things like renewables and recreational
facilities.
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The NDP can include policies (and site allocations if wanted) on a range of land-use
issues – these have to conform to Cornwall policies but can add the specific local
detail.
4. Audience
Our objectives include all members of the St Endellion Parish community. There
have been those who have already actively engaged with our past consultations
and whose responses have helped inform and shape the NDP as it now stands.
However, this next stage represents the last chance for people to shape the plan
before it goes to examination and subsequently referendum so we will look to
spread the message wide in an effort to ensure that no one ‘falls through the net’.
As a consequence we will pay particular attention to reaching:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All social groups
All ethnic groups
All age groups
Disabled people
Home owners and rental tenants
Business owners

5. Methods (and how we will achieve them)
a) Consultation Events
At central locations in Port Isaac, Trelights, St Endellion
b) Leaflets
Door-to-Door including details on where to see the plan, NDP web-site, NDP
facebook page and how to access the on-line consultation response system.
c) Reference points
Hard copies of NDP and supporting documents available to view at:
PISCES exhibition St Peter’s Church, Port Isaac

d) Information points
Regular distribution of leaflets and posters advertising consultation event at key
locations:
Port Isaac CO-OP; Church and Parish Council Notice Boards; Port Isaac Community
Primary School; Trevathan Farm Shop
e) Website
Copies of NDP and supporting documents available for download
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Events Calendar
Link to online consultation response system
Information About Neighbourhood Planning and links to relevant CC Planning pages

f) Facebook - Regularly updated by ….

g) Radio
Seek radio announcements of main consultation events BBC Radio Cornwall, Pirate
FM, Heart

h) TRIO
Articles before, during and after consultation
Coverage on themes in NDP, where to see documents, how to respond.
Advertising main consultation events
Next steps and referendum

6. Resources
Comprehensive list of community organisations and contact details.
Support from consultants engaged to prepare pre-submission draft of NDP and
supporting documents
Consultation team, with the remit to ensure as many people are reached by the NP
activities as possible, coordinate communication and events.
Consultation Event Team, who will establish dates, venues and contents of
consultation events, and facilitate their delivery.
Links with the local press and radio, i.e. TRIO…..
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J.3 – Copy of Consultation Leaflet from Pre-submission consultation stage
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J.4 – List of statutory organisations consulted during Pre-submission consultation stage
Pre-submission consultation (Regulation 14) Formal Consultee Responses
The table sets out the statutory organisations that were be consulted during the Pre-Submission consultation stage
of the Neighbourhood Plan process.
Statutory Organisation

Comment Received

Action Taken

Natural England

3 July 2019

Settlement boundaries reduced

Cornwall AONB

None received

N/A

Devon and Cornwall Police

20 June 2019

No changes required

Environment Agency

None received

N/A

Home and Communities Agency

None received

N/A

Historic England

None received

N/A

Network Rail

None received

N/A

Highways Agency

None received

N/A

Marine Management Organisation

None received

N/A

Three (Mobile)

None received

N/A

O2 and Vodafone (Mobile)

None received

N/A

EE Mobile

None received

N/A

OFCOM

None received

N/A

Royal Cornwall Hospital Trust

None received

N/A

Peninsula Community Health

None received

N/A
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Kernow Clinical Commissioning
Group

None received

N/A

Healthwatch Cornwall

None received

N/A

National Grid

22 June 2019

No changes required

Western Power Distribution

None received

N/A

EDF Energy

None received

N/A

Wales and West Utilities

None received

N/A

British Gas

None received

N/A

South West Water

25 May 2019

No changes required

St Teath Parish Council

None received

N/A

St Kew Parish Council

23 June 2019

No changes required

St Minver Highlands Parish Council

24 June 2019

No changes required

St Minver Lowlands Parish Council

None received

N/A
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J.5 - List of community organisations consulted during Pre-submission consultation stage
The table below sets out the Community Organisations consulted during the Pre-Submission consultation and the
action taken.
Community Organisation

Comment Received

Action Taken

Port Isaac Carnival Group

None received

N/A

Port Isaac Fishermen Ltd.

None received

N/A

Port Isaac Harbour Commissioners

None received

N/A

Port Isaac Practice

None received

N/A

Port Isaac RNLI

None received

N/A

Port Isaac Rowing Club

None received

N/A

Port Isaac Community Primary
School

None received

N/A

Port Isaac Stay and Play Group

None received

N/A

Port Isaac Village Hall

None received

N/A

Golden Circle

None received

N/A

30 May 2019

No changes required

Climate Friendly Parish Project

None received

N/A

PISCES Port Isaac Heritage

None received

N/A

Endelienta St Endellion Music
Festival
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J.6 - List of Individual comments received during Pre-submission consultation stage and the
actions taken
The table below will set out the individual comments receive from members of the community during the PreSubmission consultation and the action taken.

Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

1

None

2

None

3

1

General

I think that the development plan has been
well thought through and clearly addresses the
future needs of the parish

Comments noted

No change
required

4

1

General

Having reviewed the plan South West Water
has no specific comment other than to confirm
that should you wish to promote additional
housing within the Parish we do not anticipate
any difficulty in supporting such.

Comments noted

No change
required

5

1

General

1. There are 3 properties that we know of that
have been built or are currently under
construction that were not included on the
plans of the village.
2. We feel that the quantity of a maximum of
10 new houses in any requested development
is excessive, bearing in mind that this would
equate to approximately an increase of 8% of
the current village.

Plans have been updated to
include sites with planning
permission

No change

The 10 dwellings figures of an
‘upto’ figure and relates
specifically to rural exception site
only.
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

6

7

General

Comment

Response

3. We are concerned about the future safety of
the part built house on the land west of Chapel
Villa. Is there anything that can be done to
secure or complete this property?
4. We had a problem with water pressure in
2018 and believe that any future extra
demands on the water system could further
exacerbate this problem.
We would like to thank all those involved for
their time in displaying the information and for
answering questions.

The safety of a part built house is
not a planning matter, and is
therefore not a issue that the
NDP can address. This should be
discussed with Building
Regulations officers at Cornwall
Council.

Firstly a huge thanks for the huge amount of
work that must have gone into getting this
draft proposal to this point.
This is the only opportunity that will exist for a
number of years to have at least some level of
impact into the development of our area. I
would therefore suggest that as it will be
hopefully used as a reference document, it
needs to be as clear, comprehensive and
detailed as possible, dealing not only with
things that are desired, but also with things
that can assist it in achieving the goals and
ambitions set out. As a general comment, the
later I think is not sufficiently comprehensive.
With regard to “Where development
opportunities allow, creating new walking

Points noted.

Action

Matters of water pressure is
again an issue that is outside of
the role of the planning system,
and should be discussed directly
with South West Water
No change

The role of conditions in
accordance with the National
Planning Practice Guidance has to
relate directly to the effects of
the development itself and by
reasonable in all other aspects. A
condition requires footpath
provision on all developments
would fail these tests, it would
therefore be a matter to judge on
a case by case basis. The policy
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Comment

Response

routes to connect with the existing route
network to enhance accessibility and green
infrastructure within the parish and to
surrounding areas” is it not sensible to have a
planning condition that any future
development plan approvals are required to
have as a condition the provision of land to
facilitate? The opportunity with regard to the
new garage and progressing a safe path link
between Trewetha and Port Isaac was a missed
opportunity.
General Points: Although outside of the area
covered by this plan education is vital for the
future of the young people in this area. The
retention of the sixth form at Wadebridge
School is critical for families to be encouraged
to move into and stay in this area. Provision
should also be encouraged for proper
apprenticeship training.
Tourism is currently vital for the area and
although this is acknowledged there is no
mention of:
• Toilet facilities – the ridiculous charge needs
to be scrapped, how much does it cost to
collect, it is discriminatory and causes other
negative issues.
• Parking – there is no mention of provision of
additional parking facilities to meet demand. In
addition there is no mention to support local

nonetheless encourages
provision.

Action

Point on education noted.

359
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Comment

Response

Action

Noted, a policy has been added
with regard to existing tourism
stock.

Policy added
on existing
tourism stock.

residents, who particularly in Port Isaac have
real parking issues, being protected by local
resident only parking schemes.
• The opportunity to impose a voluntary
tourist tax and use the money to only be spent
on local discount housing schemes, perhaps
initially covering deposits for locals buying first
houses and training could be included,
together with support to lobby government for
the power to impose a tourist tax.
General Continued

In my opinion the Headland Hotel is a disgrace,
impacts our tourism and should be subject to a
compulsory purchase order if the existing
owners do not maintain the property or submit
an acceptable planning application. The policy
is silent on what should happen in such
circumstances, which could be reviewed for
inclusion.
Constraints on NDP Enforcement: Accepting
the constraints detailed in the plan and the
overall Eric Pickles “Presumption in favour of
development” and the fact that Cornwall
Council overrides Parish Council planning
recommendations on whim, is there any way
to help strengthen the effectiveness of this
plan? For example:
• Can some examples of what is deemed to be
a material consideration be obtained and/or

The other matters are procedural
issues, whilst examples of
material consideration could be
provided, we do not consider this
is appropriate, as what is material
can vary on a case by case basis,
in theory anything could be a
material planning consideration.

Parish engagement is procedural
matter that is outside of the role
of the ndp.
360
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Comment

Response

Action

included in this document?
• Can the plan include a requirement that
Cornwall Council has to specify why the Parish
Council has been overruled on a planning
permission within its decision statement?
11

It is worthwhile noting that to ensure the
various benefits detailed in the plan of these
footpaths that strong enforcement action will
be needed around dog mess and dogs that are
not under the direct control/supervision of
their owners? This also applies to support
tourism.

These are matters that are
outside of the role of the
planning system with regard to
managing new development.
Therefore the NDP can not
address these.

No change

1

I think that paragraph “a” is slightly ambiguous
due to the comma usage which is not used in
the subsequent paragraphs b and c and could
lead to the interpretation that infill is not
necessarily within the defined settlement
boundary. Particularly concerned regarding the
green area below Silvershell View which would
seriously damage the old village vista. I hope
that as assured that this is not the case, but
please check, comma’s in legal documents are
inherently dangerous.

Reworded policy 1.

Rewording to
policy 1

Noted point on Silvershell View,
the policy as it stands support the
views of the author of this
comment.

361
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Policy
Comments
3

Comment

Response

Action

The NDP is silent on how a Principal Residence
condition will be enforced on subsequent
owners of these properties. To make this Policy
effective this plan should explicitly state that
Planning Permissions should only be granted if
such a 'restrictive covenant' is incorporated
into the properties deeds.

The enforcement of the policies
in the ndp is a matter for cornwall
council, however the ndp policy
on this matter would result in the
imposition of a planning
condition. Deeds are private
documents that are outside of
the planning system.

No change

It is also silent on what is defined as “local” and
both key points and other sections of the
document outline support for locals to have
access to affordable housing. This should in my
opinion be incorporated into this section and a
definition of local needs to be added as
currently someone away from the area for 50
years could meet the existing policy conditions,
is that really the intent?
South Oxfordshire District Council Section has
made some house sales subject to a 'restrictive
covenant' that places certain conditions on any
future sale. A Section 157 restriction is now
insisting that buyers of homes covered by the
restriction be 'local', meaning that they must
have lived or worked in the designated
catchment area for the previous three years.
St. Ives have successfully put in place a similar
scheme.

Local needs is defined in the
cornwall local plan and the
associated affordable housing
SPD. The NDP is read alongside
the Cornwall Local Plan and
advice from Cornwall Council is to
avoid repetition.

Please note comments above, the
requirements for local housing
and affordable housing are
defined by Cornwall Council in
the Local Plan for which the NDP
is legally required to conform
with.

362
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Policy
Comments
4

Comment

Response

The opportunity to baseline of an appropriate
percentage mix between one, two and three
bedroom units has been missed. I think that
this should be included to help drive the
desired results.
Likewise there is no mention of market led
development having to also provide a
percentage of affordable properties to obtain
Planning Permission in this area, which I think
should be included even if other policies do
include such, especially as it might be at too
low a level or as they might be changed in the
future.
Strangely, unlike most countries, we have no
national minimum size for rooms, such as a
double bedroom needs to be a minimum of x
by y metres and a minimum total of z square
metres. To make homes for local families, they
need to be of a size that is greater than a
holiday let or second home, so the inclusion of
this will force developers to build properties
that are attractive to local buyers.

We can not control a percentage
mix on units sizes as a
consequence of the housing mix
policies in the cornwall local plan
which only allow for a
requirement for an absolute mix
above 10 units. As we have to
conform with the local plan, we
have drafted our policies
encouraging an appropriate mix
response to need, without
specifying what the mix should
be.

Action

Similarly, the delivery of
affordable housing from marketled developments is dictated in
the cornwall local plan, to avoid
repetition or a conflict we have
not included a percentage policy
in the ndp.
On internal space we have
including in our design policy for
development to demonstrate
how it delivers lifetime homes.
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Action

5D

I declare a personal interest in this point.
There is not and I think there should be a clear
definition of where the commercial boundaries
are within each of the villages. People who
may be considering becoming permanent
residents in an area will not want where they
are living to be impacted by commercial
development, impacting their civic amenity. It
should be made explicitly clear in this area that
the boundary is the Old School Hotel on one
side of Fore Street and the start of Canadian
Terrace on the other side, excepting that
existing premises outside of this area will
remain, but any future development restricted.
This should be considered for all other areas.
In paragraph c, retention is a very general and
all-encompassing term, and restricting this to
protect civic amenity to existing premises
particularly around size, opening hours and
similar usage would seem to be appropriate.

Points are noted, whilst we can
not be as prescriptive as
suggested, we consider that the
points raised would be
appropriately considered against
this policy and other policies in
the NDP, the Cornwall Local Plan
and the NPPF, which will be read
as a whole. Each development is
judged on its own merits, against
design, landscape, heritage, and
other policies.

No change

8

There is no restriction on these new businesses
to protect civic amenity in terms of noise,
disturbance and smells which I think should be
included as a caveat.
In the key points section there was reference
to “Local jobs – there was support for more
jobs, particularly full time”. Preference should
be included in this plan for existing businesses
planning permissions that increase such and/or

Noted, the points about noise,
civic amenity etc are already
addressed through policies in the
cornwall local plan and nppf and
are not including in the ndp to
avoid repetition.

No change

Agree with encouragement for
apprenticeships, however the
364
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7

6

General

4

Comment

Response

apprenticeships for all planning, business use
change etc. Quality of employment is a key
factor to retain the young people in our area.

nature of the roles that would be
delivered goes beyond what the
planning system can manage, ie
its about land use and
development.

We think it's an excellent Plan.
3 points:
1. p 17 last para last line - spelling mistake;
'show' should be 'shown'.
2. Fig 25 is not very clear.
3. I can't see anywhere under Policies to refer
to Speed Limits; I believe that there is a
pressing need to change the limit from 30 mph
to 20 mph as many villages, towns and inner
cities are proposing to do. The 30 mph limit, in
any case, should be extended, by any means
possible, to Trewetha village.

Points 1 and 2 noted and changes
made.

Outside dwelling appearance: Planners seem
to worry about the appearance of the front of
a house, and not too much about the rear. In
Port Isaac, however, especially in Silvershell,
Trewetha Lane and Rose Hill, it's the rear of the
house that has the most visibility looking uphill
from the Harbour area. This lack of awareness
has produced some "unexpected
consequences" in both new builds and
refurbishments.

The planning system acts in the
public interest, so in some cases,
development on rear elevations
that are hidden, may be more
permissible. Nonetheless, we
have gone to detail to define
what local distinctiveness is, and
key vantage points of value/
character significance, seeking to
provide a detailed evidence base
for decision makers to take

Action

Changes made
to p17 and fig
25.

Point 3 is a matter beyond the
role of the planning system, and
is addressed through separate
legislation. It is therefore not
covered in the NDP.

No change

365
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Action

appropriate consideration of our
area.
5B

I don't know whether specific comments are
relevant, but we have one about 'Lanroc
House'; we know the owner has run a coach
and horses through the Listed Building
Regulations when refurbishing this old house,
and that is past history. However, is there any
way of "persuading" the owner to do
something about the donkeyboard support at
the end of this property and to tidy up the little
green patch there - it really is such an eyesore
for visitors walking down to our picturesque
harbour.

The NDP’s role is to manage
future development that requires
planning permission, therefore
whilst improving areas of the
parish is supported, the ndp itself
can not force development.

No change

5Q

Although the defunct Headland Hotel is slightly
outside the Port Gaverne character area, surely
the time is long since past for planning to go
through and the owner to be "persuaded" to
proceed with its development before the
entire building collapses to look like a bomb
site for our visitors to gaze upon as they enter
our lovely village.

Noted, this has been raised a few
times and a new policy about
protecting existing tourism stock
has been included.

New tourism
stock policy

11

Footpath to Trewetha from the Main Car Park:
we believe that there will be a serious safety
issue this summer with cars being parked on
the verge on the blind left hand bend after the
car park, and with people trying to walk in the

Point is noted, however the role
of the ndp is to manage future
development and this is a matter
that the ndp can not address.

No change
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Action

road to Trewetha where the verge peters out.
This threat to safety surely trumps the owner
of the field's intransigence over his going back
on the undertaking to build a path, that was
clearly made when the Council passed his plan,
(we were there at that meeting and heard the
issue being discussed).

8

1

6 & 15

We're surprised that no mention is made in the
Plan about the erection in our AONB of single
wind turbines for private use. In our opinion
from what we see around the County, many of
these are in inappropriate locations, are an
eyesore in our beautiful landscape, and serve
only to profit their owners. I'm sure this issue
should merit a place in the Plan.

The NDP has policies on
landscape and refers to the AONB
Management Plan. The NDP does
not specifically refer to
developments, but seeks to
manage the effects of future
development.

No change

General

In view of the lack of facilities in the Trelights
Settlement and the unlit single lane road which
serves the village there should be no
development at all under the Rural Exception
Sites policy.

The Cornwall Local Plan allows
for development at Trelights as
can be seen from the number of
recent approvals here, and the
NDP is required to conform with
the Cornwall Local Plan, it
therefore would not preclude
development at Trelights. The
NDP however seeks to limit the
scale of development at Trelights.

No change
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Action

9

1

General

I wish to make a correction to the general
descriptions at the start of the plan.
Paragraph 2.6 describes the Parish Church at
St. Endellion but It should say also that at least
two services are held there every week. There
is also an Easter and a Summer Music Festival
held every year. The Church also hosts the year
round arts and spirituality programme of
Endelienta.

Noted, the NDP has been
amended.

Change to
paragraph 2.6

10

1

General

No more development in Trelights please. The
infrastructure (roads in etc.) cannot support it.
Cars already travel too quickly past our house
(Calenick). Adding more housing will
exacerbate that.

The Cornwall Local Plan allows for
development at Trelights as can
be seen from the number of
recent approvals here, and the
NDP is required to conform with
the Cornwall Local Plan, it
therefore would not preclude
development at Trelights. The
NDP however seeks to limit the
scale of development at Trelights.

No change

11

7

General

The basis for the plan is sound and well
supported by the detail within the supporting
documents. Overall the picture of the parish
drawn in the plan corresponds to the
experience of living here

Comments noted

No change
required

1

The settlement boundary for Port Isaac as
drawn provides very little opportunity for
completely new developments other than on

The settlement boundary id
drawn following the definitions
for infill, rounding off and

No change
required
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3

Comment

Response

brownfield sites. There may be opportunity for
a little greenfield development on the SE
boundary between the existing Hilson Close
area and The Gwelva, although this would
entail considerable improvement to pedestrian
and vehicle access, additionally it would impact
on the separation boundary between Trewetha
and Port Isaac

previously developed land within
or directly adjoining the
settlement as contained in the
Cornwall Local Plan. Greenfield
site beyond the edge of the
settlement would not align with
these definitions and would
therefore conflict with the
Cornwall Local Plan, which would
result in the NDP failing one of
the legislative basic conditions.

Broadly in agreement with the principal
residency agreement as it should help to
control the expansion of holiday letting
properties. Over development of such will
cause distortion of the commercial
environment and create further shortages of
properties for local people to occupy. An
unwanted side effect of applying this residency
qualification to both replacement and new
builds is that expansion of holiday lets and
second homes will be driven toward exiting
property refurbishment and may create a
barrier through increased prices, to local
people wishing to refurbish such properties for
their permanent occupation as an affordable
way to stay living within the parish

The policy does not preclude
extensions or modifications to
the existing properties, it relates
only to the replacement of
existing or the construction of
new.

Action

No change
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Action

4

The lifetimes home requirement could be quite
difficult to apply to replacement properties and
could discourage potential self builders. The
ability to comply can be compromised by the
nature of the site and the ground - for example
many of the older properties in the parish are
on significantly sloping sites and with
challenging ground conditions. The policy
conditions to stay within existing property
footprint and to take reference to ridge heights
of adjoining properties could preclude some of
the access conditions for example.

Point is noted, the policy does
allow for support of lifetime
home standards, and therefore if
there is strong reason why this
may not be possible, there is the
opportunity for the applicant to
demonstrate why this is the case.

No change

5

Design principles are specifically referenced to
new development - not to replacement
properties. I think there should be a policy on
demolition and rebuild which would lay down
some principles around what grounds for
approving demolition and rebuild, then linking
to a requirement to improve sense of place
with the new build over the demolished
building, This should take into account cases
where economic refurbishment of an existing
property was economically nonviable.

The design principles apply to
new development that requires
planning permission and would
therefore relate to replacement
developments.

No change

I believe that this area containing as it does the
North Cornwall coast path needs special
attention and any building allowed needs to
demonstrate is sympathy both for the
landscape and the environment. We need to

We agree, we have included a
number of policies on the quality
of design, safeguarding the
landscape/ heritage assets etc.

5E

There is a policy (no2) on
replacement dwellings.

No change
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Action

protect against inappropriate and
unsympathetic developments such as the
extensions to The Old Vicarage, which
dominate the landscape and are out of scale
with everything else in the area.

12

2

5Q

The settlement in Port Gaverne is currently
dominated by the now derelict Headlands
Hotel. I believe the Character Area should be
extended to include the land occupied by the
existing building and the curtilage. The
property and site should continue to be
designated for commercial hotel and
restaurant use. Any change of use application,
especially for private residence use should be
vigorously opposed. Any development of
housing or apartments on the site would result
in a large holiday letting operation which
would destroy the current character of the
Port Gaverne settlement. This area and area
5E do forma very key geographic asset within
St Endellion parish and should be vigorously
defended against over commercialized
development in the future.

Noted, again this has been raised
a number of times, a new policy
is proposed regarding existing
tourism stock.

New policy on
tourism stock
proposed.

General

The information was well presented and in
light of the limitations within Trelights, the
proposed plan seems sensible

Comments noted

No change
required
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13

None

14

2

Comment

Response

Action

Planning

Any planning policy needs to consider the
limitations of the village in terms of facilities,
access and status as an AONB.

General

retention of the status quo is important. All
future plans should only be considered an
improvement, not a step back. We must not
allow anything totally outside the character of
the village, like Under Town, to ever happen
again.

Points noted

No change
required

Planning

I hope the good intentions of this plan are able
to be protected and not overturned at appeal,
by determined developers and land owners.
Please accept my thanks and appreciation for
all the work and efforts that have obviously
gone into creating this policy/document. Well
done!

Comments noted

No change
required

15

1

9

As a charity based at St Endellion to promote
the arts and spirituality, Endelienta welcomes
this policy.

Comments noted

No change
required

16

1

7

Farming succession can only succeed with a
good plan. Policies are required to support land
based succession and facilitate the handing
over of farms through families, which is not
only challenging but incredibly important. This
may require additional accommodation near

Comments noted, we have
reviewed other ndp’s and have
drafted a new succession farming
policy based on a recent
examined ndp policy at st

New
succession
housing policy
for farm
workers
included
372
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17

1

18

None

19

None

General

Comment

Response

farm bases to aid the smooth transition from
one generation to the next. It is now not
uncommon for multiple generations to be
living on a single farm and as such we feel it
would be beneficial to include planning policy
to recognise succession planning.

Stephen by Launceston, this is
now included in our ndp.

Like many residents I consider that a well
drafted neighbour plan is vital for the
sustainable development of both the village of
Port Isaac and the wider St Endellion parish.
Sensible provision is required to ensure that
permitted development meets the needs of
the local community and this sensitive area is
preserved as a viable living space for future
generations. The provision of sensible
affordable housing developments is a major
issue throughout North Cornwall and this plan
would be a critical step in enabling coherent
developments that meet local need.
It is also vital that key community assets are
preserved and that community services such as
Post Offices etc are enabled space to develop
and survive.

Comments noted

Action

No change
required
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20

1 Limits number of potential purchasers
because it discriminates against current
owners if a total rebuild is necessary for the
property to become of an acceptable standard.
2 Recent re/new builds could not be matched
which would lead to a mish-mash of styles.
There are already such a variety of styles
within the different sectors of the village, that
a blanket policy would be totally inappropriate.
Each case should be considered individually as
currently. Policy 3 would be a case of "Shutting
the stable door after the horse has bolted".
Some very unsuitable decisions have already
been made by planners and decision makers.
3 What is to stop someone doing a rebuild,
living in it for a while - or stating that they will then selling it on to ANYONE? How would that
be monitored? Discrimination again.
4 At our stage in life having lived here for
almost 40 years, to impose a Principal
Residency Requirement would surely de-value
our house. Therefore the possibility of making
a move, should it be required, to an elderly
persons residence could cause us potential
financial harm. This could apply to many of our
generation who have faithfully served and
contributed to this community.

The objectives of the policy are
to seek to retain market dwellings
for full-time residents of the
parish, due to the effects second
homes are having on the housing
market and the viability of
services and facilities in the
parish.

No change

2

General

Our detailed character
statements and design policies
identify approaches to good
design and how these differ in
areas of the parish, good design is
encouraged through the cornwall
local plan and national policy.
The policy will lead to conditions
on the decision notice which can
be enforced by cornwall council,
the policy is reflective of a similar
policies on a number of other
ndp’s across cornwall.
The policy does not apply to
existing houses, only to new
development.
We disagree that finished and
colour are not difficult to enforce.
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21

6

Comment

Response

Action

5

Finishes and colour are very difficult to
enforce.

General

I think the document is clearly set out and
shows engagement with the local community.
It reads well and is written with attention to
detail, providing an important vision for the
protection and enhancement of our cherished
community.

Comments noted

No change
required

1

It is of interest to see that there is a Local Plan
target of zero houses for St Endellion Parish
with respect to Central Goverment housing
targets. However in Trelights allowance is given
for the development of two houses as infill or
the rounding off of existing boundaries. There
is also a need for affordable housing and as the
Plan discusses this could be provided by using
Rural Exemption criteria. Allowance has been
made for the development of up to ten houses
adjacent to Trelights. This is a significant
number given that Trelights has no local
sevices and in particular no local schools,
health care, shops or play areas. Perhaps a
lower target would be more appropriate for a
small village like Trelights.
Houses within Trelights which have been
uninhabited for years should be purchased by
the Council. There is a substantial new build
house next door to Chalk House at the corner

The housing target is a minimum
and not a maximum, the NPPF
and the Cornwall Local Plan
require us to plan for growth in
an appropriate manner, having
regard to constrains such as the
AONB.

New policy
covering the
existing
tourism stock

The Cornwall Local Plan allows for
development at Trelights as can
be seen from the number of
recent approvals here, and the
NDP is required to conform with
the Cornwall Local Plan, it
therefore would not preclude
development at Trelights. The
NDP however seeks to limit the
scale of development at Trelights.
Un occupied dwellings can not be
addressed through the ndp, this
375
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Action

of Marshalls Way and Bunts Mews. The house
is opposite Beulah. I understand that the new
build has been unoccupied for several years.
This is a house that would provide excellent
affordable housing for a family.
The Headland Hotel to the north of Port
Gaverne is derelict and needs to be developed
as a local business. It is ripe for development as
a hotel and restaurant again. I do hope the
Council can intervene here.

is a matter for the empty houses
team in cornwall council.

3

I endorse the need for a Principal Residency
Requirement. I also think that owners of
holiday homes should pay the full Council Tax
and not be exempt when holiday homes are
rented out as a business.

Noted, however the ndp will not
address matters covered by
separate legislation, such as
council tax.

No change

9

I very much support the development of
Endelienta, the organisation supporting the
arts and spirituality in North Cornwall. Centred
on St Endellion Church, Endelienta does an
excellent job and caters for all age groups.

Comments noted

No change
required

10

The village green in Trelights should be
preserved as a Local Green Space.

Comments noted, the village
green is proposed as a lgs

LGS policy
updated

11

Footpaths are important and should be
maintained appropriately. The footpath
signage around Trelights is poor and should be
improved. There is a foot path coming off the
road from St Endellion Church to Long Cross

Whilst noted, the ndp can only
deal with new development, and
a requirement to maintain or
upgrade an existing footpath
from new development would

No change

Point noted on headlands hotel, a
tourisms tock policy has now
been drafted.
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22

1

23

0

24

1

25

None

26

None

27

2

Comment

Response

Action

Hotel. The path is across the road, opposite
Pennant Farm. It appears on the OS map but
has no signage and is not maintained. It is a
useful and pleasant path taking walkers off the
road.

have to be related directly to the
effects of the development itself.
Nonetheless, policies in the ndp
do encourage to provision and
improvements of public
footpaths.

Planning

There is no mention of St Endellion Church, a
listed building in daily use

It is mentioned in the description
of the parish.

No change

Planning

There is no provision for additional agricultural
dwelling within the curtilage of the farm for
family members and employed staff to ensure
the viability of the farm business and the
welfare of livestock.

Noted, a succession policy for
farm workers is now proposed.

New
succession
policy for farm
workers now in
the NDP

7.6

The housing target is zero. This appears to run
contrary to the views of residents who have
stressed the need for more housing.
In a questionnaire in April 2013, housing was
ranked as the most important issue by
residents in the parish.
To quote from a further consultation event in
spring 2013, ‘there was strong support
amongst most commentators for more
affordable housing as it was seen to help retain

The zero target is from cornwall
council land is a minimum figure
as a consequence of the AONB
national designation. The ndp
does not preclude development
that aligns with the wider policies
in the plan, which reflects those
in the Cornwall Local Plan and the
NPPF. The AONB is safeguarded
in the national interest by statue,

No change
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young people within the area.’
A survey in January 2015 asked 141 residents
what their absolute biggest priority was. The
top response was: housing.
Rural exception sites exist but as I understand
it, these won't be prioritised if the housing
target is seen to be zero.
I cannot help but feel this NDP is anti- all
development. In the Cornwall we live in,
houses for locals mean new builds.

for which the NDP is legally
required to align with. A zero
target does not preclude
prioritising rural exception sites.
For note, all parishes in cornwall
with the main settlements in the
AONB have a zero target.

The development boundaries drawn around
Port Isaac, Port Gaverne and Trelights allow no
organic or garden development. The line has
even been drawn such that around Port Isaac it
excludes some gardens, and in Trelights it
excludes large parts of the village. For villages
to grow sustainably, we need small scale
development on the periphery of towns. I
cannot see the logic of drawing the boundary
so tightly that it excludes some, but not all,
gardens in Port Isaac. It should be widened to
allow some small scale building.

The boundaries have been drawn
in accordance with paragraphs
1.65 to 1.68 of the Cornwall Local
Plan for which we are legally
required to conform with. Natural
England have raised concerns
about early versions of our
settlement boundaries, which
included garden areas on the
edge of our settlements, on the
basis that this would have
significant effects on the
environment. As a consequence
our boundaries have been drawn
to align with the Cornwall Local
Plan and comments from Natural
England.

Action

No change
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Comment

Response

Action

Small scale building is not
precluded.

28

6

General

There is lack of policy reference The Headlands
site. The site must be identified by policy to
'save' it from all but hotel development, to
include facilities which add value to a business,
both in terms of employment and public
access.
Figs 1, 4 indistinct

Noted, a new policy is proposed
regarding safeguarding existing
tourism stock.

New policy on
tourism stock
proposed.

1

It is a disappointment that the evident housing
need in our parish is not addressed in our NDP
by allocated sites, despite housing provision
being the most commented issue is our public
consultation. It is shortsighted to think that we
do not require more housing for local working
people, which would strengthen the
community. It is to be hoped the Parish Council
will work with Cornwall Council to bring
forward some exception sites to fulfil housing
need.

The zero target is from cornwall
council land is a minimum figure
as a consequence of the AONB
national designation. The ndp
does not preclude development
that aligns with the wider policies
in the plan, which reflects those
in the Cornwall Local Plan and the
NPPF.

No change

2b

I am in strong support of policy 2b. we have
some permitted development with the
Conservation Area which is wholly out of scale,
and increasing pressure likewise is any other

Noted

No change
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Comment
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Action

area of the village with an all important sea
view.
3

I am in strong support Principle Residency
Noted
Requirement as applied by this policy to
replacement dwellings in addition to new
build. It is the purchase to replace which has
driven up house prices beyond local reach.
Should a purchaser wish to retain second home
usage this is possible, so do not believe it
would limit the value of property as it is
possibly to restore and extend within the
limitations of the Character Area policies. The
policy is supported by extensive public
consultation.

No change

5b

The SB excludes a permitted development,
PA16/06555 ,currently under construction. The
map version is also incorrect in showing 'allot
gardens'. The gardens are in private ownership
as no longer allotments., I am suprised OS
maps isn't updated!

Noted, the SB amended to
include this.

Updated SB to
show
permitted
scheme

5a,b,d,e,f,g

Fail to include any specific reference to car
parking, in terms of loss of boundary areas. I do
not think the policy is fit for purpose in this
instance, but will be repeatedly overridden by
the desire for second home owners need to
find parking c/f PA19/01463. Policy Number
13, fails to include the lower area of the field

The policy will form part of the
development plan, so developers
could not just simply over ride it.

No change

Noted on the green space, which
is addressed under separate
policies.
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Comment
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Action

below the Car Park, as designated green space
in the ownership of the PC.
29

2

General

The bus service through Trelights was
discontinued some years ago.
For residents who haven't the use of a car it
would be of benefit if it would be resumed just
once or twice a week.
There is always a need to visit Wadebridge to
go to the Library, Post Office, Banks, Doctors &
dentists.
Without a bus service one is isolated & cut off
& has to rely on friends or get a taxi to attend
appointments, do business transactions &
shopping. Not everyone has a computer or can
use one for shopping online - particularly the
elderley.

Whilst noted, these are matters
outside of the control of the ndp
which is specific to new
development.

No change

Planning

Local planning authorities have already ruined
the hamlet of Trelights by allowing very tall
buildings to be erected at the bottom of St.
Endellion lane. These are surrounded by
bungalows which make them look utterly
ridiculous. The latest new expensive dwellings
are also out of keeping in the village &
unaffordable to local people. Unless a utility
bus service is restored it is pointless in putting
up new buildings unless they were to be for

Noted, this is why we have
developed character statements,
so as to seek better quality and
more appropriate design is
sought in the future.

No change
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young people trying to get a foot on the
housing ladder.

30

None

31

1

32

None

33

34

5

I note and welcome the inclusion of a
requirement to consider designing out crime
matters within Policy 5 Design Principles of the
plan

Noted

No change

1

Planning

Agree on taking whatever measures possible to
limit / restrict 2nd home ownership, otherwise
services / facilities will contine to decline.
Allowances should be made for exceptions to
strict planning controls for instance where
there is proven a greater need such as for
starter homes and self-build projects.
Where possible screening with trees should be
condition of approval.
Definitely need more control over design.
Vernacular aspects should have top priority in
defence of our heritage.

Points are noted

No change

1

Planning

Housing as long as it is for locals and not for
outsiders

Points noted, we are required to
align with the cornwall local plan
and the nppf, thereby we can not
preclude all open market
development, otherwise the ndp

No change
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would legislatively fail the basic
conditions.
35

1

General

We as a farming family would like to see a
policy that allows buildings in our farm
complex to ensure accommodation for the
coming family into the future which allows us
to all stay together as a family and ensures the
future of sustainability of our farm business.

Noted, succession policy is now
proposed.

New
succession
housing policy
for farm
workers
proposed.

36

1

General

National Grid has appointed Wood to review
and respond to development plan
consultations on its behalf. We are instructed
by our client to submit the following
representation with regards to the above
Neighbourhood Plan consultation.
An assessment has been carried out with
respect to National Grid’s electricity and gas
transmission apparatus which includes high
voltage electricity assets and high-pressure gas
pipelines.
National Grid has identified that it has no
record of such apparatus within the
Neighbourhood Plan area.
The electricity distribution operator in Cornwall
Council is Western Power Distribution
Information regarding the transmission and
distribution network can be found at:
www.energynetworks.org.uk
Please remember to consult National Grid on

noted

No change

383
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37

5

1

Comment
any Neighbourhood Plan Documents or sitespecific proposals that could affect our
infrastructure. We would be grateful if you
could add our details shown below to your
consultation database.
Provision of small-scale social/affordable/self
build housing for local people is extremely
important. While there are obvious difficulties
no potential sites have been identified.

Response

Action

The NDP allows for development
but does not allocate, which is
not unusual. Natural England
would require an SEA for any
allocation.

No change

3

Principal Residency Condition for new and
replacement dwellings very important for
provision of housing for local people.

Noted

No change

5

The Headlands Hotel lies outside the
Settlement Boundary/Character Area of Port
Gaverne and has not been considered. This is
a large site overlooking Port Gaverne and
future development could well have a
considerable negative effect on the character
and appearance of the settlement given the
previous, now expired, planning permission
granted for this site.

Noted, a policy on safeguarding
tourism stock is proposed. Any
development here would be
assessed against the general
design policies in the NDP.

Tourism stock
policy added

8

Any redevelopment of The Headlands Hotel
should provide employment opportunities and
facilities for the community.

Noted see above

New policy
including on
safeguarding
the existing
tourism stock
384
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38

4

Comment

Response

Action

6,7 & 10

A tree planting scheme (species which will
survive/thrive) to compensate for trees lost
and increase the numbers overall would
enhance the landscape and have positive
environmental effects. Perhaps some land
currently owned by the Parish Council could be
used in the first instance, the community
encouraged to plant and protect trees and
more trees protected with TPOs to prevent
felling for development purposes.

Whilst noted this would be a
matter outside of the ndp

No change

1&3

Strongly agree with these policies. Availability
of small scale/social/affordable/social/self
build housing for use as principal residences by
people with demonstrable local links is
extremely important if a living community is to
be sustained.
Introduction of a Principal Residency Condition
for New and Replacement buildings would be
welcomed as this should improve availability
and affordability of houses for people with
local links.

Noted

No change

Noted

No change

2,4,5,6,7,8,9 Strongly support these policies.
Sadly the impact of most policies may be
limited as resources to defend them at Appeal
are likely to be as restricted as those that
appear available for pursuing enforcement
action against infringement of planning
conditions.

385
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Comment

Response

Action

Noted, development on the site
will be assessed against the
general design policy, aonb
policies etc in the ndp.

New policy on
safeguarding
the tourism
stock.

Also character areas can be harmed by gradual
attrition caused by accumulated minor
infringements.
5

The former Headlands Hotel lies outside all
Settlement Boundaries including the
Settlement Boundary/Character Area of Port
Gaverne. It appears , presumably for this
reason, not to have been included in the NDP.
The former hotel occupies a very large site
which overlooks Port Gaverne. Although the
previous planning permission has expired (and
was based on the premise that only a
replacement hotel could be built on the site) it
is improbable that this site will be left
undeveloped. Its dominant position means any
development will inevitably affect the
character of the cove and any proposal will
need to be examined carefully to ensure that
the site is used only or constructing an hotel
and not for housing. Any redevelopment of
the former Headlands Hotel site should
include the requirement that the replacement
hotel should provide employment
opportunities and facilities for use by the
community.

Further a policy is now proposed
safeguarding the existing tourism
tock in the parish

386
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39

40

2

2

Comment

Response

Action

6,7 & 10

Planting of trees:The Parish has lost (through
ageing, disease, and other causes) many
mature trees over the last decade. A tree
planting scheme, using species that resist
coastal conditions, might have positive
environmental effects. Land owned by the
Parish Council could perhaps be used, with the
community encouraged to plant and protect .

Noted, this is outside of the role
of the ndp

No change

General

Really clear and easy to understand.

Noted

No change

2

Fully support this. Some recent new build
replacement dwellings at the top of the village
are incongruous with the local setting whosel
character is defined by low chalet style
buikdings having minimal impact on views
towards the village from surrounding cliff top
and enabling magnificent coastal views as you
enter the village.

Noted

No change

General

VERY IMPRESSED WITH THE THOROUGHNESS
OF THE PLAN,AND THE AMMOUNT OF WORK
THAT MUST HAVE GONE INTO IT. I FIND I
AGREE WITH EVERYTHING SET OUT THEREIN.
THANK YOU.

Comments noted

No change

Planning

DEFINITELY BEEN INAPPROPRIATE DESIGNED
PROPERTIES ALLOWED IN THE PAST. (COUNTY
COUNCIL GUILTY ?).

Noted

No change
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41

5L

Silvershell: Including controlling the increasing
impact of the modifications to the rear of
these buildings which can be seen from the
historical harbour and neighbouring headland

Noted, there are restrictions on
development to the rear of
silvershell

No change

5Q

This section should include the Headlands
Hotel which is rapidly falling into disrepair and
detracts from the character and ambience of
the area.
The area is also becoming very congested with
traffic and parking, could the bullet point
included for tintagel terrace of Reducing the
dominance of the car in the streetscene be
added?
Under facilities section 2.20, t states the bus
route goes to Port Gaverne which is no longer
the case.

We have now included a policy
on tourism stock. Also note the
development of this site would
be assessed against the general
design policies, aonb etc.

Policy on
tourism stock,
rewording text
on bus services

2

Noted on the bus route.
Matters of existing congestion is
outside of the role of the ndp.

42

1

General

The Headlands site is not addressed in the
policy. Development on the site needs to be as
a hotel to create jobs in the community and
not to become a private residence.
The need for more housing should be
addressed with allocated sites to ensure
additional housing is provided for future
generations living and working in Port Isaac.

Note this site would be
addressed against the general
design policy/ aonb policies in the
plan.

No change

43

1

General

St Kew Parish Council agrees with the St
Endellion Parish Neighbourhood Development
Regulation 14 Consultation

Noted

No change
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44

We support the broad direction of the draft
NDP. However we would like more clarification
around how 7.8, 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 plus the
public response during the pre-consultation
period is consistent with the stated zero
housing need (7.6, Table 2). We also foresee an
issue with 7.12. Of the four methods outlined
by Cornwall Council to fulfil housing
development, three cannot be carried out in St
Endellion. There are no areas identified for
future development within the NDP, the
development boundaries leave no room for
building on the edges of settlements, Port Isaac
and Trelights are densely populated which
precludes infill, which only leaves rural
exception sites. The concern is that rural
exception sites won't be brought forward in an
area which has declared zero housing need.

The zero target is from cornwall
council and is a minimum figure
as a consequence of the AONB
national designation. The ndp
does not preclude development
that aligns with the wider policies
in the plan, which reflects those
in the Cornwall Local Plan and the
NPPF being the direction for
housing growth in the
development plan. The AONB is
safeguarded in the national
interest by statue, for which the
NDP is legally required to align
with. A zero target does not
preclude prioritising rural
exception sites which the AONB
Management Plan supports in
principle. For note, all parishes in
cornwall with the main
settlements in the AONB have a
zero target.

No change

1

General

389

Response No. of
Policy
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Comment

45

Background: Our family home is the Lodge,
Points noted, we have reviewed
Trelights, Port Isaac, Cornwall. We have
the settlement boundary for
owned, grown up and lived in this property
trelights and now amended
since 1986.
Furthermore, our family used to own Park Villa.
The house was bought in 1962 by our Great
Grand Parents ‘Eldred & Gwendoline Beare’
and remained in our family ownership until
1999 when it was sold to its current owners.
Our family has grown up over the generations
within the settlement of Trelights, remain and
continue to contribute to the settlement. We
consider ourselves to be ‘Local People with a
Local Connection to Trelights and the Parish’.
These are the points which we wish to raise:
The Vision for St Endellion Parish 5.1: What a
great statement. We support this vision.
Policy 1 Figure 5 Trelights Settlement
Boundary: The proposed settlement boundary
has been drawn straight through the middle of
the Lodge garden. Half of our garden now is
within the settlement, half outside.
Furthermore Park Villa’s Gates & Piers are
drawn within the settlement whilst the
remainder of its house and its gardens are
excluded. This is illogical and we oppose the
current position of the Settlement Boundary.
There should be no doubt that Park Villa, it's
gates and its Lodge are fundamentally linked

4

General

Response

Action
Settlement
boundary for
Trelights
revised
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and as such all should be included within the
Settlement boundary. They are integral to the
settlements character and composition.
Park Villa and The Lodge are both Grade II
Listed buildings, Historic England entry
numbers 1129852/1320616. There are
additional Grade II Listings within the curtilage
of Park Villa entry numbers 1320615/1129853.
There are other Grade II Listings within the
proposed Settlement Boundary e.g. Trelights
Farm House and Trelights Methodist Chapel,
why have these been included and not Park
Villa?
Around the boundary is the original Cornish
dun stone wall which wraps itself around both
Park Villa and the Lodge. It is a distinct and
unarguably a defining physical feature. Within
the curtilages of both dwellings are fine
examples of large Ilex Holm Oak trees all by the
nature of their crowns and trunk size
suggested of being planted at the same time
and provide definition to the boundary of both
Park Villa and the Lodge.
Park Villa is the largest and grandest property
within the settlement of Trelights. Dated 1842,
it has been occupied by wealthy landowners
with great influence on the settlement.
Historically the house and its occupants would
have been supported by tenanted cottages,
391
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Comment
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Action

including the Lodge. There is still evidence in
the village to this day of Park Villa’s influence
on the rest of the village. In the history of Park
Villa ‘Squire Hill’ acquired land today known as
‘The Barton’. In order for him to access his land
he simply drove a straight & direct ‘road’ from
the gates of Park Villa through his tenants
cottages and their gardens. If you walk from
the Lodge towards The Barton you will see how
the cottages on the left side of the road have
been inexplicably separated from their gardens
on the right.
Unfortunately we have pretty much now lost
those lovely cottage gardens/green
spaces/allotments as a result of Planning Infill
policy which has resulted in, and will continue
to do so under Policy 1/1 (a) + (b) ugly
cramming within the village.
There should be no doubt that Park Villa and
its Lodge contribute to the Historical Village
and sit within the Settlement Boundary.
Methodology to development boundaries:
Paragraph 7.17 of the emerging St Endellion
NDP 2019 - 2030 asserts the following in
regard to development boundaries:
Settlement Boundaries are drawn in
consideration of a settlements defined physical
features and current land availability (which
392
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solely relates to land included within the parish
boundary of St Endellion Parish).
In this case we fail to see how the boundary
has followed this guidance when the physical
features i.e. gardens, trees and boundary stone
walling appears to have been disregarded.
It goes further to confirm that the curtilages of
dwellings are included unless functionally
separate from the dwelling or where the land
has the capacity to significantly extend the
built form of the settlement and as such would
result in ribbon development or coalescence.
In this case neither sites at Park Villa or the
Lodge would be functionally separate from
their respective dwellings and by including the
land would not result in harmful ribbon
development.
The advice also adds that free standing,
individual or groups of dwellings, farm
buildings or other structures detached or
peripheral to the main built area of the
settlement are excluded.
We are of the view that the named properties
above are not free standing or individual but
are dwellings because of their history has
helped shape the village as we know it today.
These dwellings are integral too and not
peripheral forms of development.
We draw your attention to the development at
393
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Figgy Hobbin, Watergates, The Boathouse, St
Ian etc. We can assert that the relocation of
the boundary to the West of the property
known as Park Villa (adjoining the track) and
being contiguous to the road will ensure that
the land in question will be read as part of the
settlement and not on the periphery. This will
then give consistency with the Historic Village
Boundary as illustrated in Policy 5O/figure 21.
Should members be concerned about
development occurring in this locale, any
development proposals coming forward that
might affect the setting of a listed building
would be scrutinised against a range of policies
that protect and safeguard Listed Buildings and
the Historic Environment. Any development
proposals that harm the setting of a listed
building would not be supported by the Local
Planning Authority.
The methodology also includes individual plots
or small scale development sites that would
provide rounding-off opportunities in areas
physically and visually related to the
settlement.
In this case we fail to see how this
methodology has been applied in respect to
the land to the west of the property known as
the Lodge.
394
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The settlement boundary as it is drawn does
not follow a logical methodology and we
believe that it is flawed in this case.
We note that the historic village has been
defined and we suggest that the north-west
boundary of the historic village needs to the
same as the Settlement Boundary.
We suggest a ‘Site Visit’ by the NP Working
party to look at this Settlement Boundary. We
ask that we are present. It will be clear from a
site visit that the original boundary stone
walling to these properties ensures the
cohesiveness of the locale and duly reads
logically as part of the settlement as a whole,
but also as part of the historic core. We
consider that the Settlement Boundary line
should be revised and redrawn.
Policy 3 Principle Residency Condition to be
attached to all new build and replacement
Dwellings: We support this policy.
Policy 5 Design Principles 7.34 – 7.36
Character Areas Descriptions and Policies ( 5A
– 5R ): The St Endellion Parish Housing Land
Assessment was completed in January 2016. It
was prepared by Andrew Golay from Golay
Planning with input from James Evans
representing the AONB and Nicola Vickery
395
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representing the working group of the NP.
May we ask for clarity on the Methodology &
Criteria used in the assessment of the
individual cells. Verbally, we were informed by
Mr Evans & Mr Golay at the Consultation event
held at Trevathan Farm shop that the Cells
were appraised on the basis of 5 or more
dwellings. If this is the case we ask that it is
documented within your method and, on that
basis, Cell 4A is marked as ‘land not available’.
Can we also add that there was no formal
consultation period/end date for comments
regarding this Townscape/Landscape
Assessment.
The NDP Preparation Process 3.4 Key
Priorities/Affordable Housing
Affordable housing is only one route to support
local housing and local need. Other routes
include live/work units, and custom/self build,
which can be both open market or Affordable.
There is nothing within any of the planning
polices to support options other than under
the Affordable heading. Not every local person
with a local need is registered or meets the
criteria for the Home Choice Housing Register.
Conclusions: Our dream (SM and JS) is and
always will be to return permanently to the
village we call home. For us to buy an open
396
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market family property within the village is
now impossible. However we also have
aspirations to be home owners and the menu
of Affordable Housing is complex and
bewildering. The NP offers no Rural Exception
Sites throughout the whole Parish and the
Settlement Boundary is drawn tight to the
settlement. The reality will be that we not be
able to afford to buy an open market dwelling
or infill plot, and we don’t meet the criteria for
affordable housing options in the AONB.

397
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Policy 1 Figure 5 Trelights Settlement
Boundary: The proposed settlement boundary
has been drawn straight through the middle of
the Lodge garden. Half of our garden now is
within the settlement, half outside.
Furthermore Park Villa’s Gates & Piers are
drawn within the settlement whilst the
remainder of its house and its gardens are
excluded. This is illogical and we oppose the
current position of the Settlement Boundary.
There should be no doubt that Park Villa, it's
gates and its Lodge are fundamentally linked
and as such all should be included within the
Settlement boundary. They are integral to the
settlements character and composition.
Park Villa and The Lodge are both Grade II
Listed buildings, Historic England entry
numbers 1129852/1320616. There are
additional Grade II Listings within the curtilage
of Park Villa entry numbers 1320615/1129853.
There are other Grade II Listings within the
proposed Settlement Boundary e.g. Trelights
Farm House and Trelights Methodist Chapel,
why have these been included and not Park
Villa?
Around the boundary is the original Cornish
dun stone wall which wraps itself around both
Park Villa and the Lodge. It is a distinct and
unarguably a defining physical feature. Within

Please see comments above, the
boundary has been revised taken
on board the detailed response
and a review on the boundary.

Settlement
boundary for
trelights
revised
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the curtilages of both dwellings are fine
examples of large Ilex Holm Oak trees all by the
nature of their crowns and trunk size
suggested of being planted at the same time
and provide definition to the boundary of both
Park Villa and the Lodge.
Park Villa is the largest and grandest property
within the settlement of Trelights. Dated 1842,
it has been occupied by wealthy landowners
with great influence on the settlement.
Historically the house and its occupants would
have been supported by tenanted cottages,
including the Lodge. There is still evidence in
the village to this day of Park Villa’s influence
on the rest of the village. In the history of Park
Villa ‘Squire Hill’ acquired land today known as
‘The Barton’. In order for him to access his land
he simply drove a straight & direct ‘road’ from
the gates of Park Villa through his tenants
cottages and their gardens. If you walk from
the Lodge towards The Barton you will see how
the cottages on the left side of the road have
been inexplicably separated from their gardens
on the right.
Unfortunately we have pretty much now lost
those lovely cottage gardens/green
spaces/allotments as a result of Planning Infill
policy which has resulted in, and will continue
to do so under Policy 1/1 (a) + (b) ugly
399
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cramming within the village.
There should be no doubt that Park Villa and
its Lodge contribute to the Historical Village
and sit within the Settlement Boundary.
Methodology to development boundaries:
Paragraph 7.17 of the emerging St Endellion
NDP 2019 - 2030 asserts the following in
regard to development boundaries:
Settlement Boundaries are drawn in
consideration of a settlements defined physical
features and current land availability (which
solely relates to land included within the parish
boundary of St Endellion Parish).
In this case we fail to see how the boundary
has followed this guidance when the physical
features i.e. gardens, trees and boundary stone
walling appears to have been disregarded.
It goes further to confirm that the curtilages of
dwellings are included unless functionally
separate from the dwelling or where the land
has the capacity to significantly extend the
built form of the settlement and as such would
result in ribbon development or coalescence.
In this case neither sites at Park Villa or the
Lodge would be functionally separate from
their respective dwellings and by including the
land would not result in harmful ribbon
development.
400
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The advice also adds that free standing,
individual or groups of dwellings, farm
buildings or other structures detached or
peripheral to the main built area of the
settlement are excluded.
We are of the view that the named properties
above are not free standing or individual but
are dwellings because of their history has
helped shape the village as we know it today.
These dwellings are integral too and not
peripheral forms of development.
We draw your attention to the development at
Figgy Hobbin, Watergates, The Boathouse, St
Ian etc. We can assert that the relocation of
the boundary to the West of the property
known as Park Villa (adjoining the track) and
being contiguous to the road will ensure that
the land in question will be read as part of the
settlement and not on the periphery. This will
then give consistency with the Historic Village
Boundary as illustrated in Policy 5O/figure 21.
Should members be concerned about
development occurring in this locale, any
development proposals coming forward that
might affect the setting of a listed building
would be scrutinised against a range of policies
that protect and safeguard Listed Buildings and
401
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the Historic Environment. Any development
proposals that harm the setting of a listed
building would not be supported by the Local
Planning Authority.
The methodology also includes individual plots
or small scale development sites that would
provide rounding-off opportunities in areas
physically and visually related to the
settlement. In this case we fail to see how this
methodology has been applied in respect to
the land to the west of the property known as
the Lodge.
The settlement boundary as it is drawn does
not follow a logical methodology and we
believe that it is flawed in this case.
We note that the historic village has been
defined and we suggest that the north-west
boundary of the historic village needs to the
same as the Settlement Boundary.
We suggest a ‘Site Visit’ by the NP Working
party to look at this Settlement Boundary. We
ask that we are present. It will be clear from a
site visit that the original boundary stone
walling to these properties ensures the
cohesiveness of the locale and duly reads
logically as part of the settlement as a whole,
but also as part of the historic core.
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We consider that the Settlement Boundary
line should be revised and redrawn.
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Comment

Response

Action

3

Policy 3 Principle Residency Condition to be
attached to all new build and replacement
Dwellings.
We support this policy.

Noted

No change

5

Policy 5 Design Principles 7.34 – 7.36 Character
Areas Descriptions and Policies ( 5A – 5R ):
The St Endellion Parish Housing Land
Assessment was completed in January 2016. It
was prepared by Andrew Golay from Golay
Planning with input from James Evans
representing the AONB and Nicola Vickery
representing the working group of the NP.

See above comments on revision
to the settlement boundary

Trelights
settlement
boundary
revised.

May we ask for clarity on the Methodology &
Criteria used in the assessment of the
individual cells. Verbally, we were informed by
Mr Evans & Mr Golay at the Consultation event
held at Trevathan Farm shop that the Cells
were appraised on the basis of 5 or more
dwellings. If this is the case we ask that it is
documented within your method and, on that
basis, Cell 4A is marked as ‘land not available’.
Can we also add that there was no formal
consultation period/end date for comments
regarding this Townscape/Landscape
Assessment.
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46

1

Planning

I think that there should be a planning
dispensation for agricultural dwellings to be
built within the curtilage of the farmyard for
family members to help with succession of the
farming business.

Noted, a succession housing
policy for farm workers is now
proposed

Succession
housing policy
for farm
workers now
included.

47

1

General

It would to see some provision for agricultural
house building in order to aid succession and
allow the next generation of farmers a house
on the farm!

Noted, a succession housing
policy for farm workers is now
proposed

Succession
housing policy
for farm
workers now
included.

48

None

49

1

General

Strongly believe that the succession housing on
farms will be beneficial to the future of local
farming families and the local economy,
encouraging the next generation to continue.

Noted, a succession housing
policy for farm workers is now
proposed

Succession
housing policy
for farm
workers now
included.

50

1

General

I do not agree with the red lines except for the
bottom of the village as it is a conservation
area. The top of the village has already been
developed with large houses etc so I would
have thought there is not need for any
restrictions. Port Gaverne does not include
Headlands Hotel why is this? It also does not
include all the way up to Tartars Farm and
beyond this is part of Port Gaverne. From
Carnawn to Cairnsmore this is a brown infill
site, why is there a red line inside of this?

The boundaries follow the
definitions in the cornwall local
plan as per paragraphs 1.65 to
1.68. Natural England have
sought to secure that the
boundaries do not extend beyond
existing built form, on the basis
that if this was the case, an SEA
would be required. Any buildings/
site that are beyond the defined
settlement, or include large

No change
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51

1

5C

Comment

Response

There are houses along this line Cairnsmore
and Saffron Park . The red lines should cover
the whole of Port Gaverne not half of it.

sections of undeveloped land do
not in our view align with the text
of paragraphs 1.65 to 1.68 of the
local plan and have therefore
been omitted.

Policy 5C Character Area-Trewetha Lane and
Rose Hill
Ref. Number 8 Rose Hill The settlemeny
boundary in the back garden should be moved
to the bottom of the garden as they have built
a house in the lower part of the garden that is
now outside the boundary

Noted and changed

Action

Boundary
changes to
accommodate
approved
development.
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52

My primary comments arise for the proposed
Policies outlined in sections 6,7 and Policies 15. As a qualified Architectural Professional in
Chartered Practice I feel it is important to
comment on these core policies which
primarily affect the future growth,
development and sustainability of the Parish.
My comments as follows are summarised
according to Policy reference.
6.2 a
The NDP objectives are set out under section 6
,with section 6.2a stating:
"Housing Objective- To encourage healthy and
sustainable communities with new and
affordable housing for local people”.
This statement does not seem to correlate with
any part of the proposed NDP.In fact the
statement appears to be contradicted in a
number of Policies within the proposed NDP.
Section 7.6 and table 2 highlights
this concern clearly stating that:
"The LP:SP apportions 1000 dwellings to be
delivered in the parishes that make up the
rural area of the Wadebridge & Padstow
Community Network Area (CNA). Figures
supplied by Cornwall Council are presented in
Table 2, and show that as a minimum St
Endellion Parish needs to deliver around 0 new
dwellings between April 2017 and 2030, to be

The 0 target is a minimal
requirement that was provided
by Cornwall Council and aligns
with the minimum targets for
parishes with their main
settlements within the AONB.

No change

5

General

A minimum target does not
prevent development, but seeks
to ensure that the nationally
designated and statutorily
protected AONB is not unduly
prejudiced to meet an arbitrary
target, this was determined
through the Cornwall Local Plan
examination, and this is why the
target of 0 applied to the Parish.
If the NDP including a minimum
target above 0, we would be
required to support the NDP with
an SEA to satisfy Natural England
that an above 0 target would not
have significant effects on the
environment, this is a costly piece
of work. Nonetheless, the NDP
does not preclude development
that aligns with AONB and other
policies in the NDP, the Local Plan
and the NPPF which seeks to
achieve our housing objectives.
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considered in general conformity with the
LP:SP. The 0 target being as a result of the
location of the parish within the Cornwall
AONB designation.
Clearly having stated that affordable housing is
a priority as set out in 6.2a the allocation of 0
affordable new build dwellings is perplexing to
say the least. This 0 allocation also has
significant reference and influence in other
primary policy clauses. The question must be
raised as to why the LP 0 affordable allocation
has been upheld and why following previous
questionnaire responses and general
consultation showing a significant need and
justification for affordable dwellings, no
allocation is being secured within the NDP. This
is inconsistent with the previous consultation
feed back and over all identified need ( Which
LP figures are these based on , which year?).
The statement also suggests that the 0 target is
a direct result of the location of the Parish
being within a designated AONB. The position
within the AONB does not preclude housing
development under National or Local Plan
Policy. This Policy statement is incorrect and
should not be used as a basis to explain the 0
target affordable allocation. Further more
(more often than not) the delivery of
affordable homes in AONBs are not supplied by

Rural exceptions site are
supporting in principle through
the AONB Management Plan. A
target figure is not needed to
support these development. At
no point do we state that the
AONB designation precludes
development. We would refer to
the extensive debate on the
AONB in the Cornwall Local Plan
examination papers, which
included a requirement for
Cornwall Council to satisfy the
examiner that then entirety of
the overall housing target for
Cornwall could be met outside of
the AONB so as to ensure housing
target themselves would not
represent a reason to justify harm
to the AONB, or its setting.
Ultimately, whilst housing need is
acknowledged, this does not over
the statutory position of the
AONB and the great weight
afforded to the designation,
nonetheless, the NDP does not
preclude development that aligns
with the purposes of the
designation. Simply, we do not

Action
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Comment

Response

way of large scale development as suggested in
table 2, but by way of small schemes of low
number developments (3 or 4), being perfectly
acceptable under existing Policies ( National &
Local).

have policies that could justify
harm to the AONB.

Section 7.7 Goes onto suggest the Parish is not
in a position to provide for housing which
would compromise the AONB, whilst this is
conservatively true it still does not mean that
the NDP is not required to deliver an
affordable allocation. Affordable allocation can
still be delivered without compromising the
character and beauty of the AONB or
Conservation Areas within the Parish. Sadly it is
the case that Cornwall Council ( via the Local
Plan) seek to apportion large affordable
developments in primary towns. Whilst this
makes sense in locating new dwellings in
accessible and serviced areas, it doesnt help to
secure local communities in smaller towns and
villages. Infact it creates the opposite affect as
younger generations are drawn ( or pushed )
away from their communities as to be able to
secure affordable homes outside of the Parish.
Local affordable housing should be located in
smaller towns and villages where there is a
greater need to retain and maintain the
community. The St Endellion NDP , in my view,

Action

For note, there is not an absolute
requirement for the NDP to
deliver affordable housing, it is
desirable but not essential. We
agree that development that
does not compromise the AONB
and aligns with other policies in
the NDP, the cornwall local plan
and the nppf should be
supported.
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Action

should take the opportunity to secure
affordable allocation by way of designated
sites, rather than following the line of CC
policy, which is proven not to be overly
affective is preserving small communities. Can
the proposed NDP not be more definitive with
regard the anticipated numbers for affordable
allocation and be specific with regard to their
position ? The proposed clauses appear very
loose and generalised and could be construed
to be reasons for refusing development as
opposed to supporting it.
Accordingly 7.9 appears to be a statement
which seeks to justify an undefined position
established in 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8. I don’t believe
7.9 will not be used as a policy to support
future development but will create ambiguity .
7.10 talks of future housing being supplied in
certain areas but again there is no indication of
location, threshold levels or guidance for
proposed volumes on the basis of need.
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1

Comment

Response

Action

1A: The development boundaries as set out
within the appendix appear to have been
changed in recent weeks ignoring the
recommendation from the Parish consultants
not to amend until the conclusion of the
consultation process. The development
boundaries do not appear to follow a cohesive
patten in some places, notably the "carving up”
of the rear gardens of Silvershell and the
questionable Port Gaverne boundary ,which
excludes enclosed brownfield and residential
curtilage sites.

These changes have arisen as a
result of comments and dialogue
with Natural England.

No change

(17.7) the draft NDP states that : “ the
curtilages of dwellings are included unless
functionally separate from the dwelling or
where the land has the capacity to significantly
extend the built form of the settlement and as
such would result in ribbon development or
coalescence".
The gardens of Silvershell form a clear
definitive line of boundary to the west which is
physically and visually defined.
The justification to establish a development
boundary halving the existing curtilage of the
existing dwellings in this location ( for example)
is questioned.The development boundaries as
shown in the draft NDP further restrict areas of

In terms of specific area
comments, the gardens at
Silvershell View have been
excluded on the basis of Reg14
consultation feedback from
Natural England. Their response
to the inclusion of these and
other gardens on the periphery of
the outlined settlement
boundaries, is that they would
viewed in principle as allocated
sites for development, with the
potential of significant adverse
effect on the environment. In
consequence, they advised,
should these gardens and others
be included, as potential
development sites the NDP would
be required to be supported by
an SEA, which is beyond the
financial reach of St Endellion
Parish Council. The simple
conclusion for Natural England is
to reduce the settlement
boundaries.
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Comment
development as defined by the old North
Cornwall District Plan boundaries . Whilst the
protection of the AONB, Conservation Areas
and the wider Parish as whole is a paramount
consideration , there is still a community
based, economic need to evolve and provide
the affordable homes discussed in 7.7. These
proposed development boundaries do nothing
for the natural growth of the Parish and appear
to be unnecessarily restrictive.
1B: Developments within the set boundaries
are proposed to be restricted to a maximum of
two dwellings on each site. In terms of the
successful delivery of affordable homes, this
policy again defeats the general trends and
acceptable sustainable patterns of
development in affordable ( and non affordable ) development. This policy will have
a detrimental affect on the sustainability and
best use of viable land. If density is a concern
and a driving force for this clause , one should
look no further than the historic development
of the village of Port Isaac, which has a high
density patten within a very small localised
area. Policy 1B does not reflect the existing
building patterns of historic development and
further more restricts the ability to deliver
housing ( affordable primarily ) by way of

Response

Action

The upto 2 dwelling figure comes
directly from the supporting text
to policy 3 of the cornwall local
plan and is reflective of similar
policy wording used in numerous
other ndp’s across cornwall.

Again, no sites are specifically
allocated as a result of Natural
England’s comments about
allocation and the requirement
for an SEA.
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maximising the number of units on site.
1D: This clause speaks of exceptions sites
,though none have been highlighted or set
aside within Special Development Sites (SDA
zones) as seen in the St Minver NDP. Would it
not be pertinent to establish further Special
Development Areas outside of the principle
boundaries which can be allocated for further
affordable development? This would apply for
both residential and commercial uses.
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Response

Action

2B suggests that replacement dwellings should: Concerns have been expressed
about the visual impact of recent
"take up a similar footprint to the existing
replacement dwellings, and this
dwelling and does not include the floor area /
policy seeks to directly respond
volumes of ancillary buildings”.
to this and should be read against
the character statements and
It should be noted that in the vast majority of
other policies in the ndp, the
replacement dwelling proposals, the dwelling is cornwall local plan and the nppf.
being replaced as it no longer provides
adequate space or function for the occupants.
Port Isaac in particular has a large volume of
old housing stock which outside of the
Conservation Area is in need or replacement
.Being restricted to a specific volume or
footprint will reduce the likelihood of this stock
being replaced. This in turn will significantly
inhibit the level of quality housing stock in the
village . The current Cornwall Plan already
adequately restricts the increase of over
development and accordingly maybe best
placed to continue doing so.
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Comment

Response

Action

This policy clearly seeks to replicate the same
clauses seen in the St Ives NDP and the more
recent St Minver NDP. Whilst it is fully
understood what drives this policy and the
intended benefits of it , to date it has not been
demonstrated to provide a successful method
in addressing the high level of second home
ownership or indeed excessive property values.
On the contrary, in many locations where this
clause has been introduced the opposite has
occurred with no direct reduction in second
home ownership. Further more there has been
a significant reduction in new build dwellings in
these locations. This has had numerous
negative consequences . Primarily due to an
unnatural restriction of new build development
,there are fewer houses going to the market in
popular second home locations.There has
however been no reduction in the demand for
second homes and as such there has been a
marked increase in property values for the
limited remaining housing stock. As such this
clause has had a negative impact on housing
prices, driving values up due to a lack of stock
and a continual high demand. This does not
just affect property at the higher end values, all
property in these areas are in demand and
accordingly are rising in value, making once
affordable property no longer affordable (

The reasoning for the policy is
No change
explained in the ndp, with specific
regard to the effects of second
homes on the parish.

Obviously we are watching how
matters progress at St Ives and
other ndp’s have used a similarly
worded policy.
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basic supply and demand economics) .
A secondary impact is within the construction
and service industries. With fewer dwellings
being built due to the restrictive clause,all
trades associated with new build
developments are seeing a reduction in work
(associated with construction). As such the
very people who once lived and worked in the
restricted clause areas ( Builders, Plumbers,
Electricians, Architects, Property Managers)
have a reduction work and no longer can
afford a property. Evidently the primary
occupancy clauses do not assist the wider
community at all, in fact they reduce work
potential and fuel an increase in property
prices. This is a direct result of market control
by way of restriction and a detailed
justification and assessment of the impacts
should be undertaken before entering into
such a wide impacting clause.
It is clear that there is a significant need for
affordable local housing ( something this NDP
does not in my view adequately secure or
provide for) and that second home ownership
has significantly adversely affected ( in some
places beyond repair) local communities.
However ,the community is now reliant on the
416
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industry the second home owner has created .
Whilst I neither support or oppose second
home ownership ,I do not believe this policy is
"the bandage to the wound" that is expected.
A tailored solution is required which secures
affordable homes for local people and
maintains a sustainable economy.Policy (3) is
more a statement piece than a functional
solution to a complex problem.
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Comment

Response

1a: States:

The policy seeks development to
respond to local housing needs
which predominate relates to
smaller scale properties. A mix of
these smaller scale units is sought
through the policy to show how
appropriate designed
development is provided for what
is actually needed.

" Proposals for new development ( both
market led and affordable) will be supported
where proposals provide a mix of one, two and
three bedroom units”
Where is the justification and need associated
with this clause ? Further more there will not
be any market led proposals, given that Policy
3 has restricted the market to one which is
controlled and is no longer "market led". This
clause appears to be restrictive for the sake of
being controlling rather than having and
substantial justification for limiting dwelling
sizes. Having worked on numerous affordable
housing schemes locally there is a distinct lack
of need for one or two bedroom units.
Primarily there is a greater need for three plus
bedroom units as to accommodate growing
families.
5

In broad terms this Policy is welcomed
however should be restricted to the Port Issac
and Port Gaverene areas ( specifically
Conservation Areas) . There can be no other
justification outside of these areas.

The principle of good design and
responding to local character
applied to all development as
quite clearly is outlined in the
NPPF and the Cornwall Local Plan
and explains good design is pre

Action

No change

7.75
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Comment

Response

The inclusion of Live/Work units within the
plan is welcomed and clearly this is an ever
evolving need and trend in the Parish.It is
however concerning that there are no defined
areas set aside for commercial development
generally. Does the NDP Steering Group not
anticipate any other business or commercial
activity other than what already exists? Surely
any future growth will no be limited to existing
premises and Live/Work units?

requisite of sustainable
development.

Action

In summary my greatest concerns relate
specifically to the above development clauses.
I believe if the above policies are adopted the
Parish will suffer a significant decline in
sustainable development which in turn will not
address the need for local affordable housing
or secure the future community. Further more
by restricting development to the extent as
proposed by this plan, there is likely to be a
significant reduction in employment ( in the
long term) and significant increase in property
values. Without question development must
be sustainably managed but this requires a full
appreciation of the complexities of the local
economy relative to the need of balanced
future development.
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53

We strongly disagree with the Port Isaac
settlement boundary excluding parts of the
gardens of Silvershell Road and Silvershell View
from the settlement. These gardens have been
part of the settlement for over 40 years and
are clearly within the Port Isaac settlement
boundary. This is further supported by their
inclusion in the Development Boundary of the
now extinct North Cornwall District Local Plan
that was adopted in April 1999. Excluding
these gardens from the settlement boundary
also does not align with paragraph 7.17 of the
NDP which states:
• the curtilages of dwellings are included
unless functionally separate from the dwelling
or where the land has the capacity to
significantly extend the built form of the
settlement and as such would result in ribbon
development or coalescence
The gardens of Silvershell Road and Silvershell
View are not functionally separate from the
dwelling and the land does not have the
capacity to significantly extend the built form
of the settlement. The current settlement
boundary in these gardens should align with
the physical boundary of the gardens and not
the current line drawn through the middle of
the garden. We strongly request the whole of
the gardens of Silvershell Road and Silvershell

As outlined above, the
boundaries along silvershell road
and silvershell view, and to the
west of port Isaac and at port
gaverne have been reduced
following comments from Natural
England with regard to the
potential effects of including this
land within the settlement
boundary on the environment.

1

General

Action

In terms of specific area
comments, the gardens at
Silvershell View have been
excluded on the basis of Reg14
consultation feedback from
Natural England. Their response
to the inclusion of these and
other gardens on the periphery of
the outlined settlement
boundaries, is that they would be
viewed in principle as allocated
sites for development, with the
potential of significant adverse
effect on the environment. In
consequence, they advised,
should these gardens and others
be included, as potential
development sites the NDP would
be required to be supported by
420
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View are included within the Port Isaac
settlement boundary and that the physical
boundary of the garden forms the settlement
boundary.

an SEA, which is beyond the
financial reach of St Endellion
Parish Council. The simple
conclusion for Natural England is
to reduce the settlement
boundaries.

Action

54

1

General

I support the aim of the NDP to protect our
villages. We must defend against property
development purely for profit at the expense
of the character and communities of our
Parish.

Noted

No change

55

1

General

I hope that the NDP helps to protect our
community from boundless overdevelopment.
Whilst there may be the need for affordable
housing lets make sure it's built where people
can afford to live, i.e. where there are jobs,
schools, shops etc.

Noted

No change

56

6

General

6.2a - There is 0 allocation of affordable
housing even though in the questionnaires the
general consensus was PI needed more
affordable housing, just because we are in an
AONB shouldn't mean the parish shouldn't
allocate space for affordable housing.

The 0 target is a minimal
requirement that was provided
by Cornwall Council and aligns
with the minimum targets for
parishes with their main
settlements within the AONB.

No change

Parish should allocate small areas for
affordable schemes, which wouldn't
compromise the character of the village,

A minimum target does not
prevent development, but seeks
to ensure that the nationally
designated and statutorily
421
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Action

protected AONB is not unduly
prejudiced to meet an arbitrary
target, this was determined
through the Cornwall Local Plan
examination, and this is why the
target of 0 applied to the Parish.
If the NDP including a minimum
target above 0, we would be
required to support the NDP with
an SEA to satisfy Natural England
that an above 0 target would not
have significant effects on the
environment, this is a costly piece
of work. Nonetheless, the NDP
does not preclude development
that aligns with AONB and other
policies in the NDP, the Local Plan
and the NPPF which seeks to
achieve our housing objectives.
Rural exceptions site are
supporting in principle through
the AONB Management Plan. A
target figure is not needed to
support these developments. At
no point do we state that the
AONB designation precludes
development. We would refer to
the extensive debate on the
AONB in the Cornwall Local Plan
422
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examination papers, which
included a requirement for
Cornwall Council to satisfy the
examiner that the entirety of the
overall housing target for
Cornwall could be met outside of
the AONB so as to ensure housing
target themselves would not
represent a reason to justify harm
to the AONB, or its setting.
Ultimately, whilst housing need is
acknowledged, this does not over
the statutory position of the
AONB and the great weight
afforded to the designation,
nonetheless, the NDP does not
preclude development that aligns
with the purposes of the
designation. Simply, we do not
have policies that could justify
harm to the AONB.
For note, there is not an absolute
requirement for the NDP to
deliver affordable housing, it is
desirable but not essential. We
agree that development that
does not compromise the AONB
and aligns with other policies in
the NDP, the cornwall local plan
423
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and the nppf should be
supported.

1

1.A - The boundary line seems to go through
peoples gardens in Silvershell & totally
excludes enclosed brownfield & residential
curtilage sites in Port Gaverne.
17.7 - The gardens of silvershell form a clear
definitive line of boundary to the west which is
physically & visually define, the development
boundaries as shown in the draft NDP further
restrict areas of development as defined in the
old NCDC plan boundaries, there is still a need
for the parish to evolve & provide affordable
housing.
1B - Further developments are restricted to a
maximum of 2 dwellings, this policy defeats the
general trends & acceptable, sustainable
patterns in affordable development, this will
have a detrimental effect on the sustainability
& best use of viable land.
1D - The parish needs to establish special
development areas outside of the principle
boundaries which could be allocated for
affordable housing.

These changes have arisen as a
result of comments and dialogue
with Natural England.

No change

In terms of specific area
comments, the gardens at
Silvershell View have been
excluded on the basis of Reg14
consultation feedback from
Natural England. Their response
to the inclusion of these and
other gardens on the periphery of
the outlined settlement
boundaries, is that they would
viewed in principle as allocated
sites for development, with the
potential of significant adverse
effect on the environment. In
consequence, they advised,
should these gardens and others
be included, as potential
development sites the NDP would
be required to be supported by
an SEA, which is beyond the
financial reach of St Endellion
424
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Parish Council. The simple
conclusion for Natural England is
to reduce the settlement
boundaries.

The upto 2 dwelling figure comes
directly from the supporting text
to policy 3 of the cornwall local
plan and is reflective of similar
policy wording used in numerous
other ndp’s across cornwall.

Again, no sites are specifically
allocated as a result of Natural
England’s comments about
allocation and the requirement
for an SEA.
2

2B - The currant plan already adequately
restricts the increase of over development
accordingly & maybe best placed in continuing
to do so, as most properties within the area no
longer provide adequate space or function.

Points noted, the policy responds
the comments received through
consultation regarding the
replacement dwellings and we
felt a specific policy was
therefore necessary.

No change
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Comment

Response

Action

Seems to replicate the same clauses as in the
St Ives & St Minver NDP, as to date it has not
been demonstrated to provide a successful
method in addressing the high level of second
home ownership or indeed excessive property
value, on the contrary in many locations where
this clause has been introduced the bhouse
prices have increased & no reduction in second
home ownership,
further more ther has been a significant
reduction in new build dwellings in these
location, this has had numerous negative
consequences, in general the clause has had a
negative impact on housing prices driving
values up due to lack of stock & a continual
high demand. this doesn't just effect property
at a higher end value but all properties in these
areas.
A secondary impact is with the construction &
service industries, with fewer dwelling being
built due to this clause, all trades associated
with new build developments are seeing a
reduction in work, as such the very people who
live & work in the restricted clause areas
(builders, plumbers, electricians etc) have a
reduction in work & can no longer afford a
property.
Evidently the primary occupancy clauses do not
assist the wider community at all, infact they

The reasoning for the policy is
explained in the ndp.

No change

Obviously we are watching how
matters progress at St Ives and
other ndp’s have used a similarly
worded policy.
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The policy seeks development to
respond to local housing needs
which predominate relates to
smaller scale properties. A mix of
these smaller scale units is sought
through the policy to show how
appropriate designed
development is provided for what
is actually needed.

No change

reduce work potential this is a direct result of
market control by way of restriction & a
detailed justification & assessment should be
undertaken before entering such a wide
impacting clause.
4

1a: States:
" Proposals for new development ( both
market led and affordable) will be supported
where proposals provide a mix of one, two and
three bedroom units”
Where is the justification and need associated
with this clause? Further more there will not
be any market led proposals, given that Policy
3 has restricted the market to one which is
controlled and is no longer "market led". This
clause appears to be restrictive for the sake of
being controlling rather than having and
substantial justification for limiting dwelling
sizes. in general there is a distinct lack of need
for one or two bedroom units. Primarily there
is a greater need for three plus bedroom units
as to accommodate growing families.
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments
5

Comment

Response

Action

In broad terms this Policy is welcomed
however should be restricted to the Port Isaac
and Port Gaverene areas ( specifically
Conservation Areas) . There can be no other
justification outside of these areas.

The principle of good design and
responding to local character
applied to all development as
quite clearly is outlined in the
NPPF and the Cornwall Local Plan
and explains good design is pre
requisite of sustainable
development.

No change

7.75
The inclusion of Live/Work units within the
plan is welcomed and clearly this is an ever
evolving need and trend in the Parish.It is
however concerning that there are no defined
areas set aside for commercial development
generally. Does the NDP Steering Group not
anticipate any other business or commercial
activity other than what already exists? Surely
any future growth will not be limited to
existing premises and Live/Work units?
In summary my greatest concerns relate
specifically to the above development clauses.
I believe if the above policies are adopted the
Parish will suffer a significant decline in
sustainable development which in turn will not
address the need for local affordable housing
or secure the future community. Further more
by restricting development to the extent as
proposed by this plan, there is likely to be a
significant reduction in employment ( in the
long term) and significant increase in property
values. Without question development must

There is a policy on business
development, but again for the
same reasons regarding allocating
site for housing, no specific sites,
with the exception of the general
policy at St Endellion have been
provided.
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

The 0 target is a minimal
requirement that was provided
by Cornwall Council and aligns
with the minimum targets for
parishes with their main
settlements within the AONB.

No change

be sustainably managed but this requires a full
appreciation of the complexities of the local
economy relative to the need of balanced
future development.

57

6

General

6.2A - There is 0 allocation of affordable
housing even though in the questionnaire the
general consensus was port Isaac needed more
affordable housing, just because we are in an
AONB shouldn't mean the parish shouldn't
allocate space for affordable housing.
Section7.7 - The parish should still allocate
small areas for affordable housing, schemes
that wouldn't compromise the character of the
village.

A minimum target does not
prevent development, but seeks
to ensure that the nationally
designated and statutorily
protected AONB is not unduly
prejudiced to meet an arbitrary
target, this was determined
through the Cornwall Local Plan
examination, and this is why the
target of 0 applied to the Parish.
If the NDP including a minimum
target above 0, we would be
required to support the NDP with
an SEA to satisfy Natural England
that an above 0 target would not
have significant effects on the
environment, this is a costly piece
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

of work. Nonetheless, the NDP
does not preclude development
that aligns with AONB and other
policies in the NDP, the Local Plan
and the NPPF which seeks to
achieve our housing objectives.
Rural exceptions site are
supporting in principle through
the AONB Management Plan. A
target figure is not needed to
support these development. At
no point do we state that the
AONB designation precludes
development. We would refer to
the extensive debate on the
AONB in the Cornwall Local Plan
examination papers, which
included a requirement for
Cornwall Council to satisfy the
examiner that the entirety of the
overall housing target for
Cornwall could be met outside of
the AONB so as to ensure housing
target themselves would not
represent a reason to justify harm
to the AONB, or its setting.
Ultimately, whilst housing need is
acknowledged, this does not over
the statutory position of the
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

AONB and the great weight
afforded to the designation,
nonetheless, the NDP does not
preclude development that aligns
with the purposes of the
designation. Simply, we do not
have policies that could justify
harm to the AONB.
For note, there is not an absolute
requirement for the NDP to
deliver affordable housing, it is
desirable but not essential. We
agree that development that
does not compromise the AONB
and aligns with other policies in
the NDP, the cornwall local plan
and the nppf should be
supported.

5

1

1A - the boundary lines seem to go through
peoples gardens in silvershell, they are so tight
that no room has been given for any future
developments. Port Gaverne excludes enclosed
brownfield & residential curtilage sites.
17.7) the draft NDP states that : “ the
curtilages of dwellings are included unless
functionally separate from the dwelling or

These changes have arisen as a
result of comments and dialogue
with Natural England.

No change

In terms of specific area
comments, the gardens at
Silvershell View have been
excluded on the basis of Reg14
consultation feedback from
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

where the land has the capacity to significantly
extend the built form of the settlement and as
such would result in ribbon development or
coalescence".

Natural England. Their response
to the inclusion of these and
other gardens on the periphery of
the outlined settlement
boundaries, is that they would
viewed in principle as allocated
sites for development, with the
potential of significant adverse
effect on the environment. In
consequence, they advised,
should these gardens and others
be included, as potential
development sites the NDP would
be required to be supported by
an SEA, which is beyond the
financial reach of St Endellion
Parish Council. The simple
conclusion for Natural England is
to reduce the settlement
boundaries.

The gardens of Silvershell form a clear
definitive line of boundary to the west which is
physically and visually defined.
The justification to establish a development
boundary halving the existing curtilage of the
existing dwellings in this location ( for example)
is questioned.The development boundaries as
shown in the draft NDP further restrict areas of
development as defined by the old North
Cornwall District Plan boundaries . Whilst the
protection of the AONB, Conservation Areas
and the wider Parish as whole is a paramount
consideration , there is still a community
based, economic need to evolve and provide
the affordable homes discussed in 7.7. These
proposed development boundaries do nothing
for the natural growth of the Parish and appear
to be unnecessarily restrictive.
1B: Developments within the set boundaries
are proposed to be restricted to a maximum of
two dwellings on each site. In terms of the
successful delivery of affordable homes, this

Action

The upto 2 dwelling figure comes
directly from the supporting text
to policy 3 of the cornwall local
plan and is reflective of similar
policy wording used in numerous
other ndp’s across cornwall.
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment
policy again defeats the general trends and
acceptable sustainable patterns of
development in affordable ( and non affordable ) development. This policy will have
a detrimental affect on the sustainability and
best use of viable land. If density is a concern
and a driving force for this clause , one should
look no further than the historic development
of the village of Port Isaac, which has a high
density patten within a very small localised
area. Policy 1B does not reflect the existing
building patterns of historic development and
further more restricts the ability to deliver
housing ( affordable primarily ) by way of
maximising the number of units on site.

Response

Action

Again, no sites are specifically
allocated as a result of Natural
England’s comments about
allocation and the requirement
for an SEA.

1D: This clause speaks of exceptions sites
,though none have been highlighted or set
aside within Special Development Sites (SDA
zones) as seen in the St Minver NDP. Would it
not be pertinent to establish further Special
Development Areas outside of the principle
boundaries which can be allocated for further
affordable development? This would apply for
both residential and commercial uses.
2

The current plan already adequately restricts
the increase of over development &
accordingly maybe best kept in place, as most

Points noted, the policy responds
the comments received through
consultation regarding the
replacement dwellings and we

No change
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

3

Comment

Response

properties within the area no longer provide
adequate space or funtion.

felt a specific policy was
therefore necessary.

This policy clearly seeks to replicate the same
clauses seen in the St Ives NDP and the more
recent St Minver NDP. Whilst it is fully
understood what drives this policy and the
intended benefits of it , to date it has not been
demonstrated to provide a successful method
in addressing the high level of second home
ownership or indeed excessive property values.
On the contrary, in many locations where this
clause has been introduced the opposite has
occurred with no direct reduction in second
home ownership. Further more there has been
a significant reduction in new build dwellings in
these locations. This has had numerous
negative consequences . Primarily due to an
unnatural restriction of new build development
,there are fewer houses going to the market in
popular second home locations.There has
however been no reduction in the demand for
second homes and as such there has been a
marked increase in property values for the
limited remaining housing stock. As such this
clause has had a negative impact on housing
prices, driving values up due to a lack of stock
and a continual high demand. This does not
just affect property at the higher end values, all
property in these areas are in demand and

The reasoning for the policy is
explained in the ndp.

Action

No change

Obviously we are watching how
matters progress at St Ives and
other ndp’s have used a similarly
worded policy.
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

accordingly are rising in value, making once
affordable property no longer affordable (
basic supply and demand economics) .
A secondary impact is within the construction
and service industries. With fewer dwellings
being built due to the restrictive clause,all
trades associated with new build
developments are seeing a reduction in work
(associated with construction). As such the
very people who once lived and worked in the
restricted clause areas ( Builders, Plumbers,
Electricians, Architects, Property Managers)
have a reduction work and no longer can
afford a property. Evidently the primary
occupancy clauses do not assist the wider
community at all, in fact they reduce work
potential and fuel an increase in property
prices. This is a direct result of market control
by way of restriction and a detailed
justification and assessment of the impacts
should be undertaken before entering into
such a wide impacting clause.
It is clear that there is a significant need for
affordable local housing ( something this NDP
does not in my view adequately secure or
provide for) and that second home ownership
has significantly adversely affected ( in some
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

The policy seeks development to
respond to local housing needs
which predominate relates to
smaller scale properties. A mix of
these smaller scale units is sought
through the policy to show how
appropriate designed
development is provided for what
is actually needed.

No change

places beyond repair) local communities.
However ,the community is now reliant on the
industry the second home owner has created .
Whilst I neither support or oppose second
home ownership ,I do not believe this policy is
"the bandage to the wound" that is expected.
A tailored solution is required which secures
affordable homes for local people and
maintains a sustainable economy.Policy (3) is
more a statement piece than a functional
solution to a complex problem.
4

1a: States:
" Proposals for new development ( both
market led and affordable) will be supported
where proposals provide a mix of one, two and
three bedroom units”
Where is the justification and need associated
with this clause ? Further more there will not
be any market led proposals, given that Policy
3 has restricted the market to one which is
controlled and is no longer "market led". This
clause appears to be restrictive for the sake of
being controlling rather than having and
substantial justification for limiting dwelling
sizes. in general there is a distinct lack of need
for one or two bedroom units. Primarily there
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

The principle of good design and
responding to local character
applied to all development as
quite clearly is outlined in the
NPPF and the Cornwall Local Plan
and explains good design is pre
requisite of sustainable
development.

No change

is a greater need for three plus bedroom units
as to accommodate growing families.

5

In broad terms this Policy is welcomed
however should be restricted to the Port Issac
and Port Gaverene areas ( specifically
Conservation Areas) . There can be no other
justification outside of these areas.
7.75
The inclusion of Live/Work units within the
plan is welcomed and clearly this is an ever
evolving need and trend in the Parish.It is
however concerning that there are no defined
areas set aside for commercial development
generally. Does the NDP Steering Group not
anticipate any other business or commercial
activity other than what already exists? Surely
any future growth will no be limited to existing
premises and Live/Work units?

There is a policy on business
development, but again for the
same reasons regarding allocating
site for housing, no specific sites,
with the exception of the general
policy at St Endellion have been
provided.

In summary my greatest concerns relate
specifically to the above development clauses.
I believe if the above policies are adopted the
Parish will suffer a significant decline in
437

Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

The 0 target is a minimal
requirement that was provided
by Cornwall Council and aligns
with the minimum targets for
parishes with their main
settlements within the AONB.

No change

sustainable development which in turn will not
address the need for local affordable housing
or secure the future community. Further more
by restricting development to the extent as
proposed by this plan, there is likely to be a
significant reduction in employment ( in the
long term) and significant increase in property
values. Without question development must
be sustainably managed but this requires a full
appreciation of the complexities of the local
economy relative to the need of balanced
future development.
58

3

General

6.2A - There is 0 allocation for affordable
housing.
section7.7 - the parish should still allocate
small areas for affordable housing schemes,
schemes which wouldn't compromise the
character of the village.
7.9 appears to be a statement which seeks to
justify an undefined position established in 7.6,
7.7 and 7.8. I don’t believe 7.9 will not be used
as a policy to support future development but
will create ambiguity .
7.10 talks of future housing being supplied in
certain areas but again there is no indication of
location, threshold levels or guidance for
proposed volumes on the basis of need.

A minimum target does not
prevent development, but seeks
to ensure that the nationally
designated and statutorily
protected AONB is not unduly
prejudiced to meet an arbitrary
target, this was determined
through the Cornwall Local Plan
examination, and this is why the
target of 0 applied to the Parish.
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

If the NDP including a minimum
target above 0, we would be
required to support the NDP with
an SEA to satisfy Natural England
that an above 0 target would not
have significant effects on the
environment, this is a costly piece
of work. Nonetheless, the NDP
does not preclude development
that aligns with AONB and other
policies in the NDP, the Local Plan
and the NPPF which seeks to
achieve our housing objectives.
Rural exceptions site are
supporting in principle through
the AONB Management Plan. A
target figure is not needed to
support these development. At
no point do we state that the
AONB designation precludes
development. We would refer to
the extensive debate on the
AONB in the Cornwall Local Plan
examination papers, which
included a requirement for
Cornwall Council to satisfy the
examiner that the entirety of the
overall housing target for
Cornwall could be met outside of
439

Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

the AONB so as to ensure housing
target themselves would not
represent a reason to justify harm
to the AONB, or its setting.
Ultimately, whilst housing need is
acknowledged, this does not over
the statutory position of the
AONB and the great weight
afforded to the designation,
nonetheless, the NDP does not
preclude development that aligns
with the purposes of the
designation. Simply, we do not
have policies that could justify
harm to the AONB.
For note, there is not an absolute
requirement for the NDP to
deliver affordable housing, it is
desirable but not essential. We
agree that development that
does not compromise the AONB
and aligns with other policies in
the NDP, the cornwall local plan
and the nppf should be
supported.
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments
1

Comment

Response

Action

1A: The development boundaries as set out
within the appendix appear to have been
changed in recent weeks ignoring the
recommendation from the Parish consultants
not to amend until the conclusion of the
consultation process. The development
boundaries do not appear to follow a cohesive
pattern in some places, notably the "carving
up” of the rear gardens of Silvershell and the
questionable Port Gaverne boundary ,which
excludes enclosed brownfield and residential
curtilage sites.

These changes have arisen as a
result of comments and dialogue
with Natural England.

No change

(17.7) the draft NDP states that :
“ the curtilages of dwellings are included
unless functionally separate from the dwelling
or where the land has the capacity to
significantly extend the built form of the
settlement and as such would result in ribbon
development or coalescence".
The gardens of Silvershell form a clear
definitive line of boundary to the west which is
physically and visually defined.
The justification to establish a development
boundary halving the existing curtilage of the
existing dwellings in this location ( for example)

In terms of specific area
comments, the gardens at
Silvershell View have been
excluded on the basis of Reg14
consultation feedback from
Natural England. Their response
to the inclusion of these and
other gardens on the periphery of
the outlined settlement
boundaries, is that they would
viewed in principle as allocated
sites for development, with the
potential of significant adverse
effect on the environment. In
consequence, they advised,
should these gardens and others
be included, as potential
development sites the NDP would
be required to be supported by
an SEA, which is beyond the
financial reach of St Endellion
Parish Council. The simple
conclusion for Natural England is
to reduce the settlement
boundaries.
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment
is questioned.The development boundaries as
shown in the draft NDP further restrict areas of
development as defined by the old North
Cornwall District Plan boundaries . Whilst the
protection of the AONB, Conservation Areas
and the wider Parish as whole is a paramount
consideration , there is still a community
based, economic need to evolve and provide
the affordable homes discussed in 7.7. These
proposed development boundaries do nothing
for the natural growth of the Parish and appear
to be unnecessarily restrictive.
1B: Developments within the set boundaries
are proposed to be restricted to a maximum of
two dwellings on each site. In terms of the
successful delivery of affordable homes, this
policy again defeats the general trends and
acceptable sustainable patterns of
development in affordable ( and non affordable ) development. This policy will have
a detrimental affect on the sustainability and
best use of viable land. If density is a concern
and a driving force for this clause , one should
look no further than the historic development
of the village of Port Isaac, which has a high
density patten within a very small localised
area. Policy 1B does not reflect the existing
building patterns of historic development and

Response

Action

The upto 2 dwelling figure comes
directly from the supporting text
to policy 3 of the cornwall local
plan and is reflective of similar
policy wording used in numerous
other ndp’s across cornwall.

Again, no sites are specifically
allocated as a result of Natural
England’s comments about
allocation and the requirement
for an SEA.
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

further more restricts the ability to deliver
housing ( affordable primarily ) by way of
maximising the number of units on site.
1D: This clause speaks of exceptions sites
,though none have been highlighted or set
aside within Special Development Sites (SDA
zones) as seen in the St Minver NDP. Would it
not be pertinent to establish further Special
Development Areas outside of the principle
boundaries which can be allocated for further
affordable development? This would apply for
both residential and commercial uses.

443

Response No. of
Policy
Comments
3

Comment

Response

Action

This policy clearly seeks to replicate the same
clauses seen in the St Ives NDP and the more
recent St Minver NDP. Whilst it is fully
understood what drives this policy and the
intended benefits of it , to date it has not been
demonstrated to provide a successful method
in addressing the high level of second home
ownership or indeed excessive property values.
On the contrary, in many locations where this
clause has been introduced the opposite has
occurred with no direct reduction in second
home ownership. Further more there has been
a significant reduction in new build dwellings in
these locations. This has had numerous
negative consequences . Primarily due to an
unnatural restriction of new build development
,there are fewer houses going to the market in
popular second home locations.There has
however been no reduction in the demand for
second homes and as such there has been a
marked increase in property values for the
limited remaining housing stock. As such this
clause has had a negative impact on housing
prices, driving values up due to a lack of stock
and a continual high demand. This does not
just affect property at the higher end values, all
property in these areas are in demand and
accordingly are rising in value, making once
affordable property no longer affordable (

The reasoning for the policy is
explained in the ndp.

No change

Obviously we are watching how
matters progress at St Ives and
other ndp’s have used a similarly
worded policy.
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

basic supply and demand economics) .
A secondary impact is within the construction
and service industries. With fewer dwellings
being built due to the restrictive clause,all
trades associated with new build
developments are seeing a reduction in work
(associated with construction). As such the
very people who once lived and worked in the
restricted clause areas ( Builders, Plumbers,
Electricians, Architects, Property Managers)
have a reduction work and no longer can
afford a property. Evidently the primary
occupancy clauses do not assist the wider
community at all, in fact they reduce work
potential and fuel an increase in property
prices. This is a direct result of market control
by way of restriction and a detailed
justification and assessment of the impacts
should be undertaken before entering into
such a wide impacting clause.
It is clear that there is a significant need for
affordable local housing ( something this NDP
does not in my view adequately secure or
provide for) and that second home ownership
has significantly adversely affected ( in some
places beyond repair) local communities.
However ,the community is now reliant on the
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

industry the second home owner has created .
Whilst I neither support or oppose second
home ownership ,I do not believe this policy is
"the bandage to the wound" that is expected.
A tailored solution is required which secures
affordable homes for local people and
maintains a sustainable economy.Policy (3) is
more a statement piece than a functional
solution to a complex problem
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

59

The aims of the NDP seem appropriate for the
Parish and relevant to the feedback provided
during prior stages of consultation. The Policies
within the NDP do not appear to correlate with
these aims and in many places appear to
directly contradict the stated aims of the NDP.
As such, though the aims of the NDP are
laudable, they are not followed through in the
policies.

The 0 target is a minimal
requirement that was provided
by Cornwall Council and aligns
with the minimum targets for
parishes with their main
settlements within the AONB.

No change

6

General

In addition, the supporting evidence base
appears weak in several places and statements
made in the NDP which claim support in other
documents are difficult to reconcile with the
evidence that has been made publicly
available. No documents have been provided
that have been provided by either set of
consultants which were engaged by the Parish
as part of the NDP process, making it difficult
to assess how the NDP is consistent with the
professional advice that was obtained. In
particular, the minutes of a recent Parish
Council meeting note that the consultants
recommended that the Development
Boundaries were not changed at this stage, yet
have been changed around Port Isaac in
particular.

A minimum target does not
prevent development, but seeks
to ensure that the nationally
designated and statutorily
protected AONB is not unduly
prejudiced to meet an arbitrary
target, this was determined
through the Cornwall Local Plan
examination, and this is why the
target of 0 applied to the Parish.
If the NDP including a minimum
target above 0, we would be
required to support the NDP with
an SEA to satisfy Natural England
that an above 0 target would not
have significant effects on the
environment, this is a costly piece
of work. Nonetheless, the NDP
does not preclude development
that aligns with AONB and other
policies in the NDP, the Local Plan
and the NPPF which seeks to
achieve our housing objectives.
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

Rural exceptions site are
supporting in principle through
the AONB Management Plan. A
target figure is not needed to
support these development. At
no point do we state that the
AONB designation precludes
development. We would refer to
the extensive debate on the
AONB in the Cornwall Local Plan
examination papers, which
included a requirement for
Cornwall Council to satisfy the
examiner that the entirety of the
overall housing target for
Cornwall could be met outside of
the AONB so as to ensure housing
target themselves would not
represent a reason to justify harm
to the AONB, or its setting.
Ultimately, whilst housing need is
acknowledged, this does not over
the statutory position of the
AONB and the great weight
afforded to the designation,
nonetheless, the NDP does not
preclude development that aligns
with the purposes of the
designation. Simply, we do not
448

Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

have policies that could justify
harm to the AONB.
For note, there is not an absolute
requirement for the NDP to
deliver affordable housing, it is
desirable but not essential. We
agree that development that
does not compromise the AONB
and aligns with other policies in
the NDP, the cornwall local plan
and the nppf should be
supported.

7.6

The zero housing target does not appear to
have any publicly available evidence base. It
was not allocated in the Local Plan 2016 and no
documents are available to state why there
should be no allocation in the Parish. The
public responses to the NDP during the NDP
development process make it clear that many
people consider affordable housing for local
people a key concern, yet this provision will
mean that housing need is not given due
weight in the planning process. In the Rural
Community Profile it is stated that the
affordability ratio (p31) nationally is 15 and is
48 in St Endellion - emphasising how difficult it

Please refer to the supporting
evidence base for the Cornwall
Local Plan, and in particular the
SHLAA evidence base which
demonstrates that the entirety of
the local plan target can be met
outside of the AONB.

No change
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment

Response

Action

is for young local people and families to
acquire property. The level of second home
ownership (almost 50%) is a major issue and a
failure to allocate housing to satisfy this need is
contradictory to the aims of both the NDP and
the concerns expressed during prior
consultation. The AONB designation of much of
the Parish does not preclude building under
either local or national policy.
1

The desire to build within the designated
development boundaries all but precludes any
realistic prospect of a reasonable housing
supply in the Parish. There is no capacity for
rounding off, infill appears extremely limited
given the boundaries are all within existing
urban/residential areas and no rural sites are
identified in the NDP for development (unlike
in other NDPs, including St Minver). Given the
proportion of second homes in the
development boundaries, the likelihood that
people will seek to development in their
gardens in order to build a permanent home
seems remote.

The policy follows the definitions
in the local plan, and provides
that extra detail to these
definitions as supported by
paragraph 1.68 of the Local Plan.

No change

3

The extension of the principal residence
criterion to replacement dwellings appears to
be a usurpation of property rights by the state
- if a residence is currently unencumbered by
such a condition, the imposition of such a

The reasoning for the policy is
explained in the ndp and follows
the use of similar policies across
Cornwall, such as at St Ives.

No change
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Response No. of
Policy
Comments

Comment
condition may well have a significant impact on
value. In addition, this runs the risk that
existing second/holiday homes that are dated,
impractical or unattractive may not be
redeveloped into modern, functional dwellings
due to the loss of their open market
classification, with the risk the Parish will have
poor housing stock retained which would
otherwise be replaced.

Response

Action

Obviously we are watching how
matters progress at St Ives and
other ndp’s have used a similarly
worded policy.

The key issue in the Parish is the supply of
affordable/permanent residences, so would it
not be better to require any unrestricted new
builds to be matched by permanent
residences? Anecdotal evidence of the
principal residence criteria from other Parishes
suggests that the principal residence criterion
has simply slowed the supply of housing, rather
than encouraging the construction of
permanent residences.
4

Paragraph 7.27 states that smaller units are the The policy seeks development to
primary need in the Parish, but where the
show how it respond to local
supporting evidence for this is is not clear.
housing needs which
predominate relates to smaller
Restricting housing to three bedrooms unless
scale properties as per the
in 'exceptional circumstances' appears
housing needs assessment and
unnecessary - would having three children and comments received from
wanting them to have their own bedrooms be
consultation events. A mix of
exceptional? Given housing supply in the Parish these smaller scale units is sought

No change
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8, 9/12/14

Comment

Response

Action

will be limited, it seems likely much housing
will be self-build and as such, allowing people
to build housing appropriate to their needs
seems sensible. Aligned with this concern is the
desire (policy 4.2) to design houses for future
expansion - why not simply allow people to
build lifetime houses which are designed for
their envisioned future needs (e.g. children) at
the outset? From a design perspective, the
living space you would design for a 1 bed or 3
bed house would be quite different and may
not be readily extended/altered.

through the policy to show how
appropriate designed
development is provided for what
is actually needed.

Policy 8 - Given the concerns for local jobs in
the prior stages of consultation, it appears
unclear where any new business/industrial
premises may be located given the
development boundaries and the lack of
allocated rural land for such development.
Under Policy 8.2, would showing that a
particular site is the only affordable location
available be sufficient? Perhaps not, and if so,
means other than those already owning land
and looking to diversify, a significant barrier to
entry for new business may exist. Given the
outward flow of younger people from the
Parish and concern about jobs, facilitating work
opportunities within the Parish should be a key
goal of the NDP yet does not appear to be
fulfilled.

As per above, the ability to actual No change
allocate is not possible due to the
comments from NE. The policy
drafted we consider flexible and
appropriate to accommodate
business development in the
parish.
Prioritising projects relating to CIL
would be encouraging
development on unsound
planning ground (ie financial
benefits). Further business
development is excluded from CIL
payments.
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Paragraph 7.74 states that live/work units must
have 30% space for work purposes, but this
seems an arbitrary criteria. An artist with a
family may not need a studio space of ~67sqm,
but would need to build such a unit to have a
living space of 150sqm. The desire that the
work element is 'integral' may also not be
practical for light industrial premises, but 'well
related' may allow some element of design
which responds to the desire to restrict the
development in perpetuity whilst allowing
more flexibility in design to respond to need.
Policy 9/12/14 - It would seem sensible to
prioritise projects the CIL might be spend on in
order to ensure that they respond to local
needs and interests. For example, a cultural
heritage centre at St Endellion might have a
considerable cost associated with it yet have
relatively little benefit to many residents of the
Parish compared to facilities in other
settlements which have recreational benefits
for many existing residents at lower cost (e.g. a
facility build pursuant to Policy 12).
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60

Policy 5E Character Area- Coastal Headland
9p.37)
I disagree with the policy for the following
reasons. The repositioning of the settlement
boundary from its original line (development
boundary) in the NCDC confirmed Local Plan is
not justified by the evidence. It doesn't take
account of the substantially enlarged Old
Vicarage, 2 New Road which includes
engineered external landscaping including an
outdoor heated swimming pool almost to the
South West Coastal Path. The accompanying
plan is out of date and doesn't show this
expansion, which dominates the view of the
coastal headland from the east. The policy
objectives also ignore the impact of a recently
granted planning permission PA 16/07952 for a
detached house on the west side of the Old
Vicarage and within the boundary of Signal
Field, to which the AONB authority raised no
objection at the time of the application.

Please see comments made
already on the development
boundaries. Also note that
boundaries have been amended
to accommodate recent
approvals.

No change

2

5E

There is no evidence that the front gardens
(residential curtilage) of 20-24 New Road and
Signal Field should be outside the settlement
boundary to facilitate the diversion of the SW
Coast Path as a result of Coastal Erosion.
Natural England's Coastal Access Team (South
West) have confirmed that under the Marine
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Please note the comments
already outlined with regard to
opportunity to allocate sites.
Development at Trelights is
supported in principle in
accordance with the cornwall
local plan for which we are legally
required to confirm with.

No change

and Coastal Access Act 2009 - Indicative
Coastal Access Proposal MNQ0161 the coastal
headland to the landward side of the SW Coast
Path at this point will not be subject to the
order to facilitate future erosion related realignment. As an aside, the geology on our land
is such that steps cut into the cliff face 200
years ago to provide access to an antimony
miner's jetty and bell chamber, are still intact.
Proposals for the landscaping of the headland
with native plants are optimistic and flawed.
Severe wind and salt burn excludes most native
plants. A requirement by CC planners to plant
native gorse along the SW Coast Path frontage
of 2 New Road ended in failure. All the plants
are dead. As landowners we would not cooperate with further waste.
1

The failure to identify suitable rural exception
sites for social housing leaves the main
settlements exposed to opportunistic projects
that don't take into account the lack of
infrastructure. This particularly applies to
Trelights where there are no shops, no bus
service and no schools. Refer to Ocean Housing
development at Undertown.
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61

Port Gaverne: I have attached a copy of the
current development boundary of Port
Gaverne so I will start there. On the aerial view
you will see that the current boundary runs in a
straight line up the side of a property,
(Orcades) and through what is garden area up
to the natural boundary of the field. Within the
land between that boundary and the opposite
side of the footpath parallel to Tregudda we
have planning and have started to construct a
property, (corner behind Carn-awn).
The NDP proposes to encompass our new build
and prevent anything else being built up to the
old boundary.(Page 21).
This piece of land is and has always been
within the development line and whilst we
have no current plans to develop it surely this
should be deemed as infil/rounding off. What
would happen if I wanted to build a
garage/shed or anything?! We have 2 young
boys that will need our help to stay in this
parish.
The NDP seems to be particularly vague for the
remainder of Port Gaverne. Surprisingly the
map doesn’t even cover the whole of the
village.

We have review the port gaverne
site, and do not consider it meets
the definitions of infill or
rounding off as outlined in the
cornwall local plan, we therefore
have not included the site in the
settlement boundary as we are
required to confirm with the local
plan in drawing up our
settlements. Further, the
inclusion of this land would also
require the NDP to be supported
by an SEA, based upon comments
from natural England.

No change

1

General

Silvershell: As we currently live at Silvershell
Road I will speak about this next.

In terms of the gardens at
Silvershell View have been
excluded on the basis of Reg14
consultation feedback from
Natural England. Their response
to the inclusion of these and
other gardens on the periphery of
the outlined settlement
boundaries, is that they would
viewed in principle as allocated
sites for development, with the
potential of significant adverse
effect on the environment. In
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It seems bizarre that the proposed
development boundary is located halfway
through peoples gardens. Surely a garden is
developed to some extent and should have
some sort of entitlement to be developed as
per suitability. (this point is also relevant for
Mayfield Road).
I noticed that a clause has been placed
regarding the ridge heights of Silvershell, whilst
I agree that this is a good idea to maintain the
overall street view I also think that should the
president be set sensibly this shouldn’t be an
issue. I would have loved to have extended
upwards years ago to give our young family
more space however as we live in the middle I
never bothered to apply. As I said if the
president was set by an end property and
worked down this would be ideal. Land is at a
premium, we must look to go upwards!

consequence, they advised,
should these gardens and others
be included, as potential
development sites the NDP would
be required to be supported by
an SEA, which is beyond the
financial reach of St Endellion
Parish Council. The simple
conclusion for Natural England is
to reduce the settlement
boundaries.

Action

Other points are noted.

Lower Village/ Harbour: I think it is absolutely
right to maintain the overall feel of the village
as this is what the tourists come to see and pay
for. This should be done sensibly though and
not just be blanket restrictions on this that and
the other. This is also relevant to Rose Hill and
to a certain extent Trewetha Lane.
Upper Village/Mayfield/Hilson/Hartland
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Road/New Road04/07/2019 I think to a
certain extent with the exception of a few
character properties this whole area is fair
game! Are we really trying to retain 60’s
council houses as character areas? Or 80’s
pebble dashed bungalows?
Terrace/Tintagel : The terrace should be
restricted development to ensure the Victorian
“character properties” are retained. A few of
these have already been ruined by poor
decisions made by the owners and allowed by
the planners. However this should not exclude
any ideas to help the parking issues. Ie. The use
of front gardens
Tintagel terrace should also have some
restrictions to maintain the Victorian
“Character properties” however again I feel the
rest of it is fair game to a certain extent.
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“Affordable Housing”: I hate to be the bearer
of bad news but affordable housing is nigh on
impossible when its 2 minutes from the sea! So
Port Isaac, (with the exception of land
neighboring Hilson Close) and Port Gaverne as
a whole are unrealistic. Trelights and St
Endellion are the only realistic areas especially
if the development boundaries are all going to
be squeezed. Though apparently the people of
Trelights are less than favorable to the idea as
stated at the consultation, (not sure why they
are so special that it puts a stop to any ideas)?
Why is Trewetha not even under
consideration? Surely there is space.
Either way it seems the NDP has 0 allocation
for affordable homes anyway?!
I think 3 stories are a must for these buildings if
they ever come into fruition. Its the only way
to cram big enough houses on small sites.

Noted, but we disagree that
affordable site are impossible and
with regard to the design. There
are a number of good examples
of recent development across
cornwall that have achieved
these objectives.

No change

On other points, the ndp has
been drawn up to provide the
local detail to the more strategic
policies in the Cornwall local plan
and the nppf and following
extensive dialogue with a number
of key parties to ensure it is
appropriate on the context of the
constraints that exist.

Residential Restriction: I think that something
does need to be done with regards to second
homes but too be honest I think that ship has
sailed. Cornwall as a whole has serious issues
with this but the much televised Port Isaac is in
even higher demand! What the answer is I
have no idea but this concept has been tried in
St Ives with negative affect and is now in in St
Minver which seems to have absolutely no
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control over what is being built. We do not
want to be like St Minver/Rock but I think this
idea is flawed.
Overall my opinion is that the NDP is overly
restrictive and also highly subjective to the
views of a certain few. The parish needs to
have the opportunity to progress for people to
live and to work. I think its worth noting that
after tourism the next big employer is
construction. We have already made a rod for
our own back by being so dependent on
tourism but we now have to work with it. My
business solely relies on second home owners
and the work they bring. My future plan is to
bring my workshop to Port Gaverne and
expand to employ more local people, I hope
there will still be some work to do and some
local people left?!
If we are ever to have enough houses in the
village, (for locals) we cannot be so restrictive
of where they are built. All the settlements in
the parish need to expand not be enclosed
within the tightening of development lines.
The bottom line is that an NDP is all well and
good in principle but the reality is that each
proposal should be looked at on its own merit
and adjudged by the local people (parish
council) there to look after the well being of
the parish.
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62

None

63

1

General

By trying to implement the settlement red lines
no one will be able to build for our local
children inside these lines. I think the
residency requirement for Port Isaac is a little
late as a lot of houses now are second homes
the balance cannot be got back. Non of the
local children now will be able to afford to buy
them and the prices will not reduce . I think if
you were born and bred here and want to live
if there is land available they should be able to
build. The character of Port Isaac is around the
harbour so I agree with restrictions around
that area. At the top of the village a lot of
changes have been made I cannot see how
many more restrictions are relevant. More
concern must be for car parking and yellow
lines. Tourism now is essential for the village
which many need for income to live here either
rental, cleaning, building, maintenance etc. I
note Headlands Hotel is not included in the
settlement lines nor is half of Port Gaverne
why is this?

Points noted, please refer above
in terms of the settlement
boundaries which have arised
through extensive dialogue with
natural England.

64

3

General

Background. Our family home is the Lodge
Trelights, Port lsaac, Cornwall. We have owned
grown up and lived in this property since 1986.
Furthermore our family used to own Park Villa
The house was bought in 1962 by our Great

Noted, site reviewed and
settlement boundary changed

Action

Amendment to
settlement
boundary at
Trelights
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See above

Amendment
to settlement
boundary at
Trelights

Grand Parents 'Eldred & Gwendoline Beare'
and remained in our family ownership until
1999 when it was sold to its current owners.
Our family has grown up over the generations
within the settlement of Trelights remain and
continue to contribute to the settlement. We
consider ourselves to be 'Local People with a
Local Connection to Trelights and the Parish'.
These are the points which we wish to raise:
The Vision for St Endellion Parish 5.1: What a
great statement. We support this vison.
1

Policy 1 Figure 5 Trelights Settlement
Boundary
The proposed settlement boundary has been
drawn straight through the middle of the
Lodge garden. Half of our garden now is within
the settlement, half outside. Furthermore Park
Villa's Gates & Piers are drawn within the
settlement whilst the remainder of its house
and its gardens are excluded.
This is illogical and we oppose the current
position of the Settlement Boundary.
There should be no doubt that Park Villa, it's
gates and its Lodge are fundamentally linked
and as such all should be included within the
Settlement boundary. They are integral to the
settlements character and composition.
Park Villa and The Lodge are both Grade ll
Listed buildings. Historic England entry
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numbers 1129852/11320616 There are
additional Grade ll Listings within the curtilage
of Park Villa entry numbers
1320615/11129853. There are other Grade ll
Listings within the proposed Settlement
Boundary e g. Trelights Farm House and
Trelights Methodist Chapel why have these
been included and not Park Villa?
Around the boundary is the original Cornish
dun stone wall which wraps itself around both
Park Villa and the Lodge. lt is a distinct and
unarguably a defining physical feature. Within
the curtilages of both dwellings are fine
examples of large llex Holm Oak trees all by the
nature of their crowns and trunk size
suggested of being planted at the same time
and provide definition to the boundary of both
Park Villa and the Lodge
Park Villa is the largest and grandest property
within the settlement of Trelights. Dated 1842.
it has been occupied by wealthy landowners
with great influence on the settlement.
Historically the house and its occupants would
have been supported by tenanted cottages,
including the Lodge. There is still evidence in
the village to this day of Park Villa's influence
on the rest of the village. ln the history of Park
Villa 'Squire Hill' acquired land today known as
'The Barton'. In order for him to access his land
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he simply drove a straight & direct 'road' from
the gates of Park Villa through his tenants
cottages and their gardens. If you walk from
the Lodge towards The Barton you will see how
the cottages on the left side of the road have
been inexplicably separated from their gardens
on the right.
Unfortunately we have pretty much now lost
those lovely cottage gardens/green
spaces/allotments as a result of Planning Infill
policy which has resulted in and will continue
to do so under Policy 1/1 (a) + (b) ugly
cramming within the village.
There should be no doubt that Park Villa and
its Lodge contribute to the Historical Village
and sit within the Settlement Boundary.
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Methodology to development boundaries:
Paragraph 7.17 of the emerging St Endellion
NDP 2019 -2030 asserts the following in regard
to development boundaries.
Settlement Boundaries are drawn in
consideration of a settlements defined physical
features and current land availability (which
solely relates to land included within the parish
boundary of Sf Endellion Parish)
ln this case we fail to see how the boundary
has followed this guidance when the physical
features i.e. gardens, trees and boundary stone
walling appears to have been disregarded.
It goes further to confirm that the curtilages of
dwellings are included unless functionally
separate from the dwelling or where the land
has the capacity to significantly extend the
built form of the settlement and as such would
result in ribbon development or coalescence.
ln this case neither sites at Park Villa or the
Lodge would be functionally separate from
their respective dwellings and by including the
land would not result in harmful ribbon
development.
The advice also adds that free standing.
individual or groups of dwellings, farm
buildings or other structures detached or
peripheral to the main built area of the
settlement are excluded.

See above

Amendment to
settlement
boundary at
Trelights
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We are of the view that the named properties
above are not free standing or individual but
are dwellings because of their history has
helped shape the village as we know it today.
These dwellings are integral too and not
peripheral forms of development.
We draw your attention to the development at
Figgy Hobbin. Watergates, The Boathouse St
lan etc. We can assert that the relocation of
the boundary to the West of the property
known as Park Villa (adjoining the track) and
being contiguous to the road will ensure that
the land in question will be read as part of the
settlement and not on the periphery. This will
then give consistency with the Historic Village
Boundary as illustrated in Policy 5O/figure 21.
Should members be concerned about
development occurring in this locale, any
development proposals coming forward that
might affect the setting of a listed building
would be scrutinised against a range of policies
that protect and safeguard Listed Buildings and
the Historic Environment Any development
proposals that harm the setting of a listed
building would not be supported by the Local
Planning Authority.
The methodology also includes individual plots
or small scale development sites that would
provide rounding-off opportunities in areas
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Noted

No change

physically and visually related to the
settlement.
ln this case we fail to see how this
methodology has been applied in respect to
the land to the west of the property known as
the Lodge.
The settlement boundary as it is drawn does
not follow a logical methodology and we
believe that it is flawed in this case.
We note that the historic village has been
defined and we suggest that the northwest
boundary of the historic village needs to the
same as the Settlement Boundary.
We suggest a 'Site Visit' by the NP Working
party to look at this Settlement Boundary. We
ask that we are present. It will be clear from a
site visit that the original boundary stone
walling to these properties ensures the
cohesiveness of the locale and duly reads
logically as part of the settlement as a whole,
but also as part of the historic core
We consider that the Settlement Boundary Iine
should be revised and redrawn.
3

Policy 3 Principle Residency Condition to be
attached to all new build and replacement
Dwellings.
We support this policy.
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Policy 5 Design Principles 7.34 - 7.36 Character
Areas Descriptions and Policies { 5A - 5R }
The St Endellion Parish Housing Land
Assessment was completed in January 2016. It
was prepared by Andrew Golay from Golay
Planning with input from James Evans
representing the AONB and Nicola Vickery
representing the working group of the NP
May we ask for clarity on the Methodology &
Criteria used in the assessment of the
individual cells. Verbally we were informed by
Mr Evans & Mr Golay at the Consultation event
held at Trevathen Farm shop that the Cells
were appraised on the basis of 5 or more
dwellings. If this is the case we ask that it is
documented within your method and on that
basis, Cell 4A is marked as ‘land not available'.
Can we also add that there was no formal
consultation period/end date for comments
regarding this Townscape/ Landscape
Assessment
The NDP Preparation Process 3.4 Key
Priorities/Affordable Housing
Affordable housing is only one route to support
local housing and local need. Other routes
include live/work units. and custom/self-build,
which can be both open market or Affordable.
There is nothing within any of the planning
polices to support options other than under

See above

Amendment to
settlement
boundary at
Trelights
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the Affordable heading. Not every local person
with a local need is registered or meets the
criteria for the Home Choice Housing Register.
Conclusions
Our dream (SM and JS) is and always will be to
return permanently to the village we call
home. For us to buy an open market family
property within the village is now impossible.
However we also have aspirations to be home
owners and the menu of Affordable Housing is
complex and bewildering The NP offers no
Rural Exception Sites throughout the whole
Parish and the Settlement Boundary is drawn
tight to the settlement. The reality will be that
we not be able to afford to buy an open
market dwelling or infill plot, and we don’t
meet the criteria for affordable housing
options in the AONB.
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Appendix K Extracts from St Endellion Parish Council
Meetings
Relating to preparation of the Neighbourhood Development Plan
2011
10th October
73.CORNWALL COUNCILLORS REPORT
Mr Gisbourne advised the council that they should attend at Localism Seminar,
which looks at the future of Planning for the Parish and offer the option to create a
Plan for future planning in the parish. The new localism bill could come into force
as early as March 2012 and could be very dangerous, as they will take away the
strict planning boundary surrounding the village. Mr Bell informed the council that
he would like to attend the next Localism Seminar.
14th November
88. CORNWALL COUNCILLORS REPORT
Mr B Gisbourne informed the Parish Council that he had just been to a Cornwall
Council meeting at Camelford and the Localism Bill would become law next week.
The Parish Council would need to develop a Parish Plan and Development plan
within the next 12 months. A Development plan would cost £5000. Mr Gisbourne
informed the Council that Cornwall Council would help develop the plans. There are
six pilot schemes in place in Cornwall. Mr Gisbourne informed the Council that
Sarah Sims would be able to give advice on this, the closest pilot scheme was at St
Eval.
12th December
96.COMMITTEE REPORTS
Community Network
Mr Manders informed the Council that he had attended a meeting last week but was
still to write a report. At the meeting there had been three presentations. One was
on the Localism Bill and the change in declaration and register of interest. The
second was on housing development, over the next 10 years 150 houses per year
would need to be built in our community network. 75 in Wadebridge and the other
75 split between the 12 Parishes with the Community Network. Which would be
approximately 6 per year in St Endellion Parish.
2012
9th January
108.CORNWALL COUNCILLORS REPORT
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Mr Gisbourne also informed the Council that it would need to create a
Neighbourhood Development Plan, so that future development could only be where
the Parish Council wants it. 1500 affordable houses would need to be built within
the Wadebridge/Padstow Community Network area within the next 20 years. 750
of these houses would be built in Wadebridge, so the Council needs to make a plan
of where it would like affordable housing to go and how many it feels the Parish can
accommodate. Mrs J Townsend proposed that the Parish Council discusses creating
a Neighbour hood Plan on the next agenda.

13th February
129.NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN It was proposed by Mrs J Townsend that the Parish
Council discusses creating a Neighbourhood Plan for Port Isaac. This was seconded
by Mr D Phelps.
Mr Bell felt that the Parish Council needed professional help in
drawing up a Neighbourhood Plan. Clerk to contact Sarah Sims at Cornwall Council,
and Sarah Mason at CALC and seek their advice on who could help draw up a plan
and find out which other Parish Councils have drawn up plans. This was agreed
and carried nem.con

12th March
142.NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN Mr Harris welcomed Sarah Arden from Cornwall
Council to speak on the Neighbourhood Plans. Ms Arden informed the council that
there were no Neighbourhood plans already in place and therefore no real examples
of what a Neighbourhood plan looks like, however one of her colleagues had
created an example of what a Neighbourhood Plan will look like. She handed out
copies to the council, along with a guide to the Neighbourhood planning process.
Ms Arden informed the Council that she was a Planning Policy Officer. She had
worked on the Core Strategy Plan and was now working with Parish Councils
getting ready and creating Neighbourhood Plans.
Ms Arden informed the Council that Neighbourhood Plans are part of the Localism
Bill and the main purpose is to bring powers down from Central Government level
to Local Council like Cornwall Council and then down to Parish Council level. The
Localism Bill means that Parish Councils will be able to take over services and have
more input in planning in their area. Cornwall Council is now setting its own
planning target for development.
Ms Arden informed the Council that there are 3 options within the new planning
process. A Neighbourhood Development Plan, Neighbourhood Development order
or The Community Right to Build.
She informed the Council that as St Endellion Parish Council had done a Parish Plan
it was in a good position to draw up a Neighbourhood Plan. If the Parish Council
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was to create a Neighbourhood plan it would be adopted and contain planning
policies which would be used for future applications.
Ms Arden informed the Council that if it does not draw up a neighbourhood plan,
planning applications will be determined on the new Core Strategy, which is not
area specific. In a Neighbourhood Plan you can set out standards that are in
keeping with the village, protect areas of green space and mark out buildings which
are of local interest and need protecting.
Ms Arden informed the Council that Neighbourhood Development Orders are Site
specific. The Council could draw up plans for a site. Ms Arden informed the Council
that the new Core Strategy will not include tight development boundaries around
the outside of the village. The AONB will still stand and therefore certain areas will
still be protected but development boundaries will not be so rigid. Ms Arden
informed the council that if they wish to go ahead and create a Neighbourhood
plan, Cornwall Council can help providing technical support and evidence. Ms
Arden informed the Council that the public would need to be consulted, once the
neighbourhood plan is drawn up it would it would need to be independently
reviewed, which Cornwall Council would pay for and then would go to public
referendum and need 51% of voter support to be adopted. Cornwall Council would
also pay for, and organise the referendum. Ms Arden informed the Council that
there were no regulations in place for Neighbourhood Plans and the Localism Bill
does not come into force until the 1st April 2012. Ms Arden informed the Council
that the new Core Strategy would not be adopted until next year so the Parish
Council had time to put a Neighbourhood plan in place, as the existing policy would
remain in place until then.
Ms Arden informed the council that they were currently working on 5 test
Neighbourhood Plans. Therefore there was not too much pressure to put a
Neighbourhood Plan in place unless there are strong development pressures on the
village.
Mr Bell informed Ms Arden that his main concern was that an Affordable housing
project had already gone ahead in the Parish on a unsuitable site which nobody in
the Parish had wanted and none of the houses went to families living in the parish.
Ms Arden informed the council that the Parish Council is unlikely to be able to
change the way houses are allocated affordable housing is allocated to surrounding
Parishes.
Ms Arden informed the Council that the Parishes on the Rame Peninsular were
working together on a Neighbourhood Plan and using the Local Plan drawn up by
Caradon District Council. Therefore St Endellion Parish Council could use the North
Cornwall Local Plan when drawing up its Neighbourhood Plan.
Ms Arden went through the map on the example Neighbourhood plan to give an
idea of what things go into a Neighbourhood Plan. Mr B Gisbourne felt that the
Parish Council could work with the St Minver Parishes on the Neighbourhood plan
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but felt that the referendum stage would need to be done separately. Ms Arden
informed the council that she would know more in a few weeks and they would be
further forward with the Trial Neighbourhood plans. She felt that the Parish Council
need to decide how it wanted to move forward and then she could come back and
talk again. Mr Harris thanked Ms Arden for coming to the meeting.

5th April Annual Parish Meeting attended by Cllr Gisbourne of Cornwall Council
Mr Gisbourne felt that it was important that the Parish Council got a Neighbourhood
plan in place to protect the village over the next 20 years.

12th May
6.PUBLIC DISCUSSION
Mrs J Pomfret informed the council that she was at the meeting to seek assurance
from the Parish Council that a development plan would be put in place for Port
Isaac and Trelights. The clerk informed Mrs Pomfret that the Parish council was
setting up a working party to work on a Neighbourhood plan
Mr Gisbourne informed Mrs Pomfret that there were no Neighbourhood Plans in
place at the moment and that they were still working on the test case as it is not a
quick process however existing development boundaries will continue to remain

13th August
56.PUBLIC DISCUSSION
Mrs B Bell informed the Parish Council that she was concerned that there had been
no publicity, Trio report or public meeting held regarding the Parish Council
producing a Neighbourhood Plan. She felt that consultation was needed and vital
at every stage, as many people in the Parish were not even aware of the Parish
Council intentions or what a Neighbourhood Plan is. Cllr Brian Gisbourne explained
that consultation is carried out at every stage of developing a Neighbourhood Plan.
Once the Plan is developed a Public Meeting is held with drawings and blank maps.

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN It was proposed by Mr M Coles that the Parish Council
should decide on the appropriate way forward following the Neighbourhood Plan Localism Working Group's Conclusion that there is a unique opportunity and benefit
in shaping the future of the Parish by producing a plan.
This was seconded by D Philp.
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Mr Coles informed the council that the working group was formed to see whether or
not we should do a Neighbourhood Plan, the make recommendations to the Parish
Council. They had now had two meetings, the second Sarah Simms from Cornwall
Council had attended. The working group agreed that the Parish Council should
create a Neighbourhood Plan, now the Parish Council needs to make a decision.
Mr M Bell read from the following statement;1. In principle I support the working group recommendation that the parish council
proceed with making one.
2. I am concerned with the lack of 'transparency' leading up to the
recommendation, the fact that working group meetings were held in private, were
not advertised, were not publicly minuted and included one member of the public Mrs Pomfret - who is a known objector to further development at Trelights and no
other lay person with a contrary opinion. Unfortunately this creates the impression
of bias.
3. Planning is one of the most litigated branches of local government. If we make a
neighbourhood plan it must be robust, it must be able to withstand scrutiny by
planning lawyers and planning inquiry inspectors otherwise it will be rather
expensive, time consuming, and a waste of paper.
4. We must not get off on the wrong foot. The public needs to be aware of what our
parish council intends to do before we start. It's called 'transparency' and we have
an obligation to inform the public and invite their comments before we commit this
council and the next one to making a plan.
5. Incidentally the government's Localism Act introduced neighbourhood plans to
make development easier, not obstruct it. In the hands of the next parish council
there could be a dramatic shift and those who currently see the plan as a welcome
obstacle to development might find it paving the way instead.
6. I propose that the parish council takes note of the working group's
recommendation and invites public comment via local newspapers and Trio, prior to
taking a decision in September.
Mr R Manders informed the Council that he was strongly in favour of doing a
Neighbourhood Plan however felt that the Parish Council should consult the
population of the Parish at the earliest opportunity, before even the simplest of
plans is produced.
Mr Philp felt that the Parish Council should agree to produce a Neighbourhood Plan
then consult the public from then on.
Mrs Janet Townsend informed the council that she felt that the Council needed to
do a Neighbourhood Plan but agreed with what had been said by Mr Manders and
Mr Bell
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Mr E Fletcher informed the council that everybody in the Neighbourhood Plan
Working Party group is in favour of producing a Neighbourhood plan, he felt that it
was the Parish Council’s only chance to protect this village from undesirable
development. He felt that the Parish Council should go with the recommendations
of the Working Party and agreed at this meeting to create a Neighbourhood Plan,
he felt that the Parish Council should then consult the Public from then on at every
stage, he felt the Parish Council should not risk falling at the first hurdle.
Mrs J Townsend proposed that the Parish Council agreed in principle to create a
Neighbourhood Plan but first consult with the Public writing articles for Trio and the
Cornish Guardian, stating that it is the Parish Councils intention to do a
Neighbourhood Plan, explain what it is and about the localism act. Then formalise
the decision to create a Neighbourhood Plan at the September Meeting.
This was seconded by Mr M Bell and carried 4/3

10th September
69. APPROVAL OF MINUTES To approve the minutes as a correct record of the
meeting held on Monday 13th August 2012 Neighbourhood plan working group not
sub-committee.

15th October
1st Neighbourhood Plan Meeting see separate minutes

10th December
135 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
Neighbourhood Report - The Parish Council held its first consultation meeting on
Monday 3rd December 2012 at Port Isaac School at 7.30pm. 8 Members of the
public attended.
A) FACEBOOK
It was proposed by Miss N Williams that the Parish Council use a Facebook group to
publicise our consultation process. This was seconded by Mr D Phelps and carried
5/2. Clerk to set up facebook group
B) LOCAL EVENTS
It was proposed by Miss N Williams that members of the Parish Council make
efforts to attend local events and give out our consultation questionnaires. This was
seconded by Mr R Manders and carried nem.con. Mr Manders reported that he had
already given a presentation to the Golden Circle.
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Councillors to attend local groups
C) VISITOR CENTRE
It was proposed by Miss N Williams that the Parish Council adds a question to our
final Neighbourhood Plan questionnaire regarding a visitor centre. This was
seconded by Mr D Phelps and carried nem.con

2013
14th January
148 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
It was proposed by Mr M Coles that following the government announcement
offering grants for Neighbourhood Plans the Parish Council applies for funding for
our Neighbourhood Plan. This was seconded by Miss N Williams and carried
nem.con.
11th February
170 COMMITTEE REPORTS
Neighbourhood Plan - Mr Bell asked if the council was happy with the report for Trio
circulated by Miss Williams. The Parish Council agreed that the report should be
submitted.
8th April 2013
210 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
a) It was proposed by Miss N Williams that the Parish Council finalises
arrangements for the Neighbourhood Plan meeting for businesses. This was
seconded by Mr M Bell and carried nem.con. Miss N Williams informed the council
she had a speaker coming from BT to talk about superfast broad band. Miss
Williams agreed to telephone businesses and promote the event through facebook.
Mr M Bell agreed to laminate a poster. Mr Bell also agreed to bring tea/coffee and
biscuits.
B) Mr Harris read out a letter from Cornwall Council confirming our area had been
designated as a Neighbourhood Plan area

13th May
7 PUBLIC DISCUSSION
Mrs Barbara Bell congratulated the Councillors on being elected and offered to help
with the neighbourhood plan.
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16 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
It was proposed by Miss N Williams that the Parish Council sets up a separate NP
committee with some PC members & members of the interested public. This was
seconded by Mr M Bell and carried nem.con. Miss Williams agreed to write an article
for trio.

24th June
43 MATTERS ARISING
Miss N Williams informed the Parish Council she had written a report for Trio asking
for volunteers to help with the Neighbourhood Plan.
12th August
91/13 Neighbourhood Plan
a. Cllr Williams addressed Members with regard to the Council setting up working
groups and who has already been approached and invited to take part.
It was RESOLVED that the Parish Council sets up working groups in each of the
following areas of the NDP, Housing Needs, Environment Survey, Planning,
Business, Infrastructure, Leisure, Vision, Communications
So proposed Cllr
Williams and Seconded by Cllr Bell
b. It was RESOLVED that the Parish Council and/or working groups as appropriate
walk the current building lines in the Parish in order to establish where we would
consider development appropriate So proposed Cllr Williams and Seconded by Cllr
Bell

9th September
102/13 Matters Arising
Minute 91/13: Neighbourhood Plan: Cllr Williams asked for names and dates of
those who would join her walking the parish when she hoped Members of other
groups/organisations would also join in.
Cllrs Raynor, Brogan, Bell, Manders, Dawe and Penny volunteered depending on the
date arranged/agreed.
Suggested dates for consideration : 21 -25 September inc. at 5pm.

11th November
139/13 Outside Committees and Members Reports
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(ii) Neighbourhood Plan : Cllr Williams told Members she can copy notes resulting
from the ‘walks’ to anyone who wants them; the whole parish has now been
‘walked’. There is a large map of the parish available which can be marked. A
meeting is now necessary with the volunteers from the Council Membership plus J
Harris and P Kirkham. Terms of Reference for each group are required.

2014
10th February
207/13 Outside Committees and Members Reports
(ii) Neighbourhood Plan: Cllr Williams reported that few of the Group Leaders have
done what was requested of them which was to organise a meeting and issue tasks.
Interim reports are due on Wednesday, so far only one has been returned.
Members discussed what could be done to make this project work more effectively.
Cllr Williams told members that information gathering is falling short and while the
end product could be prepared by professionals, the information needs to be
gathered in the first instance.
Cllr Williams to contact Sam Hewitt and report back to Cllr Raynor in the first
instance

14th April
236/13 Outside Committees and Members’ Report
Cllr. Williams reported great difficulty had been found when trying to recruit
volunteers to undertake survey work needed in these early stages of production of
a Neighbourhood Plan. The ‘feedback’ of information from residents was so poor as
to lead Cllr. Williams to the decision to abandon this route of information gathering,
rather she would fall back upon information gleaned from those who participated in
the parish walks and whose ideas were constructive and forward looking.
A report on the AONB Forum, held on Saturday, 22nd March is filed with these
Minutes.

15th May
17/14 Neighbourhood Plan: Cllr. Williams would meet with CRCC to progress the
NP. A working group meeting was to be called on 27th May 2014 in the school,
Clerk to book school premises.
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9th June
33/14 Neighbourhood Plan: Cllr. Williams reported she had attended an
Engagement Session with CRDC and was hopeful now of being able to engage
public support for a NP.

11th August
63/14 Matters of Public Interest/ Items for Agenda/ Date of next meeting:
Cllr. Williams reported that the next scheduled presentation concerning the
Neighbourhood Development Plan would be held on 12th September and sought
approval to engage the services of The Shuttle Bus to bring any residents, wishing
to attend, into Port Isaac from Trelights. This was agreed to.

8th September
75/14 Neighbourhood Planning: Cllr. Williams asked that Councillors try to attend
the Cream Tea event on Saturday, 13th September to promote this Council’s
intention to create a Neighbourhood Plan. Other events planned within the village
would be used to promote the NP process. Dronescope had now completed their
aerial survey of the parish, this survey would be made available to Councillors in
due course. A leaflet has also been printed to explain the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of
Neighbourhood Planning.
It was reported by Cllr. Penny that future grant assistance for NP was in doubt.

13th October
94/14 Neighbourhood Planning: Cllr. Williams reported the event held at The Old
School Hotel had been reasonably successful and urged all Members to attend
‘The Beer and Pasty’ presentation event at Trevathan on 23rd October, starting at
5.30pm and running through to 8pm. Cllr. Williams reported that a lottery grant of
£7500 had been applied for, and it was her intention to hold a ‘Big Breakfast’ in the
village hall in the near future to further gain the interest and support of local people
for the Neighbourhood Planning process.

10th November
110/14 Neighbourhood Planning: Cllr. N. Williams reported that the housing need
survey had not received sufficient responses to evaluate an accurate need
assessment. CRCC had offered, and will be asked, to re-distribute the questionaire
at a probable cost in the region of £1000. Events planned to engage residents to
include a ‘Big Butty’ on 22nd November, 9am-noon, and a ‘Hand Held Supper’ by
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kind permission of The Mote, on 5th December from 7pm to 10pm. The theme of
the evening will be ‘self-build’ and Cllrs. Bell and Dawe were asked to attend to
promote this option for home ownership.

15th December
123/14 Neighbourhood Development Plan: Cllr. Williams reported two well
supported public engagement events had taken place. She was particularly pleased
to have attracted several younger members of the public who had offered their
services as volunteers to work on the NDP.

2015
12th January
13/2015 Neighbourhood Planning – Cllr. Williams reported two successful
consultation events had been held in the previous month. A large number of
scoping forms had been returned, with offers of help. She and Cllr. Coles will attend
a meeting with CRCC. A questionnaire, including an housing type survey, will be
compiled and circulated. Decisions need to be made about what else to include in
the NDP, e.g. the playing field. The questionnaire will be posted to all households.
Cllr. Williams was keen to prepare the NDP as soon as possible. This heading to be
moved further up future agendas.

9th February
27/2015 Neighbourhood Planning – Cllr. Williams reported that it would soon be
time to start creating policies, especially in relation to the Conservation Area and
those areas where we foresee development. A consultant had been invited to
attend a meeting on 5th March at 6pm to discuss ‘design’. The Clerk to book the
school room and use of the screen. Cllr. Phelps asked for the event notices to be
taken down after an event.

9th March
50/2015 Neighbourhood Planning – Cllr. Williams reported the ‘design’ meeting had
been filmed and this will be edited and placed on the PC’s Facebook page. The
parish scores highly on the funding scoring system, which will help when a grant is
applied for. This will be submitted shortly.

13th April
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71/2015 Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams had asked Claire of the CRCC to
arrange a meeting of representatives from the Village Hall, Playground Committee,
Carnival Committee and the Doc Martin Fund, in order to get any input for the
Neighbourhood Plan. Proposed date 20th May 2015.

8th June
117/2015 Neighbourhood Plan – a grant of £4,000 had been promised from the
Community Rights Programme. The joint consultation event with the Village Hall
Committee had been very successful.

13th July
137/2015 Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported the meeting scheduled for
15th had been cancelled. A ‘Volunteer Event’ is to be held on 20th July.

10th August
160/2015 Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported one of the meetings had
been cancelled. Ms Druce, CC had attended the meeting that was held. The next
event will be on 7th September 2015, and will feature Landscape Assessment
training.

14th September
181/2015 Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported the Landscape Character
Assessment (LCA) training had been carried out, with a group of volunteers. She
explained how this would work. She illustrated how Landscape Character was
assessed for the Roseland NP, which has much in common with St Endellion in
terms of developmental pressure. However, Roseland did not complete the Capacity
and Sensitivity element of their LCA. She said due to the ANOB she felt this would
be a vital part of our Plan. Due to a misunderstanding she did not have the
Housing Needs Assessment (HCA) Précis she had prepared for members. (Cllr.
Raynor had requested an addition be made to the agenda of the 23rd September to
include this item.) Our HNA assessment commissioned as part of our Locality bid by
AECOM and identified need for 80-90 new dwellings for the parish in the duration of
the Plan to 2030, less what had been built since 2011. However the number of
houses needed to be assessed against the LCA in terms of capacity, which
illustrates how vital a part of the process preparation of a LCA is. Cllr. Williams will
be pleased to hear from those who wish to volunteer assistance in this process. She
had contacted those who attended the workshop to request availability to initiate
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the process, and also contacted one of the volunteers with a useful professional
background to request he leads the project. His response is awaited.

23rd September
EX08/2015 Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams said the Housing Needs Assessment
was now available on the PC’s website. She said the next step will be a public
exhibition. The housing needs assessment and the landscape assessment will be
used to encourage local interest. She asked Members to read the assessment and
come back to her with their comments. She had been advised not to provide an
housing needs figure in the NDP, but her feeling was that it should be included.

12th October
201/2015 Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams said there was little to report. She
had hoped to be able to book the Village Hall but it hadn’t been available. She was
looking at a different venue at Trevathan. Cllr. Bell felt the exhibition should be held
in Port Isaac. Cllr. Penny suggested holding the meeting at Trevathan and if
necessary holding another in Port Isaac.

9th November
220/2015 Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported no further consultations had
been held since the last meeting. Ms Colleen Sullivan, CC had met with a number of
Members of the NDP Team. She felt the team had a good broad understanding of
what policies were evidenced, is at the stage where they could start writing
‘policies’. She felt however that we are not quite ready having assessed what we
provided, further consultation was required to confirm areas of areas public interest
before we fine tune policy. Ms Sullivan is happy to assist in drawing up a list of
consultation questions to define areas of policy. Cllr. Williams and Ms Clare Hurley,
CRCC will complete the Locality Grant Fulfilment Form

14th December
239/2015 Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams confirmed that the Locality Grant
Fulfilment Form had been completed. She had arranged a meeting with Cllrs. Coles,
Dawe, Raynor, together with Mr Andrew Golay, of Golay Planning, a former
planning officer with CC, and Mr James Evan our ANOB officer. Cllr. Williams
explained that as there is not enough support to carry out a parish survey to
identify suitable sites for self-build projects, she had asked Mr Golay if his company
would undertake such a survey on our behalf. She passed round their reply quoting
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£2,800 everyone AGREED it would be beneficial to have an expert to carry out a
landscape survey and the funds would come from the NDP fund.

2016
11th January
05/2016 Outside Bodies / Reports - d. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported
the landscape character assessment had been carried out in glorious weather.
Photographs had been taken and a report will follow, hopefully, by 21st January
2016. She said St Ives NDP had passed the inspector’s examination and is now
going out to referendum. It contains an interesting policy: “New open market
housing without a restriction to ensure its occupation to full-time principal residence
(occupied at least 270 days per year) will not be permitted… New second homes
and holiday lets will not be permitted at any time.”

14th March
44/2016 Outside Bodies / Reports - d. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported
there were very few responses to the questionnaire. It had subsequently been
agreed that a further questionnaire would be issued to every house in the parish
with an s.a.e. CRCC will then compile a report. Cllr. Penny asked when it would be
known what the proposed development boundaries would be. This would depend on
the results of the questionnaires.

11th April
66/2016 Outside Bodies / Reports - d. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported
the questionnaire had been issued to every residential household, i.e. those who
pay council tax as a resident. Cllr. Williams referred to two responses she had
received from planning consultants. These would be acknowledged, but the
questions raised could not be addressed at this point. She had received a letter
indicating that a possible development site would be put up for sale in advance of
the finalised NDP. CC had arranged a series of Neighbourhood Planning Workshops.

9th May
66/2016 Outside Bodies / Reports - d. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported
the questionnaire had been issued. She understood that they were to have been
issued to those on the Electoral Roll, but it had transpired that it had been sent to
those on the Council Tax list. Cllr. Williams said this would skew the outcome. It
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was apparent that some local residents had not received a questionnaire. Cllr. Bell
was concerned that this could mean the NDP could be challenged.

13th June
108/2016 Outside Bodies / Reports - d. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams
reported information from the questionnaire is currently being collated. The report
would follow shortly. County Cllr. Hannaford had agreed that 46% of the cost of
sending out the questionnaires would be met by CC.

11th July
126/2016 Outside Bodies / Reports – d. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams said a
copy of the questionnaire results had been circulated to Members. There was
concern that the report may have been too large for some email inboxes. It will
shortly be available on the website. ‘Design’ was identified as a major concern for
many and needs to be developed into a policy. Cllr. Bell asked about the housing
needs assessment that was carried out for the NDP. He requested this to be an
agenda item at a future meeting. It was AGREED to put this on the September
agenda.

12th September
163/2016 Outside Bodies / Reports – d. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams said
the summer months were not the time to carry out public consultations. The next
step will probably be to employ a Design Consultant. NDP Housing Needs Survey –
Minute 126d/2016 refers. In the absence of Cllr. Bell this was deferred to the
October agenda.

12th December
219/2016 Outside Bodies / Reports – d. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams said
there was nil to report. NDP Housing Needs Advice – Minute 126d/2016 refers. Cllr.
Williams explained that Members had no input into the NDP assessment. This item
was deferred until both Cllrs. Bell and Williams are present.
2017
9th January
05/2017 Outside Bodies / Reports –d. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams said
there was nil to report. She had received a telephone call, which she had felt was
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‘fishing’ to find out if there was any available development land. She appealed for
help in progressing with the NP.
NDP Housing Needs Advice – Minute 126d/2016 refers. Item deferred until Cllrs.
Bell and Williams are present. It was now five months since Cllr. Bell asked for this
item to be discussed. Cllr. Raynor will speak to Cllr. Bell.

10th July
144/2017 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Members received an
update:
i.

NDP Housing Land Assessment – Cllr. Williams referred to a quotation
from Mr James Evans, Evans Planning, to submit the Regulation 14 (of the
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012) NDP to CC with the
various supporting documentation and the Townscape Assessment. It
was AGREED that a further quotation was required. Cllr. Williams to
obtain.

Cllr. Williams reported Ms Victoria Regan, CC had indicated there would
be a charge for Highways to assess access to the housing development
plots identified in the NDP Housing Land Assessment, Mr Evans thought it
might be possible this could be provided free of charge.

When the quotations have been obtained, the Clerk to approach the PCs
who had used the services of those quoting, to establish if they were
happy with the work done.

ii.

ii. NDP Consultants – covered by [i] above.

14th August
170/2017 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Members received the
following update:
i.

NDP Consultants – Cllr. Williams reported there were only a limited
number of suitable consultants, who specialise in Neighbourhood Plans –
of those one had declined to quote, CRCC use the services of Mr James
Evans and the other will be working with Mr Evans on the St Endellion
Plan
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The Clerk pointed out there was only £4,371 in the budget to progress the
NP. She reminded Members of the credit note from CRCC for £4,800. It
was RESOLVED to accept the quote from Mr James Evans at a cost of
£6,650 for Stage I. The Clerk to issue a Purchase Note.
The Townscape Assessment is £2,800 and Stages 2 to 4 would be £8,225.
A further funding application will be made and the budget reconsidered
The Clerk had approached the PCs who had used the services of Mr Evans
and obtained testimonials, which were all favourable.
11th September
183/2017 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Mr Slatter had
reported that CC proposed charging to access their mapping system. The Clerk to
clarify that if the PC has to pay for access, then the right to the maps is ours, but
Mr Slatter may use it.
9th October
212/2017 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported
a meeting had been held with Messrs Evans and Slatter. Public consultation
evidence had been compiled into a clear timeline by Mr David Slatter in preparation
for Regulation 14 submission. Some of the responses had been poorly presented by
CRCC and lacked summary in a final report. Mr James Evans will pursue. The
timeline progress to referendum in March is on track.
13th November
226/2017 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported
the consultants are making progress. A report is expected shortly
11th December
251/2017 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Messrs. Evans and
Slatter had collated the consultation responses into an understandable format.
When the resultant Regulation 14 submission will be presented to Members.
Consideration will be given to listing buildings of local interest. The current timeline
is under pressure due to delay consolidating consultation responses, however we
should still be ready for Regulation 14 Pre-submission Consultation by early in the
New Year, and hopefully submission in March 2018. Further funding application is in
progress. Cllr. Coles will make a search of the filing cabinets for evidence previously
gathered i.r.o. the Neighbourhood Plan.
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2018
8th January
06/2018 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Coles reported he
had provided Access Planning and Design Ltd. with additional information i.r.o. the
previous consultations. An application for £5,000 of funding had been drawn up, as
below. The Clerk to submit. i. Townscape Assessments - £2,800. ii. Finalising the
Plan, including basic conditions statement, consultation statement and SEA
screening - £2,200.
12th February
34/2018 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported
Groundwork UK had offered a grant of up to a maximum of £5,000 towards the NP
(not as shown on the Agenda a grant for play equipment).
12th March
72/2018 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Mr James Evans,
consultant had reported the locality bid component of the work will be completed by
the end of this month.
9th April
100/2018 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported
the consultation statement is completed and the evidence review also. All other
documents will be ready for the May meeting. She explained that when the
consultation is ready, that will be an opportunity for landowners to come forward
with potential sites for development.
14th May
133/2018 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams
explained the draft NP had been circulated via email. Cllr. Mould said a Sustainable
Environment Assessment should not be necessary as CC has one. It was RESOLVED
to call an Extraordinary Meeting to discuss this item only, on 29th May 2018.
11th June
Chairman’s Welcome and Public Forum – the Chairman welcomed those present
and advised of exits, local hazards, location of WCs, etc. Members met with Messrs
James Evans and Dave Slatter, Neighbourhood Plan Consultants who gave a
briefing to explain the main points of the NP. Once the Plan is adopted it has, in
law, the same weight as CC’s Local Plan. Sixteen draft policies had been drawn up,
based on consultations made to date. Cllr. Bell said the housing needs survey
shows a significant requirement, 80-102 homes, particularly for social rented
housing. Mr Slatter said St Endellion has a zero figure identified in the Cornwall
Local Plan, hence no sites are identified in St Endellion draft NDP. Cllr Bell
requested clarification in the draft NDP reference designation, i.e. AONB limiting the
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Plan’s need to deliver the housing numbers in the AECOM Housing Needs Survey.
Mr Slatter said once the outcome of the Strategic Environmental Assessment,
currently with CC, is to hand, then the plan is ready to go for consultation, which
must run for 6 weeks. Comments from the public will then be considered and may
result in changes to the policies. Cllr. Phelps asked if CC’s comments on the Plan
had to be adhered to. Mr Evans explained the NP must conform to the Cornwall
Local Plan. Cllr. Bell spoke of the re-introduction of the Settlement Boundary and
highlighted a number of anomalies. Mr Evans said responses to the consultation
would inform the detail. Mr Slatter said there is no national policy i.r.o. coastal
erosion. He will supply the Clerk with a copy of ‘Appendix J’ which gives some
guidance to the next step, i.e. the 6-week consultation exercise. Cllr. Bell asked
about buildings of local interest. Mr Slatter said this came about because of the
responses made to the original consultation. A copy of the draft NP is available on
the website. The consultation will include a consultation event, leaflets advertising
the Plan is ready both in hardcopy and online to view, etc. A formal meeting could
also be held if this was deemed appropriate. It was emphasised that a ‘layman’s
summary’ is needed, which would be easily understood by the public. Mrs Frances
Kent, Church Warden asked Members to make a decision regarding the re-siting of
the war memorial. Two sites had been proposed, one by the side of St Peter’s
Church, Port Isaac and the other on the grass verge at the junction of Mayfield
Road / Trewetha Lane. (Minute 153b/2018 was taken at this point.)
9th July
165/2018 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported
she had started to design the publication consultation material. It is hoped to
commence the consultation in September. Neighbourhood Plans, Affordable
Housing, and Cornwall Local Plan Housing Apportionment – letter from the N
Cornwall Cluster Group, previously circulated via email
13th August
192/2018 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams said
there is a delay with the Strategic Character Assessment because of issues raised
by Natural England. It was clarified Homer Park was not identified as a settlement
in the NP.
10th September
212/2018 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams said the
NDP remains subject to SEA screening (Strategic Environmental Assessment).
Correspondence from the North Coast Cluster Group regarding upholding
Neighbourhood Plans previously circulated via email.
8th October
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239/2018 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported
adjustments had been made to the Plan, to meet the requirements of Natural
England, who had now referred the Plan back to CC to decide if an SEA is required.

12th November
252/2018 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams said that
in light of the planning refusal for Haven Park, for clarity the development boundary
had been redrawn to reflect the existing, which will supersede the current published
plan. The draft Plan will now be resubmitted for conformity with the Local Plan and
the NPPF to Natural England and CC prior to public consultation. Cllr. Bell said we
should have a monthly written report from the Planning Consultants. The Clerk will
liaise with Mr Evans.
10th December
265/2018 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Mr James Evans had
provided a progress report. Copy previously emailed. Cllr. Bell said the report
lacked substance and should give more detail and itemise any changes between the
various NDP versions.
2019
14th January
06/2019 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams said that
Natural England had queried three possible building plots on the Plan. Once this is
cleared then a decision on whether an SEA screening is needed can be made. An
email had been circulated explaining the NDP will go to public consultation when
individual members of the PC will be able to have their say. The consultants are
working for the NDP Working Group and are being paid with monies allocate to the
NDP WG as sanctioned by the PC to get the NDP reviewed to determine whether it
needs to be put to a SEA, a necessary step before getting our NDP to the
consultation stage. Our agreement with our consultants did not include payment to
produce progress reports demanded by the PC or any individual. The NDP
document as it is had been presented to the reviewer, is on our website and can be
viewed by all which should be sufficient.

11th February
34/2019 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Cllr. Williams reported
Natural England required a non-development assurance i.r.o. land in the ownership
of the National Trust (NT). The plot in question houses SW Water’s underground
sewerage pumping station. NT had confirmed the land is inalienable (requiring an
Act of Parliament before it is sold or mortgaged). We await NE’s satisfaction with
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this assurance to confirm the NDP will not require Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA). Similarly reference the two other plots they queried which are
already subject to planning permission. Cllr. Bell maintained the NDP Working
Group is a sub-committee of the Parish Council. The Clerk said this was not her
view. She believed the Working Group were an independent body. Cllr. Penny
suggested we ask CC to look at the issue and make a decision as to whether we
have a PC-run NDP or an independently-run NDP. Cllr. Williams said there are
Terms of Reference for the WG (the Clerk to circulate a copy). Cllr Bell requested a
copy of the parish council minute establishing what Cllr. Williams referred to as the
NDP 'Working Group'.
11th March
62/2019 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – Ms Sarah Furley, CC
had provided an update, which had been circulated to Members. She had provided
a copy of the screening decisions for the St Endellion neighbourhood plan. Cornwall
Council is of the opinion that SEA and HRA are not required. After some discussions
with Natural England about the development boundaries shown in the NDP, all the
consultation bodies now agree and she had provided a copy of the screening
decision, the screening report and the consultation body comments. The screening
decision will need to be included in the Basic Conditions Statement when the NDP is
submitted. Cllr. Williams said the next step is to draw up the material to comply
with Regulation 14. She said that regrettably Evans Planning are unavailable to
assist with the full process. Cllr. Raynor proposed sending a copy of the NDP to all
properties in the parish and follow this up with public meetings, etc. to gain the
views of residents. Cllr. Williams said that a Layman’s Summary was essential.
There are planning consultants who can do this for the PC. Cllr. Bell thanked the
Working Group for all the work they had done to date. He said he and the Clerk
were now in agreement that the NDP Working Group is a sub-committee of the
Parish Council. He gave notice that he would make a proposal for the meeting to be
held on 25th March that the Full Council takes responsibility for the NDP and the
Clerk, as the PC’s Proper Officer, becomes the interface with all outside persons /
organisations. The next meeting to commence at 6.30pm to allow time for Members
to consider the NDP. Ms Melissa Burrow, CC had been appointed as the
Neighbourhood Planning Officer for St Endellion. Details of the NDP Surgeries was
circulated via email
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8th April 2019
92/2019 Neighbourhood Plan – Messrs James Evans and Dave Slatter had provided
the following documents: i. NDP Regulation 14 version ii. NDP Appendix A –
Lifetime Homes (principles). iii. NDP Appendix B – Townscape Assessment. NOTE –
this is a working document for completion following receipt of comments WG. iv.
Basic Conditions Statement (BSC). v. BSC Appendix A – designation of NDP Area. 5
/END/Meetings/Minutes/2019-04-08.doc vi. BSC Appendix B – St Endellion
Neighbouring Area. vii. BSC Appendix B – St Endellion map. viii. BSC Appendix C Screening Opinion. ix. Draft Consultation Statement and Appendices – the
reference to the early working groups’ membership and constitution had been
removed. NOTE – Mr Slatter advised: the Regulation14 consultation text in the
Statement document and also Appendices J.1, J.3. J.4 and J.5 are still only a draft
strategy for the next stage which needs confirmation / completion by the Working
Group (WG). It should be completed as an expression of intent before consulting on
the plan. a. Members to consider and ratify the revised NDP. Cllr Bell said he
wanted the council's NDP planning consultant Mr James Evans to advise members
on the possible linkage between the supporting document housing needs advice,
which proposed a considerable number of social rented housing units, the housing
land assessment that referred to It and the NDP. He wanted to know whether this
could be used by a social housing developer or Cornwall Housing Services to impose
this scale of development on the parish. Cllr. Williams explained the Housing Needs
Survey was a desktop assessment with no reference to ANOB designation. The
Housing Land Survey was conducted with the agreement of the PC when we were
advised by CRCC to identify housing sites. However, the NDP does not allocate sites
on the advice of Evans and Slatter as our CC allocation is zero. Cllr. Williams
emphasised it is the Housing Policies which are most relevant. Cllr. Kirkman said
that with or without a settlement boundary any exception site that comes forward
will all be evaluated on its merits. Cllr. Bell said he wanted it made clear that he
does not feel the explanation of how the NDP was compiled is accurate. Cllrs. Coles
and Williams refuted this as evidenced in over 100 minuted references. It was
RESOLVED to commence the Regulation 14 consultation process. Cllrs. Bell and
Collings voted against the motion. Further action to progress this was deferred to
the Working Group, to include measures to publicise the NDP. b. A decision as to
whether to appoint new NDP Consultants was deferred to the WG. c. Working Group
(WG) – Minute 77b/2019 refers. It was RESOLVED to set up a Working Group.
Membership to be as wide as possible. Cllrs. Bell, Raynor, Coles, Williams, Penny
and Kirkman agreed to join the WG. First meeting of the Working Group to be held
on 17th April 2019 at 6.30pm. Mr Robert Lawrence, ICT Connect Ltd. to be invited
to meet with the Working Group to set up a website and collate the NDP responses.
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10th June
130/2019 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – the official consultees
had been notified that the NDP is open for comments and residents who had given
their consent to receive details of the NDP had been advised of the same.

8th July
145/2019 Other Planning Matters – including any items received after the agenda
had been issued. 3 /END/Meetings/Minutes/2019-07-08.doc a. Neighbourhood Plan
– Cllr. Williams reported there had been a few objections, relating to zero housing
target (this is a CC figure) and lack of inclusion of brownfield sites in Port Gaverne.
Natural England want various gardens / areas in Church Hill, Roscarrock Hill and
The Platt excluded from the Settlement Boundary. If this was not done then an SEA
would be needed at a cost of approximately £60K. See comments from Mr James
Evans 154/2019 below.
12th August
161/2019 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan – covered by the
meeting held prior to this meeting.

9th September
175/2019 Other Planning Matters – a. Neighbourhood Plan –
Cllr. Williams confirmed Natural England now support the new development
boundary. The boundary in Trelights, in recognition of public comment, had been
adjusted to include the existing garden at the Lodge.

14th October

201/2019 Other Planning Matters – including any items received after the agenda
had been issued. a. Neighbourhood Plan –
Cllr. Williams reported the Local Listing document is almost complete and the
houseowners will be mail dropped. A copy of the document will be circulated to
Members.
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